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Preface

The Lisp Machine window system manual is intended to explain how you, as a programmer,

can use the set of facilities in the Lisp Machine known collectively as the window system.

Specifically, this document explains how to create windows, and what operations can be
performed on them. It also explains how you can customize the windows you produce, by mixing

together existing flavors to produce a window with the combination of functionality that your

program requires and adding daemons to various operations.

It is assumed that you have a working familiarity with Zetalisp as documented in the Lisp

Machine manual. It is also assumed that you have some experience with the user interface of the

Lisp Machine, including the ways of manipulating windows, such as the Edit Screen, Split

Screen, and Create commands from the system menu. To use the predefined flavors and
methods, you need not be familiar with how methods arc defined and combined, but you should

understand what message passing is, how it is used on the Lisp Machine, what a flavor is, what
a "mixin" flavor is, and how to define a new flavor by mixing existing flavors. To use the

information provided here on where to add daemons, you must be thoroughly familiar with

programming with flavors, and must be willing to refer to the window system source code as the

final authority for all questions.

Any comments, suggestions, or criticisms will be welcomed. Please send Arpa network mail

to BUG-LMMAN@MIT-MC.

Those not on the Arpanet may send U.S. snail to

Richard M. Stallman

545 Technology Square, Room 914

Cambridge, Mass. 02139

SRC:<L.WINl)>WlNDOC.TFXr.l5 8-AUG-83
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Note from Richard Stallman

The Lisp Machine is a product of the efforts of many people too numerous to list here and

of the former unique cooperative environment of the M.I.T. Artificial Intelligence Laboratory. I

believe that the commercialization of computer software hinders the further development of

systems such as described herein. I consider proprietary software morally objectionable and plan

to dedicate my career to promoting the sharing and free exchange of software.

Starting in December 1983 I plan to work on the development of GNU, a complete Unix-

compatible software system for standard hardware architectures, to be shared freely with everyone

just like EMACS. This will enable people to use computers without agreeing to the idea of

proprietary software. This project has inspired a growing movement of enthusiastic supporters. If

you would like to join it, write to me at the address on the previous page. Help get

programmers sharing again! Contributions of part-time programming help will be very welcome,

as will funding from philanthropists to support full-time workers, and donations or loans of

computers.

The current implementation of the window system is based on flavors, and was designed and

implemented primarily by Howard Cannon and Mike McMahon during 1980. It replaced an

earlier version implemented by me, which was based on Smalltalk-like classes. The newer version

is generally an improvement, but as Howard Cannon steadfastly refused to discuss the .design with

me I must decline responsibility for such counterintuitive aspects as the definition of exposure.

About a third of this manual is based on earlier documents written by Dave Moon and

Daniel Weinreb. Sarah Smith of LMI helped to correct the manual, and Chris Schneider and

Steve Strassman provided useful suggestions.
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1. Concepts

The term window system refers to a large body of software used to manage communications
between programs in the Lisp Machine and the user, via the Lisp Machine console. The console

consists of a keyboard, a mouse, and one or more screens. All Lisp Machines have at least one
high-resolution black-and-white screen, and some machines also have a color screen. The window
system can handle any number of screens of various kinds.

The window system controls the keyboard, encoding the shifting keys, interpreting special

commands such as the Terminal and System keys, and directing input to the right place. The
window system also controls the mouse, tracking it on the screen, interpreting clicks on the

buttons, and routing its effects to the right places. The most important part of the window,

system is its control of the screens, which it subdivides into windows so that many programs can
coexist and even run simultaneously without getting in each other's way, sharing the screen space

according to a set of established rules.

1.1 Windows

When you use the Lisp Machine, you can run many programs at once. You can have a Lisp

listener, an editor, a mail reader, and a network connection program, or several of each, all

running at the same time, and you can switch from one to the other conveniently. Interactive

programs get input from the keyboard and the mouse, and send output to a screen. Since there

is only one keyboard, it can only talk to one program at a time. However, each screen can be
divided into regions, and one program can use one region while another uses another region.

Furthermore, this division into regions can control which program the mouse talks to; if the

mouse cursor position is in a region associated with a certain program, then mouse clicks are

directed to that program, which is then allowed to decide what the clicks mean. Allocating access

to screen space and input devices is the most important function of the window system.

The regions into which the screen is divided are known as windows. In your use of the Lisp

Machine, you have encountered windows many times. Sometimes there is only one window
visible on the screen; for example, when you cold-boot a Lisp Machine, it initially has only one
window showing, and it is the size of the entire screen. If you start using the system menu's

Create, Edit Screen, or Split Screen options, you can make windows in various places of
various sizes and flavors. Usually windows have a border around them (a thin black rectangle

around the edges of the window), and they also frequently have a label in the lower-left hand
corner or on top. This is to help the user see where all the windows are, what parts of the

screen they are taking up, and what kind of windows they are.

The next several sections begin to explain the detailed concepts of how windows work and
what their internal state is. You should probably read over these quickly the first time, without

worrying about all the details. You really don't have to understand all of the complexity to make
simple use of the window system; it just helps if you know what sort of thing is going on.

SRC:<L.WIND>WIND01.TEXT.51 8-AUG-83



Capabilities ofWindows 4 Window System Manual

1.2 Capabilities of Windows

A window may or may not be exposed, which means that output can be done on it (section

2.5, page 17). At any time at most one window can be selected, which means that input can be

done through it (chapter 3, page 31). These two conditions constitute the window's status.

Another kind of state information that every window has is its edges: its size and its position

(see chapter 4, page 43). You can specify these numerically, ask for the user to tell you (using

the mouse), ask for a window to be near some point or some other window, and so on.

Windows can function as streams by accepting all the operations that streams accept. If you

do input operations on windows, they read from the keyboard; if you do output operations on

windows, they type out characters on the screen. The value of terminal -io (see section 21.5.9 of

the Lisp Machine manual) is normally a window, and so input/output functions on the Lisp

Machine do their I/O to windows by default.

A window whose flavor incorporates tv:stream-mixin supports all the standard input stream

operations and may be passed as the input stream to functions such as read and readline (see

chapter 5, page 49). Each such window has an input buffer holding characters that have been

typed at the window but not read yet. You can force keyboard input into a window's input

buffer; frequently two processes communicate by one process's forcing keyboard input into an

input buffer from which another process is reading characters (see page 53).

Any window handles the standard output stream operations and can be passed as the output

stream to functions such as print and format (see chapter 6, page 66). You can output characters

at a cursor position, move the cursor around, selectively clear parts of the window, insert and

delete lines and characters, and so on, by means of standard and not-so-standard stream

operations. Output of text on windows provides additional features; for example, characters can

be drawn in any of a large set of fonts (type faces), and you can switch from one to another

within a single window (see chapter 7, page 83). Windows can define their own actions for

exceptional conditions that affect output, such as reaching the right or bottom edge of the

window, or printing more that a window-full without pausing (see section 6.3, page 70).

In addition to characters from fonts, you can also display graphics (pictures) on windows (see

ntnf Q nnnn Q1\ ' I T-» flrn nffl /-»r»«roti<"»r

polygons, circle sectors, and cubic splines.

nUn-ntnf Q nnna Q1\ TViam nn> nY\nf)t\nr>c tn Ar-3\\t Knae niml&c triano1r»e rArtanolAC arhitrarv
WUCiL/lVl U, ^UgV JJJ* lltWIV U1V U^VIUUUIU *.V/ UlUII JUIJ^D, W11V1VJ, UJU..Q.WU, »vvi»..p.v^ «»*w»u»«>jr

Each window can have any number of blinkers (see chapter 9, page 103). Most windows have

one blinker that follows the window's cursor position; this blinker normally appears as a blinking

rectangle. But blinkers need not follow the cursor and need not actually blink (some do and

some don't). For example, the editor shows you what character the mouse is pointing at; this

blinker looks like a hollow rectangle. The arrow that . follows the mouse is a blinker, too.

Blinkers are used to add visible ornaments to a window, or temporary modifications to a window's

normal display. Blinkers are flavor instances with their own standard operations.

Windows are the standard interface to the mouse (see chapter 10, page 112). Both mouse

motion and mouse clicks arc normally handled by messages sent to the window over which the

mouse is positioned.
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A window's area of the screen is divided into two parts. Around the edges of the window are

the four margins; while the margins can have zero size, usually there is a margin on each edge
of the window, holding a border and sometimes other things, such as a label. The rest of the

window is called the inside; regular character output and graphics drawing all occur on the inside

part of the window. The margins and inside of the window are managed separately so that

mixins to add things to the margins can be independent of the program that draws in the

window's inside. See chapter 11, page 129.

For greater flexibility in subdividing a window into multiple areas of different uses, you can
create inferior windows or panes within the window. The main window is then called a frame.
Each pane can be of a different flavor suitable to its own purpose; thus Peek uses a frame which
has a menu and a scrolling window as its two panes. See section 2.1, page 10, for information
on the hierarchy of windows, and chapter 12, page 141, for a description of frames.

The asynchronously intercepted characters (such as Control -Abort) which take effect

instantaneously when typed are handled by the selected window. Each window can specify its

own. See section 5.5.2, page 61.

A window can have an associated process. For example, when you type Control -Abort, the
process aborted is the one associated with the selected window. Exactly how processes' and
windows relate depends on the flavor of the window, and, as usual, there are several operations
to manipulate the connections. See section 3.5, page 40.

Notifications are a facility for displaying messages from events taking place asynchronously and
not related to the program you are running (errors in background processes, qsends from other
users, file servers planning to go down, etc.). Notifications work through operations on the
selected window, so each window can decide how to display a notification. See section 13 1 page
157.

"

Screens are represented by flavor objects also; these are not windows, but share some of the
operations and instance variables of windows (see section 2.2, page 13). Windows and screens
collectively are called sheets. Each screen object usually corresponds to a particular piece of
display hardware. Screens can be either black-and-white or color. Color screens have more than
one bit for each pixel, and most operations on windows do something reasonable on color screens.

But the extra bits give you extra flexibility, and so there are some more powerful things you can
do to manipulate colors. Color screens also have a color map which specifies which values of the
pixels display which colors. See section 13.6, page 165.

The who line at the bottom of the screen shows the user something about the state of the
Lisp Machine. The window system software implements the who line as a separate screen even
though it appears on the same TV monitor as the main screen and its windows. This is why you
cannot move the mouse into the who line area, or make windows on the main screen hide the
who line. See section 13.5, page 163 for more information on the who line and how it is

interfaced and implemented.

SRC:<LWIND>WIND01.TEXT.51 8-AUG-83
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1.3 Higher Level Window Facilities

The higher level window facilities are window flavors that combine the basic capabilities of

windows appropriately to provide directly usable techniques for particular common applications.

These facilities include menus and other choice windows, typcout windows, and scrolling windows.

Menus allow the user to choose one or several of a fixed set of items. The system menu that

you get from double-click-right is an example of one. Sec section 14.1, page 173. Multiple choice

windows allow the user to specify an answer to each of a set of similar multiple-choice questions

(see section 14.2, page 190). The editor command Meta-X Kill or Save Buffers shows an

example of one.

Choose-variable-values windows allow the user to view and modify the values of a set of

variables, each variable printed and read according to its own range of possible values. One

variable might allow only numbers, while another variable's value might be restricted to a list of

pathnames. See section 14.3, page 194.

Typeout windows allow windows such as scroll windows and editor windows, which normally

present displays reflecting permanent data bases, to print output in response to individual

commands. The typeout window is an inferior of the other window, and exposes itself when

output is done on it.

Scrolling windows allow the programmer to define a display which the user can then scroll

through. The scrolling window facility provides for scrolling, redisplay, and interaction with the

mouse, requiring the programmer only to specify the entire contents to be scrolled through.

There arc two types of scrolling windows, text scroll windows (chapter 16, page 219) and general

scroll windows (chapter 17, page 228), the former being less powerful but simpler. Note that

there is a standard interface protocol for the mouse to request scrolling (see section 10.5.1, page

124). You need not use one of the standard scrolling window facilities to make a window that

can scroll if you are willing to implement the scrolling yourself. For example, editor windows

and menus can also scroll.

1.4 Windows as Flavor Instances

In the Lisp world, each window is a flavor instance, an instance of some flavor of window.

There are many different window flavors available; some of them are described in this manual.

All of them contain the component tv:minimum -window.

tv:m1n1mum-w1ndow Flavor

The flavor on which all window flavors are built. Any window flavors you define should

include this component. This flavor itself is made of the components tv:essential-

window, tv:essential- activate, tv:essential -expose, tv:essential-set-edges and

tv:essential- mouse. tv:minimum-window has no methods of its own; all are inherited

from those components. So you will at times (in the debugger) run across methods of

those component flavors. You will also run across methods of tv:sheet, a component of

tv:essential -window. However, there is no need for you as a programmer to pay

attention to the distinctions among these flavors, and in this manual all the operations,

instance variables and ink options of tv:minimum -window are documented as being "of

SRC:<L.W1ND>WIND01.TEXT.51 8-AUG-83



Window System Manual 7 Windows as Flavor Instances

windows" rather than of any specific flavor.

tv: window Flavor

This flavor of window has several mixins that provide much generally useful functionality,

including the ability to select the window, graphics operations, labels and borders,

(defflavor tv:window ()

( tv:stream-mixin tv:borders-mixin tv: label-mixin
tv: select-mix in tv : del ay-notifi cation-mi xin

tv: graph ics -mi xin tv: mini mum-window))

The operations of these mixins are specifically identified in this manual. Use the mixins,

or use the flavor tvrwindow, if you want the operations to be available.

It is often necessary to mix flavors to get the desired window behavior. When doing this, you
must pay attention to the correct ordering of flavor components. The earlier components will

override later ones. For example, if you want to make a window that will print out notifications

on itself by mixing in tv:notification-mixin, you must put it in front of tv:window:

(defflavor my-window () ( tv:notif ication-mixin tvrwindow))
If you put them in the other order, as in

(defflavor my-window () (tvrwindow tv:notif ication-mixin))
you get something equivalent to tv:window. The tv:notification-mixin's effect is completely lost

The whole point of ^notification -mixin is that it should override some methods of tv:window

(inherited from tv:delay-notification-mixin), and in fact it defines the same operations in a

different way. It follows that if tv.notification-mixin comes last, it will be overridden instead.

It is almost always correct to put mixins first in the ordering so that they will override

whatever they are added to. One exception occurs with flavors of margin item; there, the

ordering is used to control the spatial position of the margin items.

Screens are also represented by flavor instances, which share some of the characteristics of

windows because they share the component flavor tv:sheet. Screens are described fully in section

2.2, page 13.

tv: sheet Flavor

tv:sheet is a flavor that windows and screens share. It is also what provides the structure

required by the microcode display primitives. Operations defined by this flavor are

documented as being "of windows and screens" in this manual.

Much of the contents of this manual is devoted to describing the instance variables and
operations of various flavors of window. They are grouped below by functionality.

There is a vague convention sometimes followed for naming flavors of windows. Here the

word frobboz is used to stand for any feature, attribute, or class of windows that would appear in

a flavor name (e.g. peek, lisp- listener, or delayed -redisplay- label). Naming conventions are

different for instaniiable flavors (which are complete and can support instances of themselves) and
mixin flavors (which are incomplete and only supply one particular aspect of behavior).

frobboz An instantiate flavor whose most distinguishing characteristic is that it is a

frobboz. frobboz is preferred to frobboz -window except when it is necessary to

make a distinction.

SRC:<LWIND>WINDOl .TEXT.51 8-AUG-83
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frobboz- mixin A flavor which provides the frobboz feature when mixed into other flavors, but is

not instantiate. Such mixins often have no components, just required -flavors.

basic -frobboz This form of name is used instead of frobboz- mixin when the flavor is regarded

as altering the "essential character" of the window. It docs not work to mix two

"basic" flavors together unless they are designed to work together. In certain cases

a basic -frobboz may contain tv:minimum -window as a component, and may even

be instantiable, but usually it is a mixin that must be mixed with tv:minimum-

window and other things in order to work.

essential -frobboz

essential -frobboz- mixin

A name like this is generally used for a component of frobboz-mixin, containing

the heart of the frobboz facility but not its bells and whistles or its specific

interface.

1.5 Using a Window

Many programs never need to create any new windows. Often it suffices to use the standard

input, output and graphics operations on an existing window, such as a Lisp listener which is the

value of terminal -io when your program is called. For example, here is a graphics demo that

will draw a pattern of xored circles on any window which has tv:graphics- mixin (such as a Lisp

listener).

(defun green-hornet (&optional (window terminal-io)

(separation 40))

( hacks : with- real -time

(send window ' rclear-screen)

(send window ':home-down)

(multiple-value-bind (iw ih)

(send window ': inside-size)

(let ((center-xl (- (truncate iw 2)

(truncate separation 2)))
/~~_4.~~v. O / J. /+niins«o + n -5 111 9 \
{ U6II161 _ AC \ < ( kl uni/Uoc in c )

(truncate separation 2)))

(center-y (truncate ih 2)))

(do ((i (- (min center-y center-xl) 10.)

(1- i)))

((<= 1 5))
(send window * :draw-circle

(if (bit-test 20 i) center-xl center-x2)

center-y

i))))

(send window ' :tyi)

t))

Such programs should try to stick to the most widely-implemented operations. The ideal is to

use only the standard stream operations documented in section 21.5 of the Lisp Machine manual;

SRC:<L.WIND>WIND01.TEXT.51 8-AUG-83



Window System Manual 9 Creation ofWindows

then your program will run even with streams that are not windows. With graphics programs

such as green -hornet you arc forced to use some windows-only operations, but it is still best to

stick to the operations provided by the flavor tv:window.

1.6 Creation of Windows

When you want to create a flashy and sophisticated user interface, especially involving mouse-

sensitivity or automatic updating, it is time to consider creating your own windows (and your own

window flavors, perhaps).

To create a window, use the functions make -instance or instantiate -flavor. (Old programs

usually use tv:make-window, which is now equivalent to make-instance but was different in' the

past).

make- Instance flavor-name &rest mit-options

Creates, initializes, and returns a new instance of the specified flavor. The init-options

argument contains alternating keywords and values; the keywords must be init options

accepted by the flavor you are using. The init options accepted by various window flavors

are described in this manual.

Example:

(make-instance • tv:lisp-listener
*

: borders 4

' :font-map (list fontsrbigfnt)

*:vsp 6

*:edges-from ': mouse
* :expose-p t)

creates an exposed Lisp listener with big characters and lots of vertical space between

lines.

For more information on this function and on instantiate -flavor, see section 20.7 of the

Lisp Machine manual.

tv : sheet-area Variable

The area in which windows are by default created.

:name name Init optionfor windows

Every window has a name, which is used primarily for printing the window as a Lisp

object, but also serves as a default for the window's label. If you do not specify a name,

the defauU is constructed from the flavor name and a counter (each flavor has its own) to

make the name unique.

tv:name Instance variable ofwindows

The name of the window.
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2. Visibility and Exposure of Windows

The most important piece of information about a window is whether it is actually visible on

the screen. A related but different piece of information is whether the window is exposed.

Understanding these basic concepts, the subjects of this chapter, is vital to any use of the window

system.

Using the system menu Create option you can make two windows that partially overlap. (If

you have never done so, you should try it.) The window system is forced to make a choice here:

only one of those two windows can be the rightful owner of that piece of the screen. Of these

two windows, only one can be (fully) visible at a time; the other one has to be not fully visible,

but either partially visible or not visible at all. Only the fully visible window has an area of the

screen to use.

If you play around with this, you will see that it looks as if the two windows were two

overlapping pieces of paper on a desk, one of which must be on top of the other. Create two

Lisp listeners using the Create command of the system menu so that they partially overlap, and

then single-click-left on the one that is on the bottom. It will come to the top. Now single-click-

left on the other one; it will come back up to the top. The one on top is fully visible, and the

other one is not

2.1 Hierarchy of Windows

Several Lisp Machine system programs and application programs present the user with a

window that is split up into several sections, which are usually called "window panes" or "panes".

For example, the inspector has six panes in its default configuration: the one you type forms into

at the top, the menu, the history list, and the three inspection panes below the first three. The

window debugger "and ZMail also use elaborate windows with panes. Just as windows on a screen

can subdivide the screen, a window's panes subdivide the screen space of the window. With

programs such as the editor, inspector and ZMail, it may not be obvious that the windows you

see are panes in another window because that window occupies the full screen. If you go into

Edit Screen and reshape one of these, you will see clearly how there is a window with

subwindows.

In fact, the panes in an inspector are related to the inspector's main window just as that

window is related to the screen. Windows are arranged in a hierarchy, each window having a

superior and a list of inferiors. Usually the top of the hierarchy is a screen. In the example

above, the inspector window is an inferior of the screen, and the panes of the window are

inferiors of the inspector window. The screen itself has no superior (if you were to ask for its

superior, you would get nil).

A window's superior, its superior's superior, and so on, are collectively called its ancestors.

A window's inferiors and their inferiors, and so on, are called its descendants.

The position of a window is remembered in terms of its relative position with respect to its

superior. To figure out where a window is on the screen, we add this relative position to the

absolute position of the superior (which is computed the same way, recursively; the recursion
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terminates when we finally get to a screen). The important thing about this is that when a
superior window is moved, all its inferiors are moved the same amount; they keep their relative

position within the superior the same. You can sec this if you play with the Move Window
command in Edit Screen.

Normally Edit Screen edits the arrangement of the windows on a screen, but it can also edit
the arrangement of inferiors (panes) of a window in the same fashion. If you click right on Edit
Screen, you get a menu containing all the superiors of the window you pointed at, up to the
screen. You can then edit the inferiors of whichever one you choose.

So, what Edit Screen really does is to manipulate a set of inferiors of some specific superior,

which may or may not be a screen. The set of inferiors that you are manipulating is called the

active inferiors set; each inferior in this set is said to be active. The active inferiors are all

fighting it out for a chance to be visible on their superior. If no two active inferiors overlap,

there is no problem; they can all be visible. However, whenever two overlap, only one of them
can be on top. Edit Screen lets you change which active inferiors get to be on top. There is

also a part of the window system called the screen manager whose basic job is to keep this

competition straight For example, it notices that a window that used to be covering up part of a
second window has been reshaped, and so the second window is no longer covered and can be
made visible. Inactive windows are never visible until they become active; when a window is

inactive, it is out of the picture altogether. The screen manager will be discussed at length later

(section 2.9, page 26).

Each superior keeps track of all of its active inferiors as a list in the instance variable

tv:inferiors, and each inferior window keeps track of its superior, in the instance variable

tv:superior. Superior windows do not keep track of their inactive inferiors; this is a purposeful
design decision, in order to allow unused windows to be reclaimed by the garbage collector. So,

when a window is deactivated, the window system doesn't touch it until it is activated again.

: activate Operation on windows
Makes the window active in its superior.

: deac 1 1 vate Operation on windows
Makes the window cease to be active in its superior.

:act1vate-p t-or-nil Init optionfor windows
If this option is specified non-nil, the window is activated after it is created. The default

is to leave it deactivated.

: *
*

* Operation on windows
Killing a window deactivates it but also makes a positive effort to get rid of other entities

such as processes or net connections that may be associated with the window. If a
window has these things, it may not be satisfactory to just allow the window to be
garbage collected; therefore, the :kill operation is provided. A command for the user to

get rid of windows should use :kill rather than rdeactivate.
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: actl ve-p Operation on windows and screens

t if this window is active in its superior. A screen is always considered active.

•Inferiors Operation on windows and screens

Returns this window or screen's list of inferiors.

:super1or Operation on windows and screens

Returns this window or screen's superior. For a screen, it is nil.

:set-super1or new-superior Operation on windows

Makes this window an inferior of new-superior.

:super1or superior Init option for windows

Makes the new window an inferior of superior. If this is not specified, the default is

tv:mouse -sheet, which is initially the main black-and-white screen.

tv:1nfer1ors Instance variable ofwindows and screens

A list of the active inferiors.

tv:super1or Instance variable ofwindows and screens

In a window, the value is the window's superior. In a screen, the value is nil.

tv : sheet-superior window-or-screen

tv: sheet- Inferiors window-or-screen

Accessor defsubsts for the corresponding instance variables.

tv:sheet-me-or-my-k1d-p sheet me

t if sheet is an indirect inferior, zero or more levels down, of the sheet me.

tv:map-over-exposed-sheets junction

Calls function on every exposed sheet, starting with the screens, their inferiors, and so on

down.

tv:map-over-exposed-sheet function sheet

Calls function on every exposed inferior of sheet, to all levels, including sheet itself.

tv:map-over-sheets function

Calls function on every active sheet, starting with the screens, their inferiors, and so on

down.

tv: map-over-sheet junction sheet

Calls function on every active inferior of sheet, to all levels, including sheet itself.
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2.2 Screens

The topmost nodes of the window hierarchy are actually screens rather than windows, a
screen being an instance of the flavor tviscreen.

tv: screen Flavor

Screens are also flavor instances, whose flavors incorporate tv:screen. Screens are not

windows, but they have much in common with windows, because both incorporate the

flavor tv:sheet (page 7).

Usually each screen object represents an individual piece of display hardware. However, the

main black-and-white physical screen that all Lisp Machines have is logically divided into two
screens, with different screen objects. These are tv:main -screen and tv:who- line-screen!
Because these are separate screens, windows on the main screen cannot be extended onto the who
line, and the mouse cannot move onto the who line, etc.

Screens are the objects that know how to parse font specifiers (user-level names for fonts) into

font objects that can be used for display. See page 85. Also, each screen can specify a font for

each of the standard font purposes (default, :label, :menu, etc.). See page 86.

tv: sheet-get-screen sheet

Returns the screen that sheet is an indirect inferior of {sheet itself, if it is a screen).

tv:ma1n-screen Variable

The screen object that represents the Lisp Machine black-and-white display, except for the

who line area. This is default superior for windows created with tv:make-window.

tv: who- line- screen Variable

The screen object that represents the who line area. Each field of the who line is a
separate window on this screen.

tv: default-screen Variable

This is the screen that is "normally used". It is initialized to be the main screen. Certain

functions that create a window without reference to the mouse use it as a default for the

superior of the window, and window resources with a superior as parameter often create

one window initially, with the default screen as the superior.

color: color-screen Variable

This is the color screen for the 4-bit-pixel color display that some Lisp Machines have.

The screen object is always present, but is exposed only when the machine actually has a
color screen. See section 13.6, page 165.

tvrall-the-scraens Variable

A list of all screen objects. With this list, you can begin a tree walk to cover all active

windows.
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tvset-tv-speed &optional (speed60.5) (wasted- lines 0)

Sets the scanning rate of the main screen, in vertical sweeps per second, to speed, speed

is usually a flonum.

The vertical size of the screen is inversely proportional to die number of vertical scans per

second, because the display rate in horizontal scan lines per second is fixed.

A nonzero value of wasted-lines directs the system to refrain from using that many

horizontal scan lines at the bottom of the screen. If you are using MIT software on a

machine built by Symbolics, you may need to do this, since the screens are typically

misaligned so that the who line is obscured by the screen's cabinet. A value of 20 to 30

generally does the trick.

2.3 Pixels

A screen displays an array of pixels. Each pixel is a little dot of some brightness and color;

a screen displays a big array of these dots to form a picture. Everything you see on the screen,

including borders, graphics, characters, and blinkers, is made up out of pixels.

Each physical screen has a display memory which stores the values of all the pixels. On

regular black-and-white screens, each pixel has one of only two values, lit up or not lit up, so

the pixel is represented in memory by one bit. Usually is used for the background of a

window and the characters or lines on it are made of l's, so 1 can be considered on and

"off On color screens, pixels have more than one bit The usual sort of color screen has four

bits per pixel. is still often used as the background value and assigned the color black. There

is no convention for the use of other pixel values.

Black and white screens have a hardware flag that controls the visual appearance of 1 and

pixels In "black-on-white" mode, 1 is dark and is bright, so windows appear with dark text

on a white background. This mode is the default. In "white-on-black" mode, 1 is bright and

is dark. Users can switch between these modes with Terminal C.

An individual window can specify 1 for background and for text; this is independent of

white-on-black mode (which applies to the whole screen) and is requested witntne :reverse-

video-p init option or the :set-reverse-video-p operation (see page 81). These work by

controlling the alu functions used for drawing and erasing characters; see section 8.1, page «W.

Programs which use the window's recommended alu functions for their drawing and erasing will

automatically display in reverse-video when this is specified. The who line mouse documentation

window is an example of a window which uses reverse-video.

tv:black-on-white &optional (scree/itv.default-screen)

Make screen display one-bits as black, with zero-bits as white. (This is die default mode.)

Note that this works by setting a bit in the display hardware; as a result, if done on the

main screen, it applies to the who line as well.
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tv:wh1te-on- black &optional (screen tv:default-screen)

Make screen display one-bits as white, with zero-bits as black.

tv: complement- bow-mode &optional (screen tv:default-screen)

Toggle whether screen displays one-bits as white or as black. This is what Terminal C
does.

tv : b1ts-per-p1xel Instance variable o/tv:screen

1 for a black-and-white screen, larger numbers for other kinds (4 for the standard color

screen).

tv : buffe

r

Instance variable of tv:screen

The address of the screen memory, as a fixnum.

tv : buffe r - ha 1 fwo rd - a r ray Instance variable of tv:screen

An art-16b array containing the screen memory.

tv : control -address Instance variable o/tv:screen

The address of the screen's control register which contains, among other things, the flag

controlling black-on-white mode.

2.4 Bit-Save Arrays

The pixel values that make up a window's screen image are called its contents. When a

window is fully visible, its contents are displayed on a screen so that they can be seen. When the

window is not fully visible, its contents are lost unless there is a place to save them. Such a

place is called a bit-save array.

A bit-save array is an array of bits of sufficient size to hold a copy of the window's contents.

If a window has a bit save array, its contents are copied into the array when the window ceases

to be fully visible. If the window becomes fully visible again, the contents are copied from the

bit-save array back onto the screen. In the mean time, programs can use tv:sheet- force-access
to do output into the bit-save array while the window is not visible (see page 23), and the

window's inferiors, if any, can be exposed and do output (see section 2.5, page 17).

When a window with a bit-save array is partially visible, the visible parts can be displayed

correctly by copying them from the bit-save array. This is the behavior you observe if you make
a small Lisp listener window with Create and have a full-screen window such as the initial Lisp

listener or a Zmacs frame partially visible around it. It happens because the Lisp listener or

Zmacs frame has a bit-save array.

If a window does, not have a bit-save array, then there is no place to put its contents when it

is not visible, so they are lost. When the window becomes visible again, it will try to redraw its

contents; that is, to regenerate the contents from some state information in the window. This is

done by the :refresh operation documented below. Some windows can do this; for example,

editor windows can regenerate their contents based on the editor buffers they are displaying.

Other windows, such as Lisp listeners, do not remember what was displayed on them and cannot

regenerate their previous contents. Such windows just leave their contents blank, except for the

margins (sec chapter 11, page 129), which all windows can regenerate.
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The advantage of having a bit-save array is that losing and regaining visibility does not require

the contents to be regenerated; this is desirable since regeneration may be computationally

expensive, or even impossible. The disadvantage is that the bit-save array can be large and

swapping it in can be slow.

When a frame is in use, giving the frame a bit-save array enables the contents of the frame

and all the panes to be preserved if the frame ceases to be fully visible. Bit-save arrays for the

panes would come into play only if panes were shuffled or substituted within the frame; in most

applications, this happens never or rarely, and is accompanied by a thorough redisplay. So

normally the frame gets a bit-save array and the panes do not.

tv;b1t-array Instance variable ofwindows

This instance variable of all windows holds the window's bit array, or nil if it has none.

tv: sheet-bit-array window

Accessor defsubst for the corresponding instance variable.

:b1t-array Operation on windows

Returns the window's bit array, or nil if it has none.

:save-b1ts Operation on windows

Returns non-nil if this window saves its bits when not exposed.

:set-save-b1ts flag Operation on windows

Tells this window to start or stop saving its bits when not exposed, flag is t to start or nil

to stop.

: s ave - b 1

1

s flag Init optionfor windows

flag may be t, nil or :delayed. :delayed causes the window to acquire a bit-save array

the first time it is deexposed, but not before.

: refresh &optional [type ':complete-redisplay) Operation on windows

Restore the saved contents of the window or regenerate the contents, according to the

value of type (and to whether the window has a bit-save array).

Here are the possible values of type:

xomplete- redisplay

This is the default. The window's present bit image is completely

discarded and regenerated from scratch. The margins are redrawn by

invoking :refresh- margins. The default definition of irefresh just leaves

the inside blank except for refreshing any exposed inferiors.

If the window has no bit-save array, type is ignored and the actions for

xomplete- redisplay are always used.

:use-old-bits The complete contents are restored from the bit-save array. This is

specified by the system when a window is exposed.

:size-changed

This keyword is specified when the window's size has been changed. The
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contents are restored from the bit-save array, and then the margins are

refreshed with :refresh -margins.

:margins-only This keyword is specified when the inside portion of the window is

completely undisturbed, and only the margins need to be refreshed. The
system treats it just like :size-changed.

Window flavors ought when possible to provide :after daemons for :refresh, to complete

the job of redrawing the window, which the system itself cannot know how to do. When
these daemons run, the instance variable tv:restored -bits -p will be non-nil if the window
contents were restored from a bit-save array. If this is so, there is no need for the :after

daemons to do anything, except perhaps if the window's inside size has changed.

tv : res tored-b1 ts-p Instance variable ofwindows

In :after daemons of :refresh (and therefore also of :expose), this is t if the contents

were restored from a bit-save array. If it is nil, the inside of the window was left blank

and must be regenerated to whatever extent that is possible.

2.5 Screen Arrays and Exposure

This section discusses the concepts of screen arrays and of exposed windows. These have to

do with how the system decides where to put a window's contents (its pixels), how the notion of

visibility on the screen is extended into a hierarchy of windows, and how programs can control

which windows are visible. Do not feel it is your fault if this seems complicated; you do not

need to understand it fully on your first reading of the manual.

Each window or screen can have a screen-array, which is where output drawn on the window
should go. Drawing characters or graphics is done by changing elements of the window's screen

array. The screen array is stored in the instance variable tv:screen- array. The variable can also

be nil, to say that the window does not have a screen array at the present time.

A screen normally has a screen array that is displaced to the special memory that the screen's

hardware displays from. A window that is visible has a screen array; it is an indirect array that

points into the area of the superior's screen-array where the inferior gets displayed on the

superior. For example, consider a visible window whose superior is a screen and whose upper-

left-hand corner is at location (100,100) in the screen. The window's screen-array would be an

indirect array whose (0,0) element is the same as the (100,100) element of the screen. If you were

to set a pixel in the window's screen-array, the corresponding pixel in the screen (found by
adding 100 to each coordinate) would be set to that value.

A visible window more than one level down from the screen has a screen array that indirects

more than once. The window's screen-array points into the middle of its superior's screen array,

which points into the middle of the superior's superior's screen array, and so on until the screen

is reached. When typeout is done on the window, it will appear on the screen, offset by the

combined offsets of all the ancestors, so that it will appear in the correct absolute position on the

screen.
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Sometimes a window is unable to have a screen array that points to its superior's screen array.

For now, let's not ask why this might happen, but consider instead what to do about the screen

array when this does happen. There are two alternatives. If the window has a bit-save array,

then the bit-save array is used as the screen array. If there is no bit-save array, there can be no

screen array either. The window's tv:screen -array variable becomes nil, and there is nowhere for

output on this window to go.

For a window w with a bit-save array, w's inferiors are not affected by where w's screen

array points, w always has a screen array, and its inferiors' screen arrays can point to that.

But if w has no bit-save array, it may have nil instead of a screen array, and in that case it

is impossible for w's inferiors to have screen arrays pointing into w's screen array. So they in

turn must use their bit-save arrays, if any, as screen arrays, or not have screen arrays. The effect

propagates down the hierarchy.

So we see one possible reason why a window may be unable to have a screen array that

points into its superior's: if the superior doesn't have a screen array at all. There is one other

reason: the superior may deny permission for this window to point its screen array into the

superior. The superior has an instance variable tv:exposed- inferiors which record all the inferiors

permitted to do this. (Only active inferiors are allowed.) This permission can be granted or

revoked at any time, and is called exposability. Each window can be made exposable or not

exposable using the :expose and :deexpose operations. So, if a window's superior does not have

a screen array, or if the window is not exposable, then the window must scrounge up a screen

array itself if it can.

A window is said to be exposed if it has a screen array that points into its superior's screen

array. Note that a window must be exposable in order to be exposed, but the converse is not

true. An exposable window is. exposed as well if and only if its superior has a screen array.

An exposed window is not necessarily visible. A window is visible if its screen array points,

through some number of levels of indirection, into the middle of the screen's screen array. An

exposed window's screen array points into the middle of something, but that may be a bit-save

array in a deexposed ancestor some number of levels up. A window that is exposed but not

visible must have some ancestors that are not exposed, and at least one of them must not be

exposable cither. This diagram of a window w8 and its ancestors shows the pattern of exposed

and deexposed windows and how it comes about

s <-- wl <-- w2 <-- w3 <-- w4 <-- u/5 <-- w6 <-- w7 <-- w8

exposable not! exposable again...

w5 has a bit-save array

exposed... deexposed... exposed...

visible... invisible... ...still invisible...

Output is allowed on a window whenever the window is exposed. Usually exposed windows

are visible and the output can be seen on the screen. But output to an exposed window with a

deexposed ancestor is also permitted. Then the output goes into the middle of that ancestor's bit-

save array rather than onto the screen. Such output cannot actually be seen. But if the

unexposable ancestor that must exist is made exposable, the bit-save array will be copied onto the

screen and the output already done will be seen.
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Output is not normally allowed on a deexposcd window, even if the window has a screen

array which is its bit-save array. However, in this case, you can use tv:sheet- force-access to

override the prohibition and output onto the bit-save array. Use of :permit as the window's

deexposcd typcout action (see page 21) allows all output on such windows to proceed and draw in

the bit-save array. A deexposed window with no bit-save array cannot have output done on it in

any fashion since it has no contents.

The :expose operation makes a window exposable. If at that time its superior has a screen

array, the window will become exposed as well. Or, if the superior later acquires a screen array,

the window will become exposed then. This can happen if the superior itself is exposed, or if the

superior is given a bit-save array with the :set-save -bits operation.

The :deexpose operation always makes the window unexposable and therefore not exposed.

It is possible for a screen to be deexposed. In particular, if a Lisp Machine does not have a

color display physically attached to it, there is still a "color screen" Lisp object in the Lisp world,

but it is deexposed (and so are any immediate inferiors it may have). This is so saved Lisp

environments can be moved easily between machines with different hardware configurations. The
screen object is left deexposed so that programs will not try to output to it. The screen is

exposed whenever the Lisp Machine system is booted on a machine that actually has a color

screen; then all its exposable inferiors become exposed too. For screens, there is no distinction

between exposed and exposable, since there is no superior to have a say in the matter.

In order to maintain the model that windows are like pieces of paper on a desk, it is

important that no two windows that both occupy some piece of screen space be exposed at the

same time. To make sure that this is true, whenever a window becomes exposed, the system

deexposes any of its exposed siblings that it overlaps. (Note: this is not true for temporary

windows; see page 24.)

: expos 8 Operation on windows and screens

&optional inhibit-blinkers bits-action new-left new-top

Makes the window exposable, and exposed if possible. This is a very useful operation to

attach daemons to, but remember that this operation may be performed on a window that

is already exposable. The daemons must not make the assumption that the window is just

becoming exposable. If the window is not a direct inferior of the screen, it may not be

becoming exposed either.

If the window is not active in its superior, it is first activated.

The arguments to the :expose operation are supplied by the system and usually of

interest only to the system's methods. User invocations of this operation should usually

supply no arguments.

If the window actually becomes visible, the window's blinkers normally appear with their

deselected visibilities. If inhibit-blinkers is non-nil, the blinkers are not acted on. If the

window is being exposed in order to select it, this is used to save time.
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If the window actually becomes visible, bits-action controls how it is put back on the

screen. It can be :noop, :restore or xlean. If it is :noop, the window's screen area is

not touched. This is used only in very unusual cases. If it is :clean, the window is sent

a :refresh message with argument :complete- redisplay, which should make the window

redraw itself from scratch if it can. If bits-action is :restore, the window is sent a

:refresh message with argument :use-old-bits, which should make the window copy its

bit-save array onto the screen, nil as the bits-action is equivalent to :restore for windows

with bit-save arrays and to xlean for windows without them.

new-left and new-top are the offsets within the superior at which to expose the window.

They default to the window's current offsets. These arguments are for use by the :set-

edges operation; you should not pass them.

A window cannot be made exposable unless its full size fits within the superior.

ideeexpose Operation on windows and screens

&optional save-bits-p screen-bits-action remove-from-superior

Makes the window not exposed and not exposable. This is a useful operation to add

daemons to.

The arguments to the :deexpose operation are supplied by the system, and are usually of

interest only to the system's methods.

save-bits-p defaults to :default. It can also be :force or nil. :default means the bits are

saved if the window has a bit-save array. :force gives the window a bit-save array if it

doesn't already have one, so that the bits are always saved, nil does not save the bits.

screen-bits-action controls what to do to the bits on the screen. It may be :noop to do

nothing to them, or :clean to erase the area occupied by the window.

If remove-from-superior is nil, the window remains exposable. You should always use t

(which is the default) for this argument. The window system uses nil as part of

implementing deexposure of an exposable window whose superior loses its screen array.

Use of nil at any other time would lead to incorrect results.

:expose-p t-or-nil Init optionfor windows

If this option is specified non-nil, the window is made exposable after it is created. The

default is to leave it deexposed. If the value of the option is not t, it is used as the first

argument to the :expose operation (the inhibit-blinkers argument).

: exposabl e-p Operation on windows and screens

t if the window is exposable.

:exposed-p Operation on windows and screens

t if the window is exposed.
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:exposed-1nfer1ors Operation on windows and screens

Returns a list of all exposable inferiors of this window or screen.

tv:with-sheet-deexposed {sheet) &body body Specialform

Executes the body with sheet deexposed. If sheet had been exposed, it is reexposed when

body exits. Operations that change things about the window often make use of this to

reduce the complicated case of an exposed window to the simpler case of a deexposed

one.

:screen-array Operation on windows and screens

Returns the window or screen's screen array, or nil.

tv:exposed-p Instance variable ofwindows and screens

t if the window is exposed.

tv:exposed-1nfer1ors Instance variable ofwindows and screens

A list of all exposable inferiors of this window or screen.

tv: screen-array Instance variable ofwindows and screens

The screen array, or nil if there is none.

tv:sheet-exposed-p window-or-screen

tv: sheet-exposed- Inferiors window-or-screen

tv: sheet-screen-array window-or-screen

Accessor defsubsts for the corresponding instance variables.

2.6 Ability to Output

Whether a window is exposed usually controls whether output can be done on it. In a

deexposed window a flag called the output hold fag is normally 1. This causes an output hold

exception if an attempt is made to output to the window. The normal result of an output hold

exception is that the process doing output waits until the output hold flag is clear. The process

wait state during this wait is "Output Hold".

The output hold flag is also set in a window that has exposed inferiors, because output on

the window would overwrite the inferiors.

tv: sheet-output-hold-flag window

1 to indicate an output hold exception, or to permit output on the window. This is

setf'able.

When a process attempts to type out on a window which is deexposed and has its output

hold flag set, what happens depends on the window's deexposed typeout action. The deexposed

typeout action can be any of certain keyword symbols, or it can be a list. After the specified

action is taken, if the output hold flag is still set, the process will wait for it to clear. The

interesting thing is that the action may affect the value of the output hold flag.
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Instance variable ofwindows

Operation on windows

Operation on windows

Init optionfor windows

tv : deexposed-typeout-actlon

The window's deexposed typeout action.

: deexposed-typeout-actlon

:set-deexposed-typeout-act1on action

Get or set the window's deexposed typeout action.

: deexposed-typeout-actlon action

Initializes a window's deexposed typeout action to action.

tv:sheet-deexposed-typeout-act1on window

Accessor defsubst for the instance variable.

Here are the possible values of deexposed typeout action:

:normal This, the default, means "no action". Therefore, the process will always have to

wait for the output hold flag to clear.

:expose The action is to send the window an :expose message. This may expose the

window (if the superior has a screen-array), and if it does expose the window

then the output hold flag will probably be cleared, allowing typeout to proceed

immediately. If the superior is the screen, the :expose option provides a very

different user interface from the :normal option.

:permit This means to permit typeout even though the window is not exposed, as long as

the window has a screen array; i.e., it may type out on its own bit-save array

even though it is not exposed. The next time the window is exposed, the updated

contents will be retrieved from the bit-save array.

The action for :permit is to turn off the output hold flag if the window has a

screen array. This mode has the disadvantage that output can appear on the

window without anything being visible to the user, who might never see what is

going on and might miss something interesting.

It is possible to request that output in this mode to partially visible windows be

transferred to the screen periodically. See page 28.

:notify This means that the user should be notified when there is an attempt to do output

on the window. The action taken is to send the :notice message to the window

with the argument :output (see page 158). The default response to this is to

notify the user that the window wants to type out and to put the window on a

list for Terminal S to select it. Supdup and Telnet windows have :notify

deexposed typeout action by default.

:error The action is to signal an error.

a list, (operation arguments...)

The action is to send the window a message with operation and arguments.

Functions such as ed, whose purpose is to select a window for the user, should not return

immediately. If ed returned immediately, then when called in a Lisp listener with its deexposed

typeout action set to :expose, the printing of the value returned by ed would immediately switch
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back to the Lisp listener, which defeats the purpose of ed. To avoid this behavior, ed calls

tv:await-window-exposure.

tv:awa1t-w1ndow-exposure

Wait until terminal -io is exposed (more precisely, until its :await -exposure operation

returns).

:await-exposure Operation on windows

Does not return until the window is exposed. (Some window flavors implement it

differently).

tv: sheet-force-access {window) body Specialform
tv:sheet-force-access allows you to do typeout on a window that has a screen array

even if its output hold flag is set It works by turning off the output hold flag

temporarily around the execution of the body. This is useful for drawing on a window
while it is not visible. For example, changing the menu items of a menu redraws the

menu contents immediately even if the menu is not visible; this is because when the

menu does become visible it looks better to the user for it to become visible in one

instant with the correct contents.

If the window is exposed, tv:sheet-force-access goes ahead and outputs to it. If the

window is not exposed but has a bit-save array, the output goes there.

If the window is not exposed and has not bit-save array tv:sheet-force-access doesn't

do anything at all; it just returns without evaluating its body.

Here is an example: when a text scroll window is given a new item generator, which

completely changes the text that it should display, it redisplays the window in its bit-save

array if necessary, dont-prepare-flag is t because the :clear-screen and redisplay

operations take care of preparing the sheet

(defmethod (tv:text-scroll-window :set-item-generator)
(new- item-generator)

(setq item-generator new-item-generator)
(tv:sheet-force-access (self)

(send self ' :clear-screen)
(send self ':redisplay

(tv:sheet-number-of- inside- lines))))

2.7 Window Locking

Each window or screen has a lock which is used to prevent two processes from operating on
the window at once in a way that might cause inconsistent results. Outputting on the window,

activating or deactivating the window, exposing or deexposing the window, and changing the

window's shape all lock the window. This is done with process-lock, via tv:lock-sheet. Note
that the window's inferiors must be locked too.

Another form of locking is called "temp-locking". A window is temp-locked when a

temporary window (see page 24) is exposed on top of it. All the operations which lock the
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window will have to wait if the window is temp-locked just as they would if the window were

locked in the ordinary manner; however, the lock is not considered owned by a process but

rather by the temporary windows that overlap the window. It will stay locked until the temporary

windows are all deexposed. The :mouse- select operation and some other things know how to

deexpose temporary windows when necessary to cause a window to become unlocked.

tv: lock-sheet {window-onscreen) test body... Specialform

Executes body with window or-screen locked by this process. Calls to tv:lock-sheet are

found in wrappers for operations such as :expose, so you need not call it yourself, but

you should be aware that it is being done.

tv : 1 ock Instance variable ofwindows and screens

The lock. It is nil for an unlocked window, a process that has locked the window, or a

list of covering temporary windows if this window is "temp-locked".

tv : lock- count Instance variable ofwindows and screens

The number of times the lock is locked. This counts the number of recursive lockings for

the same process, for example.

tv:sheet-lock window-or-screen

Returns the contents of windowor-screen's lock. This is a deftubst and can be setf'd. It

is usually unmodular to use this.

tv: sheet-can-get-lock window-or-screen &optional (lock-id current-process)

Returns t if this window or screen could right now be locked by lock-id\ essentially, if it

is free or already locked that way (but in fact it is more complicated than this.)

Note that if you call this function with inhibit-scheduling-flag nil, you are likely to be

susceptible to a timing error.

tv: sheet-clear- locks

Unlocks the locks of all active windows. For use in an emergency.

^ o nr ~ h/:_j~,.,„
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Normally, when a window is exposed in an area of the screen where there are already some

other exposed windows, the windows that used to be there are deexposed automatically by the

window system. This is because the window system normally doesn't leave two windows both

exposed if they overlap. (In the absence of temporary windows, which we arc about to introduce,

the system never allows two overlapping windows to both be exposed.)

But sometimes there are windows that only get put up on the screen for a very short time.

The most obvious examples of such windows are the momentary menus that only appear for long

enough for you to select an item. It would be unfortunate if every time a momentary menu

appeared, the windows under it had to be deexposed. The ones without bit-save arrays would

have their screen image destroyed, forcing them to regenerate it or to reappear empty. The ones

with bit-save arrays would not be damaged in this way, but they would have to be deexposed,

and deexposure is a relatively expensive operation.
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This problem is solved for momentary menus by making them temporary windows. Temporary
windows work differently from other windows in the following way: when a temporary window is

exposed, it saves away the pixels that it covers up. It restores these pixels when it is decxposed.

These pixels may come from several different windows. This way it doesn't mess up the area of
the screen that it uses, even if it covers up some windows that don't have bit-save arrays.

Also, a temporary window, unlike a normal window, does not deexpose the windows that it

covers up. This way the covered windows need not try to save their bits away in their bit-save

arrays (if they have them) nor ever have to try to regenerate their contents (if they don't). They
never notice that the temporary window was (temporarily) there.

tv:temporary-w1ndow-m1x1n Flavor

This mixin makes a window a temporary window.

: temporary-b1 t-array Operation on windows

Non-nil if the window is a temporary window.

There would be some problems if temporary windows were this simple. Suppose there is a

normal window, and a temporary window appears over it; some of the contents of the normal

window are saved in an array inside the temporary window. Now, if the normal window were

moved somewhere else, and possibly became deexposed or overlapped by other windows, and
then the temporary window were deexposed, the temporary window would dump back its saved

bits where the normal window used to be. This would clobber some other window.

Furthermore, even though normal window is still exposed, output on it must not be
permitted, since that could overwrite the temporary window.

Because of problems like these, when a temporary window gets exposed on top of some other

windows, all the windows that it covers up (fully or partially) become temp-locked. While a

window is temp-locked, any attempt to type out on it will wait until it is no longer temp-locked.

Furthermore, any attempt to deexpose, deactivate, move, or reposition a temp-locked window will

wait until the window is no longer temp-locked. The temp-locking is undone when the temporary

window is deexposed.

Because of temp-locking, you should never write a program that will put a temporary window
up on the screen for a "long" time. There should be some action by the user, such as moving
the mouse, which will make the temporary window deexpose itself. It is best if any attempt by
the user to get the system to do something makes the temporary window go away. While the

temporary window is in place, it blocks many important window system operations over its area

of the screen. The windows it covers cannot be manipulated, and programs that try to manipulate

them will end up waiting until the temporary window goes away.

It works fine to have two or more temporary windows exposed at a time. If you expose

temporary window a and then expose temporary window b, and they don't overlap each other,

they can be deexposed in either order, and any windows that both of them cover up will be

temp-locked until both of them are deexposed. If b covers up a, then a will be temp-locked just

like any other window, and so it will not be possible to deexpose a until b has been decxposed.
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2.9 The Screen Manager

Sometimes not all of the screen is in use by fully visible windows. This does not happen in

elementary use of the Lisp Machine, since the initial windows in the system are all full-scrcen-

sized, but if you create a small Lisp listener with system menu Create the rest of the screen will

be unclaimed by any fully visible window. The part of the window system responsible for dealing

with unclaimed parts of the screen is called the screen manager.

The screen manager fills such unclaimed areas by looking for deexposed windows which fall

entirely or partly within them. Only active immediate inferiors of the screen are considered, and

in a specific priority order described in section 2.9.2, page 28.

A window that falls entirely within unclaimed areas can be made visible without decxposing

any other windows. This is called autoexposure. Since the window is a direct inferior of the

screen, exposing it always makes it visible. The screen manager goes on considering the

remaining deexposed windows, but with less screen area unclaimed.

A window that overlaps the unclaimed areas but also overlaps a visible window cannot simply

be exposed. So it becomes partially visible, which means simply that the screen manager copies

the appropriate parts of the window's contents onto the unclaimed areas. The window is not

treated as visible or exposed in any other sense. This gives the visual impression of overlapping

pieces of paper on a desk top; the deexposed window is partially covered up by the visible

windows, but you can still sec those parts that aren't covered. The contents are copied from the

window's bit-save array. Windows without bit-save arrays are by default ineligible for partial

visibility, so other windows later in the order will get a chance for the same screen area;

however, it is possible to arrange for windows without bit-save arrays to be partially visible

(though the displayed contents may not be accurate).

Windows whose size and position are such that they do not fit within the bounds of the

superior cannot be exposed, and the screen manager does not try to autoexpose such windows.

However, they can be partially visible like any other windows.

The screen manager has one other job. At the same time that it does autoexposure, it can

also select a window if there isn't any selected window at the time. This is called autoseleclion.

A window is a candidate for autoselection if it is an exposed inferior of the screen and its

:name-for-selection is non-nil (see page 35). For more information, see chapter 3, page 31.

The screen manager does not only manage the inferiors of screens; it. can manage the

inferiors of windows as well. The system invokes the screen manager on a sheet's inferiors by

sending the sheet a :screen-manage message. This happens for all visible sheets regardless of

flavor.

rscreen-manage Operation on windows and screens

The default definition of this operation is to do autoexposure and display of partially

visible windows among the active inferiors of this window or screen, as described above.
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tv:no-screen-manag1ng-m1x1n Flavor

Prevents the screen manager from dealing with the inferiors of a window by redefining the

:screen-manage operation to do nothing.

When a frame is used by a single program, the program usually expects to have sole

control over exposure of panes. Then this mixin can be used to tell the screen manager

not to interfere. Constraint frames do not normally need to use this mixin because they

avoid problems while changing configurations by deactivating any panes that do not belong

in the configuration. Zmacs frames do use this mixin so that the screen manager will not

autocxpose various editor windows that belong to the frame.

iscreen-manage-autoexpose- Inferiors Operation on windows and screens

Performs autocxposure of the active inferiors of this window or screen. Used by the

default definition of :screen -manage.

2.9.1 Control of Partial Visibility

:screen-manage-deexposed-v1s1b1l1ty Operation on windows

Should return non-nil if parts of this window ought to be displayed when the window is

partially visible. The default definition returns non-nil if the window has a bit-save array.

tv:show-part1any-v1s1ble-m1x1n Flavor

If a window has this flavor mixed in, then the screen manager will attempt to show it to

the user when it is partially visible even if it doesn't have a bit-save array. Since there

are no saved contents to display, the screen manager must give the window a screen array

temporarily, send it a irefresh message so it will draw itself on the screen array, and
then display whatever is found there. Often this means that you will see the label and
borders of the window, but not the inside.

tv:gray-deexposed-r1ght-m1x1n Flavor

tv : gray-deexposed-wrong-mlxin Flavor

Make any visible parts of the window appear gray if the window is not fully visible.

tv:gray-deexposed-wrong-mixin is faster, but does not work for windows that have

inferiors. You would use these mixins in windows without bit-save arrays, as a cheaper

alternative to tv:show-partially-visible-mixin, to provide something better than blankness

when the window ought to be partially visible.

The precise kind of gray is controlled by the instance variable tv:gray- array, which comes
with operations :gray-array and :set-gray-array and init option :gray-array. The value

must be a two-dimensional array of bits that will be replicated by bitblt; its width must

be a multiple of 32. Useful values for tv:gray-array include tv:75%-gray, tv:50%-gray,

tv:33%-gray, tv:25%-gray, and tv:12%-gray.

tv:1n1t1any-1nv1s1ble-m1x1n Flavor

Causes a window not to appear through screen management, even partially, until it has

first been explicitly exposed. This is used in some window flavors (such as editor

windows, Supdup windows, and others) of which instances are present in the saved

system environment even without the user's ever having requested them. These windows
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can be active, and available for System keys to select, but will not become partly visible

if some other window is made smaller.

Recall that if a deexposcd window has its dcexposcd typcout action set to permit, output on

the window can proceed but goes to the bit-save array rather than to the screen. If the window is

partially visible, such output could modify the visible parts of the window. You can request that

the screen manager check periodically for such output and copy the changed contents to the

screen.

tv:screen-manage-update-perm1tted-w1ndows Variable

Controls whether the screen manager looks for partially-visible windows with deexposcd

typeout actions of rpermit and updates the visible portion of their contents on the screen.

If the value is nil, which it is initially, the screen manager does not do this. Otherwise

the value should be the interval between screen updates, in 60ths of a second.

2.9.2 Priority among Windows for Exposure

Suppose there is a section of the screen in which there are no exposed windows, and more

than one active, dcexposed window could be exposed to fill this area, but the two could not both

be exposed (because they overlap). Which one gets to be exposed? Here's another issue: when

the screen manager wants to display pieces of partially-visible windows, there may be more than

one deexposcd window that could be displayed in a given area of the screen. How does screen

manager decide which window to display?

It decides on the basis of a priority ordering. All of the active inferiors of a window are

maintained in a specific order, from highest to lowest priority. When there is a section of the

screen on which more than one active inferior might be displayed, the inferior that is earliest in

the ordering, and so has the highest priority, is the one that gets displayed. This ordering is like

the relative heights of pieces of paper on a desk; the highest piece of paper at any point on the

desk is the one that you see, and all the rest are covered up.

:order-1nfer1ors Operation on windows and screens

Sorts the tv:inferiors list of active inferiors of this window or screen into the proper order

for considering them for autoexposure or partial visibility.

The default definition of :order-inferiors uses a complicated algorithm which is designed to

put the most recently exposed windows first, but also allows the programmer to specify priorities

explicitly. If you do not need to know the details, you can safely skip the rest of this subsection.

The algorithm involves a value assigned to each window called its priority, which may be a

fixnum or nil. The general idea is that windows with higher numerical priority values have higher

priority to appear on the screen. The default value for the priority is nil, which is considered less

than any numeric value.
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tv:prior1ty Instance variable ofwindows

The window's priority value, a number or nil.

: p r 1 o r 1 ty Operation on windows

:set-pr1or1ty new-priority Operation on windows

Get or set the window's priority value.

: priority priority Init optionfor windows

Initializes the window's priority value.

The standard ordering of inferiors puts all exposable inferiors first, followed by the

unexposable inferiors in order of decreasing priority. Each group of unexposable inferiors with the

same priority is order by how recently they were exposable; the longer an inferior has gone

without being exposable, the farther back it moves.

This is done by computing the current ordering based on the past ordering (as remembered

by the old value of tv:inferiors). When die window system does anything which should change

the ordering, such as making a window exposable or not exposable, it invokes the :order-

inferiors operation to update the recorded ordering.

The ordering is updated by moving the exposable windows to the front and sorting the

unexposable ones by priority. The sort is stable: that is, unexposable windows with the same

priority value keep their previous ordering. Since most of the time numerical priorities are not

used anyway (the priorities of most windows are nil), the ordering generally changes only as a

result of exposure and deexposure of windows. When a window becomes exposable it gets pulled

up to the front of the ordering; then when other windows become exposable instead, this window
sinks back down. Thus, the ordering ends up showing simply how recently each window was

exposable.

There is also an operation called burying a window, which deexposes the window and puts it

at the end of its priority grouping in the ordering. A program typically buries its window when it

thinks that the user is not interested in that window and would prefer to see some other windows.

The Bury command in Edit Screen is a way for the user to bury a window.

: bury Operation on windows

Buries the window. See also tv:deselect-and-maybe-bury-window, a convenient

interface to this operation (page 33).

Negative priorities have a special meaning. If the value of a window's priority is -1, then the

window will not ever be visible at all even if it is only partially covered; however, it will still get

autoexposed. If the value of priority is -2 or less, then the window will not even be autoexposed,

and so it will simply never be seen unless sent, an explicit :expose message.
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2.9.3 Delaying Screen Management

The screen manager can potentially interfere with the actions of a program that explicitly

decxposcs windows. Suppose you send a :deexpose message to an exposed window. The screen

manager will run, and will probably autoexpose that very window, canceling the effect of the

:deexpose. That window certainly does not overlap any still-visible windows, and it is as

recently-exposed as a window can get, so it will be the first candidate for autoexposure.

Explicit deexposure is usually done at the beginning of a sequence of window rearrangements.

For example, moving an exposed window is done by decxposing it, changing its position (which

is easy when it is decxposed) and reexposing it. We want the screen manager to run when the

whole sequence is complete; it should not consider the transient intermediate states. Even if the

screen manager did not directly interfere with the program's deliberate actions, it would waste

time and confuse the user by displaying partially visible windows in temporarily-unclaimed screen

areas for which the program is already preparing a new use. (This is a general phenomenon.

Management is a useful auxiliary function, but managers have a tendency to interfere with work

they don't understand if there is no way to shut them off.)

We shut the screen manager off with the special form tv:delaying -screen -management.

While its body is being executed, events that would normally bring about screen management are

recorded on a queue instead. When the tv:delaying -screen -management form is exited

(whether normally or by throwing), the screen manager looks at the queue and does all necessary

screen management in one blow.

Sometimes it happens that screen management cannot be done when the tv:delaying -screen

-

management form is exited, because relevant windows are locked by other processes. Then the

entries are left on the queue. They are handled at some later time when the necessary locks are

free by a background process called Screen Manager Background. So the necessary screen

management always does eventually get done.

When tv:delaying -screen-management forms are nested, only the outermost one will do

any screen management when it is exited.

tvrdelaying-screen-management body... Specialform

Tne body forms are evaluated sequentially with screen management delayed. The value of

the last form is returned.

tv:w1thout-screen-management body... Specialform

The body forms are evaluated seqentially with screen management delayed. Moreover, if

the body completes normally, the queue entries put on by its execution are removed from

the queue, on the assumption that the body has itself done all appropriate screen

redisplay. If the body terminates abnormally with a throw, the queued entries remain on

the queue and are processed by the screen manager eventually.
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3. Selection

At any time, keyboard input is directed to at most one window, designated by programs or

by the system in response to user commands. This window is called the selected window. A
process trying to do input through another window will normally wait until the window is selected

(however, the window's deexposed typein action can change this; sec below).

tv: selected-window Variable

The value of this variable is the selected window. You should not set this variable

yourself, but use the defined interfaces described below.

A window's cursor blinker normally blinks only when the window is selected. This is how the

user can tell which window is selected. (You can control what happens to each blinker when its

window becomes selected; see page 103.)

The user can change the selected window using the Terminal and System keys or the system

menu. Also, clicking the mouse on a window usually selects that window if it is meaningful to

do so.

The simplest, and paradigmatic, case of window selection happens if you have several

independent windows on the screen, such as Lisp listeners. One of them displays a blinking

cursor, and input echoes there. The processes in the others remain in a keyboard input wait, as

you can see if one of the windows on the screen is a Peek. The mouse, or the Terminal O
command, can be used to select a different window.

The selected window needs to handle certain operations that windows in general do not need

to handle. The flavor tv:select-mixin defines these operations, and should be used in flavors of

windows that are going to be selected. (A window can be useful without being selectable. For

example, menus cannot be selected.) The flavor tv:window includes tv:select-mixin.

If two processes try to read from the same window (or windows sharing an input buffer), it is

unpredictable which one will get the input If you are designing an application where this might

happen, you must make sure than you will not have two processes actually active and reading

input from the same source at the same time. In most applications there will be only one process

that ever reads input from any one window or input buffer. In these applications you should use

tv:process-mixin in the window flavor to tell the window which process is associated with it (see

page 40).

The selected window controls the actions performed by the system at the instant a character is

typed on the keyboard. Due to typed-ahead commands that switch windows (such as Control-Z
in the editor), there is no way to know for certain which window will eventually read a character

being typed at a given moment, so letting the selected window decide asynchronous processing for

the character is the best that can be done. Asynchronous processing options include asynchronous

intercepted characters (see section 5.5.2, page 61) and case conversion of control characters (see

page 59).
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Asynchronous intercepted characters such as Control -Abort which act on a process ask the

selected window which process to operate on, with the :process operation (see page 42). The

who line usually does the same thing to find the process whose run state should be displayed. If

you use tv:process-mixin, :process returns the process associated with die window; otherwise, a

default definition of process is inherited from tv:select-mixin and returns whichever process last

read input from the window (or from any other window sharing the same input buffer). This is

fine for the who line, but can lead to weird results in Control -Abort. So you should use

tv:process-mixin whenever it makes sense.

If a process tries to do input from a window whose input buffer is empty and not selected, it

cannot get any input and must wait. (The input buffer is selected if this window, or any other

window sharing the same input buffer, is the selected window). The wait ends when input

appears in the buffer, or when the buffer becomes selected and there is keyboard input available.

If die window is not even exposed, a notification may happen in addition. This is controlled by

the window's deexposed iypein action, which may be either -.normal or :notify. :notify means that

input from the window when it is deexposed should notify the user (see page 157) with a message

like "Process X wants typein", and make the window "interesting" so that Terminal S can

select it.

:deexposed-type1n-act1on action Init optionfor windows

Initializes the "deexposed typein action" (see page 32) of the window to action. It

defaults to :normal.

: deexposed-typeln-actlon Operation on windows

Returns the "deexposed typein action" (see page 32) of the window.

:set-deexposed-type1n-act1on action Operation on windows

Sets the "deexposed typein action" (see page 32) of the window to action.

3.1 How Programs Select Windows

Programs change the selected window using the :select operation.

„--i~~* p—*:«« rt i /./,w«Mfc««.r»r^ii/inc *\ Onprntinn nn windows

Makes this window (or its selection substitute, if any) the selected window. Unless

remember- previous is nil, the previous selected window is entered on the list of

previously selected windows for the Terminal and System keys to use.

Many application window flavors define daemons for this operation. Note, however, that

the daemons will be run whenever this operation is invoked, even if the window is

already selected.

tv:select-m1x1n Flavor

No window can actually' be selected unless its flavor includes this mixin. tv:select-mixin

is part of tv:window but not part of tv:minimum-window.

Windows whose flavors do not contain this mixin may be sent :select messages only if

they have designated other windows as selection substitutes (see below). The ultimate

substitute which is finally selected must have tv:se!ect-mixin.
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:selected-p Operation on windows

Returns t if this window is the selected window.

: mouse -select args Operation on windows

Selects a window, for a mouse click or for asynchronous keyboard input such as the

Terminal command.

While mostly the same as sending :select to the window's alias for selected windows (see

section 3.2.2, page 36), this operation also causes all type-ahead input to remain with the

window that used to be selected (see page 59).

Note that the :select and .-mouse-select operations should not be invoked in the mouse
process. This means that if you want to use them in a :mouse-click or :mouse -buttons
or :handle-mouse method, you must do

(process-run-function "Select" window- to-select ' rmouse-select)

: deselect &optional (restore-selected t) Operation on windows

This operation is invoked by the window system when a window ceases to be selected.

This can be because the window is no longer visible, or because some other window is

being selected.

Many application window flavors defined daemons for the deselect operation.

restore-selected controls what will be done with this window in the tv.previously-

selected-windows array used by die Terminal S and System commands, and whether to

select automatically some other window found in that array. The possible values are

:dont-save Do not put the window being deselected into the list anywhere, and do
not select any other window.

nil or :beginning

Put the window being deselected at the front of the list, but do not select

any other window.

:end Put the window being deselected at the end of the list, but do not select

any other window.

:first Put the window being deselected at the front of the list, after selecting the

window that used to be at the front of the list This is like what

Terminal S does.

:lastort Put the window being deselected at the end of the list, and select the

window at the front of the list This is the default.

tv:deselect-and-maybe-bury-window window deselect-mode

Deselects window, selecting the previously selected window. If that causes window to

become deexposed, window is buried, deselect-mode is passed to the deselect operation,

where it controls where to put the window in the list of previously selected windows used

by the Terminal and System commands.
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tv: window- call {window [exit-operation exit-args...]) body... Specialform

tv: window-mouse- call [window [exit-operation exit-args...]) body... Specialform

Execute body with window selected. tv:window-call uses the :select operation to do this,

while tv:window-mouse-call uses the :mouse-select operation; that is how they differ.

On exit, they rcsclect the window that had been selected before, and send window a

message with operation exit-operation and arguments exit-arguments, exit-operation is often

deactivate. It can also be omitted; then nothing is done to window except for

deselecting it because some other window is selected.

These constructs are no longer as useful as they once were. For controlling selection

among windows of a team, selection substitutes (see section 3.3, page 37) should be used

now instead.

3.2 Teams of Windows

The simple paradigm of selection is based on windows that are independent competitors for

the user's input, such as a pair of Lisp listeners. Another frequent situation is a to have a group

of windows diat act as a team. Usually the windows consist of a single frame and its panes, and

usually they are managed by a single process, but neither of these is necessarily so. Often the

windows of a team share an input buffer to make it easier for one process to read input from all

of the windows at once (see section 5.1, page 50); this is an important technique which you

should definitely read about if you are designing a team of windows.

The simple paradigm extends cleanly to teams if we imagine that the user regards each team

as a unit of selection. In this extended paradigm, the user selects among entire teams as if they

were single windows.

Teams are not actual Lisp objects, merely concepts understood by the user and programmer.

The window system cannot have a selected team; some window of the team must be selected.

Each team's program chooses a window of the team as the team's selection representative. The

selected window should then be the selection-representative of the user's chosen team. The

selected window can change when the user chooses a new team, or when the user's chosen team

picks a new representative.

To implement this, the programmer of the team first picks one window of the team to be the

"leader". This is not the same as the selection representative; that can change from moment to

moment, but the leader must be fixed. When the team is a frame and its panes, it is natural to

make the frame be the leader. Standard mixins arc provided to make this easy to do. These

mixins and the techniques of using them are described below, and in the following sections.

The selection representative is implemented as the leader's selection substitute (see section 3.3,

page 37. Then the team can be selected with the select operation on its leader window.

Even when the team allows the user some notion of selecting among the windows of the

team—such as, when a Zmacs frame in two-window mode allows the user to mouse either of the

editor windows to select it— this is implemented most cleanly by starting from the model of a

team which does all selection under program control, and defining the appropriate mouse clicks as

commands which tell the team's program to change its selection representative.
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Usually you will want to have only a single item appear for the team in the system menu
Select option's menu. If the team consists of a frame which is the leader and its panes, this can

be done with tv:inferiors-not- in -select-menu -mixin in the frame's flavor. More complicated

behavior is also possible; for example, Zmacs frames in two-window mode allow each editor

window to have its own entry in the Select menu.

Also, Terminal and System commands should reselect the team by selecting its current

selection representative. Iliis is done by making them record and reselect the team's leader. If

the team consists of a frame which is the leader and its panes, this can be done with tv:alias-

for-inferiors-mixin in the frame's flavor. (In case you are curious, Zmacs frames follow this

pattern exactly. The frame is the alias for any editor windows inside it.)

The following subsections describe the details of how these things are done.

3.2.1 The System Menu Select Option

When the Select option in the system menu is used, it gets the list of alternatives to offer by

sending each screen a :selectable-windows message. This operation is normally defined to

recurse down the window hierarchy and ask each window whether it wants to be included. Each

window is sent a :name-for-selection message. The value should be either nil (omit this

window) or a string, which is the string to display in the menu of windows.

: se 1 ec tab 1

e

-w

1

ndows Operation on windows

Returns an alist of strings versus windows, which will become part of the alist that will be

displayed in the system menu Select option's menu. The alist returned should describe

this window and its inferiors, or whichever of them ought to appear in that menu.

The normal definition includes this window using its :name-for-selection as the car of

the alist element, or omits this window if its :name-for-selection is nil. It then appends

the :selectable-windows values obtained from the window's inferiors.

tv: 1nfer1ors-not-1n-select-menu-m1x1n Flavor

This mixin redefines selectable-windows to ignore the window's inferiors. They are not

asked whether they should be included. This is an easy way to make a team of a frame

and its panes have only one entry, the entry for the frame.

: name -for-sel action Operation on windows

This operation is supposed to return a string to display in the system menu Select

option's menu of windows for this window. It may also return nil, meaning do not list

this window in the menu.

The default definition uses the window's label string if any, or else its name. Many
applications redefine the operation. tv:not-externally-selectable-mixin redefines it to

return nil.

If you want more complicated behavior from a team than simply having a single entry,

you can get it by redefining this operation on the flavors of various windows in the team.
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This operation also affects autoselection, done by the screen manager. A window can be

autoselected only if its :name-for-selection is non-nil.

3.2.2 Selection with Terminal and System Commands

tv: previously- selected-windows Variable

This variable's value is an art- q- list array whose contents are all the active windows, not

including the selected window, which the Terminal and System key commands for

window selection should know about. The windows of a team are generally all

represented by a single member of the team, which we can call the "leader". Typically

the "leader" is a frame which contains the rest of the team as panes, but this is not

required.

The Terminal S command can be thought of as acting on a combined list that contains the

selected window followed by the previously selected windows. So, Terminal n S rotates the first

n elements of this list, so that the selected window becomes the first previously-selected window,

and the nth previously selected window becomes the selected window. The System key also uses

this data base to find a window of the appropriate flavor to select, or to rotate through all the

windows of that flavor.

Windows are put on tv:previously-selected -windows and taken off of it automatically when

they are selected, deselected, activated or deactivated. Attention is required from the applications

programmer only to identify teams of windows that should be treated as a unit The system uses

the :alias-for-selected -windows operation to inquire about this.

:al 1as-fop-selected-w1ndows Operation on windows

Should return the window to represent this one in tv:previously -selected -windows.

When this window gets deselected, its alias is what will be recorded in that array. In the

simple paradigmatic case of independent Lisp listeners, the alias of each Lisp listener is

itself. For a window in a team, this should return the team's "leader" window.

The default definition of this operation is to return the superior's :alias-for-inferiors if

that is non-nil, otherwise to return this window itself.

:al1as-for-1nfer1ors Operation on windows

Should return a window to serve as the alias for all inferiors to all levels of this window,

if that is desired. Otherwise it should return nil.

The default definition returns this window's superior's :alias-for-inferiors. ITws, if an

ancestor of this window says it wants to be an alias for all of its descendants, we pass on

its request, but otherwise we allow the descendants to decide for themselves.

tv:al1as-for-1nfer1ors-m1x1n Flavor

This mixin makes a window be an alias for all of its inferiors. Thus, the window and all

of its inferiors form a team considered as a unit by the Terminal and System commands,

and this window is the "leader".
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If two windows in a hierarchy, one above the other, both have tv:alias-for-inferiors-mixin,

then the higher one "wins". Put another way, windows are grouped into the largest possible

teams, and there are no subtcams within teams.

Note also that no record is kept of which window in a team was actually selected most
recently. tv:previously-selected -windows records only the alias or team leader window, and this

is the window that will receive the :select message if a Terminal command is given to switch
back to that team. The way to make sure that the proper window within the team is selected is

to use selection substitutes, as described in the following section.

tv:not-externa1ly-selectable-m1x1n Flavor
This mixin makes a window (and its descendants) have the window's superior as an alias,

and keeps the window out of the Select menu.

Using this mixin, you can control more closely which windows arc distinguished by the
Select menu and by Terminal commands: instead of making the top of the team's
hierarchy be an alias for all of its descendants, specifically chosen descendants are given
this mixin so that they are not distinguished, and any other descendants remain
distinguished.

An older name for this mixin, which still works, is tv:dont -select-with -mouse -mixin.

3.3 Selection Substitutes

Every window has the ability to designate a "selection substitute". If a window has a
substitute, requests to select or deselect the original window will be passed along to the substitute.

The substitute may have a substitute of its own, and so on. A window's selection substitute is

remembered in the instance variable tv:selection -substitute, whose value is another window or
nil.

tv: selection-substitute Instance variable ofwindows
The window's selection substitute, or nil.

The main use of selection substitutes is for controlling selection within a team of windows.
The team has one window designated as the leader; all user requests to select the team come as
:select messages to the team leader as a result of arrangements described in the previous section.

As a result, the team's program can choose a selected window within the team by making it the
leader's selection substitute.

The :alias-for-selected -windows of the substitute window should be the same as that of the
window it substitutes for, to avoid paradoxical results from the Terminal command. With a
hierarchical team of windows, this is usually arranged by using tv:alias-for-inferiors-mixin in the
top window of the team. The substitute window should not appear in the system menu Select
menu, for if it did, its entry and the entry for the window it substitutes for would be functional

duplicates. tv:inferiors- not- in -select-menu -mixin in the top window of the team serves to

prevent the duplicate entry.
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These operations on windows arc provided for working with selection substitutes:

: selection-substitute Operation on windows

Returns this window's selection substitute, or nil if the window docs not currently have

one.

:ult1mate-select1on-subst1tute Operationon windows

Returns this window's substitute's substitute... and so on until a window is reached that

has no substitute. If this window has no substitute, it itself is returned.

:self-or-subst1tute-selected-p Operation on windows

t if this window, or its substitute, or its substitute's substitute, etc., is selected.

:set-select1on-subst1tute substitute Operation on windows

Sets this window's selection substitute to substitute (another window or nil). If it was

previously the case that this window or its substitute was selected, then the window's new

substitute (or the window itself) will be selected afterward. Thus, the value of :self-or-

substitute-selected-p on this window is not changed by this operation.

Note that when the team's program uses :set -selection -substitute on the team's leader

window to change the selected pane within the team, it does not matter whether the team is

currently selected. The "right" results will happen if the team is deselected and reselected at any

time.

To switch the selected pane temporarily, use

tv:w1th-select1on-subst1tute {window for-window) body... Specialform

Executes body with window as the substitute for for-window. On exit, it sets for-window

back to whatever it used to be, and deexposes or deactivates window if appropriate.

Also useful is

tv: preserve-substitute-status window body... Specialform

Executes body, then selects window if window or its substitute had been selected to begin

YV1UI.

:remove-select1on-subst1tute Operationon windows

window-to-remove suggested-substitute

Makes sure that window- to-remove is not this window's substitute, suggesting suggested-

substitute (possibly nil) as a substitute instead. The standard implementation of this

operation simply sets the substitute to suggested-substitute if the substitute was window-to-

remove. This operation is used and documented so that particular windows can define

their own ways of calculating the new value for the substitute, perhaps ignoring suggested-

substitute.

When a typeout window is deactivated, this operation is used to make sure that it ceases

to be another window's substitute.
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3.3.1 Non-Hierarchical Selection Substitutes

Some programs wish to "replace" one window with another temporarily. For example, the

functions supdup and telnet can behave this way, giving the appearance of temporarily changing

the Lisp listener or other window in which they arc called into a Supdup or Telnet window.

They do this by creating a suitable Supdup or Telnet window and making it the substitute for the

original window. In this case, the substitute window will have the same edges and the same

superior as the original window. It is not an inferior of the original window. It is not required

that the "replacement" window be the same size as the original, either.

Non-inferior selection substitutes are usually established and decstablished by using tv:with-

selection -substitute in a straightforward manner. The only thing that requires special attention is

to make sure that the original window is the :alias- for-selected -windows of the substitute. In

the case of supdup this is desirable to complete the illusion that die Lisp listener has "magically"

changed temporarily into a Supdup window. Since the substitute window is not a descendant of

the original one, it must have some other way to find the original window (such as an instance

variable for the specific purpose) and a specially defined :alias-for-selected-windows method to

return the original window.

3.4 The Status of a Window

A window's status is a keyword that encodes whether the window is selected, whether it is

exposed, and whether it is active.

: S tatus Operation on windows

Returns one of these symbols:

selected Means this is the selected window.

:exposed Means this is exposed but not selected. It may not be visible.

:exposed -in -superior

Means this window is exposable but its superior has no screen array.

:deexposed Means this window is active in its superior but not exposable.

deactivated Means this window is not even active.

: set-status status Operation on windows

Restores the window's status to status, by selecting or deselecting, exposing or deexposing,

and activating or deactivating, as necessary, status must be one of the possible values of

the :status operation.

The :status and :set -status operations are useful for selecting a window temporarily and

then restoring everytiling as it was. :set- status is correct for this because it may be

necessary to deexpose the window or deactivate it in addition to deselecting it
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3.5 Windows and Processes

A self-contained interactive system that has its own window(s) usually has its own process to

drive the windows. Peek, Zmacs, ZMail and the inspector all do this when invoked through the

System key. Usually each window you create has its own process; there is a Peck process for

each Peek window, so different Peck windows run completely independently.

Whether a window is managed by a dedicated process or by various processes is not a crucial

decision. The program that reads commands from the window and draws on the window can

always be run in one dedicated process, or in different processes at different times (though if you

run it in two processes at once, you had better be careful to keep them from confusing each

other). The mechanisms of selection and exposure that control whether input and output are

possible on a window at a given time work automatically on any process(es) that try to do the

input or output. So when there is a dedicated process for a window, often the only connection

between them is that the dedicated process is running a program that has a pointer to that

window (typically the value of terminal -io in the process is that window).

For example, the inspector you get with System I has a dedicated process, whereas the one

you get by calling inspect runs in the process that inspect is called in. Yet these two windows

have the same flavor, and the same function, tv:inspect-command -loop, does the main work.

The only differences are in deciding when to deexposc the window, what to do when that

happens, when it can be reused, what to do if the user types End, and other things related

directly to the difference in the two user interfaces for entering and exiting.

The inspector makes an instructive example for comparing these two ways of managing a

window. The function inspect allocates a window out of a resource of reusable windows of the

right flavor (see defresource, section 5.12 of the Lisp Machine manual). It sends the window

some messages to initialize it for this particular session of use; this is how it tells the window

about the object that is the argument to inspect. Then it selects the window manually using

tv:window-call (see page 34) and calls the inspector program. When the user types End, the

program returns, tv:window-call reselects the old window and deactivates the inspect window,

and inspect returns, inspect uses an unwind -protect so that aborting outside of inspect for any

reason brings back the old window.

. . a -iwu~-. -~ :.%;«

Typing System I finds or creates an an inspect window of the same flavor,

options are specified, this flavor's default ink plist specifies the creation of a process, which is

initialized to call the inspector program. If die user types End and the inspector command loop

returns, the top-level function in the dedicated process buries the inspector window and loops

back to the beginning. That's all that is necessary to make System I work. The resource that

inspect uses explicitly specifies an init option when it constructs a window, so that no process is

made.

tv:process-m1x1n Flavor

Provides an instance variable tv:process which can remembers a process associated with

the window. A window that will sometimes be used with a dedicated process should have

this mixin.
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The most valuable service that this flavor provides is an easy way to create and initialize a

process for each window that is created, and inform the process which window it was
created for. Once this is done, for the most part the desired results follow without special

effort.

Selecting the window or making it visible will give the process a run reason. The window
itself is used as the run reason. Also, this will reset the process if it is flushed (waiting

with false as its wait function).

The :kill operation on the window will invoke the :kill operation on the process.

Use of tv:process-mixin guarantees that the :process operation will return the explicitly

specified process, regardless of which process has most recently read from the window.

tv : process Instance variable of tv:process-mixin
The process associated with the window, or nil.

: process process-or-description Init optionfor tv:process-mixln
Specifies the process for this window. The argument can be a process, or it can be a list,

which is used as a description for creating a process. The list looks like

( initial-function make-process-options)

When the process starts up, it will call initial-function with the window as its sole

argument. Usually the initial function should bind terminal -io to the argument.

If this option is omitted or nil, the window starts out without a process.

: process Operation on tv:process-mixin

:set-process process Operation on tv:process - mixln

Gets or sets the process associated with this window, nil is a legal value, which means
that the window has no process associated with it, even though it has the ability to have
one.

^processes Operation on windows
Returns a list of processes dedicated to this window. :append method combination is

used, so that all the processes mentioned by any of the methods are put into the final

answer. These are the processes that the :kill operation will kill.

The default is to return nil. tv:process-mixin contributes a suitable method.

These process-related operations are defined on tv:select-mixin so that they are always supported
by the selected window. Since windows lacking tv:process-mixin do not explicitly remember a
process, a heuristic is used to come up with a process to operate on: it is the last process to

have read input from this window's input buffer. (Think about the fact that the input buffer may
be shared with other windows.)

tv:process -mixin is always put before tv:select-mixin in the components of a window flavor,

so this method will be overridden.
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: process Operation on tv:select-mixin

Gets a process somehow associated with this window, hcuristically if necessary.

:set-process process Operation on tv:select- mixin

Records process in the place where the last process to read input from this window would

normally be recorded.

: arrest Operation on tv:select- mixin

:un-arrest Operation pa tv:select- mixin

Arrests or unarrests the process returned by the :process operation. The arrest reason

used or revoked is not specified (it defaults).

• call Operation on tv:select- mixin

Selects an idle Lisp listener window (possibly this window, if it is an idle Lisp listener).

If the window selected is not this one, arrest this window's process with arrest reason

:call. This arrest reason is removed automatically by selecting this window again.

tv:reset-on-output-hold-m1x1n Flavor

Causes any process that tries to draw on this window when it has an output hold to be

reset when it does so (see the :reset operation on processes, section 26.4.3 of the Lisp

Machine manual).

tv:truncat1ng-pop-up-text-w1ndow-with-reset Flavor

A temporary window that truncates lines and also resets processes that try to output on it

when it has output hold. This flavor is what Terminal F uses.
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4. Sizes and Positions

This chapter is about examining and setting the sizes and positions of windows There are
many different operations that let you express things in different forms that are convenient in
varying applications. Usually, sizes arc in units of pixels. However, sometimes we refer to widths
in units of characters and heights in units of lines. The number of horizontal pixels in one
character is called the character-width, and the number of vertical pixels in one line is called the
line-height; these two quantities are explained on page 67.

A window has two parts: the inside and the margins. The margins include borders, labels,
and other things; the inside is used for drawing characters and graphics. Some of the operations
below deal with the outside size (including the margins) and some deal with the inside size.

Since a window's size and position are usually established when the window is created, we
will begin by discussing the init-options that let you specify the size and position of anew
window. To make things as convenient as possible, there are many ways to express what you
want. The idea is that you specify various things, and the window figures out whatever you leave
unspecified. For example, you can specify the right-hand edge and the width, and the position of
the left-hand edge will automatically be figured out. If you underspecify some parameters,
defaults are used. Each edge defaults to being the same as the corresponding inside edge of the
superior window; so, for example, if you specify the position of the left edge, but don't specify
the width or the position of the right edge, then the right edge will line up with the inside right
edge of the superior. If you specify the width but neither edge position, the left edge will line
up with the inside left edge of the superior; the same goes for the height and the top edge.

In order for a window to be exposed, its position and size must be such that it fits within the
inside of the superior window. If a window is not exposed, then there are no constraints on its

position and size; it may overlap its superior's margins, or even be outside the superior window
altogether.

All positions are specified in pixels and are relative to the outside of the superior window.

4.1 Init Options for Sizes and Positions

:Uft left-edge
Init optionfor windows

:x left-edge
Init optionfor windows

:top top-edge
Init optionfor windows

:y top-edge
Init optionfor windows

:pos1t1on {left-edge top-edge) Init optionfor windows
:r1ght right-edge

Init optionfor windows
: bottom bottom-edge

'

Init optionfor windows
: width outside-width

Init optionfor windows
:he1ght outside-height

Init optionfor windows
:s1ze {outside-width outside-height) Init optionfor windows
:1ns1de-w1dth inside-width Init optionfor windows
:1ns1de-he1ght inside-height Init optionfor windows
:1ns1de-s1ze {inside-width inside-height) Init optionfor windows
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: edges {left-edge top-edge right-edge bottom-edge) hut optionfor windows

These options set various position and size parameters. The size and position of the

window arc computed from the parameters provided by these and other options, and the

set of defaults described above. Note that all edge parameters are relative to the outside

of the superior window.

: ch ar act e r -w1 dth spec Init optionfor windows

This is another way of specifying the width, spec is either a number of characters or a

character string. The inside width of the window is made to be wide enough to display

those characters, or that many characters, in font zero.

: character-height spec Init optionfor windows

This is another way of specifying the height, spec is either a number of lines or a

character string containing a certain number of lines separated by carriage returns. The

inside height of the window is made to be that many lines.

: Integral -p l-or-nil Init optionfor windows

The default is nil. If this is specified as t, the inside dimensions of the window are made

to be an integral number of characters wide and lines high, by making the bottom margin

larger if necessary.

: edges -from source Init optionfor windows

Specifies that the window is to take its edges (position and size) from source, which can

be one of:

a list The elements of the list should be the four edges, left, top, right and

bottom, all relative to this window's superior.

a string The inside-size of the window is made large enough to display the string,

in font zero.

a list {left-edge top-edge right-edge bottom-edge)

Those edges, relative to the superior, are used, exactly as if you had used

the :edges init-option (see above).

:mouse The user is asked to point the mouse to where the top-left and bottom-

right corners of the window should go. (This is what happens when you

use the Create command in the system menu, for example.)

a window That window's edges are copied.

:m1n1mum-w1dth n-pixels Init optionfor windows

:m1n1mum-he1ght n-pixels Init optionfor windows

In combination with the :edges-from :mouse init option, these options specify the

minimum size of the rectangle accepted from the user. If the user tries to specify a size

smaller than one or both of these minima, he will be beeped at and prompted to start

over again with a new top-left corner.

The group of operations below is used to examine or change the size or position of a window.

Many operations that change the window's size or position take an argument called option. The

reason that this argument exists is that certain new sizes or positions arc not valid. One reason

that a size may not be valid is that it may be so small that there is no room for the margins; for
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example, if the new width is smaller than the sum of the sizes of the left and right margins, then

the new width is not valid. A new setting of the edges is also invalid if the window is exposed

and the new edges are not enclosed inside its superior. In all of the operations that take the

option argument, option may be cither nil or :verify. nil means that you really want to set the

edges, and if the new edges are not valid, an error should be signalled. :verify means that you
only want to check whether the new edges are valid or not, and you don't really want to change
the edges. If the edges are valid, the operation with :verify returns t; otherwise it returns two
values: nil and a string explaining what is wrong with the edges. (Note that it is valid to set the

edges of a deexposed inferior window in such a way that the inferior is not enclosed inside the

superior; you just can't expose it until the situation is remedied. This makes it more convenient

to change the edges of a window and all of its inferiors sequentially; you don't have to be careful

about what order you do it in.)

4.2 Flavor Operations for Sizes and Positions

:s1ze

Returns two values, the outside width and outside height.

:he1ght

:w1dth

Return the window's height or its width.

Operation on windows

Operation on windows

Operation on windows

Operation on windows: set -size newwidth newheight &optional option

Sets the outside width and outside height of the window to newheight and newwidth,

without changing the position of the upper-left corner.

:1ns1de-s1ze

Returns two values, the inside width and the inside height

:1ns1de-he1ght

:1ns1de-w1dth

Return the inside height of the window or the inside width.

Operation on windows

Operation on windows

Operation on windows

Operation on windows:set-1ns1de-s1ze

newinside-width newinside-height &optional option

Set the inside width and inside height of the window to newinside-height and newinside-

width, without changing the position of the upper-left corner. The margin sizes are

recomputed according to their contents, which in simple cases means they will stay the

same.

: p o s 1 1 1 o n Operation on windows

Returns two values, the x and y positions of the upper-left corner of the window, in

pixels, relative to the superior window.
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; set-position new-x new-y &optional option Operation on windows

Sets the x and y position of the upper-left corner of the window, in pixels, relative to the

superior window.

;edges Operation on windows

Returns four values, the left, top, right, and bottom edges, in pixels, relative to the

superior window.

• set-edges Operation on windows

new-left new-top new-right new-bottom &optional option

Sets the edges of the window to new-left, new-top, new-right, and new-bottom, in pixels,

relative to the superior window.

:1ns1de-edges Operation on windows

Returns four values, the left, top, right, and bottom inside edges, in pixels, relative to

the top-left corner of this window. This can be useful for clipping. Note that this

operation is not analogous to the -.edges operation, which returns the outside edges

relative to the superior window.

: center- around x y Operation on windows

Without changing the size of the window, positions the window so that its center is as

close to the point (x,y) as is possible without hanging off an edge. The coordinates are in

pixels relative to the superior window.

: expose- near mode &optional {warp-mouse-p t) Operation on windows

If the window is not exposed, changes its position according to mode and exposes it (with

the :expose operation; see page 19). If it is already exposed, does nothing.

mode should be a list; it may be any of the following:

OpointJt.y) Position the window so that its center is as at the point (xy), in pixels,

relative to the superior window, or as close as possible without hanging

off an edge of the superior.

(:mouse) This is like the :point mode above, but the x and y come from the

current mouse position instead of the caller. This is like what pop-up

windows do. In addition, if warp-mouse-p is non-nil, the mouse is warped

(see page 112) to the center of the window. (The mouse moves only if

the window is near an edge of its superior; otherwise the mouse is already

at the center of the window.)

(:rectangle left top right bottom)

The four arguments specify a rectangle, in pixels, relative to the superior

window. The window is positioned somewhere next to but not

overlapping the rectangle. In addition, if warp-mouse-p is non-nil, the

mouse is warped (see page 112) to the center of the window.

(:window window- 1 window-2 window-3...)

Position the window somewhere next to but not overlapping the rectangle

that is the bounding box of all the windowns. You must provide at least

one window. Usually you only give one, and this means that the window
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is positioned touching one edge of that window. In addition, if warp-

mouse-p is non-nil, the mouse is warped (see page 112) to the center of

the window.

:change-of-s1ze-or-marg1ns test options Operation on windows

This is the primitive operation for changing a window's size or the size of its margins.

All the other operations to do so end up calling this one, after all error checking has

been done.

This operation should not be called by users; to change the size, use :set-size or another

higher-level operation, and the margin sizes should be managed by the flavors that are

responsible for computing how big they should be (tv:borders-mixin, etc.).

However, this operation is a good place to add :after daemons to recompute other data

structure or change the size of inferiors according to the window's new size. In the :after

daemon, the window's size and margins will already be altered to their new values.

4.3 Low Level Edges Functions

tv:x-offset Instance variable ofwindows

tv : y-offset Instance variable ofwindows

The position of the window's outside left (or top) edge relative to the window's superior.

tv : w 1 dth Instance variable ofwindows

tv : he 1 ght Instance variable ofwindows

The total width or height of the window.

Recall that a sheet is either a window or a screen.

tv: sheet-width window

tv: sheet-height window

tv:sheet-x-offset window

tv:sheet-y-offset window

Return the value of the corresponding instance variable of window. These are accessor

defsubsts created by the :outside-accessible-instance-variables option of defflavor.

They can therefore be setf'd, but doing so is usually unwise.

tv:sheet-1ns1de-w1dth &optional (windowself)

tv:sheet-1ns1de-he1ght &optional (windowself)

Return the inside width or height of the window.

When used without an argument, these defsubsts refer directly to the instance variables,

and therefore must be called from methods or functions which use (declare (:self-flavor
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tv:sheet-number-of-1ns1de-Hnes &optional (window seti)

Returns the number of lines (of height equal to tv:line- height) that fit in the inside

height of the window.

When used without an argument, these defsubsts refer dirccdy to the instance variables,

and therefore must be called from methods or functions which use (declare (:self-flavor

tv:sh8et-calculate-offsets window superior

Returns the x and y positions of window's upper left corner in superior as two values.

window must be an indirect inferior of superior, zero or more levels down. If window and

superior are the same window, the values are zero.

tv:sheet-over1aps-p sheet left top width height

tv:sheet-overlaps-edges-p sheet left top right borrom

t if sheet overlaps the specified rectangle. The edges specified are relative to sheet's

superior.

tv:sheet-overlaps-sheet-p sheet-a sheet-b

t if the two sheets overlap. This is a geometrical test, and it does not matter where in

the hierarchy the two sheets are.

tv:sheet-w1th1n-p sheet left top right bottom

t if sheet is contained within the specified rectangle, given relative to sheet's superior.

tv:sheet-w1th1n-sheet-p sheet outer-sheet

t if sheet is within outer-sheet's area. This is a geometrical test, and it does not matter

where in the hierarchy the two sheets are.

tv:sheet-bounds-w1th1n-sheet-p left top width height outer-sheet

t if the specified rectangle is within outer-sheet. The edges are specified relative to outer-

sheet's superior.

tv:sheet-conta1ns-sheet-po1nt-p sheet top-sheet x y

i if sheet contains the point yx,yj in top=Sn€£i.
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5. Input

Windows can be given the ability to function as input streams (see section 21.5 of the Lisp

Machine manual). This is implemented by the mixin tv:stream-mixin, which is a component of
tv:window. (Originally, both input and output stream operations were defined on this mixin, but
now the output operations are available on all windows since a window is fairly useless if you
don't draw on it.) Input characters normally come from the terminal keyboard, but can also come
from mouse clicks, or anything else you may decide to program to generate input

tv:stream-m1x1n Flavor

This mixin defines the standard input stream operations for doing input from the

keyboard, as well as some nonstandard input operations defined in the following sections.

Keyboard input is done through windows so that selection of windows can control which
process can read input at a given time. In fact, this is why the concept of selection exists: by
making each process that does its output to a window also use that window to read input, and by
making a single "selected" window the only window on which input operations can proceed, we
enable the user to decide which process to direct his input to by selecting the corresponding

window.

Reading characters from a window normally returns a fixnum that represents a character in

the Lisp Machine character set, possibly with extra bits that correspond to the Control, Meta,
Super, and Hyper keys. Character constants in code are written with the #\ or #/ construct and
are described in the Lisp Machine manual in section 21.1 of the Lisp Machine manual.

Programs decode keyboard characters with Idb and dpb using the following byte fields:

%%kbd-char A name for the byte field that contains the basic character. This is the low eight

bits, and the contents are a character that can go in a string.

%%kbd -control

A name for the byte field that contains the Control bit

%%kbd-meta A name for the byte field that contains the Meta bit

%%kbd -super A name for the byte field that contains the Super bit

%%kbd-hyper A name for the byte field that contains the Hyper bit

%%kbd -control -meta

A name for the four-bit byte field that contains the Hyper, Super, Meta and
Control bits, in that order from most significant to least

%%kbd-mouse
A name for the byte field that is 1 if this is a "mouse" character, a character that

reports a click of a mouse button rather than a pressing of a keyboard key. (See

page 113.) Note that mouse characters may contain Control bits, etc.

%%kbd-mouse -button
A name for the byte field that in a mouse character, records the number of the

button that was clicked. The left button is 0, the middle is 1, and the right is 2.
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%%kbd-mouse-n-c!icks

A name for the byte field that, in a mouse character, records the number of

times whichever button was clicked, minus 1. It is for a single click, 1 for a

double click, etc.

Though keyboard input characters are currently fixnums, it is possible that a new, special data

type for characters will exist in die Mure. The #\ construct will produce a character object

rather than a fixnum, and the elements of a string will be character objects rather han fixnums.

Characters will behave just like fixnums in aridimetic and = but will not be eq to fixnums. The

:tyi and related stream operations will continue to return fixnums; new operations will be defined

which return character objects instead. It will still be possible to use Idb and dpb with these byte

field names on fixnums and character objects indiscriminately.

Note that reading characters from a window does not echo the characters; it does not type

them out. If you want echoing, you can echo the characters yourself, or call the higher-level

functions such as tyi, read, and readline; these functions accept a window as their stream

argument and will echo the characters they read. This is in accord with the general Lisp Machine

input r.tream conventions.

The console hardware actually sends codes to the Lisp Machine whenever a key is depressed

or lifted; thus, the Lisp Machine knows at all times which keys are depressed and which are not.

You can use the tv:key- state function to ask whether a key is down or up. Also, you can

arrange for reading from a window to read the raw hardware codes exacdy as they are sent, by

putting a non-nil value of the :raw property on the property list of the input buffer; however,

the format of the raw codes is complicated and dependent on the hardware implementation. It is

not documented here.

tv:kbd-last-act1v1ty-t1me Variable

The value returned by the function time when the last input character was typed.

5.1 Input Buffers

Every window that generates input or from which input is read must have an input buffer that

noias cnaracters inai are lypeu uy uic uaci uciuic any ^lu^iam ivuuj mv v..uiuvtv. u w. j~~

type a character, it enters the selected window's buffer. (This is not precisely true, but it's a

good first mental model. See section 5.4, page 56.) Reading input from a window, with the :tyi

operation for example, takes objects out of the window's input buffer. tv:stream-mixin gives the

window an input buffer, but some other flavors (such as command menus) provide an input

buffer without tv:stream-mixin. The input buffer lives in an instance variable of the window,

called tv.io- buffer.

Input buffers are examples of I/O buffers, which are a general facility provided by the

window system. You can explicitly manipulate input buffers in order to get certain advanced

functionality, by using the :io-buffer init-option and the :io-buffer and :set-io- buffer operations.

Another tiling you can do is put properties on the I/O buffer's property list; this lets you request

various special features. I/O buffers are explained on section 5.4, page 56.
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A window can be thought of as generating input when the keyboard is used while the window
is selected. This is the way that ordinary characters normally get into the input buffer. But input

can be generated at any place in the program by means of the :force-kbd -input operation. For

example, mouse clicks are often handled by forcing input which is read by the window's

command-interpreting process (see page 113). Then we say that the mouse click also generates

input

All the input, no matter how generated, ends up mixed together in the same input buffer, in

chronological order. All the input operations take input from the buffer in that order.

Normally each window that can generate input has its own input buffer. If a process is

managing more than one window that can generate input, a program to look for input from all

the windows at once would be cumbersome. So it is not done this way. Instead, all the windows
are made to share a single input buffer. Then all input generated by all of the windows goes into

that buffer, from which the input can be read through any one of the windows. The program
simply reads input from one of the windows—always the same one, if the programmer
prefers—and gets all the input intended for it. All the keyboard input directed at it, and all

mouse clicks on its windows, get merged into a single chronological input stream.

The input buffer does not record which window was "responsible" for generating input read

from a shared input buffer. For mouse clicks the program may need to know which window the

mouse was clicked on in order to obey the command properly. The standard way to pass this

information is to use a list as the input character and make the window clicked on one of the

elements of the list

The window(s) used for input operations must have tv:stream-mixin. The other windows
need only be able to put input into the right input buffer. It is often easiest to use tv:stream-

mixin for them as. well, and generate the input with :force-kbd- input. However, it is sufficient

for such windows to support the :io- buffer operation by returning the correct shared input buffer,

and put the input they generate into that buffer in any way that works, such as with the function

tv:io- buffer- put, or by invoking :force-kbd- input on another window known to have tv:stream-

mixin and to share the same input buffer.

If a frame includes a pane that is handled by its own process (such as a Zmacs frame), that

pane should not share the input buffer used by the rest of the panes. In general, there should be

one input buffer for each process you are using, and that input buffer should be shared by the

windows which go with that process.

In general, the way to make windows share an input buffer is to create one using tv:make-

default-io-buffer and then specify it for the :io-buffer init keyword when each pane is created.

There are also frame flavors that automatically make the panes share an input buffer.

tv:1o-buffer Instance variable of iv:stream-m\x\n

The window's input buffer.
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:1o-buffer spec Init optionfor tv:stream-mixin

Initializes the input buffer of the window, spec may be an I/O buffer, a number or a

list. If it is a number, an I/O buffer is made with that size, no input function, and the

default output function. If it is a list, it is interpreted as

(size input-function output-function)

but if the output-function is nil or omitted, tv:kbd -default-output-function is used.

: io-buffer Operation o/7tv:stream-mixin

:set-1o-buffer io-buffer Operation ontor.s\ream-mmn

Return or set the window's input buffer.

5.2 Blips

Input need not be made of characters; lists are often used as well for program-generated

input, especially for representing mouse clicks in different kinds of mouse-sensitive areas.

"Characters" which are lists are called blips. The car of the list is by convention a symbol which

identifies the kind of blip. Look for "blip types" in the concept index to find the places in this

manual that define various kinds of blips.

Caution: when using blips, you should keep in mind that the blips may be discarded if the

process has called any function that does not know what to do with them. The debugger and

break are such functions, so this can happen at any time. Blips either should describe mouse

actions, which can safely be ignored if they happen when they are not meaningful, or should

notify the process to check other data structures. A blip should not be used to indicate a request

or response from another process, since this information must not be lost. Instead, put the data

on a separate queue and have the process check the queue after every command. A blip that

executes as a no-op command will serve to wake the process up if it is waiting for input when

the data goes on the queue.

There is a technique you can use to cause blips to be handled even in the middle of calls to

read, the debugger, and other programs that do not look for blips. It is to give your window

flavor an .-around method for :any-tyi. This :around method can look at the value being

returned; if it is one of certain types of blips, you can handle it and then loop around, calling

the original :any-tyi handler again without returning to the caller. If it is anything else, you just

return it

5.3 Stream Input Operations

:any-ty1 &optional eofaction Operation on br.stream-mmn

Reads and returns the next- character of input from the window, waiting if there is none.

The character comes from the window's input buffer if it contains any characters;

otherwise, it comes from the keyboard, eof-action is ignored since "cnd-of-file" is not

meaningful for windows; this argument exists only because it is part of the input stream

protocol.
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:ty1 &optional eof-action Operation on tv:stream- mixin

Like :any-tyi but throws away any blips ("characters" which are lists) that it receives. It

keeps on reading until it finds an actual character, and returns that. Discarded blips will

never be seen as input

: any- ty1 -no-hang &optional eof-action Operation on tv:stream-mixin

Like :any-tyi if input is already present in the buffer, but returns nil right away if the

buffer is empty. This is used by programs that continuously do something until a key is

typed, then look at the key and decide what to do next.

:ty1 -no-hang &optional eof-action Operation o/itv:stream -mixin

Like :any-tyi but throws away any blips ("characters" which are lists) that it receives. It

keeps on reading until it finds an actual character or the buffer empty; then it returns the

character or nil. Discarded blips will never be seen as input

:mouse-or-lcbcl-ty1 Operation o«tv:stream- mixin

imouse-or-kbd-tyl -no-hang Operation o«tv:stream-mixin

These are like the :tyi and :tyi-no-hang operations, except that blips of a certain kind

are not discarded and do count as input. These are blips whose car is the symbol

:mouse- button. In this case, the first value returned is the third element (caddr) of the

blip, and the second value returned is the whole blip. By convention, the third element

of such a blip is a character whose %%kbd- mouse bit is 1, which identifies the button

that the user clicked (see page 113). All other blips are discarded, as they are by :tyi and

:tyi-no-hang. The first value is always a fixnum.

:11st-ty1 0/?era//o«o«tv:stream-mixin

This is the "opposite" of :tyi. It returns only blips and discards real characters.

: u n ty 1 character Operation on tv:stream -mixin

Put character back into the window's input buffer so that it will be the next character

returned by :tyi. Note that character must be exactly the last character that was read, and

that it is illegal to do two :untyi's in a row. This is used by parsers that look ahead one

character, such as read.

force-kbd- Input input Operation on \y:siream- mixin

input is inserted into the window's input buffer, to be read by the :tyi or other input

operation in its turn, input may be a character or a list (a blip). It may also be a string;

then all the characters of the string are forced as input, one by one.

This is the standard way that blips are put into the input stream (see section 5.2, page

52).

listen Operation on tv:stream -mixin

Returns t if there are any characters available to :tyi, or nil if there are not. For

example, the editor uses this to defer redisplay until it has caught up with all of the

characters that have been typed in.
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:wa1t-for-1nput-w1th-t1meout timeout Operation on tv:stream-mixin

Waits until either input is available or timeout 60ths of a second have elapsed.

:clear-1nput Operation owtvistream-mixin

Clears this window's input buffer. This flushes all the characters that have been typed at

this window, but have not yet been read.

: pi ayback Operation owtv:stream-mixin

Returns an array describing the last n characters read from this window, for some value

of n (which is the size of the array). The array elements are used in a circular fashion,

the last one being followed by the first one, and array leader element 1 contains the

index of the last slot stored into (the one containing the last character read). The editor

command Help L uses this operation.

:rubout-handler options function &rest args Operation on tv:stream-mixin

Applies function to args inside an environment where inputting from tliis window will

echo the characters typed and provide for simple input editing. This is documented in

more detail in the Lisp Machine manual.

options is an assq list of keyword symbols and arguments to them. The options acceptable

to windows are:

:full-rubout./Zag

If the user rubs out all of the characters that he has typed in, normally

the rubout-handler just waits for more characters. If the :full-rubout

option is supplied, the rubout handler returns to the caller in this

situation. Two values are returned, nil and flag.

:initial -input string

Treat the characters in string as typeahead before reading anything from

the keyboard.

:pass-through chl ch2...

Treat the characters chl, ch2, etc. as ordinary characters even if they

would normally be special commands to the rubout-handler.

:prompty«/ic//0/i

function is a function to be called before reading any characters; typically

it will display a prompt. The arguments to function are the window and a

flag. When the rubout-handler is first entered the flag is nil, but if it is

necessary to prompt again, for instance if the user cleared the screen,

function is called with the character the user typed (e.g. #\clear-screen)

as its flag argument.

function can also be a string; then it is simply printed as the prompt.

:repromptfunction

The same as :prompt except that the function is not called the first time

through. If both :prompt and :reprompt are used, the :prompt is used

the first time and the :reprompt is used on reprinting.
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:save-rubout-handler-buffer Operation on tv:stream-mixin

Returns a description of the rubout handler buffer's contents, and clears it out. Two
values are returned: a string and a fixnum (which is the current cursor index in the

string). This is used on entry to the function break so that typing the Break key

interfaces properly with rubout handling.

:restore-rubout-handler-buffer string index Operation o«tv:stream-mixin

Loads the rubout handler buffer contents from string and sets the cursor position to index.

The arguments are usually two values obtained from :save-rubout-handler-buffer.

:refresh-rubout-hand1er 0/jera//o«o«tv:stream-mixin

&optional discard-last-character

Requests the rubout handler to reprint its buffer and reprompt. If discard-last-character is

non-nil, the last character in the buffer is discarded first This is used by rrestore-

rubout- handler-buffer.

If you are reading input using the rubout handler, but want to process certain characters

immediately (perhaps the character Help) and not leave them as part of the ordinary

input, use this operation with argument t.

tv:preemptable-read-any-tyi-mix1n Flavor

This flavor defines the :preemptable-read operation.

: preemptable-read Operation on tv:preemptable-read-any-tyi-mixin

options Junction &rest arguments

You may have noticed that in the inspector and in the Window Error Handler, if you
start typing in a Lisp expression, and then while in the middle of typing it you use the

mouse to select an object by pointing at it, the program sees the object you moused. If

nothing special were done, though, the blip sent by the mouse process would get put at

the end of the input buffer and would not be seen because of the characters that you
have typed. This mixin is what is used to solve the problem.

The :preemptable-read operation takes the same arguments as the normal :rubout-

handler operation, and does the same thing if the mouse is not used. (In fact, it has

nothing to do with the read function, despite the name.) The difference is that if any blip

is sent to the window, the operation returns the blip as the first value and the symbol

:mouse-char as the second value. (It does this even if the blip did not come from the

mouse; most blips do.) The characters that were in the rubout-handler buffer when the

blip arrived will come back the next time a :preemptable-read operation is used, so the

user can keep typing his expression in.

These obsolete functions are still used in some old code:

kbd-ty1

Performs :tyi on terminal -io.
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kbd-ty1-no-hang
Performs :tyi-no-hang on terminal -io.

kbd-char-avallable
Performs :listen on terminal-io.

5.4 I/O Buffers

An I/O buffer is an array of fixed size used as a ring buffer. Typically, characters are put

into the buffer by one process and removed by another in FIFO order. The process that is

removing characters can wait if the buffer is empty, and a process putting in characters can wait

if the buffer is full (or it could throw away the characters). Each window with tv:stream-mixin

has an input buffer which is an I/O buffer, and there is also one global I/O buffer for the

keyboard itself.

Note that the things stored in an I/O buffer can be any Lisp objects. They do not have to

be characters, in any sense. But in practice I/O buffers are in fact used for storing characters

(which may be lists), so that is how this section is written.

An I/O buffer has these slots in its leader.

tv:io -buffer-size

The number of slots in the input buffer.

tv:io-buffer-input-pointer

The index at which the next character inserted should be stored.

tv:io -buffer- output- pointer

The index at which the next available character is present

If the input and output pointers are equal, the buffer is empty. If the output

pointer points at the slot after the input pointer, the buffer is considered full (in

fact, one slot is still empty. It cannot be used).

tv:io-buffer-output-function
A C *:~— *~ U/» r.rA~\nA ...Vinn r-Utrintatv or/a romm/oH nr nil Tt 1C rjlllfvl With thft
/\ luiicuun tu uv vanvu v»nv»ii uiumviwo i*»w ivuivivu, *,* -.» «~ „™__ ..—.

buffer and the character as arguments. Its value should be a translated version of

the character (this is usually the same as the argument). It can also return a non-

nil second character, which says that the character should be discarded. In this

case, tv:io -buffer-get will remove the following character, or wait for one.

In window input buffers this is usually a function that checks for and handles

synchronous interception.

tv:io-buffer-input-function

A function to be called when characters arc inserted, or nil. The window system

does not actually use this feature. The calling conventions are the same as for the

output function.

tv:io -buffer-state

This may be set to t, nil, :input or :output to control what can be done with the

buffer. Characters can be put in if this is nil or :input, and can be removed if
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this is nil or :output.

tv:io-buffer-plist

A property list containing various properties.

tv:io-buffer-last-input-process

The last process that put a character in this I/O buffer.

tv:io-buffer-last-output-process

The last process that removed a character from this I/O buffer.

tv:io -buffer- record

An array that records the last n characters read from this I/O buffer, for some
fixed n. This array too is a ring buffer, but nothing is ever "removed" from it;

after it is full, it contains the last n things stored into it. The accessor tviio-

buffer- record -pointer gets the index of the last slot stored into.

tv:1o-buffer-empty-p io-buffer

tv:1o-buffer-full-p io-buffer

Non-nil if the buffer is empty, or full.

tv:make-1o-buffer size input-function output-function plist state

Creates and returns an I/O buffer, initializing some of the slots from its arguments and
the others in a default or reasonable fashion. The buffer is initially empty.

tv:1o-buffer-put buffer character &optional no-hang-p

Inserts character into buffer, waiting if it is full unless no-hang-p. This function also waits

if the buffer's state does not permit input It returns t if the character was inserted.

tv:1o-buffer-get buffer &optional no-hang-p

Removes the next character from buffer. If the buffer is empty, normally we wait for a
character to appear, but if no-hang-p is non-nil we return nil immediately. This function

also waits if the buffer's state does not permit output. The character removed is put in

buffer's io-buffer-record array.

tv:1o-buffer-unget buffer character

Inserts character into buffer as the next character to be removed rather than as the last

one to be removed. This is used for undoing tv:io-buffer-get, and it is an error if

character docs not match the last character removed, character is removed from the io-

buffer-record array, by backing up its pointer, just to avoid duplication when character

is read a second time.

This function should not be used more than once between input operations.

tv:1o-buffer-push buffer character

Inserts character into buffer as the next character to be removed; that is, in a LIFO
manner. This is as opposed to tv:io-buffer-put which inserts a character at the end.
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tv:1o-buffer-clear buffer

Makes buffer empty.

tvrprocess-typeahead buffer Junction

Uses Junction as a filter for the characters in buffer. Junction is called once for each

character, with the character as its sole argument. If Junction returns non-«/7, that value

is stored back in the buffer instead of the original character. If Junction returns nil, the

character is deleted from the input buffer.

5.4.1 I/O Buffers and Type Ahead

We have said (see section 5.1, page 50) that keyboard input goes into the selected window's

input buffer. This is not precisely true. Program-generated input made with :force-kbd -input

does go directly into the window's input buffer, but keyboard input actually goes into another I/O

buffer called the keyboard input buffer. (There is only one of these in the system.) The characters

move from the keyboard input buffer to the selected window's input buffer whenever a program

tries to read input from that buffer and it is empty. The keyboard input is not assigned to a

selected window until the instant the program is ready to read it.

Asynchronous window-switching commands, such as Terminal S, and mouse clicks that select

a window, actually copy the contents of the keyboard input buffer into the buffer of the window

that is being deselected. If you type some commands to the editor, and then type System L

before the editor has read its commands, those commands will still go to the editor, not to the

Lisp listener you have selected.

By contrast, synchronous window-switching such as is done by the functions ed, supdup and

inspect, and by "exit" commands in various programs, do not do this, since any further typed-

ahead input should go to the program being switched to.

5.4.2 I/O Buffers as Input Buffers

tv:make-defau1t-1o-buffer

Creates and returns an I/O buffer of the sort used for window input buffers, with all slots

suitably initialized. The output function used is tv:kbd-default-output-function.

tv:kbd-default-output-function buffer char

This is the default value for a window input buffer's output function. It checks the

character against the value of tv:kbd- intercepted -characters and also checks tv:kbd-tyi-

hook.

tv:kbd-1o-buffer-get buffer &optional no-hang-p (whostate "Keyboard")

Removes a character from buffer, or possibly from the keyboard input buffer. The

keyboard input buffer can be read from only if buffer is the input buffer of the selected

window, and it is used only if buffer is empty. When a character is read from the

keyboard input buffer, buffer's output function is executed, as if the character had been

put into buffer and then read from there.
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whostate is passed as the first argument to process -wait if this function has to wait.

tv:kbd-wa1t-for-1nput-w1th-t1meout buffer timeout &optional (whostate "Keyboard")

Waits until cither tv:kbd-io-buffer-get would not hang on buffer or timeout elapses.

timeout is in 60ths of a second, whostate appears in the who line while we wait.

tv:kbd-wa1t-for-1nput-or-deexposure buffer window &optional (whostate "Keyboard")

Waits until either tv:kbd-io-buffer-get would not hang on buffer or window is not

exposed, whostate appears in the who line while we wait.

tv:kbd-snarf- Input buffer &optional not-from-hardware

Transfer any characters that tv:kbd-io- buffer -get could now get from buffer right into

buffer. This is what asynchronous selection commands use to make sure that type-ahead

for the window being deselected remains with that window.

tv:kbd-char-typed-p
Non-nil if input is available in the selected window. This can be used in programs that

loop with interrupts disabled, to tell when the user types a key.

The window system defines the meaning of certain properties on the tv:io- buffer- plist of a

window input buffer. These are

:raw Non-nil to inhibit translation of characters from hardware codes to the Lisp

Machine character set. The effect of this is hardware dependent.

asynchronous-characters

An alist which controls which characters are intercepted asynchronously when this

window is selected.

:dont-upcase-control -characters

Non-nil prevents the Control (etc.) keys from causing special treatment of

alphabetic case. Normally, typing Control -Shift-A produces the character

#\Control-/a with a lower case "a", while Control -A produces #\Control-A;

and the same for Meta, Super and Hyper. If this property is non-nil, the two

inputs are interchanged in meaning, so that Shift produces an upper case

character with or without Control.

5.5 Intercepted Characters

There are several characters that are specially intercepted by the window system. Some are

intercepted when a process tries to read them, and some are intercepted as soon as they are

typed. The first kind are called synchronously intercepted characters and the second are called

asynchronously intercepted characters. The latter come in two kinds: global asynchronous

characters such as Terminal and System which are always available (see section 5.5.3, page 63),

and others defined by the selected window, normally including Control -Abort and so on (see

section 5.5.2, page 61).
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5.5.1 Synchronously Intercepted Characters

Synchronous interception is performed by the io-buffer-output-function of the window input

buffer (see page 56). By default, this Function is tv:kbd -default-output-function, which uses the

variable tv.kbd-intercepted-characters to decide which characters to intercept and how to handle

them. A program can change its set of synchronously intercepted characters simply by binding

this variable before reading input Its default value specifies the characters Abort, Meta- Abort,

Break, and Meta- Break.

tv:kbd-1ntercepted-characters Variable

The value is an alist specifying the characters to be intercepted synchronously (that is,

when read by die program). Since the variable is looked at by a subroutine of the :tyi

operation itself, what matters is current binding at the time the :tyi is done.

Each element of this list should look like

(character Junction) .

Then junction will be called if character is read, with character as argument.

function should return two values. The second should be non-nil to say that the character

has been handled by the function and should not be returned to the calling program as

ordinary input. If the second value is nil, the first value should be a translated character

to use as input instead of the character typed. (This can be and usually is the same

character that was typed.) The first value is ignored if the second is non-nil. In practice,

Junction usually returns its argument and L

function should begin by setting inhibit-scheduling-flag to nil.

It is reasonable to add new entries to the top level value of this variable, and also for

programs to bind the variable. It is probably unwise to remove the standard entries in the

top level value.

tv:kbd-standard-1ntercepted-characters Variable

This is the that which is the initial value of tv:kbd- intercepted -characters.

u.UhH-^ + or«<*ont-flhrtrt rhnr &XP$X ipnnreW • IN.IS U I II W W « WW|# " - -" "

tv:kbd-1ntercept-abort-all char &rest ignore

These functions implement the standard meanings of the Abort and Control -Abort keys.

They are suitable for use in tv:kbd -intercepted -characters. The first signals the

sys:abort condition; the second resets the current process.

If terminal-io handles the :inhibit-output-for-abort-p operation and it returns non-nil,

the string "[Abort]" will not be printed.

tv:kbd- Intercept-break char &rest ignore

tv:kbd-1ntercept-error-break char &rest ignore

These functions implement the standard meanings of the Break and Control -Break keys.

They are suitable for use in tv:kbd -intercepted -characters. The first calls break; the

second invokes the debugger.
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Furthermore, if the variable tv:kbd-tyi-hook is non-nil, then it is considered to be a user

function that can intercept the character at this point; see page 61.

By convention, programs are all expected to use the Abort key as a command to abort things

in some appropriate sense for that program. If you don't do anything special, Abort will be
intercepted automatically. But some programs may want to do something specific when the user

types Abort. The system default action can be replaced by binding the variable tv:kbd-

intercepted -characters so that Abort goes to your own intercept routine instead of tv:kbd-

intercept- abort, or so that Abort is read as an input character from the stream like any other

and then is handled by your program.

tv : kbd- ty 1 -hook Variable

The default io-buffer-output-function (tv:kbd-default-output-function), before it does

anything else, sees whether the value of tv:kbd-tyi-hook is non-nil; if so, it assumes that

the value is a function of one argument, and it applies the function to the character that

was typed. If the function returns a non-nil value, then the character will not be returned

to callers of :tyi or other input operations; otherwise, the character is processed normally.

The idea is that you can write a function that intercepts anything passing through an
input buffer that uses the default io-buffer-output-function. Your function gets passed

the character, and returns nil if it doesn't want to handle it, or t if it has taken care of
the character.

5.5.2 Asynchronously Intercepted Characters

Each window that has tv:stream-mixin can define a set of characters to be intercepted

asynchronously when that window is selected. The interception is done through a different

mechanism from that used for synchronous interception, but the same handling functions such as

tv:kbd-intercept-abort can ultimately be used. By default, a window requests asynchronous

interception of the four characters Control -Abort, Control -Meta- Abort, Control -Break, and
Control -Meta- Break. The default meanings of these keys are given in Operating the Lisp

Machine. You can change the set of such asynchronous keys on a per-window basis.

Since the interception is done by the keyboard process, the characters cannot straightforwardly

be specified by a variable for the program to bind. So each window has a list of them (which is

actually stored as the asynchronous -characters property on the input buffer's property list).

: asynchronous-characters alist Ini( optionfor tv:stream-mixin

alist specifies the characters to be intercepted asynchronously while this window is selected,

and what they should do.

Each element consists of a character, a function to call, and optionally some extra

arguments to be passed to it. When the function is called, its arguments will be the

character, the selected window, and any specified additional arguments from the alist

element

If the init option is not specified, the default comes from the value of tv:kbd -standard

-

asynchronous-characters, the initial value of which is
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((#\c -abort tv:kbd- asynchronous- intercept -character

(:name "Abort" rpriority 50.)

tv:kbd- intercept- abort)

(#\c-m- abort tv:kbd -asynchronous- intercept- character

(:name "Abort All" :priority 50.)

tv:kbd-intercept-abort-a"N )

(#\c -break tv:kbd- asynchronous- intercept-character

(:name "Break" :priority 40.)

tvrkbd- intercept-break)

(#\c-m-break tv:kbd-asynchronous- intercept-character

(:name "Error Break" rpriority 40.)

tvrkbd- intercept-error-break))

How these work is explained below.

:asynchronous-character-p character Operation o/?tv:stream-mixin

Returns non-nil if this window defines character for asynchronous interception.

:hanrile-asynchronous-character character Operation on tv:stream-mixin

Invokes the handler a- defined for asynchronous interception of character. This runs the

handler function in your current process. But since handler functions typically do

process-run -function, it usually doesn't matter.

:add-asynchronous-character Operation on tv:slream-m\xm

character handler-function &rest additional- args

Define character for asynchronous interception in this window, to be handled by handler

Junction and the additional-args. This adds an element

{character handler-function . additional-args)

to the alist on the input buffer's property list

: remove-asynchronous-character character Operation on \v\slream-m\xm

Removes character's element from the alist, so that it is no longer intercepted

asynchronously in this process.

Asynchronous interception is done by the Keyboard process, and the handler function runs in

that process. Therefore, it must obey some strict conventions. It must not do any I/O, or wait

for anything; it should not run for very long; it should not get an error. It is usually easiest to

create another process and do the real work there, using process-run -function.

tv:kbd-asynchronous-1ntercept-character character window process-options subhandler

additional-subhandler-args

This function is provided as a convenient way to set up the handling of an asynchronously

intercepted character. It enables you to interface to the same functions used for

synchronous interception. It is used with at least two additional arguments: the process

name and options for process- run -function, and the function to call in the new process.

Thus,

(#\c-break tvrkbd-asynchronous-intercept-character

(rname "Break" rpriority 40.)

tvrkbd- intercept-break)

arranges to create a process named "Break" with priority 40, and call tv:kbd- intercept -
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break in that process.

subhandler, which is tv:kbd -intercept-break in this example, is passed as arguments
character, window, and the additional-subhandler-args if any.

5.5.3 Global Asynchronous Characters

The Terminal and System keys are also intercepted asynchronously, but since their functions

do not usually relate to the selected window, they are not controlled by the selected window's
alist of asynchronous characters. These are called global asynchronous characters.

tv:kbd-g!obal-1ntercepted-characters Variable

This is an alist whose value controls the characters intercepted regardless of the selected

window. Its elements look and work just like those of the alist specified in the

:asynchronous-characters init option for a window.

The initial value is

((#\terminal tv:kbd-esc)

(#\system tv:kbd-sys))

Terminal and System are defined to call functions that read another character and dispatch
on it. The meaning of the second character is controlled by an alist so you can define new
Terminal and System commands.

tv:*escape-keys* Variable

The value of this variable is an alist, each entry of which describes a subcommand of the

Terminal key. (Escape is the old name for the Terminal key.) Rather than modifying
the list yourself, use tv:add -escape-key or tv:remove-escape-key (below). Entries on
the list are of the form:

( char function documentation optionl option! ...

)

char is the character that should be typed after Terminal to get the new command. The
character gets upper-cased before it is searched for in this list, so don't use lower case

characters, junction may either be a list to be evaluated, or a symbol, which is the name
of a function to be applied to one argument. This is either the numeric argument
specified by the user (as in Terminal S), or nil if the user gave no argument

documentation should be a string giving documentation, or a form that gets evaluated and
returns either a string or nil. The string will be printed by Terminal Help, except that nil

means to omit this character from the Terminal Help display.

Normally Junction is evaluated or applied in a new process created for the purpose, but if

you give the .-keyboard -process option it will run in the keyboard process. This option

exists because certain of the built-in commands must work this way. If you add your
own, you should not use this option, since you do not want to interfere with the

operation of the keyboard process. The cost of creating a new process is quite low.

If the :typeahead option is specified, then everything typed before the Terminal key will

be shoved into the selected I/O buffer, i.e. it will be treated as typcahead to the currently

selected window. Use this option with commands that change the selected window, to
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ensure that the user's typed input goes where he expected it to when he typed it.

Here is a sample element:

(#\clear-screen

( tv: kbd-screen- redisplay )

"Clear and redisplay all windows.")

tv: add -escape -key char Junction documentation &rcst options

Adds an element to tv:*escape -keys*, and puts it in the right place alphabetically.

tv: remove-escape-key char

Removes any element for char from tv:*escape -keys*.

tv:*system-keys* Variable

The value of this variable is an alist, each entry of which describes a subcommand of the

System key. Use the functions tv:add -system -key and tv:remove-system-key (below)

to modify the list rather than doing it yourself. Entries are of the form:

(
char find documentation create)

char is the character that should be typed after System to get the new command. The

character gets upper-cased before it is searched for in this list, so don't use lower case

characters, documentation should be a string to be printed by System Help.

If find is an instance of a flavor, then it should be a window, and the System command

will select that particular window. However, normally find is the name of a flavor. If it

is, the System command first searches the prcviously-selected-windows list for a window

of that flavor, and selects one if it finds one. Otherwise, if the currently selected window

is of that flavor, it beeps. Otherwise, it looks at create to figure out what to do. find can

also be a list; then it is evaluated and the value should be a window or a flavor name to

be used as described above.

If create is nil, it beeps. If create is t, a new window of flavor find is created by calling

make -instance with no options, and is selected. If create is some other symbol, it is the

name of the flavor of window to be created. (This can be different from the flavor to

look for, which might be a mixin that is component of several different flavors all of

which are suitable to select when this key is typed.) Otherwise, create is a form to be

evaluated to create a window. The System command runs in a newly-created process and

so the form is evaluated in its own process, not the keyboard process.

If the character typed after the System key is typed with the Control shift, existing

windows are ignored and a new window is created according to create.

Here is a sample element:

(#/E zwei:zmacs-frame "Editor" t)

tv:add-system-key char find documentation &optional (createt)

Adds an element to tv:*system -keys*, and puts it in the right alphabetical position.
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tv: remove- system-key char

Removes any element for char from tv:*system -keys*.

tv:f1nd-w1ndow-of -flavor flavor-name

Returns a previously selected window of flavor flavor-name. Windows are found in

tv:previously-selected -windows (page 36) and checked with typep.

tv:select-or-create-w1ndow-of-flavor flavor-name

Selects a previously selected window of flavor flavor-name, or, if none exists, creates a

new one and selects it.

5.6 Polling The Keyboard Explicitly

Another way of using the keyboard, different from reading a stream of input characters from
a window, is to treat it as a "random access" device and look at the instantaneous state of
particular keys. Spacewar does this.

tv: key-state key-name

Returns t if the keyboard key named key-name is currently depressed, nil if it is not

keyname may be the symbolic name of a shift key, from the table below, or the

character code of a non-shift key, which is the character you get when you type that key

without any shifts: a lower-case letter, a digit, or a special character. Shift keys that

come in pairs have three symbolic names; one for the left-hand key, one for the right-

hand key, and one for both, which is considered to be depressed if either member of the

pair is. The shift key names are:

rshift

:greek

:top

:control

:meta

:super

.-hyper

:caps-lock

: repeat

left-shift

left-greek

left-top

left-control

lef t-meta

left-super

left-hyper

alt-lock

:right-shift

:right-greek

:right-top

rright-control

:right-meta

:right-super

:right-hyper

:mode-lock
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6. Output of Text

All windows can function as output streams, displaying the output as if on the screen of an

ordinary display terminal. The flavor tv:minimum -window implements the operations of the Lisp

Machine output stream protocol (see section 21.5 of the Lisp Machine manual), as well as many

additional output operations such as :insert-line. Every window has a current cursor position; its

main use is to say where to put characters that are drawn. The way a window handles the

operations asking it to type out is by drawing that character at the cursor position, and moving

the cursor position forward past the just-drawn character.

Cursor position arguments to stream operations are always expressed in "inside" coordinates

(see page 129); that is, coordinates relative to the top-left corner of the inside part of the

window, so die margins don't count in cursor positioning. The cursor position always stays in the

inside portion of the window—never in the margins. The point (0,0) is at the top-left corner of

the window; increasing jc coordinates are further to the right and increasing y coordinates are

further towards the bottom. (Note that y increases in the down direction, not the up direction!)

tv : cursor-x Instance variable ofwindows

tv : cursor-V Instance variable ofwindows

The window's current cursor position. Note that these variables use "outside" coordinates,

unlike the arguments to stream operations.

The jc cursor position is the position of the left edge of the character box of the next

character output. (The leftmost nonzero pixels of the character may be either left or right of the

edge of the character box, according to the left-kern of the character; see page 88).

The y cursor position is the position of the top of the vertical extent for the line being

output. If only a single font is in use, the top of the character box is at this vertical position.

In fact, characters are positioned so that their baselines come out on the baseline of the line.

This way, characters of different fonts juxtaposed in one line come out with baselines aligned

rather than with their top edges aligned. The position of the character's baseline is a property of

its font. The window's baseline is computed from the set of fonts in use, to provide enough

space above the baseline for any of the fonts (see page 85).

When a character is drawn, it is combined with the existing contents of the pixels of the

window according to an alu function. The different alu functions are described in section 8.1,

page 93. When characters are drawn, the value of the window's char-aluf is the alu function

used. Normally, the char-aluf says that the bits of the character should be bit-wise logically ored

with the existing contents of the window (tv:alu-ior). This means that if you type a character,

then set the cursor position back to where it was and type out a second character, the two

characters will both appear, ored together one on top of the other. This is called overstriking.

Erasure is also done using an alu function which the window can specify, called the erase-aluf.

Normally this is an alu function which ands the old pixel value with the complement of the area

erased (tv:alu-andca).
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tv : char-al uf Instance variable ofwindows

tv : erase-al uf Instance variable ofwindows

The window's char-aluf and erase-aluf.

Reverse-video windows work by interchanging the normal values of the char-aluf and erase-

aluf so that erasing an area sets it to one while drawing a character clears the character's pixels

to zero.

Every window has a font map. A font map is an array of fonts in which characters on the

window can be typed. At any time, one of these is the window's current font; the operations

that type out characters always type in the current font. Details of fonts and the font map appear

below (see chapter 7, page 83). For now, we describe fonts only enough to explain the character-

width and line-height of the window; these two units are used by many of the operations

documented in this section. The character-width is the char-width attribute—the width of a

"typical" character—of the first font in the font map. The line-height is the sum of the vsp of the

window and the maximum of the char-heights of all the fonts. The vsp is an attribute of the

window that controls how much vertical spacing there is between successive lines of text. That is,

each line is as tall as the tallest font is, and you can add vertical spacing between lines by

controlling the vsp- of the window. Operations for controlling the vsp are documented on page 80.

There is no instance variable holding the vsp, but the system can recompute it from the line-

height and the font map.

tv:char-w1dth Instance variable ofwindows

tv:Hne-he1ght Instance variable ofwindows

The character-width and line-height of the window. The line height is actually used for

outputting a #\return character. The character width is not used at all for ordinary

output, since each font determines its own widths. Both are used for interpreting cursor

positions expressed in characters or lines.

Every window has a current font, which the operations use to figure out what font to type in.

If you are not interested in fonts, you can ignore this and something reasonable will happen. In

some fonts, all characters have the same width; these are called fixed-width fonts. The default

font is an example. In other fonts, each character has its own width; these are called variable-

width fonts. With variable-width fonts, it is not fully meaningful to express horizontal positions in

numbers of characters, since different characters have different widths. Some of the functions

below do use numbers of characters to designate widths; there are warnings along with each such

use explaining that the results may not be meaningful if the current font has variable width.

tv : sheet-cursor-x. window

tv:sheet-cursor-y window

tv:sheet-char-aluf window

tvrsheet-erasealuf window

tv:she9t-char-w1dth window

tv:sheet-Hne-he1ght window

Accessor defsubsts for the corresponding instance variables. It may be reasonable to setf

the first four of them.
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6.1 How A Character Is Printed

Typing out a character does more than just drawing the character on the screen. The cursor

position is moved to the right place; non-printing characters are dealt with reasonably; if there is

an attempt to move off the right or bottom edges of the screen, the typcout wraps around

appropriately; more breaks arc caused at the right time if more processing is enabled. Here is the

complete explanation of what typing out a character does. You may want to remind yourself how

the Lisp Machine character set works; see section 21.1 of the Lisp Machine manual. You don't

have to worry much about the details here, but in case you ever need to know, here they are. If

you aren't interested, skip ahead to the definitions of the operations.

First, any output exceptions that are present are dealt with, and made to go away. See

section 6.3, page 70, for an explanation of this.

When all exceptions have been dealt with, the character finally gets typed out. If it is a

printing character, it is typed in the current font at the cursor position and the cursor position is

moved to the right by the width of the character. If it is one of the format effectors # \return,

#\tab, and #\backspace, it is handled in a special way to be described in a moment. All

other special characters have their names typed out in tiny letters surrounded by a lozenge, and

the cursor position is moved right by the width of the lozenge. If an undefined character code is

typed out, it is treated like a special character; its code number is displayed in a lozenge.

#\tab moves the cursor position to the right to the next tab stop, moving at least one

character-width. Tab stops are equally spaced across the window. The distance between tab stops

is tab-nchars times the character-width of the window, tab-nchars defaults to 8 but can be

changed (see page 81).

Normally #\return moves the cursor position to the inside left edge of the window and

down by one line-height, and clears the line (see page 75). It also deals with more processing

and the end-of-page condition as described above. However, if the window's cr-not-newline-flag is

on, the #\return character is not regarded as a format effector and is displayed as "return" in a

lozenge, like other special characters.

If the character being typed out is a # \backspace, the result depends on the value of the

window's backspace-not-overprinting-flag. If the flag is 0, as is the default, the cursor position is

moved left by one character-width (or to the inside left edge, whichever is closer). If the flag is

1 , # \backspaces are treated like all other special characters.

6.2 Stream Output Operations

:tyo ch &optional font Operation on windows

Type ch on the window, as described above. Basically, type the character ch in font or

the current font at the cursor position, and advance the cursor position.
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:str1ng-out string &optional {start 0) (end nil) Operation on windows

Type string on the window, starting at the character start and ending with the character

end. If end is nil, continue to the end of the string; if neither optional argument is

given, the entire string is typed. This behaves exactly as if each character in the string

(or the specified substring) were printed with the :tyo operation, but it is much faster.

: fat-string-out string &optional [start 0) {end nil) Operation on windows

Type the fat string string on the window. This is like :string-out except that the %%ch-
font field of each character is used as the font to draw that character in. The window's

current font is not used.

: line -out string &optional {start 0) (end nil) Operation on windows

Do the same thing as :string-out, and then advance to the next line (like typing a

#\return character). The main reason that this operation exists is so that the stream

-

copy- until -eof function (see section 21.4 of the Lisp Machine manual) can, under some

conditions, move whole lines from one stream to another; this is more efficient than

moving characters singly. The behavior of this operation is not affected by the :cr-not-

newline-flag init-option (see page 81).

:str1ng-out-centered string left right ypos Operation on windows

Output string (or the portion from start to end), centered between x positions left and

right, at y position ypos (which defaults to the current cursor position). The cursor is

left at the end of the string. If the string is multiple lines, the entire rectangular shape it

occupies is centered as a unit To center lines individually, output each line individually

with this operation.

:fresh-Hne Operation on windows

Get the cursor position to the beginning of a blank line. Do this in one of two ways. If

the cursor is already at the beginning of a line (that is, at the inside left edge of the

window), clear the line to make sure it is blank and leave the cursor where it was.

Otherwise, advance the cursor to the next line and clear the line just as if a #\return

had been output The behavior of this operation is not affected by the :cr-not-newline-

flag init-option (see page 81).

:beep &optional beep-type Operation on windows

Attempt to attract the user's attention, by either making a sound with the keyboard or

flashing the screen into and out of inverse video or both.

If beep's value is nil, both are done. If the value is :beep, only the sound is made. If

it is :flash, only flashing the screen is done.

No standard meanings have been assigned to beep-type yet

beep &optional beep-type (stream standard -output)

Beeps by sending a :beep message to stream, passing beep- type as an argument If the

stream does not handle the :beep operation, a sound is made on the keyboard instead.
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:d1splay-1ozenged-str1ng string Operation on windows

Output string in a lozenge. This is how special characters are echoed.

tv: sheet- Une-out sheet siring start end set-xpos set-ypos dwidth

This is a complicated primitive whose interface is arranged to do exactly what the editor

needs for buffer display, to make the editor as fast as possible.

It outputs part of string on sheet like the .fat -string -out operation, but stops if it reaches

the right margin (outputting a right margin character if any output remains, if the window

calls for that).

If set-xpos and set-ypos are non-nil, the cursor is moved there and a :clear-eol is done,

before output starts. If one of these arguments is nil, that dimension of cursor position is

not changed. If both are nil, the cursor is not moved and nothing is cleared.

If dwidth is non-nil, it should be a positive number. Output actually starts at index (1
-

.
start) in the string, and at x position dwidth less that the cursor position (as found or as

set by set-xpos). However, if a :clear-eol is done, it starts at set-xpos. Non-nil dwidth

is to be used if the previous character of the string is in an italic font, and is already

present on the screen before the output now being done. It causes that character to be

output again, presumably overprinting itself, in case a corner of it was erased accidentally

because it protrudes to the right of its allocated space.

Returns two values, the final index in the string and the final x cursor position. The

window's cursor is not guaranteed to be moved there; it is undefined on exit from this

function. But the value will be correct

6.3 Output Exceptions

Before doing output to a window, various exceptional conditions are checked for. If an

exceptional condition is discovered, a standard operation is invoked to handle it. Redefining or

adding daemons to these operations can change the handling of exceptions. For example, output

with the cursor too close to the right margin causes an end of line exception; the handling of this

exception is what moves the cursor to the next line, or truncates the line, or whatever the

window's flavor arranges for.

The exceptions are actually indicated by flags, bits, set in the window. The operation to

handle the exception should do nothing if it is invoked when the corresponding flag is not set,

and should not return with the flag still set (or an error will be signaled). The end-of-page and

more flags are set and cleared automatically by moving the cursor; as long as things are done

properly, they will be set if and only if the cursor is in the right place for them. So the

exception handler need only make sure to move the cursor to a good place. The output hold

exception handler usually just waits for or brings about a situation in which the reason for the

output hold is gone (usually because the window has been exposed).
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: handle-exceptions Operation on windows

Performs the exception processing described by all the rest of this section. Exceptions are

processed in this order:

Output Hold, End-of-Page, **M0RE**, and End-of-Line.

6.3.1 Output Hold and End of Page Exceptions

First, if the window's output hold flag is set, an output hold exception happens. The

operation :output -hold -exception is invoked to handle it.

tv: sheet-output-hold-flag window

Returns the output hold flag of window, which is 1 if there is a hold and if not This

is a setf'able accessor defsubst

: output-hold-exception Operation on windows

This operation should not return until the output hold is gone. It may wait for the

output hold flag to be cleared, or try to cause it to be cleared. The default handler acts

based according to the window's deexposed typeout action (see page 21).

Next, if the end-of-page flag is set (normally the case if the ^-position of the cursor is less

than one line-height above the inside bottom edge of the window), the :end-of-page-exception

operation is invoked.

tv: sheet-end-page-flag window

Returns the end-of-page flag of window, which is 1 if the next output operation should

wrap and otherwise. This is a setf'able accessor defsubst

:end-of-page-exception Operation on windows

This operation is invoked to handle the end-of-page exception when present It should do

nothing if invoked when the flag is zero.

The default definition is simply to move the cursor to the top line, clear that line, and

set the vertical position for the next **M0RE** if more-processing is enabled.

6.3.2 **MORE** Exceptions

Next, if the window's more flag is set, a more exception happens. The more flag gets set

when the cursor is moved to a new line (e.g. when a # \return is typed) and the cursor position

is thus made to be below the more vpos of the window. (If tv:more-processing-global-enable

is nil, this exception is suppressed and the more flag is turned off.) The :more -exception

operation is invoked to handle the exception. .

tv: sheet-more-flag window

Returns the more flag, which is.l if the next output operation should do a **M0RE**,

and otherwise. This is a setf'able accessor defsubst
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tv:more-vpos Instance variable ofwindows

The vertical position at which die next **M0RE** should happen in output on the

window.

:more-vpos Operation on windows

Returns the window's tv:more-vpos.

tv: sheet-more- vpos window

Accessor defsubst for the preceding instance variable.

tv:more-process1ng-global -enable Variable

**M0RE** processing does not happen if this variable is nil during the output operation

in which the **M0RE** would have happened.

: mo r e - ex c ep1 1 o n Operation on windows

The :more-exception handler in the tv:minimum-window flavor does a :clear-eol

operation, types out **M0RE**, reads a character using the :more-tyi operation, restores

the cursor position to where it originally was when the :more-exception was detected,

does another :clear-eol to wipe out the **M0RE**, and resets the more vpos. The

character read in is ignored.

This operation works by calling a subroutine, tv:sheet-more -handler, if the more flag is

set. It should do nothing if the flag is zero. It is safe to redefine it to call that function

with different arguments, or to do other things as well. It is very risky to write a new

definition from scratch, as tv:sheet-more -handler is tricky.

tv:sheet-more-handler &optional (operation *:tyi) (more-string "**MORE**")

Implements the standard handling of more exceptions, described above, using operation to

read the input and more-string as the output to be printed and then erased.

Note that the more flag is set only when the cursor moves to the next line, because a

#\return is typed out, after a :line-out, or by the :end-of-line-exception handler described

below. It is not set when the cursor position of the window is explicitly set (e.g. with :set-

cursorpos); in fact, explicidy setting the cursor position clears the more flag. The idea is that

when typeout is being streamed out sequentially to the wmuow, 'more-exceptions jiappen at tu£

right times to give the user a pause in which to read the text that is being typed, but when

cursor positioning is being used the system cannot guess what order the user is reading things in

and when (if ever) is the right time to stop. In this case it is up to the application program to

provide any necessary pauses.

The algorithm for setting the more vpos is too complicated to go into here in all its detail,

and you don't need to know exactly how it works, anyway. It is careful never to overwrite

something before you have had a chance to read it, and it tries to do a **M0RE** only if a lot

of output is happening. But if output starts happening near the bottom of the window, there is

no way to tell whether it will just be a little output or a lot of output. If there's just a little, you

would not want to be bothered by a **M0RE**. So it doesn't do one immediately. This may

make it necessary to cause a **M0RE** break somewhere other than at the bottom of the

window. But as more output happens, the position of successive **M0RE**s is migrated and

eventually it ends up at the bottom.
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tv:autoexpos1ng-more-m1x1n Flavor
If you mix in this flavor, when a :more-exception happens, the window will be exposed
(an :expose message will be sent to it). This is intended to be used in conjunction with
having a deexposed typeout action of :permit (see page 22), so that a process can type
out on a deexposed window and then have the window expose itself when a **M0RE**
break happens.

6.3.3 End of Line Exceptions

Finally, if the cursor is at or near the end of the line so that there is no room to output the
next character, an end-of-line exception happens. The :end-of-line-exception operation is

invoked to handle it. A flag is not used to trigger this exception since the condition depends on
the width of the character to be output.

:end-of-11ne-except1on Operationon windows
This operation is defined by default to advance the cursor to the next line, just as typing
a #\return character does normally (see below). Doing so may, in turn, cause an :end-
of-page-exception or a :more-exception to happen. Furthermore, if the right margin
character flag is on (see page 81), then before going to the next line, an exclamation
point in font zero is typed at the cursor position. When this flag is on, end-of-line

exceptions are caused a little bit earlier, to make room for the exclamation point.

:tyo-Mght-marg1n-character Operationon windows
If a right-margin character is to be printed, this operation is invoked to print it. It can
simply :tyo the character.

The way the cursor position goes to the next line when it reaches the right edge of the
window is called horizontal wraparound or continuation. You can make windows that truncate
lines instead of wrapping them around by using tv:line-truncating-mixin.

tv:Hne-truncat1ng-m1x1n Flavor
This mixin gives a window the ability to truncate lines at the right margin instead of
continuing output onto the next line as usual (see continuation, page 73). Truncation is

performed if the window's truncate-line-out flag is set. When the cursor position is near
the right-hand edge of the window and there is an attempt to type out a character, the

character simply will not be typed out

:truncate-11ne-out-flag flag Init optionfor tv:iine-truncating -mixin
Initializes the truncate-line-out flag of the window to flag. One means truncate and zero

means do not.

tv:sheet-truncate-Hne-out-flag window

Returns the truncate-line-out flag of the window, which is zero or one. One means
truncate and zero means do not; however, the flag matters only if tv.-line -truncating -

mixin is in use. This is a defsubst which may be setf'd.
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tv:truncating-w1ndow Flavor

This flavor is built on tv:window with tv:line-truncating-mixin mixed in. If you

instantiate a window of this flavor, it will be like regular windows of flavor tv:window

except that lines will be truncated instead of wrapping around.

6.4 Cursor Motion

The window's cursor position is where the upper left corner of the next output character will

appear, with a vertical offset if necessary to match up the baselines of various fonts (see page 87).

Recall that cursor position arguments and values of stream operations are relative to the inside

upper left corner of the window.

:read-cursorpos &optional {units ':pixel) Operation on windows

Return two values: the x and y coordinates of the cursor position. These coordinates are

in pixels by default, but if units is character, the coordinates are given in character-

widths and line-heights. (Note that character-widths don't mean much when you are using

variable-width fonts.)

:1ncrement-cursorpos x y &optional {units ':pixel) Operation on windows

Advances the cursor position the specified amount in each coordinate. The units may be

specified as with :read-cursorpos. This operation is considered to be sequential motion

of the cursor through a variable amount of space, rather than instantaneous jumping of

the cursor. What this means is that exceptions happen, just as if output were being done.

So the cursor wraps around at the margins (or does whatever this window does for :end-

of- line-exception and :end-of-page-exception), and **M0RE** processing happens at

the appropriate place.

The following few operations do cursor motion rather than advancing the cursor. The end-of-

page, more and end-of-line exception flags will be set if the cursor is moved to a position where

they ought to be on, and can be cleared if they were previously on and the cursor is moved to a

place where they ought to be off. Exception handling does not take place.

:set-cursorpos x y &optional {units ':pixel) Operation on windows

Moves the cursor position to the specified coordinates. The units may be specified as with

:read-cursorpos. If the coordinates are outside the window, move the cursor position to

the nearest place to the specified coordinates that is in the window.

: home-cursor Operation on windows

Moves the cursor to the upper left corner of the window.

: home - down Operation on windows

Moves the cursor to the lower left corner of the window.

: forward-char &optional char Operation on windows

Moves the cursor forward one character position, or the width of char in the current font

if char is specified. Exceptions are processed, so this is like outputting a space which has

the appropriate width.
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: backward-char &optional char Operation on windows
Moves the cursor backward one character position, or the width of char in the current

font if char is specified. Exceptions are processed, but there is no reverse-wraparound. At
the left margin, the cursor does not move.

: s 1 ze- 1 n-characters Operation on windows
Returns two values, the dimensions of the window, in units of character-widths and line-

heights. (Note that character-widths don't mean much when you are using variable-width
fonts.)

:set-s1ze-1n-characters Operationon windows

width-spec height-spec &optional option

Sets the inside size of the window, according to the two specifications, without changing
the position of the upper-left corner, width-spec and height-spec are interpreted the same
way as arguments to the xharacter-width and xharacter- height init-options,

respectively, option is passed along to :set-edges (page 46).

6.5 Erasing

All the erasing operations operate on the window pixels by drawing the area to be erased
using the window's erase-aluf as the alu function (see page 67). This is by default tv:alu-andca,
which clears the screen bits of the screen area drawn.

: clear -char &optional char Operation on windows
Erases the character at the current cursor position. When using variable-width fonts, you
tell it the character code of the character you are erasing, so that it will know how wide
the character is (it assumes the character is in the current font). If you don't pass the

char argument, it simply erases a character-width, which is fine for fixed-width fonts.

:clear-str1ng string &optional start end Operation on windows
Erases enough space, starting at the cursor, to contain string (or the portion of string

from start to end), printed in the current font. The entire height of the line is erased, so
it does not matter whether the text on the screen is string or something else, string

determines only how far to erase. If a fixed-width font is in use, this is equivalent to

doing :clear-char once for each character in string. This operation becomes desirable

because of variable-width fonts.

:clear-eol Operation on windows
Erases from the current cursor position to the end of the current line; that is, erases a
rectangle horizontally from the cursor position to the inside right edge of the window, and
vertically from the cursor position to one line-height below the cursor position.

: cl ear-eof Operation on windows

Erases from the current cursor position to the bottom of the window. In more detail, first

does a :clear-eol, and then clears all of the window past the current line.
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: cl ear-screen Operation on windows

Erases the whole window and moves the cursor position to the upper left corner of the

window.

:clear-between-cursorposes slart-x start-y end-x end-y Operation on windows

Erases an area starting at cursor position start-x and start-y, wrapping around if necessary

at the end of the line or the page, until end-x and end-y are reached.

Though the arguments are expressed as cursor positions, the cursor position of the

window is not changed.

6.6 Inserting and Deleting Lines and Characters

Inserting a character means printing it at the cursor but pushing the rest of the text on the

line toward the right margin. Similarly, deleting a character means pulling the following text on

the line back toward the left so that the position occupied by the character is closed up. Inserting

and deleting lines work the same way vertically, moving the lines below the cursor down or up.

The operations that take "a numeric argument specifying the amount of space to insert or

delete also take an argument specifying the unit (either :pixel or character) in which the space

has been measured. The unit argument's meaning is the same as in the :read-cursorpos

operation (page 74) but the default is character rather than :pixel.

:delete-char &optional (n 1) {unit ^character) Operation on windows

Without an argument, deletes the character at the current cursor position. Otherwise,

deletes n characters (or n pixels if unit is :pixel), starting at the cursor position. Move

the display of the part of the current line that is to the right of the deleted section

leftwards to close the resultant gap. (If unit is character, this assumes all characters are

one character-width wide, and so will not do anything useful with variable-width fonts.)

:delete-str1ng string &optional {start 0) {end nil) Operation on windows

This is for deleting specific strings in the current font. It is one of the things to use when

dealing with variable-width fonts.

If string is a string, excise a region exactly as wide as that string, or a substring specified

by start and end, and moves the display of the part of the current line that is to the

right of the excised region leftwards to close the gap.

If string is a number, it is considered to be a character code. The single character is

treated like a string containing that character.

:delete-!1ne &optional {n 1) {unit ^character) Operation on windows

Without an argument, deletes the line that the cursor is on. Otherwise deletes n lines, or

n rows of pixels if unit is :pixel, starting with the one the cursor is on. Moves the

display below the deleted section up to close the resulting gap.
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:1nsert-char &optional (n 1 ) (unit ':character) Operation on windows

Opens up a space the width of n characters (or n pixels if unit is :pixel) in the current

line at the current cursor position. Shifts the characters to the right of the cursor further

to die right to make room. Characters pushed past the right-hand edge of the window are

lost. (If unit is character, this assumes all characters arc one character-width wide, and
so will not do anything useful with variable-width fonts.)

:1nsert-str1ng Operation on windows

string &optional {start 0) (end nil) {type-too t)

Inserts a string at the current cursor position, moving the rest of the line to the right to

make room for it.

The string to insert is specified by string: a substring thereof may be specified with start

and end, as with :string-out.

string may also be a number, in which case the character with that code is inserted.

If type-too is specified as nil, the string is not actually printed. The space opened up is

big enough for the string, but is left blank.

:1nsert-l1ne &optional (n 1) (unit *:character) Operation on windows

Takes the line containing the cursor and all the lines below it, and moves them down one

line. The line containing the cursor is moved in its entirety, not broken, no matter where

the cursor is on the line. A blank line is created at the cursor. If an argument n is

given, opens up n blank lines, or n rows of pixels if unit is :pixel. Lines pushed off the

bottom of the window are lost

6.7 Anticipating the Effect of Output

The following operations do not output, but provide information about what would happen to

the cursor and the screen if output were done.

: character-width char &optional (font tv:current-font) Operation on windows

Returns the width of the character char, in pixels. The current font is used if font is not

specified. If char is a Backspace, character -width can return a negative number. For

Tab, the number returned depends on the current cursor position. If char is Return, the

result is defined to be zero.

: compu te -mo1 1 on Operation on windows

string &optional (start 0) (end nil) (x tv:cursor-x) (y tv:cursor-y)

(cr-at-end-p nil) (stop-x 0) slop-y bottom-limit right-limit font line-height

tab-width

This is used to figure out where the cursor would end up if you were to output string

using :string-out. It does the right thing if you give it just the string as an argument

start and end can be used to specify a substring as with :string-out. x and y can be used

to start your imaginary cursor at some point other than the present position of the real

cursor. If you specify cr-at-end-p as t, it pretends to do a :line-out instead of a :string-

out. stop-x and stop-y define the size of the imaginary window in which the string is
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being printed; the printing stops if the cursor becomes simultaneously > both of them.

These default to the lower left-hand corner of the window. (This corner is reached before

die right-hand one, since output goes from left to right on each line.)

bottom-limit and right-limit are vertical and horizontal positions at which to wrap around;

they default to the inside height and width of the window. They differ from the stop-x

and stop-y in that these act independently when the cursor reaches either one, and they

cause the cursor position to change rather than returning to the caller.

The computation normally uses font, or the window's current font \f font is nil. However,

if string is of type art -fat -string, each character's %%ch-font field is used as an index in

the window's font map to find the font for that character, and font is ignored except

possibly for defaulting the lab-width.

For vertical spacing, line-height is used. The default for line-height is font's line height if

font is non-nil, else the window's line-height.

tab-width specifies the distance between tab stops, in pixels. If it is omitted, the default is

(tv:sheet -tab -width self) if no font is specified, or (* (tv:sheet-tab-nchars self)

(tv:font-char-width font)) if a font is specified.

Four values are returned:

final-x

final-y The positions at which output stopped.

final-index The index in string at which output stopped, or nil if it reached the end

of the string, or / if the string itself was processed but not the implicit

Return which was supposed to follow the string.

maximum-x The largest x position value reached during processing.

All coordinates for this operation are cursor positions, relative to the window's inside

edges. However, if you specify all the arguments you can use any origin of coordinate

system you like, as long as you interpret the values in the same coordinate system.

; strl ng-length Operation on windows

string &optional {start 0) (end nil) stop-x (font current- font) (slart-x 0)

tab-width

This is very much like :compute- motion, but works in only one dimension. It tells you

how far the cursor would move if string were to be displayed in the current font starting

at the left margin, or at start-x if that is specified, start and end work as with rstring-

out to specify a substring of string. If stop-x is not specified or nil, the window is

assumed to have infinite width; otherwise the simulated display will stop when a position

stop-x pixels from the left edge is reached.

The computation normally uses font, or the window's current font if font is nil. However,

if string is of type art -fat -string, each character's %%ch-font field is used as an index in

the window's font map to find the font for that character, and font is ignored except

possibly for defaulting the tab-width.
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tab-width specifies the distance between tab stops, in pixels. If it is omitted, the default is

(tv:sheet-tab-width self) if no font is specified, or (* (tv:sheet-tab-nchars self)

(tv:font-char-width font)) if a font is specified.

:string- length returns three values:

final-x Where the imaginary cursor ended up.

final-index The index of the next character in the string (the length of the string if

the whole string was processed, or the index of the character which would

have moved the cursor past stop-x),

maximum-x The maximum x coordinate reached by the cursor (this is the same as the

first value unless there arc Return or Backspace characters in the string).

6.8 Explicit (Non-Cursor) Output

A window includes some state information which changes as output is done. These include

the cursor position, the current font, alu function, and exception flags. The presence of this

information makes the window behave coherently as a stream, so that the output from one

operation follows that of the previous operation. But sometimes this is not desirable. The
"explicit" output operations use a window only for its position and size, with all additional

information passed by the caller explicidy. This way, multiple streams of output to the same

window can exist, which do not interfere with each other by trying to use a single cursor.

The x and y position arguments used by these operations are relative to the outside edges of

the window. This is different from the stream and higher-level operations. It is because these

operations are frequently used for drawing parts of the margins, such as labels and margin

regions.

:str1ng-out- exp 1 1 c 1

1

Operation on windows

string start-x start-y x-limit y-limit font alu &optional {start 0) end

multi-line-line-height

Outputs string (or the portion from start to end) onto the window starting at start-x and

start-y, neither using nor moving the window's cursor position. If x-limit or y-limit is

non-nil, output stops if it reaches that position.

Output is done in font using alu function alu. The window's current font and alu

function are not used or set If there are Return characters -in the output, and multi-line-

line-height is nil, they are printed as "Return" in a lozenge. If multi-line-line-height is a

number, that number is used as the line height, ignoring the window's line height, and

the horizontal output position moves to start-x rather than the left margin for the next

line of output

Note that the arguments of tv:sheet-string -out-explicit are in a different order. The

argument order of this operation was cleaned up.

The operation returns three values: the final x position, the final y position, and the final

index in the string. You can use these to do multiple operations in consecutive places on

the screen.
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:string-out-centered-exp11c1t Operation on windows

siring &optional left ypos right y-limit font alu [start 0) end

multi- line-line-height

Outputs string (or the portion from start to end) centered between x positions left and

right, at y position ypos. If y-limit is reached, output stops, left and right default to the

inside edges of the window.

Output is done in font and alu, which default to the ones current for the window, and

lines are separated by multi-line-line-height (which defaults to the window's line height).

:str1ng-out-x-y-centered-expl1c1t Operation on windows

string &optional left top right bottom font alu start end

multi-line-line-height

Displays siring (or the portion from start to end) with the rectangle it occupies centered

both horizontally and vertically. Horizontally it is centered between left and right, and

vertically between top and bottom. The defaults for these arguments are the inside edges

of the window.

Output is done in font and alu, which default to the ones current for the window, and

lines are separated by multi-line-line- height (which defaults to the window's line height).

6.9 Window Parameters Affecting Output

The following operations and initialization options initialize, get, and set various window

attributes which are relevant to the typing out of characters. (See also the operations to

manipulate the current font, on page 84.)

:more-p t-or-nil Init optionfor windows

Initializes whether the window should have more processing. It defaults to t.

: mo re -
p

Operation on windows

Returns t if more processing (see page 71) is enabled; otherwise, return nil.

:set-more-p more-p Operation on windows

If more-p is nil, turns off more processing (see page 71); otherwise turns it on.

:vsp n-pixels Init optionfor window

Initializes the window's vsp. It defaults to 2.

:VS p
Operation on windows

Returns the value of vsp for this window (see page 67).

: set-vsp new-vsp Operation on windows

Sets die value of vsp for this window (see page 67) to new-vsp.
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:reverse-v1deo-p Operation on windows
Returns nil normally or t if the window displays in white on black rather than black on
white. This is separate from the whole screen's inverse video mode, which is what
Terminal C sets.

:set-reverse-v1deo-p l-or-nil Operation on windows
Enables or disables reverse-video display. Changing this mode inverts all of the bits in

the window.

: reverse-v1deo-p t-or-nti Init optionfor windows
Initializes the use of reverse-video display.

:Mght-marg1n-character-flag x Init optionfor windows
If x is 1, the window should print an exclamation point in the right margin when :end-
of-line-exception happens; if x is 0, it should not. The default is 0. See page 73.

tv:$heet-Mght-marg1n-character-flag &optional (windowseW)
Returns the flag which controls printing of characters at the right margin on wrap-around
on window. This is a setfable accessor macro.

:backspace-not-overprint1ng-flag x Init optionfor windows
If x is 0, output of #\backspace will move the cursor position backward; if it is 1, it

will display "overstrike" in a lozenge (that is, #\backspace will be just like other

special characters). The default is 0. See page 68.

tv:sheet-backspace-not-overprinting-flag &optional (window self)

Returns the flag which controls how Backspace prints on window. This is a setf'able

accessor macro.

:cr-not-newl1ne-flag x Init optionfor windows
If x is 0, output of #\return will move the cursor position to the beginning of the next

line and clear that line; if it is 1, it will display "return" in a lozenge (that is, #\return
will be just like other special characters). The default is 0. This flag does not affect the

behavior of the :line-out nor the :fresh-line operations.

tv:sheet-cr-not-newl1ne-flag &optional (windowse\f)

Returns the flag which controls how Return prints on window. This is a setf'able accessor

macro.

:tab-nchars n Init optionfor windows
n is the separation of tab stops on this window, in units of the window's char -width.
This controls how the #\tab character prints, n defaults to 8.

tv: sheet- tab-nchars &optional (windowsetf)

Returns the distance between tab stops, measured in units of window's char-width.
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tv: sheet- tab -width &optional (windowsett)

Returns the distance between tab stops, measured in pixels.
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7. Fonts

Having used the Lisp Machine for a while, you have probably noticed that characters can be
typed out in any of a number of different typefaces. Some text is printed in characters that are

small or large, boldface or italic, or in different styles altogether. Each such type face is called a

font. A font is conceptually an array, indexed by character code, of pictures showing how each

character should be drawn on the screen.

A font is represented inside the Lisp Machine as a Lisp object. Each font has a name. The
name of a font is a symbol, usually in the fonts package, and the symbol is bound to the font.

A typical font name is tr& In the initial Lisp environment, the symbol fonts:tr8 is bound to a
font object whose printed representation is something like

#<font tr8 234712342>
The initial Lisp environment includes many fonts. Usually there are more fonts stored in QFASL
files in file computers. New fonts can be created, saved in QFASL files, and loaded into the

Lisp environment; they can also simply be created inside the environment.

Drawing of characters in fonts is done by microcode and is very fast. The internal format of
fonts is arranged to make this drawing as fast as possible. This format is described later, but you
almost certainly do not need to worry about it.

7.1 Specifying Fonts

You can control which font is used when output is done to a window. Every window has a

font map and a current font. The font map is conceptually an array of fonts; with a small non-

negative number, the font map associates a font. The current font of a window is always one of
the fonts in the window's font map. Whenever output is done to a window, the characters are

printed in the current font You can change the font map and the current font of a window at

any time with the appropriate operations.

The reason why the window has a font map rather than merely a current font is that it is

necessary to know all the fonts that will be used before doing any output in order to know how
to position the output properly (so that output in different fonts on the same line will look right).

In addition, certain output operations can accept fat strings (arrays of type art-fat-string)

which contain 16-bit characters, and regard the top 8 bits of each character as a font number to

look up in the font map. These include :compute- motion, :string- length and :fat-string-out.

: font-map Operation on windows

Returns the font map of the window. The object returned is the array that is actually

being used to represent the font map inside the window. The elements are actual font

objects.

You should not alter anything about this array, since the window depends on it in order

to function correctly. To change the font map, use the :set- font-map operation.
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:set-font-map new-map Operation on windows

Sets the font map to contain the fonts given in new-map. Returns the array of fonts that

actually represents the font map inside the window (don't mess with this array!), new-map

may be an array of font specifiers, in which case this array is installed as the new internal

array of the window, and die font specifiers arc replaced by fonts. Font specifiers are

described in the following section; a font or the name of a font may be used.

new-map may also be a list of font specifiers, in which case the array is created from the

list in the style of fillarray, with the last element of the list filling in the remaining

elements of the array if any (the array is made at least 26. elements long, or long enough

to hold all the elements of the list).

If new-map is nil, all the elements of the map are set to the default font of the screen.

The current font is set to zero (the first font in the list or array). The line height and

baseline of the window are adjusted appropriately (see below).

The specified font specifiers are remembered so that the :change-of-default-font

operation can cause the map to be recomputed from them. This is in case one of the

specifiers is a purpose keyword.

tv: font-map new-map Init optionfor windows

This option lets you initialize the font map. new-map is interpreted the same way it is

interpreted by the :set- font-map operation.

tv : font-map Instance variable ofwindows

The window's font map.

: current-font Operation on windows

Returns the current font, as a font object

: set-current-font new-font Operation on windows

Sets the current font of the window, new-font may be a number, in which case that

element of the font map becomes the current font. It may also be a font specifier, in

which case the font that the specifier describes is used, unless that font is not in the font

map, in which case an error is signalled. Only fonts already in the font map may be

selected.

tv: current-font Instance variable ofwindows

The window's current font

: b ase 1 1 n

e

Operation on windows

Returns the maximum baseline of all the fonts in the font map. The bases of all

characters will be aligned so as to be this many pixels below the y cursor position, which

is top of the line on which the characters are printed. In other words, when a character

is drawn, it will be drawn below the cursor position, by an amount equal to the

difference between this number and the baseline of the font of the character.
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tv

:

bas e 1 1 ne Instance variable ofwindows
The position of the baseline of a text line, in pixels from the top of the line's vertical

extent (its cursor position).

tv: sheet-font-map window

tv: sheet-baseline window

tv: sheet-current-font window

Accessor defsubsts for the corresponding instance variables.

You can use the List Fonts command in Zmacs to get a list of all of the fonts that are

currently loaded into the Lisp environment. Here is a list of some of the useful fonts:

fontsxptfont This is the default font, used for almost everything.

fonts.-medfnt This is the default font in menus. It it a fixed-width font with characters

somewhat larger than those of cptfont.

fonts:medfnb This is a bold version of medfnt. When you use Split Screen, for example, the

Do It and Abort items are in this font

fonts:hl12i This is a variable-width italic font. It is useful for italic items in menus; ZMail
uses it for this in several menus.

fonts:tr10i This is a very small italic font It is the one used by the inspector to say "More
above" and "More below".

fonts:hl10 This is a very small font used for non-selected items in Choose Variable Values

windows.

fonts:hl10b This is a bold version of hl10, used for selected items in Choose Variable Values

windows.

7.1.1 Font Specifiers

Different kinds of screen require different kinds of fonts. The two kinds of screens currently

supported are black-and-white screens with one bit per pixel, and color screens with four bits per
pixel. Color screens with eight bits per pixel will certainly be supported in the near future, and
other kinds of screen may appear. However, it is nice to be able to write programs that will

work no matter what screen their window is created on. The problem is that if your program
specifies which fonts to use by actually naming specific fonts, then the program will only work if

the window that you are using is on the same kind of screen as the fonts you are using were
designed for.

To solve this problem, a program does not have to specify the actual font to be used.

Instead, it specifies a certain symbol that stands for a whole collection of fonts. All of these fonts

are the same except that they work on different kinds of screens. The symbol that you use is the

name of the member of the collection that works on the black-and-white screen. In other words,

when you want to specify a font, always use the name of a black-and-white font rather than a

font itself. Every screen knows how to understand these symbols and find an appropriate font to

use. This symbol is called a font specifier, because it describes a font rather than actually being a
font.
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A font object may be supplied as a font specifier. This does not mean to use the font as

specified; it means to use the font's name as a font specifier. Thus, if you supply the font object

for the black-and-white font cptfont for a window on a color screen, the symbol fonts:cptfont is

used as a font specifier, resulting in the color version of cptfont actually being used.

The functions that understand font specifiers have some cleverness in order to make life easier

for you. If you pass in the name of a font that is not loaded into the Lisp environment, an

attempt will be made to load it from the file server, using the name of the font as the name of

the file, leaving the version and type unspecified, using the load function. The filename used is

SYS: FONTS; fontname QFASL. Also, the color screen knows how to create color versions of

fonts on the fly if they do not already exist. Either of these things may make your program run

slowly the first time you run it, and so, if you care, you can load the file yourself and create a

color version of the font yourself (see page 167).

Since different users like to use different fonts, we provide a facility called font purposes.

Wherever a font specifier is used, the program can specify a purpose keyword instead. This

means, "use whatever font the user likes to use for this particular purpose". The window

remembers when a purpose was specified instead of a particular font, so that if the user changes

the standard font for that purpose, all the existing windows that were told to use that purpose

will change font. The user specifies a standard font for a purpose with tv:set-default-font,

tv:set-standard -font or tv:set-screen -standard -font. Each screen has its own alist mapping

font purposes to font names, but normally they are all altered in parallel. Defined purpose

keywords include

:default This is the font name for ordinary output. It is also called the default font.

:menu This is the font name for use in most menu items.

:menu-standout

This is the font name for menu items that are supposed to stand out. It is

normally an italic font

:label This is the font name used by default for labels.

:margin -choice

This is the default font name for margin choice boxes (see page 210).

It is up to each program to decide when any of these purpose keywords is appropriate.

:parse-font-specif1er font-specifier Operation on-screen

Parses a font specifier in the proper way for this window, according to the screen the

window is on. The value is a font object

: parse- font- name font-specifier Operation on tv:screen

Parses a font specifier in the proper way for this window, according to the screen the

window is on. The value is a font name: a symbol which, evaluated repeatedly,

ultimately produces a font
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tv: font-evaluate font-name

Returns the font that font-name is the name of; this is done by evaluating font-name
repeatedly until the result is not a symbol.

tv: set-standard-font purpose font-specifier

Sets the standard font for purpose purpose on each screen based on font-specifier, font-

specifier is turned into a font by each screen individually, and that font becomes the new
standard font for purpose on that screen. All windows on the screen that were set up to

use the standard font for this purpose will switch to using the newly specified font.

tv:set-defau1t-font font-specifier

Sets the standard font for purpose xtefault.

tv: set-screen-standard-font screen purpose font-specifier

Sets the standard font for purpose on screen only.

:change-of -default-font old-font new-font Operation on windows
Informs the window that the meaning of some standard font-name symbols has changed.

If the window uses any of them, it may need to recompute various things; for example,

if that font is used in the label, the window's inside size may be changed; if it is used in

the window's font map, the line height may be changed. Either one means the number
of lines may change, and this may require adjustment of other data. This can be done by
an :after daemon on this operation.

In addition, the operation must be passed along to all inferiors and potential inferiors.

7.2 Attributes of Fonts

Fonts, and characters in fonts, have several interesting attributes. One attribute of each font

is its character height. This is a non-negative fixnum used to figure out how tall to make the

lines in a window. We have mentioned earlier that each window has a certain line height. The
line height is computed by examining each font in the font map, and finding the one with the

largest character height. This largest character height is added to the vsp specified for the window
(see page 67), and the sum is the line height of the window. The line height, therefore, is

recomputed every time the font map is changed or the vsp is set. It works this way so that there

will always be enough room on any line for the largest character of the largest font to be
displayed, and still leave the specified vertical spacing between lines. One effect of this is that if

you have a window that has two fonts, one large and one small, and you do output in only the

small font, the lines will still be spaced far enough apart that characters from the large font will

fit This is because the window system can't predict when you might, in the middle of a line,

suddenly switch to the large font.

Another attribute of a font is its baseline. The baseline is a non-negative fixnum that is the

number of raster lines between the top of each character and the base of the character. (The
"base" is usually the lowest point in the character, except for letters tliat descend below the

baseline such as lower case "p" and "g".) This number is stored so that when you are using

several different fonts sidc-by-side, they will be aligned at their bases rather than at their tops or

bottoms. So when you output a character at a certain cursor position, the window system first
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examines the baseline of the current font, then draws the character in a position adjusted

vertically to make the bases of all the characters line up.

There is another attribute called the character width. This can be an attribute either of the

font as a whole, or of each character separately. If there is a character width for the whole font,

it is as if each character had that character width separately. The character width is the amount

by which the cursor position should be moved to the right when a character is output on the

window. This can be different for different characters if the font is a variable-width font, in

which a "W" might be much wider than an "i". Note that the character width does not

necessarily have anything to do with the actual width of the bits of the character (although it

usually does); it is just defined to be the amount by which the cursor should be moved.

There is another attribute that is an attribute of each character separately; it is called the left

kern. Usually it is zero, but it can also be a positive or negative fixnum. When the window

system draws a character at a given cursor position, and the left kern is non-zero, then the

character is drawn to the left of the cursor position by the amount of the left kern, instead of

being drawn exactly at the cursor position. In other words, the cursor position is adjusted to the

left by the amount of the left kern of a character when that character is drawn, but only

temporarily; the left kern affects only where the single character is drawn and does not have any

cumulative effect on the cursor position.

A font that does not have separate character widths for each character and does not have any

non-zero left kerns is called a fixed- width font. The characters are all the same width and so they

line up in columns, as in typewritten text. Other fonts are called variable-width because different

characters have different widths and things do not line up in columns. Fixed-width fonts are

typically used for programs, where columnar indentation is used, while variable-width fonts are

typically used for English text, because they tend to be easier to read and to take less space on

the screen.

Each font also has attributes called the blinker width and blinker height. These are two non-

negative fixnums that tell the window system a nice-looking width and height to make a

rectangular blinker for characters in this font. These attributes are completely independent of

everything else and are used only for making blinkers. Using a fixed width blinker for a variable-

width font is not the nicest-looking thing to do; instead, the editor actually re-adjusts its blinker

width as a function of what character it is on top of, making a wide blinker for wide characters

and a narrow blinker for narrow characters. But if you don't want to go to this trouble, or don't

necessarily know just which character the blinker is on top of, you can just use the font's blinker

width as the width of your blinker. For a fixed-width font there's no problem. -

There is also an array for each font called the char-exists table. It is an art- 1b array with a

1 for each character that actually exists in the font, and a for other characters. This table is

not used by the character-drawing software; it is just for informational purposes. Characters that

do not exist have pictures with no bits "on" in them, just like the "space" character. Most fonts

implement most of the printing characters in the character set, but some are missing some

characters.
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7.3 Format of Fonts

This section explains the internal format in which fonts are represented. Most users do not

need to know anything about this format; you can skip this section without loss of continuity.

Fonts are represented as arrays. The body of the array holds the bits of the characters, and
the array leader holds the attributes of the font and characters as well as information about the

format of the body of the array. Note that there is only one big array holding all the characters,

rather than a separate array for each character. The format in which the bits are stored is

specially designed to maximize the speed of character drawing and to minimize the size of the

data structure, and so it is not as simple you might expect.

FED operates on fonts by converting them into a different type of object containing the same
data. This new object is called a font descriptor; it is simpler and easier to work with. See the

files SYS: 101; FNTDEF LISP for the format of font descriptors, and SYS: 101; FNTCNV
LISP for functions to operate on them, and to convert between font descriptors and fonts.

The font format works slightly differently depending on whether the font contains any
characters that are wider than thirty-two bits. If there are any such characters, then the font is

considered to be "wide", and a single character may be made up of several subcharacters to be
drawn side by side. A wide font stores subcharacters instead of characters as such, and has a

table indicating which subcharacters belong to each character of the character seL For the time

being, we will discuss only narrow fonts in which there is no need to distinguish characters from
subcharacters because each character is made of a single subcharacter.

Each character in a font has an array of bits stored for it. The dimensions of this array are

called the raster width and raster height. The raster width and raster height are the same for

every character of a font; they are properties of the font as a whole, not of each character

separately. Consecutive rows are stored in the array; the number of rows per character is the

raster height, and the number of bits per row is the raster width. An integral number of rows
are stored in each word of the array; if there are any bits left over, those bits are unused. Thus
no row is ever split over a word boundary. Rows are stored right-adjusted, from right to left.

When there are more rows than will fit into a word, the next word is used; remaining bits at the

left of the first word arc ignored, and the next row is stored right-adjusted in the next word, and
so on. An integral number of words is used for each character.

For example, consider a font in which the widest character is seven bits wide and the tallest

character is six bits tall. The raster width of the font is seven and the raster height is six. Each
row of a character is seven bits, and so four of them fit into a thirty-two bit word, with four bits

wasted. The remaining two rows require a second word, the rest of which will be unused because

the number of wcrds per character must be an integer. So this font will have four rows per

word, and two words per character. To find the bits for character three of the font, you multiply

the character number, three, by the number of words per character, two, and find that the bits

for character three start in word six. The rightmost seven bits of word six are the first row of the

character, the next seven bits are the second row, and so on. The rightmost seven bits of the

seventh word are the fifth row, and the next seven bits of the seventh word are the sixth and last

row.
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Note that we have been talking about "words" of the array. The character-drawing microcode

docs not actually care what type the array is; it only looks at machine words as a whole, unlike

most of the array-referencing in the Lisp Machine. In a Lisp-object-holding array such as an art-

q array, the leftmost eight bits are not under control of the user, and so these kinds of arrays are

not suitable for fonts. In general, you need to be able to control the contents of every bit in the

array, and so usually fonts are art- 1b arrays. This means you need to know die internal storage

layout of bits within an art- 1b array in order to fully understand the font format, so here it is:

the zeroth element of an art- 1b array is the rightmost bit of the zeroth word, and successive

elements are stored from right to left in that word. The thirty-third element is the rightmost bit

in the next word, and so on.

Now, if there are any characters in the font that are wider than 32 bits, then even a single

row of the font will not fit into a word. Such characters are divided into subcharacters no more

than 32 bits wide, and the character is drawn by drawing all its subcharacters, one by one, side

by side. The character drawing microcode can only handle ordinary narrow characters, and it is

invoked once for each subcharacter in order to draw a wide character. In order to make this

work, the wide font stores subcharacters in the same way a narrow font stores its characters.

In addition, the wide font has a font indexing table which gives the first subcharacter number

for each character code. (In a narrow font, the font indexing table is nil.) The character W would

be drawn by finding the value at index 127 (the code for W) in the font indexing table, and the

value at index 130. Suppose that these are 171 and 173. Then W is made up of subcharacters

171 and 172. Either of these subcharacters' bits can be found in the same way that the bits for

character code 171 or 172 would be found in a narrow font.

The array leader of a font is a structure defined by defstruct. Here are the names of the

accessors for the elements of the array leader of a font.

tv: font- name font

The name of the font This is a symbol whose value is the font and which serves to

name the font. The print-name of this symbol appears in the printed representation of

the font

tv:font-char-he1ght font

The character height of the font; a non-negative nxnum.

tv:font-char-w1dth font

The character width of the characters of the font; a non-negative fixnum. If the tv:font-

char-width -table of this font is non-nil, then this element is ignored except that it is

used to compute the distance between horizontal tab stops; it is typically the width of a

lower-case "m".

tv:font-basel1ne font

The baseline of this font; a non-negative fixnum.
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tv:font-char-w1dth-table font

If this is nil then all the characters of the font have the same width, and that width is

given by the tv.font-char-width of the font. Otherwise, this is an art-q array of non-
negative fixnums, one for each logical character of the font, giving the character width for

that character. The array must be an art-q array for the sake of the sys:%string-

translate function.

tv:font-1eft-kern-table font

If this is nil then all characters of the font have zero left kern. Otherwise, this is an
array of fixnums, one for each logical character of the font, giving the left kern for that

character.

tv:font-bl Inker-width font

The blinker width of the font

tv:font-bl1nker-he1ght font

The blinker height of the font

tv:font-chars-ex1st-table font

This is an art- 1b array with one element for each logical character of the file. The
element is 1 if the character exists and if the character does not exist

tv:font-raster-he1ght font

The raster height of the font; a positive fixnum.

tv:font-raster-w1dth font

The raster width of the font; a positive fixnum.

tv:font-rasters-per-word font

The number of rows of a character stored in each word of the font; a positive fixnum.

tv:font-words-per-char font

The number of words stored for each character or subcharacter; a positive fixnum.

tv:font-1ndex1ng-table font

If this is nil, then no characters of this font are wider than thirty-two bits. Otherwise,

this is the font indexing table of the font, an array indexed by character code, containing

the number of the first subcharacter for that character code. There is an extra array

element at an index one greater than the largest character code; it says where the

subcharacters of the largest character code stop.
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7.4 Color Fonts

We mentioned earlier that you need to use different fonts to draw on different kinds of

screen. To draw on a color screen, you must use a color font. If you just pass in a font

specifier when you specify an element of a font map, then a color version of that font will be

created if there isn't one already, and it will be used as the font.

A color font is almost the same as a regular black-and-white font except that for each pixel

there are many bits. For example, for a four-bit color display (the only type presently supported),

there are four bits for each pixel. While nothing prevents each pixel of a font from having any

value it wants, usually each pixel is either zero or one other specific value; that is, color fonts do

not usually have multicolored characters in them, or two characters of different color.

Color fonts can be created from black-and-white fonts by the following function:

color :make-co1or-font bw-font &optional (colorM) (suffix"")

Creates and returns a new font, bw-font should be an existing black-and-white font. The

new font has all the same attributes as bw-font, and each character has the same attributes

as the corresponding character in bw-font. For each zero-valued pixel in bw-font, the

pixel in the new font is zero as well. For each one-valued pixel in bw-font, the pixel in

the new font has value color. The name of the new font is formed by appending

"color-", the print-name of the name of bw-font, and suffix together to form a string, and

then interning that string in the fonts package.

When a font specifier is examined and the window system decides to make a color version of

the font, it calls colonmake-color-font with only one argument, letting the others default. So,

for example, if a color version of fonts:foo-font is automatically created, its name will be

fonts:color-foo-font, and its pixels will have the value 17 wherever those in the original font

have the value one. However, you can call color:make~color-font to make many color versions

of the same black-and-white font, each in a different color.

Something to keep in mind when using color fonts is that when characters of a color font are

drawn, onto a color window, and the char-aluf of the window is tv:alu-ior (as it normally is),

then the bits of the pixels of the character will be bit-wise "or'"ed with the existing bits in the

"ixels of the window. If the existing bits (that is, the background against which the character is

being drawn) are all zero, there's no problem. But if they are not, the resulting values of the

pixels will be some color determined by a bit-wise "or" of two color values, which is unlikely to

yield meaningful results. Unless this is actually what you want, you should make sure that the

background is made of zeroes before drawing characters onto a color window.
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8. Drawing Graphics

A window can be used to draw graphics (pictures). There is a set of operations for drawing
lines, circles, sectors, polygons, cubic splines, and so on, implemented by the flavor tv:graphics-
mixin. The tv:graphics-mixin flavor is a component of the tv:window flavor, and so the

operations documented below will work on windows of flavor (or flavors built on) tv:window.

tv:graph1cs-m1x1n Flavor

Defines the standard window graphics operations.

There are also some operations in this section that are in tv:stream-mixin (page 49) rather

than tv:graphics-mixin, because they are likely to be useful to any window that can draw
characters, but such windows might not want the full functionality of tv:graphics-mixin. These
operations are :draw-rectangle, and the :bitblt operation and its relatives. (If you are building

on tv:window anyway, this doesn't affect you, since tv:window includes both of these mixins.)

The cursor position is not used by graphics operations; the operations explicitly specify all

relevant coordinates. All coordinates are in terms of the inside size of the window, just like

coordinates for typing characters; the margins don't count. Remember that the point (0,0) is in

the upper left; increasing y coordinates are lower on the screen, not higher. Coordinates are

always fixnums.

As with typing out text, before any graphics are typed the process must wait until it has the

ability to output (see section 2.6, page 21). The "output hold flag" must be off and the window
must not be temp-locked. The other exception conditions of typing out are not relevant to

graphics.

All graphics functions clip to the inside portion of the window. This means that when you
specify positions for graphic items, they need not be inside the window; they can be anywhere.
Only the portion of the graphic that is inside the inside part of the window will actually be
drawn. Any attempt to write outside the inside part of the window simply won't happen.

8.1 Alu Functions

Most graphics operations take an alu argument, which controls how the bits of the graphic

object being drawn are combined with the bits already present in the window. In most cases this

argument is optional and defaults to the window's char-aluf (see page 66), the same alu function

as is used to draw characters, which is normally inclusive-or. The following variables have the

most useful alu functions as their values:

tv:alu-1or Variable

Inclusive-or alu function. Bits in the object being drawn are turned on and other bits are

left alone. This is the char-aluf of most windows. If you draw several things with this

alu function, they will write on top of each other, just as if you had used a pen on
paper.
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tv:alu-andca Variable

And-with-complement alu function. Bits in the object being drawn are turned off and

other bits are left alone. This is the erase -aluf of most windows. It is useful for erasing

areas of the window or for erasing particular characters or graphics.

tv:a1u-xor Variable

Exclusive-or alu function. Bits in the object being drawn are complemented and other bits

are left alone. Many graphics programs use this.
r

Oie graphics operations take quite a bit

of care to do "the right thing" when an exclusive-or alu function is used, drawing each

point exactly once and including or excluding boundary points so that adjacent objects fit

together nicely. The useful thing about exclusive-or is that if you draw the same thing

twice with this alu function, the window's contents are left just as they were when you

started; so this is good for drawing objects if you want to erase them afterwards.

tv:alu-seta Variable

Alu function to copy the input bits into the output bits, ignoring the old values of the

output bits. This is not useful with the drawing operations, because the exact size and

shape of the affected region depend on the implementation details of the microcode. The

seta function is useful- with the bitblt operations, where it causes the source rectangle to

be transferred to the destination rectangle with no dependency on the previous contents of

the destination.

tv:alu-and Variable

"And" alu function. Like tv:alu-seta, this is not useful with the drawing operations, but

can be useful with the bitblt operations. 1 bits in the input leave the corresponding

output bit alone, and bits in the input clear the corresponding output bit

8.2 Flavor Operations for Graphics

: point x y Operation on bj:graph\c$-n\\xm

Returns the numerical value of the picture element at the specified coordinates. The result

is or 1 on a black-and-white TV. Clipping is performed; if the coordinates are outside

the window, the result will be 0.

: draw-point x y &optional alu value Operation on tv:graphics-mixin

Draws value into the picture element at the specified coordinates, combining it with the

previous contents according to the specified alu function (value is the first argument to the

operation, and the previous contents is the second argument.) value should be or 1 on a

black-and-white TV. Clipping is performed; that is, this operation will have no effect if

the coordinates are outside the window, value defaults to -1, which is a pixel with all bits

1.

: b 1 tb 1

1

Operation on tv:stream -mixin

alu width height from-array from-x from-y to-x to-y

Copies a rectangle of bits from from-array onto the window. The rectangle has dimensions

width by height, and its upper left corner has coordinates (from-x,from-y). It is

transferred onto the window so that its upper left corner will have coordinates (fo-x,to-y).

The bits of the transferred rectangle are combined with the bits on Hie display according
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to the Boolean function specified by alu. As in the bitblt function, if from-array is too

small it is automatically replicated.

See the discussion of the bitblt function (section 8.7 of the Lisp Machine manual) for

complete details. Note that to-array is constrained as described there. Sec also the

tv:make-sheet-bit-array function below (page 102).

:b1tb1t-from-sheet Operation ontv:stream-m\xm

alu width height from-x from-y to-array to-x to-y

Copies a rectangle of bits from the window to to-array. All the other arguments have the

same significance as in :bitblt.

See the discussion of the bitblt function (section 8.7 of the Lisp Machine manual)' for

complete details. Note that to-array is constrained as described there. See also the

tv:make-sheet-bit-array function below (page 102).

:b1tblt-w1th1n-sheet Operation on tv:stream-mixin

alu width height from-x from-y to-x to-y

Copies a rectangle of bits from the window to some other place in the window. All the

other arguments have the same significance as in :bitblt. Note that width or height may
be negative, in which case the coordinates to be copied extend to lower values from the

specified starting values, and copying is done in reverse order. The order bits are copied

makes no difference when copying between different arrays but is important when copying

between overlapping portions of one array.

: draw- char font char x y &optional alu Operation on \v:graph\cs-m\xm

Displays the character with code char from font font on the window with its upper left

corner at coordinates (x,y). This lets you draw characters in any font (not just the ones

in the font map), and it lets you put them at any position without affecting the cursor

position of the window.

: draw- line Operation on tv:graphics-mixin

xl yl x2 y2 &optional alu {draw-end-point t)

Draws a line on the window with endpoints (xl,yl) and (x2,y2). If draw-end-point is

specified as nil, does not draw the last endpoint (that is, stops drawing just before that

point instead of at it). This is useful with alu function tv:alu-xor when multiple

connected lines are in use, since drawing an endpoint once each for two lines would

cancel out.

: draw- lines alu xO yO xl yl ... xn yn 0/7era//o«ontv:graphics-mixin

Draws n lines on the screen, the first with endpoints (xO,yO) and (xl,yl), the second with

endpoints (xl,yl) and (x2,y2), and so on. The points between lines are drawn exactly

once and the last endpoint, at (xn,yn), is not drawn.

draw-dashed-Hne Operation o/ztv:graphics-mixin

xO yO xl yl alu dash-spacing space-literally-p offset dash-length

Draws a line divided into dashes. The first five arguments are the same as those of the

:draw-line operation.
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The argument dash-spacing specifies the period of repetition of the dashes; it is the length

of a dash plus the length of a space between dashes. Its default value is 20. dash-length

is the length of the actual dash; it defaults to half the spacing.

If space-literallyp is nil, the spacing between dashes is adjusted so that the dashes fit

evenly into the length of line to be drawn. If it is non-nil, the spacing is used exactly as

specified, even though that might put the end point in the middle of a space between

dashes.

A nonzero offset is used if you want a space between the starting point and the beginning

of the first dash. The value is the amount of space desired, in pixels. The same space

will be provided at die end point, if space-literally-p is nil. offset defaults to zero.

draw-curve Operation on tv:graphics-mixin

x-array y-array &optional end alu closed-p

Draws a sequence of connected line segments. The x and y coordinates of the points at

the ends of the segments are in the arrays x-array and y-array. The points between line

segments are drawn exacdy once and the point at the end of the last line is not drawn at

all; this is especially useful when alu is tv:alu-xor. The number of line segments drawn

is 1 less than the length of the arrays, unless a nil is found in one of the arrays first in

which case the lines stop being drawn. If end is specified it is used in place of the actual

length of the arrays.

If closed-p is non-nil, the end point is connected back to the first point.

: draw-w1 de-curve Operation on tv:graphics-mixin

x-array y-array width &optional end alu closed-p

Like :draw-curve but width is how wide to make the lines.

draw-rectangle width height x y &optional alu Operation on \v.stream-mmn

Draws a fillcd-in rectangle with dimensions width by height on the window with its upper

left corner at coordinates (x,y).

; draw- triangle xl yl x2 y2 x3 y3 &optional alu Operation on br.graph\cs-m\xm

Draws a filled-in triangle with its corners at (xl,yl), (x2,y2), and (x3,y3).

: draw- circle Operation on tv:graphics-mixin

center-x center-y radius &optional alu

Draws the outline of a circle centered at the point center-x, center-y and of radius radius.

: draw-d rcul ar-arc Operation on tv:graphics-mixin

center-x center-y radius start-theta end-theta &optional alu

Draws part of the outline of a circle centered at the point center-x, center-y and of radius

radius.

The part of the circle to be drawn is specified by start-theta and end-theta. These angles

are in radians; an angle of zero is the positive x direction, and angles increase counter-

clockwise. The arc starts at start-theta and goes through increasing angles, passing through

zero if necessary, to stop at end-theta.
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: draw-filled- In -circle Operation on tv:graphics-mixin

center-x center-y radius &optional alu

Draws a filled-in circle specified by its center and radius.

:draw-f 1lled-1n-sector Operation o//tv:graphics-mixin

center-x center-y radius theta-1 theta-2 &optional alu

Draws a "triangular" section of a filled-in circle, bounded by an arc of the circle and the

two radii at theta-1 and theta-2. These angles are in radians; an angle of zero is the

positive-X direction, and angles increase counter-clockwise.

: draw-regul ar-polygon Operation on tv:graphics-mixin

xl yl x2 y2 n &optional alu

Draws a filled-in, closed, convex, regular polygon of (abs n) sides, where the line from

(xl,yl) to (x2,y2) is one of the sides. If n is positive then the interior of the polygon is

on the right-hand side of the edge (tiiat is, if you were walking from (xl,yl) to (x2,y2),

you would see the interior of the polygon on your right-hand side; this does not mean
"toward the right-hand edge of the window").

draw-cub1c-spl1ne (9/?era//o/2o/2tv:graphics-mixin

px py z &optional curve-width alu cl c2 pi-prime-x pl-prime-y

pn-prime-x pn-prime-y

Draws a cubic spline curve that passes through a sequence of points. The arrays px and

py hold the x and y coordinates of the sequence of points; the number of points is

determined from the active length of px. Through each successive pair of points, a

parametric cubic curve is drawn with the :draw-curve operation, using z points for each

such curve. If curve-width is provided, the :draw- wide -curve operation is used instead,

with the given width. The cubics are computed so that they match in position and first

derivative at each of the points. At the end points, there are no derivatives to be

matched, so the caller must specify the boundary conditions, cl is the boundary condition

for the starting point, and it defaults to :relaxed; c2 is the boundary condition for the

ending point, and it defaults to the value of cl. The possible values of boundary

conditions are:

:relaxed Makes the derivative zero at this end.

:clamped Allows the caller to specify the derivative. The arguments pl-prime-x and
pl-prime-y specify the derivative at the starting point, and are only used if

cl is :clamped; likewise, pn-prime-x and pn-prime-y specify the derivative

at the ending point, and are only used if c2 is :clamped.

:cyclic Makes the derivative at the starting point and the ending point be equal.

If cl is :cyclic then c2 is ignored. To draw a closed curve through n

points, in addition to using :cyclic, you must pass in px and py with one

more than n entries, since you must pass in the first point twice, once at

the beginning and once at the end.

:anticyclic Makes the derivative at the starting point be the negative of the derivative

at the ending point. If cl is :anticyclic then c2 is ignored.
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tv:sp11ne px py z &optional ex cy cl c2 pi-prime-x pl-prime-y pn-prime-x pn-prime-y

This subroutine of the :draw -cubic -spline operation is also useful in its own right. It

does the computation of the spline to be drawn, then converts it into a sequence of line

segments, returning arrays of x and y coordinates of endpoints of lines. :draw- cubic

-

spline works by passing these arrays to the :draw-curve operation.

The function returns three values, an array of x coordinates, an array of y coordinates,

and the number of active points in those arrays. (The arrays are not required to have fill

pointers.)

The arrays to be used can be supplied as the ex and cy arguments, or else new arrays

will be created. If arrays are supplied and too short, they will be made longer.

8.3 Low-Level Graphics Using Subprimitives

Drawing graphics on a window is usually done by sending messages to the window. However,

there is a certain overhead in sending each message. If your application requires speed, you can

go to some more trouble by writing your very own method to do graphics. It is a good idea not

to do this until you know that using existing messages will not work; it is easier and less bug-

prone to use the existing messages than to write handlers for new ones.

To write a new method you must have a flavor to which to attach that method. In this case,

we want to add some graphics messages to existing kinds of windows. So, what we want here is

a mixin flavor. You will define a new mixin flavor for your application. You will add methods

to this flavor to do the things you need to do. Then, when you want to create an actual window

to use, you will create a window of a new flavor; this new flavor will include, as one of its

mixins, your new mixin. For a simple case, you might use the following flavor definitions:

(defflavor circus-mi xin () ()

( : required-flavors tv: essential -window))

;;This makes the instance variables of tv:esscntial-window accessible.

(defmethod (circus-mixin :draw-clown) (size weight happy-p)

...)

(defmethod (circus-mixin :draw-tent)

(height &optional (number-of-rings 3))

...)

(defflavor circus-window () (circus-mixin tv:window))

Now you can instantiate windows of flavor circus-window, and they will support your new

messages.

Within the definition of a primitive output operation you will use the graphics subprimitives

such as sys:%draw-char rather than the high-level operations described in previous sections. To

avoid errors, you should use these subprimitives only from within window methods that provide

the error checking that the subprimitives lack.
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In addition, the subprimitives must be used only within the body of a tv:prepare-sheet

special form. An error is signaled if they are used elsewhere.

tv:prepare-sheet body... Specialform
Executes body in an environment in which it is safe to draw on the window. tv:prepare-

sheet waits until the window is not output-held or locked, and then opens all blinkers

that could be on top of the window so that they will not interfere with the output (see

page 103). It also turns off interrupts so that the window will remain unlocked and the

blinkers will remain open.

Because interrupts are turned off, you must be careful in writing the body. It should

execute for no longer than you would mind being unable to do a Control -Abort. It also

must not wait for anything, since that would allow the blinkers to reappear and defeat the

whole purpose of preparing the sheet

The microcode subprimitives generally use coordinates relative to the outside edges of the

window. This is unlike the high-level interfaces, which use cursor positions, in which the margins

of the window do not count. Also, subprimitives do little or no clipping or other testing for

coordinates that are out of bounds. The results of passing erroneous coordinates are

unpredictable; in principle, the machine might halt

Another place you can use the subprimitives is inside the :blink operation of a blinker. This

operation is always invoked in a suitable environment for calling them, including interrupts off.

Because blinkers are always drawn by xor'ing, it does not actually matter whether any other

blinkers are present.

These instance variables and macros are useful in writing output primitives:

(tv:sheet- inside -left)

(tv:sheet-inside-right)

Return the positions of the inside left edge and the inside right edge, both

relative to the outside left edge. If your operation is intended to output on the

inside of the window, these may be useful for clipping, and also for converting

cursor positions to low-level coordinates.

(tv:sheet - inside -top)

(tvisheet - inside-bottom)

Return the positions of the inside top edge and the inside bottom edge, both

relative to the outside top edge.

(tvisheet-inside -width)

(tv:sheet - inside -height)

Return the inside size of the window.

tv:width

tviheight The total width and height of the window, including the margins.

tv:cursor-x

tv:cursor-y The current cursor position, expressed in outside coordinates. That is to say, these

values are not "cursor positions" in the usual sense of that term, but they do

describe the position of the cursor.
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tv:screen -array

The array of bits that hold the contents of the window. Usually this is an indirect

array that points to part of the screen, although it may also point to the superior's

bit-save array, as described in section 2.5, page 17. You can use ar-2-reverse

and as-2-reverse on this array, indexed by coordinates relative to the outside

edges, to examine and draw individual points. The dimensions of this array will

be the width and height.

tv:char-aluf

tv:erase-aluf These are the alu function codes (see section 8.1, page 93) that are supposed to

be used for normal drawing and erasing. :tyo, :string-out and so on all use

tv:char-aluf and all the standard erase operations use tv:erase-aluf. If your

operation is a kind of drawing or a kind of erasing, it may be correct for you to

use one of these two.

Usually tv:char-aluf is tv:alu-ior, which means to turn on (set to all ones) the

corresponding bits in the array. tv:erase-aluf is usually tv:alu-andca, which

means to turn off (set to zero) the relevant bits. However, they would be

different if the window were in reverse video mode. Reverse video mode is not a

highly-used feature, but by using these variables you can make your extensions

work correctly in reverse video mode, so it is cleaner to use them.

However, you may use any alu function. tv:alu-xor is often useful. tv:alu-seta

is usually not wise to use, since it will often result in the alteration of bits that

you did not expect to change, but which happen to fall in the same word as the

ones you were working on.

tv:current-font

This is the window's current font. If you are drawing characters, it is usually

correct to use this font.

Here is an example from the tv:graphics-mixin flavor, changed by adding the tv: prefixes in

the places where you would need them if you were to write this outside the tv package.

(defmethod (graphics-mixin :draw-point)

(x y &optional (alu tv:char-aluf ) (value -1))

(tv:prepare-sheet (self)

(setq x (+ x (tv:sheet-inside-left))

y (+ y (tv:sheet-inside-top)))

(if (not (or (< x (tv:sheet-inside-left))

(> x (tv:sheet-inside-right))

(< y (
tv:sheet-inside-top))

(> y (tv.sheet-inside-bottom))))

(setf (ar-2-reverse tv:screen-array x y)

(boole alu value

(ar-2-reverse tv:screen-array x y))))))

This method takes its arguments in inside coordinates, and so it first converts them to outside

coordinates. Then it compares them with the boundaries of the inside of the window, and does

nothing if they are outside those boundaries. This is how it docs clipping. Finally, if everything
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is OK, it reads out the current value of the point, combines it with the new value using the

specified alu function (which defaults to the char-aluf of the window), and stores it back into the

array.

8.3.1 Subprimitives for Drawing

In addition to using as -2- reverse yourself, you can use these subprimitives, mostly

microcoded. ITiey are equivalent in principle to using as-2-reverse many times, but they are

much faster and have much less error checking.

Some of these primitives will accept a sheet or an array. In window-system applications the

argument is usually a sheet, but any suitable two-dimensional numeric array will do. (Suitable

usually means that the width, times the number of bits per element, is a multiple of 32.) If an
array is used, there is no need to worry about tv:prepare -sheet. If you are doing the output on
a window, you should pass the window, not its screen array.

sys:%draw- rectangle width height x-bitpos y-bitpos alu-function sheet-or-array

Draws a rectangle of size width by height with its upper left corner at x-bitpos, y-bitpos.

Alu function alu-function is used, so you can draw, erase or complement the rectangle

with the same function, sheet-or-array is usually the sheet to be drawn on. There is no
clipping or error checking.

tv:%draw-rectangle-cl1pped width height x-bitpos y-bitpos alu-function sheet

This is a little smarter, clipping to the edges of sheet. It does not work on arrays.

tv:draw-rectangle-1ns1de-cl1pped width height x-bitpos y-bitpos alu-function sheet

This clips to the inside edges of sheet .

sys:%draw-Hne xO yO x y alu draw-end-point-p sheet-or-array

Draws a line from (x0,y0) to (x,y), all relative to the outside edges of the sheet, or

indices in the array. The point at (x,y) is not drawn if draw-end-point-p is nil. No
clipping or error checking is done.

sys:%draw-tr1angle xl yl x2 y2 x3 y3 alu sheet-or-array

Draws a triangle with the specified corners. No clipping or error checking is done.

tv: draw- char font char x y alu sheet-or-array

Draws the character with code char in font with its upper left corner at position (x,y) in

outside coordinates, alu is used as the alu function, so you can either draw or erase.

There is no clipping or error checking.

sys:%draw-char font char x y alu sheet-or-array

This is the actual microcoded primitive. It does not take into account the indexing table

of a wide font, so when used on a wide font char is not the character code that the user

actually wants to output. It is best to use tv:draw-char.
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sys:%color-transform nl7 nl6 nl5 nl4 nl3 nil nil nlO nl n6 ti5 n4 n3 n2 nl nO

width height array starl-x start-y

This function operates on a rectangular portion of an art -4b array. It examines each

element of the array, and replaces the value of that clement with nO if its previous value

was 0, nl if its previous value was 1, and so on. The upper-left hand corner of the array

is specified by start-x and start-y, and its size is specified by width and height, array

must be an art-4b array and the specified rectangle must be within the bounds of the

array.

bltblt alu width height from-array from-x from-y to-array to-x to-y

Copies or merges a rectangular portion of from-array to a congruent portion of to-array.

from-x and from-y specify one corner of the rectangle in from-array, and to-x and to-y

specify the corresponding point in to-array. The opposite corner is found by adding width

and height to either of those two positions. The copying is done starting at the specified

corner and proceeding toward the opposite one.

The width of each array, times the number of bits per element in that array, must

be a multiple of 32.

When used in window system applications, one of the arrays will frequently be a

window's screen array. Then the window must be prepared using tv:prepare-sheet.

The operation is not simply one of copying; the bits coming from from-array can be

merged with those of to-array. This is controlled by the alu argument. Each pair of bits

is combined according to that argument to get the new bit to put in to-array. If alu is

tv:alu-seta, the old bits in to-array are ignored. If alu is tv:alu-ior, then the old bits

and the incoming bits are or'ed together. And so on. bitblt is careful never to change

bits in to-array outside the specified rectangle, which is why it is safe to use tv:alu-seta,

whereas it is not safe to use it in the other subprimitives.

tv:make-sheet-b1t-array window x y &rest make-array-options

This function creates a two-dimensional bit-array useful for bitblting to and from windows.

It makes an array whose first dimension is at least x but is rounded up so that bitblfs

restriction regarding multiples of 32. is met, whose second dimension is y, and whose

type is the same type as that of the screen array of window (or the type it would be if

window had a screen array), make-array-options are passed along to make -array (see

section 8.2 of the Lisp Machine manual) when the array is created, so you can control

other parameters such as the area.
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9. Blinkers

Each window can have any number of blinkers. The kind of blinker that you see most often

is a blinking rectangle the same size as the characters you are typing; this blinker shows you the

cursor position of the window. In fact, a window can have any number of blinkers. They need

not follow the cursor (some do and some don't); the ones that do are called following blinkers;

the others have their position set by explicit operations.

Blinkers are instances of flavors, like windows, but they are different flavors, and support a

different set of standard operations. The window system provides several kinds of blinkers, which

differ in the way they appear on the screen.

tv: blinker Flavor

All flavors of blinkers incorporate this one.

Blinkers need not actually blink; for example, the mouse arrow does not blink. A blinker's

visibility may be any of the following:

:blink The blinker should blink on and off periodically. The rate at which it blinks is

called the half-period, and is a fixnum giving the number of sixthieths of a second

between when the blinker turns on and when it turns off.

:on or t The blinker should be visible but not blink; it should just stay on.

:off or nil The blinker should be invisible.

Usually only the blinkers of the selected window actually blink; this is to show you where

your type-in will go if you type on the keyboard. This is because the blinker's visibility is

generally controlled based on another attribute, the deselected visibility, combined with whether

the window is selected. While the current visibility is frequently changed by hand by the program

that is using the blinker, the deselected visibility is usually fixed and says something about how
the blinker is generally used. Here are its possible values and their meanings:

:on Solid when deselected, blinking when selected. This is the most commonly used

value, and the default for the blinkers that show the cursor position of a window.

:off Off when deselected, blinking when selected.

:blink Blinking whether selected or not

t Solid whether selected or not.

nil Off whether selected or not

When the window is deselected, each blinker's visibility is initialized from its deselected

visibility. When the window is selected, visibilities of :on or :off are changed to :blink. Blinkers

whose visibility is t or nil or :blink are not affected.

Blinkers arc used to add visible ornaments to a window; a blinker is visible to the user, but

while programs are examining and altering the contents of a window the blinkers all go away.

The way this works is that before characters arc output or graphics arc drawn, the blinker gets

turned off; it comes back later. This is called opening the blinker, tv:prepare-sheet (page 99) is
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responsible for doing this. You can see this happening with the mouse blinker when you type at

a Lisp Machine. To make this work, blinkers are always drawn using exclusive ORing (see

tv:alu-xor, page 94).

Every blinker is associated with a particular sheet (window or screen). The blinker is

displayed on this sheet, so that its image can appear only within the sheet. When characters are

output or graphics are drawn on a sheet, only the blinkers of that sheet and its ancestors are

opened (since blinkers of other sheets cannot possibly be occupying screen space that might

overlap this output or graphics). The mouse blinker is free to move all over whatever screen it is

on; it is therefore associated with the screen itself, and so must be opened whenever anything is

drawn on any window on the screen.

A blinker has a position which gives the location of the blinker's upper left corner relative to

the blinker's sheet The blinker's lower right corner is controlled by the blinker's size together

with its position. The blinker position is constrained to be within the sheet's area. This does not

force the blinker's lower right corner to be within the sheet's area, but if it is not, the blinker's

image will probably be truncated and the part outside the sheet will not appear.

:bl1nker~p t-or-nil Init optionfor windows

:b"l1nker-flavor flavor-name Init optionfor windows

: bl 1nker-desel ected-vts1b1 1 1 ty visibility Init optionfor windows

These init options specify whether a cursor-following should be created for this window,

and what its flavor and visibility should be. The defaults are t, tv:rectangular-blinker,

and :on.

Any other blinkers you want for a window must be created manually in an :init method

or elsewhere.

tv:blinker-Hst Instance variable ofwindows and screens

The list of all blinkers associated with this window or screen.

:b11nker-l1st Operation on windows and screens

Returns the list of blinkers associated with this window or screen.

Accessor defsubst for the instance variable.

9.1 Blinker Functions and Operations

tv:make-bl Inker window &optional (yfavor 'tv:rectangular-blinker) &rest options

Creates and returns a new blinker. The new blinker is associated with the given window,

and is of the given flavor. Other useful flavors of blinker arc documented below. The

options are initialization-options to the blinker flavor. All blinkers include the tv:blinker

flavor, and so init-options taken by tv:blinker will work for any flavor of blinker. Other

init-options may only work for particular flavors.
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t

v

: x-pos Instance variable of tv:blinker

tv : y-pos Instance variable of tv:blinker

The current position of the blinker on its window, or nil if the blinker should follow the

window's cursor.

:x-pos x Init optionfor tv:blinker

:y-pos y Init optionfor tv:blinker

Set the initial position of the blinker within the window. These init-options are irrelevant

for blinkers that follow the cursor. The initial position for non-following blinkers defaults

to the current cursor position.

: read-cursorpos Operation on tv:blinker

Returns two values: the x and y components of the position of the blinker within the

inside of the window.

:set-cursorpos x y Operation on tv:blinker

Sets the position of the blinker, relative to the inside of the window. If the blinker has

been a following blinker (that is, one which follows the window's cursor) then it ceases to

be one, and from this point on moves only when :set-cursorpos is done.

> s 1 ze Operation on tv:blinker

Returns the width and height of the blinker area occupied by the blinker, in pixels, as

two values. Each flavor of blinker implements this differently.

:set-s1ze new-width new-height Operation on tv:blinker

Sets the size of the blinker's displayed pattern. Not all blinker flavors actually do
anything, but they will all allow the operation. For example, character blinkers have no
way to change their size because there is no mechanism for automatically scaling fonts.

: fo 11 ow- p t-or-nil Init optionfor tv:blinker

Sets whether the blinker follows the cursor; if this option is non-nil, it does. By default,

this is nil, and so the blinker's position gets set explicitly.

:set-follow-p new-follow-p Operation on tv:blinker

Sets whether the blinker follows the cursor. If this is nil, the blinker stops following the

cursor and stays where it is until explicitly moved. Otherwise, the blinker starts following

the cursor.

tv : v 1 s 1 b 11 1 ty Instance variable of tv:blinker

The blinker's current visibility.

: visibility Operation on tv:blinker

:set-v1s1bH1ty new-visibility Operation on tv:blinker

Get or set the visibility of the blinker. The specified visibility should be one of :on, nil,

:off, t, or :blink; their meanings are described above.
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: v i s 1 b 11 1 ty visibility Init optionfor tv:blinker

Initializes the visibility.

tv : desel ected- v 1 s 1 b 11 1 ty Instance variable of tv:blinker

The blinker's deselected visibility.

:deselected-v1s1b1Hty symbol Init optionfor tv:blinker

Sets the initial deselected visibility. By default, it is :on.

: desel ected- v1 s 1 b 1 1 1 ty Operation on tv:blinker

: set-desel ected- v1 s 1b 1 1 1 ty new-visibility Operation on tv:blinker

Examine or change the deselected visibility of the blinker.

tv : hal f-period Instance variable o/tv:blinker

The time interval in 60ths of a second between successive blinks of the blinker. This is

relevant only if the visibility is :blink.

: half-period Operation ow tv:blinker

:set-half-per1od new-half-period Operation on tv:blinker

Get or set the half-period of the blinker. The argument is in 60ths of a second.

:half-per1od halfperiod Jnit optionfor tv:blinker

Initialize the half-period. The default is 15.

tv : sheet Instance variable of tv:blinker

The window or screen this blinker moves on.

: s hee

t

Operation on tv:blinker

Gets the window or screen that the blinker moves on.

: set-sheet new-sheet Operation on tv:blinker

Sets to new-sheet the window or screen on which the blinker moves. If the old window is

an ancestor or descendant of new-sheet, adjusts the (relative) position of the blinker so

that it does not move. Otherwise, moves it to the point (0,0).

tv:t1me-unt1l-bl1nk Instance variable of tv:blinker

The time interval in 60ths until the next time this blinker should blink. For a blinking

blinker, this controls the next turning on or off.

A non-blinking blinker will not necessarily change its state at the specified time, but it

will be checked at that time and displayed if it is supposed to be visible but is not. This

is how blinkers reappear after being opened so that output can be done.

:defer-reappearance Operation on tv:blinker

This operation is invoked whenever a blinker is opened in order to prepare a sheet, if the

visibility is not :blink and if the blinker is scheduled to reappear in less than 25/60 sec.

By default, it is defined to delay the blinker's reappearance until 1/2 sec after the' present
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t

v

: ph ase Instance variable of tv:blinker

t when the blinker is present on the screen, nil when it is not.

: phase Operation on tv:b!inker

Returns t if the blinker is now displayed on the screen.

• blink Operation on blinkers

Draws or erases the blinker. Since the blinker is always drawn by xor'ing, drawing it and
erasing it are usually exactly the same. The method can examine the instance variable

tv:phase to tell which one is happening, but usually there is no need to know. The
:blink operation may assume that the blinker's sheet is prepared for output. It is always

called with interrupts disabled.

tv:with-bl Inker-ready do-not-open body... Specialform

This macro is useful in writing methods of blinkers that change the size, position, shape

or anything else that affects how the blinker appears. It executes body after preparing to

remove the blinker self from the screen. If do-not-open is nil, the blinker is actually

opened before body is executed. Otherwise, body may call tv:open -blinker if it wants the

blinker open. Interrupts are disabled by this macro in any case, so that if the blinker is

opened it remains open for the duration of body.

Once the blinker is opened, its instance variables may be set without special care.

tv:open-bl Inker blinker

Clears blinker off from the screen if it is currently drawn. This does not change blinker's

visibility. Blinkers that are supposed to be visible but are not on the screen are put back

on the screen by the scheduler, every so often. Thus, a blinker can be relied on to stay

open only as long as interrupts are disabled.

tvisheet-followlng-bllnker window

Returns a blinker that follows window's cursor, or nil if that window has no such blinker.

If there is more than one, it returns the first one it finds (it is pretty useless to have more
than one, anyway).

tv:turn-off-sheet-bl Inkers window

Sets the visibility of all blinkers on window to :off.

9.2 Blinker Flavors

All the flavors in this section depend on tv:blinker.

For other blinker flavors and related considerations for use of a blinker for mouse tracking,

see the section on mouse blinkers, section 10.4, page 121.
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tv:rectangular-bl Inker Flavor

This is one of the flavors of blinker provided for your use. A rectangular blinker is

displayed as a solid rectangle; this is the kind of blinker you see in Lisp listeners and

editor windows. The width and height of the rectangle can be controlled.

: width n-pixels but optionfor tv:rectangular-blinker

: he 1 ght n-pixels Inii option for tv:rectangular-blinker

Set the initial width and height of the blinker, in pixels. By default, they are set to the

font-blinker-height and font -blinker-width (see page 91) of the zeroth font of the

window associated with the blinker.

: se t-s 1 ze newwidth new-height Operation on tv.rectangular-blinker

Sets the width and height of the blinker, in pixels.

:set-size-and-cursorpos 0pera//on on tv:rectangular-blinker

new-width new-height x y
Sets the width and height of the blinker, in pixels, and also its position, at once. This

avoids any chance that the blinker will appear on the screen with its old size and new

position, or vice versa.

tv: hoi low- rectangular-blinker (tv:rectangular-blinker) Flavor

This flavor of blinker displays as a hollow rectangle; the editor uses such blinkers to show

you which character the mouse is pointing at. This flavor includes tv:rectangular-blinker,

and so all of tv:rectangular- blinker's init-options and operations work on this too.

tv : box-bl 1 nker (tv:rectangular-blinker) Flavor

This flavor of blinker is like tv:hollow- rectangular-blinker except that it draws a box

two pixels thick, whereas the tv:hollow-rectangular-blinker draws a box one pixel thick.

This flavor includes tv:rectangular -blinker, and so all of tv:rectangular-blinker's init-

options and operations work on this too.

tv:stay-1ns1de-b!1nker-m1x1n Flavor

This mixin makes a rectangular blinker, or any modified version thereof, keep all of its

corners inside the blinker's sheet. Normally a blinker only makes sure that its position (its

upper left corner) is within the sheet Trying to position this sort of blinker in a bad

place positions it against the edge of the sheet, as near as possible to the requested place.

tv:1beam-bl inker ^vor

This flavor of blinker displays as an I-beam (like a capital I). Its height is controllable.

The lines are two pixels wide, and the two horizontal lines are nine pixels wide.

: height n-pixels Jnit optionfor tv:ibeam -blinker

Sets the initial height of the blinker. It defaults to the line-height (see page 67) of the

window.
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tv:character-bl Inker Flavor
This flavor of blinker draws itself as a character from a font. You can control which font

and which character within the font it uses.

:font font jnu optionfor tvxharacter-blinker
Sets the font in which to find the character to display. This may be anything acceptable

to the :parse-font-specifier operation (sec page 86) of the window's screen. You must
provide this.

: character ch Init optionfor tvxharacter-blinker

Sets the character of the font to display. You must provide this.

: character Operation on tvxharacter-blinker

Returns the character that this blinker is displaying as.

: set-character new-character &optional new-font Operation on tvxharacter-blinker

Sets the character to be displayed to new-character. Also, if new-font is provided, set the

font to new-font, new-font may be anything acceptable to the :parse-font-specifier

operation (see page 86) of the window's screen.

tv: character Instance variable of tvxharacter-blinker
tv

:
fon t Instance variable of tvxharacter-blinker

The character being displayed, and the font it is displayed in.

tv:b1tblt-bl Inker (tv:mouse-blinker-mixin) Flavor

A blinker that displays by copying a two-dimensional array of pixels onto the screen. The
array's size must be at least the blinker's size. As it happens, this flavor also includes the

ability to be the mouse blinker.

: array array Init optionfor br.blW -blinker

This option specifies the array of pixels to be used to display the blinker. Use make-
pixel -array to create the array. If you do not specify this option, you must specify both
the :height and :width options, which will be used to create an array.

: width n-pixels Init optionfor tvibitblt -blinker

: he 1 gh t n-pixels init optionfor tv.bitblt-blinker

Set the initial width and height of the blinker, in pixels.

: s "1 zo Operation on tv.bitblt -blinker

Returns the width and height of the blinker. If this is less than the size of the blinker's

array, then only part of the array, starting at the upper left corner, is used.

:set-s1ze width height Operation on tvibitblt -blinker

Sets the size of the blinker, making a new array if the old one is not as big as the new
size.
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: array Operation on iv.bWbW -blinker

:set-array array Operation on tv:bitblt -blinker

Get or set the array of pixels to be used to display the blinker.

tv : a r r ay Instance variable of tv:bitblt - blinker

tv : he 1 gh t Instance variable of tv:bitblt-blinker

t

v

: w 1 d th Instance variable of tv:bitblt-blinker

These instance variables hold the special information of bitblt blinkers.

tv:magn1fy1ng-bl Inker (tv:bitblt-blinker) Flavor

A kind of bitblt blinker which automatically displays a "magnified" version of some of the

dots underneath it. A small square of screen pixels is magnified by replacing each pixel

with an n by n square of identical pixels, where n is the blinker's magnification factor.

The x-offset and y-offset which the blinker has by virtue of tv:mouse -blinker- mixin (see

page 122) help determine the center of magnification. The position of the magnifying

blinker is, as always, the position of its upper left corner. However, the cursor positions

plus the offsets give the point which the blinker is indicating (this is the place where the

mouse position would be, if this blinker were the mouse blinker). The magnification is

done so as to keep that point on the screen fixed.

:magn1f1cat1on factor Init optionfor tv:magnifying -blinker

Specifies the magnification factor of the magnifying blinker. 3 is a good value to Use.

The height and width of the blinker should be multiples of the magnification. So should

the offsets.

:magn1f 1 cat Ion Operation on tw-magmiymQ -blinker

:set-magnif1cat1on factor Operation on tv:magnifying -blinker

Get or set the magnification factor of the blinker.

tv: magnification Instance variable of Xv.magriifymg -blinker

The magnification factor of the blinker.

tv:reverse-character-bl Inker (tv:bitblt- blinker) Flavor

This flavor of blinker appears as a solid rectangle with a character removed from it. That

is, a solid rectangle and the character are both drawn, and xor with each other. This

flavor of blinker proved to be very confusing in the use for which it was originally

implemented, but there seems no point in deleting it entirely.

All the operations and init options of tvxharacter- blinker are provided, though this

flavor does not depend on that one.

The position of the blinker is at the upper left corner of the rectangle. The position of

the upper left corner of the character with respect to the rectangle is specified with the

init options :character-x- offset and :character-y-offset.
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:character-x-offset n-pixels hut optionfor tv:reverse-character-blinker
:character-y-offset n-pixels hut optionfor tv:reverse-character-blinker

Specify the offset of the character's upper left corner to the right and down from the
blinker position (the rectangle's upper left corner).
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10. The Mouse

Programs and windows can use the mouse as an input device. The functions, variables, and

flavors described below allow you to use the mouse to do some simple tilings. To get advanced

mouse behavior in your own programs, like the way the editor gets the mouse to put a box

around the character being pointed at, you have to define new methods for various window

operations described in this chapter. Alternatively, you can invoke the built-in choice facilities,

such as menus and multiple-choice windows; these high-level facilities are described later.

At any time the mouse is considered to be indicating a certain position on the screen, called

the mouse cursor position. The mouse cursor is a conceptual entity which we think of as what

moves, inside the machine, when the user moves the mouse.

The mouse cursor position is indicated on the screen by a blinker called the mouse blinker,

an actual Lisp object of the sort described in the chapter on blinkers. Different blinkers can be

the mouse blinker at different times, since each window can decide what to use as the mouse

blinker when that window owns the mouse.

There can be more than one screen, but the mouse cursor position is limited to one screen,

called the mouse sheet (it does not have to be a screen, but it normally is). Mouse cursor

positions are usually represented relative to the outside of the mouse sheet, though in operations

on windows they are sometimes represented relative to the particular window. The Terminal >

command can be used to set the mouse sheet to another screen if your Lisp Machine has more

than one screen; there is also a system menu option for this.

tv:mouse-x Variable

tv:mouse-y Variable

These variables give the position of the mouse, in pixels, measured from the outside

upper-left corner of the mouse sheet They are maintained by the process handling the

mouse, normally the mouse process.

tv:mouse-S8t-sheet sheet

Makes sheet be the mouse sheet, the one on which the mouse cursor moves. Only

inferiors of the mouse sheet (to any number of levels) can own the mouse.

tv:mouse-sheet Variable

The mouse sheet

tv: mouse-set-sheet-then-call sheet Junction &rest args

Applies Junction to args with sheet as the mouse-sheet

Usually the mouse cursor moves only if the user moves the mouse. However, the program

can move the mouse cursor, and change the logical position of the mouse, at any time. This is

called warping the mouse. For example, doublc-click-lcft in the editor warps the mouse to where

the editor cursor is currently located. Since there is no fixed association between positions of

physical mouse on the table and spots on the screen, warping the mouse does not result in any

inconsistency.
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tv:mouse-warp x y
Warps the mouse to be at positions x, y with respect to the mouse sheet.

Tracking the mouse means examining the hardware mouse interface, noting how the mouse is

moving, and adjusting the mouse cursor position and the mouse blinker accordingly. Mouse

tracking is done by microcode within a window, and by a process called the mouse process when

moving between windows. The mouse process also keeps track of which window owns the mouse

at any time. For example, when the mouse enters an editor window, the editor window becomes

the owner, and to indicate this, the blinker changes to a northeast arrow instead of a northwest

arrow; this is all done by the mouse process.

In general, the mouse process decides how to handle the mouse based on the flavor of the

window that owns the mouse. Some flavors handle the mouse themselves, running in the mouse

process, in order to be able to put little boxes and such around things, usually to indicate what

would happen if you were to click a button. The editor, the inspector, menus, and other system

facilities do this. The flavor of the window owning the mouse is also what usually controls the

effect of clicking the mouse buttons.

10.1 Encoding Mouse Clicks as Characters

Clicks on the mouse are sometimes encoded into characters. Such characters are normally

forced into input buffers of windows (see page 53), and so they are distinguished from regular

keyboard characters by having the %%kbd-mouse bit turned on. Encoding of clicks is done with

tv:mouse-button-encode (see page 116). See page 49 for full information the fields of such a

character.

Note that "mouse clicks" can also be done on the keyboard. See the variables tv:use-kbd-

buttons and tv:*mouse-incrementing-keystates*, in section 10.6, page 128.

These standard mixins handle mouse clicks by forcing keyboard input describing the click:

tv:kbd-mouse-buttons-m1x1n Flavor

Handles mouse clicks by encoding them as characters which are forced into the window's

input buffer. In more detail: if it is a double-click on the right button, the system menu

is called forth. Otherwise, the encoded character representation of the click is forced into

the input buffer of the window. Furthermore, if it is a single-click on the left button, the

window is selected.

The state of the Control, Meta, Super and Hyper keys at the time of the click is

included in the character, in the %%kbd -control, etc., fields (see page 49).

tv:Hst-mouse-buttons-m1x1n Flavor

This is just like tv.kbd-mouse- buttons -mixin except that a blip goes in the input buffer

rather than just an encoded click. The blip looks like:

(:mouse-button encoded-click window x y )

This is more useful than just the encoded click: it tells you where the mouse was

(relative to the outside part of the window), and which window the mouse was over (this

is useful primarily if several windows are sharing the same input buffer).
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The state of the Control, Meta, Super and Hyper keys is included in the encoded click,

in the %%kbd -control, etc., fields.

The following subtle point may explain some difficulties you may have with the above flavors.

It is a tricky point, and you can ignore it if you don't understand it. The characters (or blips)

created by the flavors above go straight into the window's input buffer. Under some circumstances

they may bypass pending characters that have been typed ahead at the keyboard. So if you type

something and then mouse-click at something in rapid succession while your program is busy, the

program may see the mouse-click before it sees the character from the keyboard. [This may be

fixed in the future.] See section 5.4.1, page 58, for further discussion of these issues.

10.2 Ownership of the Mouse

Usually the mouse is handled according to the window that it is positioned over. We say that

this window owns the mouse. The window that owns die mouse is the one that will receive the

:handle- mouse, :mouse-moves and :mouse-click messages. So the usual case is that the

window under the mouse owns the mouse.

Since windows are arranged in a hierarchy, generally a window, its superior, its superior's

superior, and so on, are all under the mouse at the same time. So the window that owns the

mouse is really the lowest window in the hierarchy (farthest in the hierarchy from the screen) that

is visible (it and all its ancestors are exposed). If you move the window to part of the screen

occupied by a partially-visible window, then one of its ancestors (often the screen itself) becomes

the owner. The screen handles single-clicking on the left button by selecting the window under it;

this is why you can select partially-visible windows with the mouse.

A greedy window can keep ownership of the mouse even if the mouse moves outside of it,

by setting tv:window-owning-mouse to that window. This should be done only when that

window has come by the mouse by legitimate means, inside a :handle-mouse operation on that

window or one of the other operations invoked by it. Inferiors of the greedy window can still

own the mouse when it is over them. Greediness ends when tv:window -owning -mouse is set

back to nil (its normal state). Then the mouse goes back to being owned by whichever window is

under it. While a window is being greedy, mouse tracking continues to use the methods of the

owning window, but the way of determining the owning window is changed.

The mouse can also be grabbed, which means that some process has taken it away from all

windows. This state is represented by tv:window-owning -mouse being t. See section 10.2.1,

page 115.

Usurping the mouse is an even more drastic method of taking over control. It turns the

mouse process off, so you have to do the tracking yourself. See section 10.2.2, page 118.

tv:window-own1ng-mouse Variable

If this is nil, the mouse is owned by the window under it. If this is t, the mouse is

grabbed. If this is a window, the mouse is owned by that window.
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tv:w1ndow-owning-mouse

Returns the window that now owns the mouse, either because it is being greedy or

because the mouse is over it. If the mouse has been grabbed, the value is t.

tv: mouse-window Variable

The window that is currently handling the mouse. This is the window that tv:window-

owning- mouse returned the last time the mouse process called it.

tv:mouse-wakeup

Informs the mouse process that the screen layout has changed. Anything which may

change which window is under any point where the mouse might be should call this

function.

tv:hysteret1c-window-m1x1n Flavor

This mixin makes a window continue to own the mouse (by being greedy) for a small

distance beyond the edges of the window. This distance is called the hysteresis, and you

can specify it. This mixin is used by momentary menus, so that if you accidentally slip a

bit outside the menu, the menu won't vanish; you have to get well away from it before

it vanishes.

: hyste res 1 s n-pixels Init optionfor tv:hysteretic-window-mixin

Sets the initial value of the hysteresis, in pixels. It defaults to 25. (decimal).

: hysteresis Operation on tv:hysteretic-window-mixin

:set-hysteres1s new-hysteresis Operation o«tv:hysteretic-window-mixin

Examine or set the hysteresis of the window.

10.2.1 Grabbing the Mouse

Normally mouse clicks and motion are interpreted by a window that owns the mouse. Some

applications, such as Edit Screen, use the mouse for choosing a window to be operated on.

Then it is necessary to make sure that control of the mouse remains with the program that is

doing this (e.g. Edit Screen) rather than going to whatever window the user wants to choose.

This is done by grabbing the mouse.

When the mouse is grabbed, the mouse process gets told that no window owns the mouse,

and it changes the mouse blinker back to the default (a northeast arrow). The mouse process will

continue to track the mouse, and your process can now watch the position and the buttons by

using tv:mouse-x and tv:mouse-y, and the variables and functions described below.

tv:w1th-mouse- grabbed Specialform

A tv:with -mouse-grabbed special form just has a body:

( tv : wi th -mouse-grabbed

forms. .
.

)

The forms inside are evaluated with the mouse grabbed.
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tv: mouse- last-buttons < Variable

This variable contains a mask describing the mouse buttons, as of the last time the

process handling the mouse looked at them. The numbers 1, 2, and 4 represent the left,

middle, and right buttons respectively, and the value of tv:mouse- last-buttons is the

sum of the numbers representing the buttons that were being held down.

tv:mouse-speed Variable

The speed the mouse has been moving recently, in units approximately like inches per

second.

tv:mouse-wa1t &optional (old-mouse-.xtv:mouse -x) (old-mouse-y\\r.mo\jse-y)

(old-mouse-buttons tv:mouse-last-buttons)

This function waits for any of the variables tv:mouse-x, tv:mouse-y, or tv:mouse- last-

buttons to become different from the values passed as arguments. To avoid timing errors,

your program should examine the values of the variables, use them, and then pass in the

values that it examined as arguments to tv:mouse-wait when it is time to wait for the

mouse to move again. It is important to do things in this order, or else you might fail to

wake up if one of the variables changed while you were using the old values and before

you called tv:mouse-wait.

tv:mouse-button-encode bd

When a mouse button has been pushed, and you want to interpret this push as a click,

call this function. It watches the mouse button and figures out whether a single-click or

double-click is happening. It returns nil if no button is pushed, or an encoded character

describing the click (see page 49).

You should call tv:mouse-button -encode only when a button has just been pushed; that

is, when you see some button down that was not down before. You have to pass in the

argument, bd y
which is a bit mask saying which buttons were pressed down: which are

down now that were not down "before". The form (logand (logxor old-buttons -1) ftew

buttons) will compute this mask, where old-buttons is a mask of the buttons that were

down before and new-buttons is a mask of the ones that are down now.

tv:merge-sh1ft-keys char

Modifies char by setting the bits corresponding to ail the shift keys currently pressed down

on the keyboard. This is useful on the result returned by tv:mouse -button -encode, if

you wish to record the state of the shift keys in the description of a mouse click so that

the shift keys can alter the meaning of the click.

tv:who-l1ne-mouse-grabbed-documentat1on Variable

When grabbing or usurping the mouse, you should explain what is going on in the

mouse-documentation line at the bottom of the screen, with -mouse -grabbed and with-

mouse- usurped bind this variable to nil, which makes the mouse-documentation line

blank. Inside the body of one of these special forms, you may setq this variable to a

string, which will be displayed in the mouse-documentation line. If your program has

"modes" which affect how the mouse acts, each part of the program should setq this

variable to its own documentation.
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tv:w1ndow-under-mouse &optional operation active-condition x y
Returns the window that is seen at the point where the mouse is (or at (x,y) in the

mouse sheet, if they are non-nil). This is the window that is partially visible at that

point. If operation is non-nil, only windows that handle that operation arc considered at

all. active-condition is another way of filtering among windows; it can be :active or

:exposed, to select among active or exposed windows.

This is used by the mouse process in deciding which window owns the mouse, and can

also be used by you when you have grabbed the mouse.

tvimouse-spedfy-rectangle &optional left top right bottom {sheet mouse -sheet)
{minimum- width 0) {minimum-height 0) abortable

Grabs the mouse and asks the user to specify a rectangle by clicking at two corners. This

is how the system menu Create option works. Four values are returned, the left, top,

right, and bottom of the rectangle, all relative to sheet.

left and top, if non-nil, are where to position the mouse initially when asking for the

upper left corner. If right and bottom are also non-nil, then when asking for the lower

right corner the mouse is positioned initially so as to make a rectangle of the same size as

the arguments specify. In other words, what matters about the argument right is how
much bigger it is than left.

minimum-width and minimum-height constrain the values that may be returned.

If abortable is non- nil, the user is permitted to abort by clicking the middle button. Then

the function returns nil.

It is often useful to call this function via tv:mouse -set-sheet-then -call (page 112).

tv:mouse-set-w1ndow-stze window &optional {move-pi)

Grabs the mouse and asks the user for new edges for window, returns them, and (unless

inhibited) sets the edges of window to them as well, window's edges are set unless move-p

is nil.

The values are the new edges, suitable for the :set-edges operation, or nil if the user

aborted.

tv:mouse-set-window-pos1t1on window &optional {move-p t)

Grabs the mouse and asks the user for a new position for window. The new position is

returned as two values, and window is moved to that position unless move-p is nil.

The values are the new position of the upper left corner, suitable for the :set-position

operation, or nil if the user aborted.
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10.2.2 Usurping the Mouse

For high real-time performance, you can usurp the mouse. Then the mouse process steps

aside and lets you do everything related to tracking the mouse until you return control of it. The

variables tv:mouse -x and tv:mouse-y are not updated while the mouse is usurped. The mouse

blinker disappears, and if you want any visual indication of the mouse to appear, you have to do

it yourself.

tv:w1th-mouse-usurped Specialform

A tv:with-mouse- usurped special form just has a body:

( tv:with-mouse-usurped

fortns. .
.

)

The forms inside are evaluated with the mouse usurped.

tv: mouse- Input &optional (wait-flag\)

Waits until something happens with the mouse, and then returns saying what happened.

Four values are returned. The first two are della-x and delta-y, which are the distance

that the mouse has moved since the last time tv:mouse-input was called. The second two

are buttons-newly-pushed and buttons-newlyraised, which are bit masks (using the bit

assignment used by tv:mouse- last -buttons; see above) saying what buttons have changed

since the last time tv:mouse -input was called.

You may call this function only with the mouse usurped; otherwise you will get in the

way of the mouse process, which calls this function itself, and mouse tracking won't work

correctly.

The variables tv:mouse-x and tv:mouse-y are not maintained by this function; you must

do it yourself if you want to keep track of a cumulative mouse position. tv:mouse- last-

buttons is maintained.

The buttons-newly-pushed value is suitable for being passed as an argument to tv:mouse-

buttons-encode, which can be used with the mouse usurped as well as with the mouse

grabbed.

If wait-flag is nil, then the function will not wait; it may return with ail zeroes, indicating

that nothing has changed.

tv: mouse-buttons
Returns the current state of the mouse buttons, in the format used by the tv:mouse- last -

burtons variable, by examining the hardware mouse registers.
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10.3 How Windows Handle the Mouse

The mouse is rarely grabbed or usurped. Normally it is owned by a window (or a screen).
Then, mouse handling works through various flavor operations on the owning window. There are
several operations, used at various points in mouse handling, to give you convenient hooks for
modifying a window's behavior.

The outermost loop of mouse handling determines the owning window and then invokes its

:handle-mouse method. When this method returns, the owning window is recalculated.

:handle-mouse Operation on windows
This operation is invoked by the mouse process to handle the mouse while it is on this

window. It should return only when the mouse moves out of the window, or if 'the
mouse is grabbed.

The default definition is to call tv:mouse -standard -blinker followed by tv:mouse-
default- handler.

tvrmouse-default-handler window scroll-bar-p

The guts of the :handle-mouse operation. :handle-mouse methods typically set up the
desired sort of mouse blinker and then call this function, window is the window the
mouse is being handled for, and scroll-bar-p is t to provide a scroli bar (see section 10.5.2,

page 125), if the window implements one. Generally the :enable-scrolling-p operation is

used to compute the second argument.

A second argument of :in is used for handling the scroll bar itself. Values other than nil,

t and :in should be avoided.

This function invokes the :mouse-moves operation to inform the window about mouse
motion, and the :mouse- buttons operation to inform it about buttons going down. They
are the most convenient hooks to use for implementing simple new mouse behaviors.

:set-mouse-cursorpos x y Operation on windows
:set-mouse-pos1t1on x y Operation on windows

Move the mouse instantaneously to the specified position. The effect is as if the user had
moved the mouse over to that spot, without the user actually touching it. For set-
mouse- position, x and y are relative to the outside edges of the window. For :set-

mouse-cursorpos, they are relative to the inside edges (as in the :set-cursorpos
operation).

rmouse-moves x y Operation on windows
This operation is invoked in the mouse process every time the mouse moves either into,

within or out of this window, x and y are the current position of the mouse, relative to

the outside edges of this window.

:mouse-moves handlers should always call tv:mouse-set-blinker-cursorpos to make the

mouse blinker move. In addition, they frequently move other blinkers or turn them on
or off. ITiis is how menus arrange to outline the item the mouse is over.
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tv:mouse-default- handler is what invokes this operation.

When this window ceases to own the mouse, for whatever reason, the :mouse-moves

method will always be called one final time, so that it can turn off extra blinkers, etc.

tv:mouse-set-bl1nker-cursorpos &rest ignore

Moves the current mouse blinker to the current mouse position. :mouse-moves methods

typically call this function.

: mouse-buttons mask x y Operation on windows

This operation is invoked in the mouse process when a button is pressed, mask is a mask

of the buttons pressed, and x and y are the mouse position (in the mouse sheet).

By default, this calls tv:mouse -button -encode to check for double clicks, then brings up

the system menu for double-click-right; otherwise, it invokes the :mouse -click operation.

tv:mouse -default- handler is what invokes this operation.

: mouse-click mouse-char x y Operation on windows

This operation is where most handling of mouse clicks actually goes on. It is invoked in

the mouse process, mouse-char is a character code describing the button pressed and how

many times; such as, #\mouse-l-2. x and y are the position of the mouse at the

beginning of the click. It is preferable to use this position rather than the current One,

because the user positioned the mouse accurately before clicking and motion during the

click was probably accidental.

Any window selection desired should be done in another process, using process- run -

function or tv:mouse -select. It is unrobust to do something so error-prone in the mouse

process.

:or method combination is used, so that all the methods are run until one of them

returns non-nil. So each mixin can define a way of handling the mouse under certain

circumstances, and it can decline to handle the click by returning nil. For example,

tv:margin-choice-mixin defines a :mouse-click method which handles the click if the

position is inside a margin choice box, and returns nil otherwise so that the window's

primary way of handling clicks can be run.

tv.kbd-mouse-buttons-mixin and tv:list-mouse-buttons-mixin work by defining

:mouse-click methods.

:who-Hne-documentat1on-str1ng Operation on windows

This operation should return a string describing what the mouse would do if clicked on

this window in its current position. For example, menus return a string describing the

menu item that the mouse is over. If different buttons do different things, or if multiple

clicks are in use, the string should describe all the possibilities.
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tv: mouse-select window

Selects window, and safe to use in the mouse process because it creates a temporary

process to do the work in that case. Used by :mouse -click methods.

tv: mouse-call -system-menu

Brings up the system menu, and designed to be safe to use in the mouse process. Used

by :mouse-click methods.

10.4 Mouse Blinkers

At any time one blinker is the mouse blinker, which follows the motion of the mouse. It is

not always the same blinker. Each window can set up the kind of mouse blinker it wants or

change the blinker, as long as that window owns the mouse.

The mouse blinker's sheet is the mouse sheet, not the window that owns the mouse and

wants this blinker to be used. This avoids problems with displaying the blinker at points near the

edge of the owning window which require parts of the blinker to be outside that window.

Note that mouse blinkers are not following blinkers; the mouse cursor position is independent

of the cursor position of the owning window and also independent of the cursor position of the

mouse sheet

The recommended way to make a window flavor use a special form of mouse cursor is to

give the flavor a :mouse-standard -blinker method which alters the mouse blinker using

tv:mouse-set-blinker or tv:mouse-set-blinker-definition (see below).

Usually there is only one form of mouse blinker used for any given window. If you want the

mouse blinker's appearance to vary while the mouse remains in the same window, a good

technique is to have the :mouse-standard-blinker method know how to set up whichever blinker

appearance is right at the moment it is called, and then call tv:mouse -standard -blinker after

every event that might necessitate changing the blinker.

tv:mouse-bl Inker Variable

The blinker now following the mouse. It should not be changed by the user directly.

tv:mouse-set-bl1nker blinker &optional x-offset y-offset

Makes blinker the new mouse blinker. If x-offset and y-offset are non-nil, blinker's offsets

(see below) are also set

blinker can be a defined blinker type instead of a blinker. Then this function is

equivalent to tv:mouse-set-blinker-definition with only three arguments specified (page

123).

This function is typically called from :mouse-standard -blinker methods.
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tv:mouse-standard-bl Inker &optional (w/Wow(tv:window-owning-mouse))

Sets the mouse blinker to the standard kind for window, by invoking the :mouse-

standard- blinker operation on it. This is called by the window system at appropriate

times.

:mouse-standard-bl Inker Operation on windows

This should use tv:mouse-set-blinker or tv:mouse-set-blinker-definition to set up the

right kind of mouse blinker to use when the mouse is on this window. By default, it is

defined to pass on the message to the superior window; finally, the screen handles the

operation by making the blinker an upward-left arrow.

tv:mouse-b11nker-m1x1n Flavor

Not all blinkers can serve as mouse blinkers. This mixin makes a blinker suitable for use

as the mouse blinker.

A mouse blinker has two offsets which relate the blinker position to the mouse position.

Remember that the blinker position is where the upper left corner of the blinker is

displayed. The upper left corner is not always what you want to place at the precise spot

the mouse is pointing to. For example, if you are using a character blinker with the

character X, probably the center of the X rather than its corner should be "the spot".

: offsets Operation on tv:mouse-blinker-mixin

Returns the x and y offsets of the blinker as two values. The values give the position of

the mouse cursor relative to the blinker; that is, in order to locate the cursor within the

area of the blinker's display, the offsets must be positive.

: set-offsets x y 0/?era//ono/itv:mouse-blinker-mixin

Sets the offsets of the blinker.

tv:mouse-character-b"l Inker Flavor

tv:mouse-rectangular-b!1nker Flavor

tvimouse-hollow-rectangular-bl Inker Flavor

tv:mouse-box-bHnker Flavor

tv:mouse-box-stay-1nside-bl Inker Flavor

These are versions of popular blinker flavors described in section 9.2, page 107, which

can be used as the mouse blinker. tv:mouse-box-stay-inside-blinker incorporates

tv:stay-inside-blinker-mixin.

The flavors tv:bitblt- blinker and tv:magnifying -blinker are already suited to be mouse

blinkers.
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10.4.1 Reusable Mouse Blinker Types

Normally you do not create mouse blinkers yourself. Instead, each screen keeps a list of

mouse blinkers of various sorts, and you reuse one of them. This is done by means of mouse

blinker type keywords. A mouse blinker type keyword is given a meaning, which is a function for

creating a blinker. The first time someone wants a blinker of that type on a given screen, one is

created and remembered, and reused every time a blinker of that type is wanted. A blinker type

keyword serves a purpose similar to that of a resource.

Predefined type keywords include :character-blinker, :rectangle-blinker, :box-blinker and

:box-stay- inside-blinker.

You do not have to use this mechanism, but it saves creation of blinkers to do so.

tv:mouse-define-bl Inker-type type creation-function

Defines type as a mouse blinker type, with creation-function as a function to create one.

The function will receive a screen as argument and should call make-blinker.

tv:mouse-get-bl inker type sheet

Returns a blinker of type type whose sheet is sheet. The same blinker will be

automatically reused for different sheets on the same screen. In fact, the blinker's sheet

will be the screen, not sheet.

tv:mouse-set-bl1nker-def1n1t1on type x-offset yoffset visibility operation &rest args

Sets the mouse blinker to be a blinker of type type, and sets its offsets and visibility as

specified; then sends the blinker a message of operation and args if operation is non-nil.

operation is typically used to initialize other aspects of the blinker. For example, the

:set-character operation is useful with character blinkers.

This function can be used in the :mouse-standard -blinker method of a window to

specify a different appearance of the mouse blinker while the mouse is in that window.

tv : mouse-bl 1 nkers Instance variable of tv:screen

A list of mouse blinkers, examples of various reusable mouse blinker types, created so far

for this screen.

10.5 Mouse Scrolling

Some windows have the ability to scroll. They display only a portion of a virtual window
which is (or may be) too big to be shown all at once. Scrolling means moving the actually-shown

portion up or down through the entire display.
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10.5.1 Scrolling Protocol

There are several ways the mouse can be used to scroll a window. Each is implemented by a

mixin. They all communicate with the window using the same protocol. For the sake of this

protocol, the contents of the window are considered to be divided vertically into "lines". A
position for scrolling is expressed as the number of lines that are above the top of the window.

These do not have to be actual lines of text, though usually they are, but they must all have the

same height. Usually this common height is the window's line-height, but that is not required.

:enable-scroll1ng-p Operation on scrolling windows

The various mouse-scrolling features use this operation to decide whether they should be

active at any given time. If this operation returns nil, the scrolling facilities do not react

to the mouse.

:scroll-posit1on Operation on scrolling windows

Returns four values:

' top-line-num The line-number of the line currently at the top of the window.

total-lines The total number of lines available to scroll through.

line-height The height (in pixels) of a line.

n-items The number of lines that the window has room for.

: scroll -to to &optional {type ^absolute) Operation on scrolling windows

type is one of:

:absolute Places the line numbered to at the top of the window.

relative Adjusts the line displayed at the top of the window by to lines. If to is

positive, text moves upward on the screen.

Since to is not guaranteed to be legal, both types of scrolling must error check their

arguments.

: new-scrol 1 -position Operation on windows

This operation is used by the program managing the window to tell the mouse scrolling

jcicuiuia uiai uiv luiucina ui uiv wmuuw navv, maiigvu umaw p1u51a1.11 vunuui. it auuiuu

be invoked whenever either the total number of lines to scroll through or the line number

at the top of the window is changed by anything except the mouse scrolling facilities.

Mouse scrolling facilities put daemons on this operation in order to update their displays

when the situation changes.
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10.5.2 Scroll Bars

If you move the mouse to the left edge of an editor window from the inside, eventually the

mouse cursor changes to a thick up-and-down arrow. Simultaneously, a thin vertical line appears

next to and outside of the left border of the window. This is called entering the scroll bar, and

the thin vertical line, which indicates the portion of the total text that is now on the screen, is

the scroll bar itself.

The vertical position of the top and bottom of the thin vertical line, as proportions of the

height of the window, are the same as the positions of the first and last lines of text on the

screen, as proportions of the total number of lines.

While the mouse is in the scroll bar, clicks have special meanings:

single left Moves this line (the one the mouse points at) to the top of the window.

single right Moves the line at the top of the window to where the mouse points.

double left Moves this line (the one the mouse points at) to the bottom of the window.

double right Moves the line at the top of the window to where the mouse points.

middle Scrolls so that the scroll bar moves to where the mouse is. The mouse vertical

position on the window thus controls where in the display to scroll to; the top of

the window requests the beginning of the available display, and the bottom

requests the end.

tv: basic-scroll -bar Flavor

This mixin gives a window the ability to have a scroll bar. It defines three instance

variables:

tv:scroll-bdr When the window provides margin space for a scroll bar, this is a list

describing the rectangle allocated. Otherwise, it is nil.

tv:scroll-bar-always-displayed

If this is non-nil, the bar will be displayed whenever margin space is

provided for it, even if the mouse is not there.

tv:scroll-bar-in This is non-nil when the mouse is actually in this window's scroll bar.

: scroll -bar spec Init optionfor tv:basic -scroll -bar

Specifies whether to have a scroll bar, how big to make it, and where, spec can be nil

for no scroll bar, t for a default scroll bar, or a small positive number, which requests a

scroll bar of that width. The scroll bar occupies space in the margins of the window.

: set-scroll -bar spec Operation on br.basic -scroll -bar

Sets whether this window has a scroll bar, or how wide it is. spec is the same as in the

:scroll-bar init option. This can change the inside size of the window, since it can

change the amount of space needed in the margin.
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:enable-scroll1ng-p Operation on tv:basic -scroll -bar

This mixin defines this operation to return t when the window has a scroll bar. See page

124 for a description of this operation.

: scroll -bar-al ways-displayed t-or-nil but optionfor tv:basic -scroll -bar

Non-nil to say that the bar of the scroll bar should appear on the screen all the time, not

just when the mouse is "in" it.

: scroll -bar-always-displayed Operation on Xv.baslc -scroll -bar

: set-scroll -bar-al ways-displayed t-or-nil Operation on hr.baslc -scroll -bar

Get or set this flag in an existing window. Setting it updates the screen.

: scrol 1 -more-above Operation on tv:basic-scroll-bar

: scrol 1 -more-below Operation on tv:basic -scroll-bar

t if there is text to scroll up (down) to. The default definition uses the :scroll -position

operation; some flavors redefine it for greater efficiency.

imouse-buttons-scroll mouse-char x y Operation on t\/:bas\c- scroll -bar

This operation is invoked when the mouse is clicked in the scroll bar. mouse-char is a

character with %%kbd-mouse set, identifying the button clicked and how many times, x

and y are the position at the time of the click, relative to this window's outside edges.

The default definition provides the standard scrolling commands; you can redefine it

: scroll -relative from to Operation on tv.basic -scroll -bar

Scrolls the window to move what is now at the y-position from to the y-position to. The

arguments can be numeric vertical cursor positions, or the symbols :top or :bottom. The

:scroll- position and :scroll-to operations are used to accomplish the scrolling.

10.5.3 Margin Scrolling

The scrolling mixins described here require that the window have tv:basic -scroll -bar as well,

because they make use of operations defined by that flavor. If you do not want to have a scroll

bar, you can specify nil for the :scroll-bar init option.

tv:flashy-scroll1ng-raix1n Flavor

This mixin provides the ability to scroll the window a line at a time by pushing the

mouse against the top or bottom edge. The mouse blinker changes to a thick up or down

arrow when it is in the right place to do this.

This sort of scrolling is provided in the editor and the inspector. This flavor does not

cause the text "more above" to appear, the way it does in the inspector; that is done by

tv:margin -scrolling -mixin.

:f 1 ashy-scroll 1ng-reg1on spec Init optionfor tv:flashy-scrolling -mixin

spec specifies where in the window the regions should go in which the mouse can cause

scrolling. It looks like this:

({top-height top-left top-right)

(
bottom-height bottom-left bottom-right)

)

Each region always abuts the top or bottom edge of the window, overlapping the
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window's margin, but possibly extending into the inside of the window. Each height is a

number of pixels in height for the specified region. Each left and right give the sides of

the region. left and right can be fixnums (positions relative to the window left edge),

flonums (fractions of the width of the window, with zero at the left), or :left for the left

edge or :right for the right edge.

tv:marg1n-scroll-m1x1n Flavor

This mixin (which requires tv:margin- region -mixin as well) provides for mouse-sensitive

regions in the top and bottom margins which say "more below" or "more above" if there

is something to scroll to. A mouse click on the region scrolls an entire windowfull.

rmargln-scroll -regions region-list Init optionfor tv:margin -scroll -mixin

Each element of region-list describes what to do with one of the two scrolling regions. An
element looks like

( keyword at-end-message more-message font-specifier)

keyword is :top or :bottom, and says which region this element describes, at-end-message

is an expression evaluated to get the string to display in the region when there is no room

for more scrolling in that direction. If nil or omitted, it defaults to "Top" or "Bottom".

more-message is another expression which is supposed to evaluate to a string to print when

there is room for more scrolling. "More above" and "More below" are the defaults.

Most commonly one just uses a string for the at-end-message and the more-message.

font-specifier specifies the font to use. It defaults to tr10i if it is nil or omitted.

tv:flashy-marg1n-scroning-m1x1n Flavor

This mixin provides both flashy scrolling and margin scrolling, with the flashy scrolling

areas overlying the margin scrolling regions. You don't need anything else except

tv:basic- scroll -bar.

Here are two ways of controlling when margin scrolling regions appear or disappear:

tv:marg1n-scroll-reg1on-on-and-off-w1th-scroll-bar-m1x1n Flavor

This mixin, when combined with tv:margin -scroll -mixin, makes the margin scroll regions

disappear if the :scroll-bar init option or the :set -scroll -bar operation is used to make

the scroll bar disappear, and reappear if a scroll bar is created again.

tv: scroll-stuff-on-off-m1x1n Flavor

This mixin provides a scroll bar, flashy scrolling and margin scrolling, and makes them

appear or disappear according to the value returned by the :enable-scrolling-p operation.

: decide- 1f-scroll 1ng-necessary Operation on iv.scroW -stuff-on -off-mixin

Makes the scroll bar and margin regions appear or disappear if appropriate, using the

:enable -scrolling -p to decide whether they should be present.
r

rhe goal is to avoid

displaying scrolling features, and using up screen space for them, when there is no place

to scroll to.
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This operation is invoked automatically at certain times. It should be invoked also

whenever the number of lines to scroll through has been changed, but before doing any

associated redisplay (since the redisplay to be done may be different after this operation

finishes).

If the scroll bar and margin regions must be added or removed, then either the inside

size of the outside size of the window must change. The :adjustab!e-size-p operation is

used to decide which. If it returns non-nil, the inside size is preserved and the outside

size is changed; otherwise, the outside size is preserved.

Changing the inside size may affect the window's redisplay calculations, and for some

windows it may cause a redisplay within this operation. You may want to invoke it inside

of a tv:with-sheet-deexposed to avoid letting the user see gratuitous double redisplays,

or to suppress the redisplay entirely if there is no bit-save-array.

If the outside size is to be changed, and if changing the number of displayable items

changes the height of the window, that should be done before invoking this operation.

adjustable-s1ze-p Ppera//o/2o«tv:scroII-stuff-on-off-mixin

This operation is used to decide how to adjust the window margin size. If it returns non-

nil, the inside size is preserved; otherwise, the outside size.

tv:scroll-stuff-on-off-mixin does not define this operation, but it requires users to define

it

10.6 Mouse Parameters

tv:use-kbd-buttons Variable

If this is non-nil, the Roman numeral keys I through III on the keyboard are treated as

mouse clicks when the Mode-Lock key is down. The default is t.

tv:mouse-bounce-t1me Variable

The delay in microseconds after a change in a mouse button status before the system

begins to look for another change. The default is 2000. microseconds.

tv:mouse-double-click-t1me Variable

The delay in microseconds after which the system gives up checking for an additional

mouse click. The default is .2 seconds.

tv:mouse-d1scard-cl1ckahead

Clears out the microcode buffer in which the mouse-tracking microcode records mouse

clicks.

tv:*mouse-1ncrement1ng-keystates* Variable

This is a list of keys (valid arguments for tv:key -state). When the mouse is clicked, each

of these keys that is held down adds one to the "number of clicks". The default value is

(:control :shift rhyper)

Thus, if you do a single click with the Control key down, it is treated as a double click.
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11. Margins, Borders, and Labels

In previous sections, we have mentioned the distinction between the inside and outside parts

of the window. The part of the window that is not the inside part is called the margins. There

are four margins, one for each edge. The margins sometimes contain a border, which is a

rectangular box drawn around the outside of the window. Borders help the user see what part of

the screen is occupied by which window. The margins also sometimes contain a label, which is a

text string. Labels help the user see what a window is for.

A label can be inside the borders or outside the borders (usually it is inside). In general,

there can be lots of things in the margins; each one is called a margin item. Borders and labels

arc two kinds of margin items. In any flavor of window, one of the margin items is the

innermost; it is right next to the inside part of the window. Each successive margin item is

outside the previous one; the last one is just inside the edges of the window. Each margin item

is created by a flavor's being mixed in. You can control which margin items your window has by

which flavors you mix in, and you can control their order by the order in which you mix in the

flavors. Margin item flavors closer to the front of the component flavor list are further toward the

outside of the margins. The tv:window flavor has as components tv:borders-mixin and tv:label-

mixin, in that order, and so the label is inside the border. The scroll bar, in windows that have

one, is also a margin item (see section 10.5.2, page 125).

: ma r g 1 n s Operation on windows

Returns four values: the sizes of the left, top, right, and bottom margins, respectively.

Each value includes the contributions of borders, labels, and anything else, to that one

margin. For a window with no margins, all four values are zero.

: left-marg1n-s1ze Operation on windows

: top-marg 1 n - s 1 ze Operation on windows

: r 1 ght-margi n-size Operation on windows

: bottom-mar g 1 n -s 1 ze Operation on windows

Return the size of one of the margins.

tv:left-marg1n-s1ze Instance variable ofwindows

t

v

: to p -ma r g 1 n - s 1 ze Instance variable ofwindows

tv:r1ght-marg1n-s1ze Instance variable ofwindows

tv:bottom-margin-size Instance variable ofwindows

These hold the four values returned by the :margins operation. There are no operations

to set diese variables or init options to initialize them, because the margin sizes are always

supposed to be computed from the labels, borders and other margin items as described

below.

tv:sheet-left-marg1n-s1ze window

tv:sheet-top-marg1n-s1ze window

tv:sheet-r1ght-marg1n-s1ze window

tv:sheet-bottom-marg1n-s1ze window

Return die value of the corresponding instance variable of window. These are accessor

defsubsts created by the :outside- accessible -instance -variables option of defflavor.
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tv:sheet-1ns1de-left &optional (window se\f)

tv: sheet- Inside- top &optional (window self)

tv:sheet-1ns1de-Mght &optional (windowself)

tv:sheet-1ns1de-bottom &optional (windowsetf)

Return the positions of the inside edges, relative to the top left outside corner of the

window. If used with no argument, these defsubsts expand into direct references to

instance variables, and therefore may be used only within methods or (declare (:self-

flavor ...)) functions.

11.1 Borders

tv:borders-m1x1n Flavor

The tv:borders-mixin margin item creates the borders around windows that you often see

when using the Lisp Machine. You can control the thickness of each of the four borders

separately, or of all of them together. You can also specify your own function to draw

, the borders, if you want something more elaborate than simple lines.

The borders also include some whitespace left between the borders and the inside of the

window. The thickness of this white space is called the border margin width. The space

is there so that characters and graphics that are up against the edge of the inside of the

window, or the next-innermost margin item, do not "merge" with the border.

: borders argument Init optionfor tv:borders-mixin

This option initializes the parameters of the borders, argument may have any of the

following values:
.

nil There are no borders at all.

a symbol or a number

A specification (see below) that applies to each of the four borders.

a list {left top right bottom)

Specifications (see below) for each of the borders at the four edges of the

window.

Specifications (see below) for the borders at the edges selected by the

keywords, which may be among :left, :top, :right, :bottom.

Each specification for a particular border may be one of the following. It specifies how

thick the border is and the function to draw it

nil This edge should not have any border.

t The border at this edge should be drawn by the default function with the

default thickness.

a number The border at this edge should be drawn by the default function with the

specified thickness.

a symbol The border at this edge should be drawn by the specified function with

the default thickness for that function.
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a cons (Junction, thickness)

The border at this edge should be drawn by the specified function with

the specified thickness.

The default (and currently only) border function is tv:draw-rectangular-border. Its

default width is 1.

To define your own border function, you should create a Lisp function that takes six

arguments: the window on which to draw the label, the "alu function" (see section 8.1,

page 93) with which to draw it, and the left, top, right, and bottom edges of the area

that the border should occupy. The returned value is ignored. The function runs inside a

tv:sheet-force-access (see page 23). You should place a tv:default-border-size

property on the name of the function, whose value is the default thickness of the border;

it will be used when a specification is a non-nil symbol.

Note that setting border specifications to ask for a border width of zero is not the same
thing as giving nil as the argument to this option, because in the former case the space

for the border margin width (see the previous page) is allocated, whereas in the latter case

it is not

: set-borders new-borders Operation on ty:borders-mixin

Redefines the borders, new-borders can be any of the things that can be used for the

.'borders init option (see above).

:border-margin-w1dth n-pixels Init optionfor tv:borders-mixin

Sets the width of the white space in the margins between the borders and the inside of
the window. The default is 1. If some edge does not have any border (the specification

for that border was nil) then that border won't have any border margin either, regardless

of the value of this option; that is the difference between border specifications of and
nil.

:border-marg1n-w1dth Operation onto\borders-rc\\yCm

:set-border-marg1n-w1dth new-width Operation o«tv:borders-mixin

Return or set the value of the border margin width.

tv : border-margl n-w1dth Instance variable of tv:borders-mixin

The current border margin width.

tv
: borders Instance variable o/tv:borders-mixin

A description of the currently specified borders. It is nil for no borders. Otherwise its

format is complicated and internal in nature.

tv:fu1l-screen-hack-m1x1n Flavor

This mixin is included in many system flavors, such as Lisp listeners, Supdup, and Zmacs
frames. It offers the user the option of requesting that these windows have no borders

when they occupy the full screen.
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tv: flush-full -screen-borders flush-p

With an argument of t, eliminates the borders of all windows which are full-screen-sized

and have tv:full -screen- hack- mixin.

With an argument of nil, reinstates the normal borders of all such windows.

11.2 Labels

tv: label -mix 1n Flavor

The tv: label -mixin margin item creates the labels in the corners of windows that you

often see when using the Lisp Machine. You can control the text of the label, the font

in which it is displayed, and whether it appears at the top of the window or the bottom.

:name Init optionfor windows

The value is the name of the window, which should be a symbol. All windows have

names; note that this is an init option of tv:minimum-window. It is mentioned here

because the main use of the name is as the default string for the label, if there is a label

(see below).

:name Operation on windows

Returns the name of the window, which is a symbol. See above.

: 1 abe 1 specification init optionfor tv:label -mixin

Sets the string displayed as the label, the font in which the label is displayed, and

whether the label is at the top or the bottom of the window. Anything you don't specify

will default; by default, the string is the same as the name of the window, the font is

the screen's standard font for the purpose :label (see page 86), and the label is at the

bottom of the window.

specification may be any of:

nil There is no label at all.

t The label is given all the default characteristics.

:top The label is put at the top of the window.

:bottom The label is put at the bottom of the window.

a string The text displayed in the label is this string.

a font The label is displayed in the specified font.

a list (keywordl argl keyword! ...)

r

rhe attributes corresponding to the keywords are set; the rest of the

attributes default. Some keywords take arguments and some do not. The

following keywords may be given:

:top The label is put at the top of the window.

:bottom The label is put at the bottom of the window.

centered The label is printed horizontally centered, rather than

starting at the left edge.
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:string string The text displayed in the label is string.

:font font-specifier

The label is displayed in the specified font, font-specifier

may be any font specifier (see page 85).

:vsp vsp If die label is multiple lines, lines will be separated by vsp

rows of pixels.

: label -size Operation onto: label -mixin

Returns the width and height of the area occupied by the label.

: set-label specification Operation on \v:\abe\- mixin

Changes some attributes of the label, specification can be anything accepted by the :label

init option. Any attribute that specification doesn't mention retains its old value.

tv : 1 abel Instance variable of tv:label -mixin

The value of this variable describes the label of the window. It is either nil for no label

or a list of length eight, whose elements are

tv:label-left

tv:label-top

tv:label -right

tv:label -bottom

The rectangle allocated to the label. All four edges are relative to the

window's outside upper left corner.

tv:label-font The font to use for the label.

tv:label -string The string to display in the label.

tv:label-vsp The separation between lines in the label.

tv:label -centered

Non-nil if the label text should be horizontally centered.

tv: top-label -nrtxln Flavor

Causes the label to appear in the top margin of the window by default instead of at the

bottom. The mixin does not override an explicit specification of the label position.

tv: box- label -nrtxln Flavor

Makes the label appear to be in a box, by drawing a line just on the inside of the label.

This combines with the window's borders, which surround the other three sides of the

label, to make a box. The extra line is present only if the label is turned on. Menus use

this mixin, so from any menu that has a label, such as the one you get from Split

Screen in the system menu, you can see what it looks like.

: label -box-p t-or-nil Init optionfor tv:box- label -mixin

If this option is nil, the box around the label is inhibited.
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tv:centered-labe"l-m1x1n Flavor

Makes the label string appear by default horizontally centered in the width of the window.

tv:delayed-red1splay-label-m1x1n Flavor

This flavor adds the :delayed -set-label and update- label operations to your window.

You send a :delayed -set- label message to change the label in such a way that it will not

actually be displayed until you send an :update-label message. This is especially useful

for programs that suppress redisplay when there is typeahead; the user's commands may

change the label several times, and you may want to suppress the redisplay of the changes

in the label until there isn't any typeahead.

: del ayed-set- 1 abel specification Operation on tv:delayed-redisplay-label-mixin

This is like the :set-label method, except that nothing actually happens until an :update-

label is done.

:update-label Operation <wtv:delayed-redisplay-label-mixin

Actually docs the :set- label operation on the specification given by the most recent

:delayed -set- label operation.

tv : 1 abel -needs -updat 1 ng Instance variable o/tv:delayed -redisplay- label -mixin

Non-nil if a :delayed -set -label has been done but not displayed yet.

11.3 Margin Regions

Margin regions are a general facility for allocating space in a window's margin for specific

purposes. Each region can display text or graphics and can be mouse sensitive. Margin choices

(see page 210) are implemented using margin regions.

tv:marg1n-reg1on-m1x1n Flavor

This mixin gives a window the ability to have margin regions.

tv : reg1on-l 1st Instance variable o/tv:margln -region -mixin

A list of margin region descriptors. Each descriptor specifies one margin region and is a

list of this form:

(JUnction margin size left top right bottom)

The list may be longer than seven. The meaning of the extra elements is up to you.

Here is what the seven standard elements mean. We list the names of the defeubsts

provided to access them.

tv:margin -region -function

A function to handle various operations on the margin region. It is called

with an operation name as the first argument, so it could be a flavor

instance, but no flavors are predefined for the purpose and usually the

function is a defselect. The margin region descriptor itself is always one

of the arguments, to identify the region being operated on.

tv:margin -region -margin

The name of the margin that this region lives in; either :left, :top, :right

or :bottom.
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tv:margin -region -size

The thickness in pixels of the margin region, perpendicular to the edge it

is next to. (The other dimension is controlled by the size of the window,

possibly diminished by space already reserved for other margin items.)

tv:margin-region-left

tv:margin -region -top

tv:margin -region -right

tv:margin- region -bottom

The edges of the rectangle assigned to the margin region. If positive, they

are relative to the outside upper left corner of the window. If negative,

they are relative to the outside lower right corner.

You do not specify these; they are computed by the :redefine-margins

operation which divides up the margin space, and recorded here so that

the margin region can be displayed and found by the mouse.

The margin region descriptor may be longer than seven. Additional elements are not used

by tv:margin -region -mixin itself and therefore may be used by higher-level facilities to

record their own information with each margin region.

: set-reglon-1 1st new-region-list Operation on tv:margin-region-mixin

Sets the list of margin regions. The new list should be a list of margin region descriptors

as described above, but only the first three elements of each descriptor need be filled in.

The rest will be set up automatically.

These are the operations that the junction of a margin region is expected to handle:

:refresh descriptor

This operation should draw this region on the screen in the position specified by
the margin region descriptor.

:mouse-enters-region descriptor

This operation is invoked whenever the mouse moves into this region.

:mouse-leaves-region descriptor

This operation is invoked whenever the mouse moves out of this region.

:mouse - moves xy descriptor

This operation is invoked when the mouse moves within a region. It is also

invoked, following the :mouse-enters- region operation, when the mouse moves
into a region, x and y are the new mouse position, relative to the outside of the

window.

:mouse-click x y descriptor mouse-char

This operation is invoked when the mouse is clicked on this region, except for

double click right. If the operation does nothing, the mouse click has no effect

The argument mouse-char is like that of the :mouse- click window operation (page

120).

:who-line-documentation-string</esm>for

This operation is invoked to get who line documentation to be used when the

mouse is in this region. It should return a string describing the meaning of
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mouse clicks on the region.

tv:marg1n-reg1on-area descriptor

Returns the four edges of the rectangle allocated to descriptor'% margin region, all relative

to the window's outside upper left corner. This may only be used inside of methods of

the window whose margin region is being operated on.

11.3.1 Margin Region Example

This is a simplification of the function used to handle the margin regions made by tv:margin-

scroll-mixin. These regions display strings such as "More above" and respond to a mouse click

by scrolling a full page. The margin regions used have additional nonstandard elements beyond

the seventh:

tv:margin-scroll-region-more-p

Non-nil if there is more text to scroll to past this edge.

tv:margin -scroll- region -empty-msg

The string to display when there is no more to scroll to past this edge.

tv:margin -scroll -region -more-msg

The string to display when there is more to scroll to.

tv:margin -scroll -region -msg-font

The font to display the strings in.
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( dec 1 are-flavor- instance- variables ( tvrmargin-scroll-mixin)
(defselect margin-scroll-region

(rrefresh (region &optional old-valid
&aux more-p left top right bottom)

(multiple-value (left top right bottom)
(tv:margin-region-area region))

;; Is there anything more to scroll to past this edge?

(setq more-p

(send self

(if (eq (tv:margin-region-margin region) *:top)
'

:

scroll -more -above ' : scroll -more-be 1 ow) ))
;; Redisplay string in the region unless already right,

(when (or (not old-valid)
(neq more-p (margin-scroll-region-more-p region)))

(setf (margin-scroll-region-more-p region) more-p)
(tv:sheet-force-access (self)

;; Erase the region. Sheet has just been prepared.

(tv:7odraw-rectangle (- right left) (- bottom top)
left top tv:erase-aluf self)

;; Print the string.

(send self * :string-out-centered-expl icit -

(if more-p (margin-scrol 1-region-more-msg region)
(margin-scroll-region-empty-msg region))

left top right nil

(margin-scroll-region-msg-font region) tv:char-aluf
nil nil))))

(( :mouse-enters-region :mouse-leaves-region :mouse-moves)
(&rest ignore))

( :mouse-click (ignore ignore region ignore)
(if (margin-scroll-region-more-p region)

(let ((from
( tv:margin-region-margin region)))

(send self * rscrol 1-relative
from (if (eq from * :top) ' rbottom ' :top)))

(beep)))

( :who-line-documentation-string (ignore)
"Any button to scroll one page.")))
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11.4 Defining Margin Item Flavors

Let us assume that you want to define a thing called a mumble that goes in a window's

margins, the way labels and borders do. You create a flavor mumble-margin-mixin that

implements the feature.

This flavor should have certain instance variables, which will be used only by the methods of

mumble-margin-mixin so their precise format is up to you.

current- mumbles

Some sort of specification of what mumbles this window should have. It might

record text to display for die mumbles, a font to use, etc.

mumble-margin -area

Records the rectangle within the window where the mumbles should go.

Everything that deals with die location of the mumbles on the screen should act

based on the value of this variable.

It is recommended to use a list of four values: the left, top, right and bottom

edges of the rectangle, all relative to the upper left outside corner of the window.

Some margin mixins have just a single variable whose value is a list containing both the

contents and the position of the margin item.

Example:

(defflavor mumble-margin-mixin

((current-mumbles nil) mumble-margin-area)

(

:

required- flavors tv: minimum-window)

(

:

inittable- instance- variables current-mumbles))

(defmethod (mumble-margin-mixin :before : ini t) (ignore)

(setq current-mumbles

( c anon icalize-and-vali date -mumble- spec

current-mumbles)))

Now you must at the minimum create methods for two standard operations for margin

computation and display, to interface mumble-margin-mixin to the rest of die system. These

operations are :compute- margins and :refresh- margins.

: compute-margins Im im rm bm Operation on windows

:compute-margins is used by the system to find out how much space is needed in each

margin of the window by borders, labels, and anything else. Each flavor that implements

a kind of margin item must define a method for it. This operation uses :pass-on method

combination, so that die values from one method become the arguments to the next

These arguments are interpreted as die amount of space allocated so far in each margin.

Each method increments one or more of them by the amount of space needed by that

mixin.
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: refresh-margl ns Operation on windows

Redraws all the contents of the window's margins. Each flavor of margin item must add a

daemon method to this operation. The method may assume that its own margin area is

completely erased to begin with.

For example:

(defmethod { mumble-margin -mi xin -.compute-margins)

(lm tm rm bm)

(let ((wid (mumble-margin-width current-mumbles)))

(setq mumble-margin-area

(list lm tm ( + lm wid) (- tv:height bm)))

(values (+ lm wid) tm rm bm)))

Here we assume that the mumbles always go in the left margin. So it is always the left

margin's width that is incremented, and the others are returned just as they were passed. We also

assume that mumble-margin -width is a function you have defined that computes the width of

space that the mumbles need.

In addition to. returning modified versions of its arguments, the method also sets up the value

of mumble-margin-area. This is the only place it is necessary to set that variable. By recording

the position of each margin item this way, we take into account how one margin item affects the

position of the others. For example, the mumbles might come inside the borders, and then the

lm, tm, rm and bm values will already contain the width of the borders. Then margin

-

mumble-area will describe a rectangle that is within the borders.

Usually an additional mixin-specific operation is introduced into this method, as follows:

(defmethod (mumble-margin-mixin :compute-margins)

(lm tm rm bm)

(send self ' :recalculate-mumble-margins lm tm rm bm))

(defmethod (mumble-margin-mixin : recalculate-mumble-margins)

(lm tm rm bm)

(let ((wid (mumble-margin-width current-mumbles)))

(setq mumble-margin-area

(list lm tm (+ lm wid) (- tv:height bm)))

(values (+ lm wid) tm rm bm)))

This way, other mixins can be defined to modify where the mumbles go by replacing the

:recalculate-mumbie-margins method.

The one other thing you must do is provide a method for :refresh -margins, to draw the

mumbles in the rectangle recorded: You can assume that that rectangle is clear to start with,

(defmethod (mumble-margin-mixin :after : ref resh-margins) ()

(tv:sheet-force-access (self)

(draw-mumbles current-mumbles mumble-margin-area)))

You may wish to provide the user with an operation to change the window's mumbles. This

operation should use the :redefine- margins operation.
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:redef1ne-margins Operation on windows

This operation recomputes how much margin space is needed for all of the margin items,

by invoking the xompute- margins operation, and then actually changes the window

margin sizes if necessary.

If the margin sizes have changed, then the window is erased and :refresh- margins is

done; the instance variable tv:restored-bits-p (present in all windows) is left set to nil.

If the margin sizes have not changed, no output whatever is done, and tv:restored-bits-

p is left set to t. All this is done using the :refresh operation.

Here is an example of how to use it:

(defmethod (mumble-margin-mixin :set-mumbles) (new-mumbles)

(setq current-mumbles

(canonical ize-and-vali date -mumble-spec new-mumbles))

(send self '
: redef ine-margins)

(when tv: restored-bi ts-p

(tv: sheet-force-access (self)

(erase-mumble-area mumble -margin -area)

(draw-mumbles current-mumbles mumble-margin-area))))

The explicit erasure and drawing of the mumbles is done in the case where the total sizes of

the margins have not changed (and therefore no screen updating has been done), in case the

contents of the mumbles have changed.
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12. Frames

A frame is a window that is divided into sub-windows, using the hierarchical structure of the

window system (discussed in section 2.1, page 10). The sub-windows are called panes. The panes

are the inferiors of the frame, and the frame is the superior of each pane. Several heavily-used

systems programs use frames. For example, inspector windows are frames. The default inspector

window has six panes: the interaction pane on top, the history pane and command menu pane

below it, and three inspect panes below that. The window debugger and Zmacs also use frames.

In Zmacs, each new editor window is a pane of the Zmacs Frame. ZMail uses several different

frames, even frames within other frames.

From these examples, you can see some of the things that frames are good for. In general,

by using a frame as a user interface to an interactive subsystem, you get a convenient way to put

many different things on the screen, each in its own place. Generally you can split up the frame

into areas in which you can display text or graphics, areas where you can put menus or other

mouse-sensitive input areas, and areas to interact with, in which keyboard input is echoed or

otherwise acknowledged.

It is usually best for a frame and its panes to be treated as a unit by the system menu Select

menu and by the Terminal and System keys. The mixins tv:inferiors-not-in-select-menu-

mixin (section 3.2.1, page 35) and tv:alias-for-inferiors-mixin (section 3.2.2, page 36),

respectively, in the frame's flavor bring this about. Then selection of panes within the frame is

done by making the chosen pane the selection substitute of the frame (section 3.3, page 37). The
program managing the frame can maintain a "selected pane within the frame" this way, while

letting the user decide when to select the frame as a whole.

It is also common for all of the panes to use the same input buffer so that the program can

always do its input in the same fashion and collect keyboard and mouse input from all the panes.

See section 5.1, page 50.

It is also possible to have frames with less coupling between their panes. For example, the

frame you get from requesting a frame in the system menu Split Screen option does make its

panes share an input buffer, and allows them to be individually represented in the Select menu
and for Terminal and System commands. It also lets the panes be selected in their own right

and not as substitutes for the frame. This is done because typically each window in the split

screen frame is managed by its own process.

One kind of frame is the constraint frame, which adjusts the shapes of its panes automatically

as its own shape is changed. These frames are described first since they are a ready-to-use facility.

More basic frame flavors can be built upon to create frames which manage their panes' exposure

and shapes in other ways. The editor, for example, does this.

tv: basic-frame Flavor

All frame flavors arc built on this one. tv:frame- forwarding -mixin (see page 154) mixed

with this provides a non-constraint frame to which you need only add code to decide

when to expose the panes and how big to make them.
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tv:basic- frame is nearly the same as tv:minimum-window; it does not have all the

mixins that go into the tv:window flavor. In particular, it does not provide for borders or

a label, and it cannot be die selected window. It also has tv:delay- notification -mixin

(see page 157) as a component.

12.1 Constraint Frames

If you use Edit Screen to change the shape of an inspector or debugger window frame, the

shapes of the panes are all changed so that the proportions come out looking as they are

supposed to. If you play around with Edit Screen enough, you can even see the menus reformat

themselves (changing their numbers of rows and columns) in order to keep all of their items

visible. The way all this works is that the positions and shapes of the panes, instead of being

explicitly specified in units of pixels, are specified symbolically. When the window changes shape,

the symbolic description is elaborated again in light of the new shape, and the panes are reshaped

appropriately.

Ill is set of symbolic descriptions is called a set of constraints. When you make a constraint

frame, you specify the configuration of panes within the frame by creating list structure to

represent the layout. The format of this list structure is called the constraint language. It lets you

say things like "give this pane one third of the remaining room, then give that pane 17 pixels,

and then divide what remains between these two panes, evenly." The constraint language is fairly

complex, and is described in full detail later. In general, a frame can have many different

configurations. Each configuration is described in the constraint language, and each specifies one

way of splitting up the frame. While the program is running, it can switch a frame from one

configuration to another.. Some panes may appear in more than one configuration, but other

panes may be left out of one configuration, and may only be visible when the frame is switched

to another configuration. For example, in ZMail, when you click on Profile, the frame changes

to a new configuration whose panes include a profile editor window and another frame, the

profile button frame.

12.1.1 Constraint Frame Flavors

. 11 - J J.. ..!_

jne processing or constraints is actuany implemented oy a rrame mucin caiieu iv:uasic-

constraint- frame.

The flavor of the frame itself might be any of several flavors. The simplest thing for it to be

is tv:constraint-frame.

tv: constraint-frame Flavor

This flavor is the basic kind of constraint frame. The rest of this section describes its

behavior in detail. This flavor, like tv:basic- frame, does not provide for borders, a

label, or for being selected.
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tv:bordered-constraint-frame Flavor

This flavor is just tv:constraint-frame with tv:borders-mixin (see page 130) mixed in at

the right place. It will have a border around the edge. By default (using the :default-

init-plist option of the flavor system), the :border-margin -width is zero, so the panes at

the edges of the frame are right next to the border itself.

Bordered constraint frames are used most often. Usually, each of the panes has borders, and

the frame does too. A reason for this is that when two of the panes arc right next to each other,

which they usually are, their borders are side by side, and so look like a double- thick line. In

order to make the edges of the panes that are at the edge of the frame (rather than up against

another pane) look like they are the same thickness, the frame has a border itself.

A convenient way to make all the panes of a constraint frame use the same input buffer is to

use one of the following flavors:

tv:constra1nt-frame-with-shared-1o-buffer Flavor

This is like tv:constraint-frame, but all the panes of the frame share the same input

buffer used by the frame itself. See section 5.1, page 50.

tv:bordered-constra1nt-frame-w1th-shared-1o-buffer Flavor

This is just like tv:constraint-frame-with-shared-io-buffer except that it has

tv:borders-mixin mixed into it at the right place, so that the frame has a border around

it.

:1o-buffer io-bujfer Init optionfor tv:constraint-frame-with -shared -io-buffer

If this option is present, io-bujfer is used as the input buffer for the frame and the panes.

Otherwise, a default input buffer is created. (See section 5.4, page 56 for a discussion of

I/O buffers.)

12.1.2 Examples of Specifications of Panes and Constraints

The full description of how to use constraint frames, including the full constraint language, is

rather complicated. The complete specifications are given in the next section; this section gives

some common examples, in order to show the general idea of how the specifications work.

The following form creates a constraint frame with two panes, one on top of the other, each

of which takes up half of the frame.

(make- instance ' tv: constraint-frame
' :panes

'((top-pane tv:window)

(bottom-pane tviwindow))
' :constraints"

'((main . ((top-pane bottom-pane)

((top-pane 0.5))

((bottom-pane :even))))))

Two initialization options were given to the tv:constraint-frame flavor: the :panes option and

the :constraints option. Ilie meaning of the :panes specification is: "This frame is made of the

following panes. Call the first one top -pane; its flavor is tv:window. Call the second one
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bottom -pane; its flavor is tv:window". The meaning of the xonstraints specification is: "There

is just one configuration defined for this pane; call it main. In this configuration, the panes that

appear are, in order from top to bottom, top-pane and bottom -pane, top -pane should use up

0.5 of the room, bottom -pane should use up all the rest of the room."

This example demonstrates some more features:

(make-instance

' tv: bordered -constraint-frame
': panes

'((graphics-pane tv:window

rlabel nil :blinker-p nil)

(message-pane tv:window

:label "Message Pane" :blinker-p nil)

(interaction-pane tv:window))
' :constraints

'((main . ((interaction-pane graphics-pane message-pane)

((message-pane 4 :lines))

((graphics-pane 400))
((interaction-pane :even))))))

This frame has a border around the edges (because of the flavor of the frame itself), and it has

three panes. The panes are given some initialization options themselves. The topmost pane is

interaction -pane, graphics-pane is in the middle, and message -pane is on the bottom,

message-pane is four lines high, graphics-pane is 400 pixels high, and interaction -pane uses

up all remaining space.

Here is a window that has two possible configurations. In the first one, there are three little

windows across the top of the frame and a big window beneath them; in the second one, the

same big window is at the top of the frame, and underneath it is a strip split between a menu

and another window.
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(make-instance

' tv: bordered -constraint- frame
' rpanes

'((huey tv:window)

(dewey tvrwindow)

(louie tvrwindow)

(main-pane tvrwindow)

(random-pane tvrwindow)

(menu tv: command-menu

: item-list ("Foo" "Bar" "Baz")))
' rconstraints

'((first-conf ig . ((top-strip main-pane)

((top-strip rhorizontal (.3)
(huey dewey louie)

((huey :even)

(dewey :even)

(louie :even))))

((main-pane reven))))

f second-conf ig . ((main-pane bottom-strip)

((bottom-strip rhorizontal (.2)

(random-pane menu)

((menu rask rpane-size))

((random-pane reven))))

((main-pane :even))))))

In this example, the frame has two different configurations. When the frame is first created, it is

in the first of the configurations listed, namely first-config. In this configuration, the top three-

tenths of the frame are split equally, horizontally, between three windows, and the rest of the

frame is occupied, by main -pane. The frame can be switched to a new configuration using the

:set-configuration message (see page 153). If we switch it to second -config, then main -frame

will appear on top of a strip one-fifth of the height of the window. This strip will contain a

menu on the right that is just wide enough to display the strings in the menu's item list, and

another pane using up the rest of the strip. When the configuration of the window is switched,

main-pane must be reshaped.

Another thing to notice is that the list of items in the menu was present in the :panes

option, rather than a form to be evaluated. If the list had been in a variable, it would have

been necessary to write the :panes option using backquote, like this:

' :panes

'((huey tvrwindow)

(dewey tvrwindow)

(louie tvrwindow)

(main-pane tvrwindow)

(random-pane tvrwindow)

(menu tv: command-menu

ritem-list , the-list-of-items))

Menus and how to use them are explained later; see section 14.1, page 173.
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In this example, the window is divided into two windows, side by side,

(make-instance
' tv:borde red -constraint-frame

•:edges '(100 100 600 600)
' :panes

'((left tv:window)

(right tv:window))
' rconstraints

'((main . ((whole-thing)

((whole-thing horizontal (:even)

(left right)

((left :even)

(right :even))))))))

This example also points out that constraint frames are windows too, and you can use init-options

acceptable to tv:minimum -window with them. In this case, we give the edges of the frame as a

whole, in absolute numbers. Remember that frames are not built out of tv:window; see page

141.

In actual practice, panes are usually made out of more interesting flavors than tv:window.

12.1.3 Specifying Panes and Constraints

This section gives the complete rules for specifying the panes of a constraint frame, and for

the constraint language. It should help explain any of the above examples that were unclear, and

tell you all the things you can do with the constraint language.

When you create a constraint frame, you must supply two initialization options. The :panes

option specifies what panes you want the frame to have, and the xonstraints option specifies the

set of constraints for each of die configurations that the window may assume. For the purposes of

these two options, windows are given internal names, which are Lisp symbols, used only by the

flavors and methods that deal with constraint frames. These names are not used as the actual

names of the windows (as in the :name message (see page 132).

: panes pane-descriptions Init optionfor tviconstraint-irarns

This initialization option is required for all flavors of constraint frames. The argument,

pane-descriptions, is a list of pane descriptions. Every pane description looks like this:

(name flavor . options)

name is the internal name (a symbol), flavor is the flavor of which the pane should be an

instance, options is a list to be appended to the initialization plist for the pane when it is

created. When the frame is first created, it will create all of its panes, using flavor and

options. The frame will add some of its own options to control the position and shape of

the window; you should hot pass any such options in the options list
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: constraints configuration-description-list Init optionfor tv:constraint- frame

This initialization option is required for all flavors of constraint frames. The argument,

configuration-description-list, is a list of configuration descriptions. The format of

configuration descriptions is explained below.

Both init options work by initializing instance variables which are then looked at by the :init

methods of constraint frames. Instead of using the init options, you can set the instance variables

yourself in a :before :init method.

tv : panes Instance variable of tv:constraint-frame

tv : cons t rai nts Instance variable of tv:constraint- frame

The instance variables in which the constraint frame mechanism looks to find the lists of

panes and constraints.

A configuration-description-list is a list of configuration-descriptions. There is one

configuration-description in the list for each of the possible configurations that the frame can

assume. Each configuration is named by a symbol, called the configuration-name. A
configuration-description-list is an alist that associates the configuration-descriptions with the names.

It looks like this:

(( configuration-name- 1 . configuration-description-1)

( configuration-name-2 . configuration- description-2)

...)

Each configuration-description describes the layout of the panes in a single configuration. The
description has two parts. The first part specifies the order in which the windows appear, and the

second part specifies how the sizes are computed. Actually, in addition to windows, there can

also be dummies in the configuration-descriptor. A dummy is used either to hold empty space

that is not used by any window, or it can reserve a region of space to be divided up by another

configuration-description.

A configuration-description splits up one of the dimensions of a rectangular area into many
parts. Such an area is called a section. Which of the two dimensions is being split up is

determined by the stacking. If the stacking is :vertical then the section is being split up
vertically; that is, the parts are stacked on top of each other. If the stacking is horizontal then

the section is being split up horizontally; that is, the parts are side-by-side. The stacking of the

top-level configuration-descriptions in the xonstraints option is always :vertical, but there can be

more configuration-descriptions nested inside of them, and these can have either stacking.

Each part has a name, represented as a symbol. A part may hold either an actual pane, or

other things; in the latter case, it is called a dummy part. Dummy parts can be further

subdivided into more panes and dummies using another constraint-description, or their pixels can

be blank or filled with some pattern.

A configuration-description looks like this:

{ordering . description-groups)

ordering is a list of names of panes and of dummies, each represented by a symbol; the

order of this list is the order that the panes and dummies appear in the space being split up by

the configuration-description. For vertical stacking the list goes top to bottom. For horizontal
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stacking the list goes left to right. A description-group is a list of descriptions. Each description

describes cither exactly one pane or one dummy. A configuration-description must have one

description for each element of the ordering list

All of the descriptions in a description-group are processed together ("in parallel"); each of

the description-groups is processed in turn, starting with die first one. By grouping the

descriptions this way, you can control which constraints are elaborated together and which are

elaborated at different times; when two constraints are elaborated at different times you can

control which one is elaborated first. The reason that the ordering-list in the configuration-

description is separate from the description-groups is so that the order in which the panes and

dummies appear in the frame can be independent of the order in which their constraints are

elaborated.

Each description describes one pane or one dummy. We'll get back to dummies later. A
description that describes a pane looks like this:

(pane-name . constraint)

pane-name is the name of the pane being described; constraint is the constraint that describes the

pane. We will return later to what descriptions of dummies look like. The constraint will be

elaborated, and will yield a size in pixels; this size will be used for the width or height being

computed.

Finally we get to constraints themselves. The basic form of a constraint is as follows:

(
key arg-1 arg-2 . .

.

)

key may be a fixnum, a flonum, or one of various keyword symbols. Each type of constraint

may take arguments, whose meaning depends on which kind of constraint this argument is passed

to.

While descriptions of panes do not have the same format as descriptions of dummies, the

same kind of constraints are used in both of them. So all the formats given below may be used

inside the descriptions of either panes or dummies.

Any constraint may, optionally, be preceded by a :limit clause. If a constraint has a -.limit

clause, the constraint looks like:

(: limit limit-specification key arg-1 arg-2 ...)

The :limit clause lets you set a minimum and a maximum value that will be applied to the

size computed by the constraint. If the constraint returns a value smaller than the minimum, then

the minimum value will be used; if it returns a value larger than die maximum, then the

maximum value will be used. The limit-specification is normally a two-element list, whose

elements are fixnums giving the minimum and maximum values in pixels. If the list has a third

element, it should be one of the symbols :lines or xharacters, and it means that the fixnums

are in units of lines or characters, computed by multiplying by the line-height or char-width of

the pane (see page 67). If there is a fourth element, it should be the name of a pane, and that

pane's line-height or char-width, is used instead of that of the pane being constrained. (If this

constraint applies to a dummy instead of a pane, and the third element of the list is present,

then the fourth must be present as well, since dummies do not have their own line-height nor

char-width.)
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The following Lisp objects may be used as values of key in a constraint. Note: the :funcall

and :eval constraints are rarely used and you probably don't need to worry about them. The
other kinds are used frequently.

fixnwn

flonum

:even

:ask

This lets you specify the absolute size. The value computed by the constraint is

simply this fixnum. Optionally, an argument may be given: it may be the

symbol :lines or the symbol characters, meaning that the fixnum is in units of

lines or characters, and should be computed by multiplying by the line-height or

char-width of the window. If a second argument is also present, it should be the

name of a pane, and that pane's line-height or char-width is used instead of that

of the pane being constrained. (If this constraint applies to a dummy instead of a

pane, and the first argument is given, then the second must be present as well,

since dummies do not have their own line-height nor char-width.)

This lets you specify that a certain fraction of the remaining space should be

taken up by this window. Optionally, an argument may be given: it may be

:lines or characters, and it means to round down the size of the pane to the

nearest multiple of the pane's line-height or char-width. A second argument may
be given; it is just like the second argument when key is a fixnum (see above).

The distinction between descriptors in the same group and descriptors in different

groups is important when you use this kind of constraint. If you have one

descriptor group with two descriptors, each of which requests .2 of the remaining

space, then both panes will get the same amount of space. However, if you have

the same two descriptors but put them in successive descriptor groups, then the

first one will get .2 of the remaining space, and then the second one will get .2 of

what remains after the first one was allocated; thus the second pane will be

smaller than the first. In other words, the amount of space remaining is

recomputed at the end of each descriptor group, but not at the end of each

descriptor.

This constraint has a special restriction: you can only use it for descriptors in the

last descriptor group of a configuration. Furthermore, if any of the descriptors in

that group use :even, then all of the descriptors in the group must use :even.

The meaning is that all of the panes in the last descriptor group evenly divide all

of the remaining space.

It is usually a good idea to use :even for at least one pane in every configuration,

so that the entire frame will be taken up by panes that all fit together and extend

to the borders of the frame. :even is careful to choose exactly the right number
of pixels to fill the frame completely, avoiding roundoff errors that might cause an

unsightly line of one or a few extra pixels somewhere.

Remember that just because the :evens must be in the last descriptor group does

not mean that the panes that they apply to must be at the bottom or right-hand

end of the frame! The ordering of the panes in the frame is controlled by the

ordering list, not by the order in which the descriptors appear.

This constraint lets you ask the window how much space it would like to take up.

The format of a constraint using :ask is as follows:
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:ask-window

:funcall

(:ask operation arg-l arg-2 ...)

A message with operation operation and arguments composed of some extra

arguments passed by the constraint mechanism followed by arg-l, arg-2, etc. is

sent to the pane; its answer says how much space the pane should take up. Note

that arg-l, etc., are not forms: they are the values of the arguments themselves

(i.e. they are not evaluated; if you want to compute them, you must build the

constraint language description at run-time. This is usually written using a

backquoted list).

The arguments that are actually sent along with the message are the same as the

arguments passed when you use the :funcall option except mat the constraint-node

is not passed; see below.

Various different flavors of windows accept some messages suitable for use with

:ask. By convention, several kinds of windows, such as menus, accept a message

called :pane-size. For example, the :pane-size method for menus figures out

how much space in the dimension controlled by the :ask constraint is needed to

display all the items of the menu, given the amount of space available in the

other dimension. No arguments are specified in the constraint. Other useful

operations, handled by all windows, are :square-pane-size (also with no

additional arguments), which makes the window take up enough room to be

square including its borders, and :square-pane -inside -size, which makes the

window be square inside its borders.

This constraint is a variation on :ask. Its format is:

(:ask-window pane-name message-name arg-l arg-2 ...)

It works like :ask except that the message is sent to the pane named pane-name

instead of the pane being described. This is primarily used for dummies, when

the size of a dummy wants to be controlled by the needs of a pane inside it

This constraint lets you supply a function to be called, which should compute the

amount of space to use. The format is:

(:funcal1 function arg-l arg-2 ...)

The specified junction is called. It is first passed six arguments from inside the

workings of constraint frames, and then the arg-l, arg-2, etc. values. The six

arguments are:

constraint-node This is an internal data structure. [Not yet documented; you

should not need to look at this anyway.]

remaining-width

remaining-height

total- width

The amount of width remaining to be used up at the time this

description is elaborated, after all of the panes in previous

description groups and all of the earlier panes in this

description group are allocated.

Like remaining-width, but in the height direction.

The amount of width remaining to be used up by all of the

parts of this description group. This is the amount of room

left after all of the panes in previous description groups have

been allocated but none of the panes in this description group

have been allocated.
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total-height Like total-width, but in the height direction.

stacking Either :vertical or :horizontal, depending on the current

stacking.

:evai This is like :funcall, but instead of providing a function and arguments, you

provide a form. The format is:

( :eval form)

The six special values that are passed as arguments when the :funcall constraint-

type is used can be accessed by form as the values of the following special

variables:

tv:**constraint-node**

tv:**constraint-remaining-width**

tv:**constraint- remaining- height**

tv :* *con st raint- total -width**

tv:**constraint- total -height**

tv:**const paint- stacking**

This finishes the discussion of descriptions of panes. Descriptions of dummies are different;

they may be in any of several formats, identified by the following keywords:

:blank This description is used if you want this part of the section to be filled up with

some constant pattern. The format of the description is:

{dummyname : blank pattern . constraint)

The constraint is used to figure out the size of the part of the section, in the

usual way. pattern may be any of the following:

:white The part is filled with zeroes.

:black The part is filled with the maximum value that the pixels can hold

(if the pixels are one bit wide, as on a black-and-white TV, this

value is 1).

an array The part is filled with the contents of the array, using the bitblt

function (see page 102).

a symbol The symbol should be the name of a function of six arguments.

The function is expected to fill up the rectangle that has been

allocated to this part of the section with some pattern. The

following values are passed to the function:

constraint-node

x-posilion

y-position

width

height

screen-array

This is an internal data structure. [Not yet

documented; you should not need to look at

this anyway.]

These four arguments tell the function the

position and size of the rectangle that it should

fill.

This is a two-dimensional array into which the

function should write the pattern it wants to
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put into the window.

a list This is similar to the case in which pattern is a symbol, but it lets

you pass extra arguments. The first clement of the list is the

function to be called, and that function is passed all of the objects

in the rest of the list, after the six arguments enumerated above.

:horizontal or vertical

This description is used if you want to subdivide the part into more panes and

dummies, using a configuration-description. If you use vertical, it will be split

up with vertical stacking, and if you use :horizontal, it will be split up with

horizontal stacking. [Currently, you are required to use the opposite kind of

stacking from the kind currently happening; that is, successive levels of

configuration-description must use alternating kinds of stacking. This restriction

may be lifted in the future.] The format is as follows:

(
dummyname rhorizontal constraint . configuration-description

)

or

(dummy-name : vertical constraint . configuration-description)

constraint, as usual, specifies the size of this part; it can be in any of the formats

given above. Note that in this format, constraint appears as an element of a list

rather than as the tail of a list, and so the printed representation of the list will

include a pair of parentheses around the constraint, configuration-description tells

how this part is subdivided into parts of its own.

:pane-s1ze Operation on windows

remaining-width remaining-height total-width total-height stacking

This operation is invoked by constraints of the form (:ask :pane-size). It should return

the size in pixels to give the pane, in the current stacking direction. The meanings of the

arguments as they will be passed by the constraint manager are described above under the

:funcall constraint (see page 150).

: square-pane-size Operation on windows

remaining-width remaining-height total-width total-height slacking

:square-pane-1ns1de-s1ze Operationon windows

remaining-width remaining-height total-width total-height stacking

These operations are invoked by constraints of the form (:ask :square-pane -size) and

(:ask :square-pane-inside-size). They return the size required to make the pane

square. For horizontal stacking, they returns a width equal to the specified height; for

vertical stacking, they returns a height equal to the available width.

The difference between the two operations is that :square-pane -size makes the outside

size of the window square, whereas :square-pane -inside -size makes the inside of the

window (not including the borders) square.
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12.1.4 Constraint Frame Operations

: get-pane pane-name Operation on tv.basic -constraint- frame

Returns the pane (the inferior window itself) that was named by the symbol pane-name in

the :panes specification of this frame.

: pane- name pane Operation on tv:basic -constraint-frame

Returns the symbol that was used to name pane in the :panes specification of this frame.

If pane is not one of the panes, return nil.

:create-pane name flavor &rcst options 0pera//0/jcwtv:basic-constraint-frame

Creates and returns a window, to serve as a pane of this frame, made from flavor flavor

and init options options, name is the pane name to be used. By default, it is not used

here.

The panes of the frame are created from their specification using this operation, the

arguments being taken from the elements of the specification. It may be useful to

redefine this operation.

: send-pane Operation on tv:basic -constraint-frame

pane-name message &rest arguments

Sends the specified message with the specified arguments to the pane that was named by

the symbol pane-name in the :panes specification of this frame.

: send-all -panes message &rest arguments Operation on br.bas\c -constraint-frame

Sends the specified message with the specified arguments to all of the panes of this frame,

including the non-exposed ones.

: send-all -exposed-panes Operation o«tv:basic -constraint-frame

message &rest arguments

Sends the specified message with the specified arguments to all of the exposed panes of

this frame.

: configuration configuration-name Init optionfor tv:basic -constraint-frame

Makes the initial configuration of the frame be the one named by the symbol

configuration-name.

: configuration Operation on tv:basic-constraint-frame

Returns the symbol naming the current configuration of the frame.

: set-configuration configuration-name Operation on tv:basic -constraint-frame

Sets the configuration of the frame to the one named by the symbol configuration-name.

:get-conf 1gurat1on configuration-name Operation o/?tv:basic -constraint-frame

Returns the internal ("parsed") data structure that describes what is specified for

configuration configuration-name. This describes which windows are supposed to be

included, and the constraints for them.
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:redef 1ne-conf1gurat1on Operation on \v:bas\c -constraint-frame

config-name newconfig &optional {parsed-p t)

Redefines the meaning of configuration config-name according to newconfig. If parsed-p is

t, newconfig is expected to be in parsed form, such as the value returned by the :get-

configuration operation. If parsed-p is nil, newconfig is treated as a configuration-

description such as you would use to define the configuration when initially specifying the

constraints of the frame (see page 147).

12.2 Pane-Frame Interaction

Several fundamental window operations actually ask the window's superior what to do. This

has no effect for a top-level window but becomes important when the window's superior is a

frame. The superior can decide whether die operations should actually go ahead as requested.

These operations are :expose, :deexpose, :bury, :select and :set-edges. Here is how they are

handled:

:expose, :deexpose, :bury, iselect

These operations first send a message to the superior with operation :inferior-

expose, :inferior-deexpose, :inferior-bury or :inferior-select. The pane itself is

passed as the argument.

If the message sent to the superior returns non-nil, the operation is performed on

the pane as usual. Otherwise, it is skipped.

:set-edges An :inferior-set-edges message is sent to the superior, its arguments being the

pane followed by the arguments of the :set -edges message. If the operation's

first value is non-nil, the pane's edges are changed as requested. Otherwise, the

pane's edges are not changed, and the remaining values from the :inferior-set-

edges operation are returned from the :set-edges.

Of course, the frame can change the pane's edges in some other way and then

return nil.

tv:basic -frame defines only the :inferior-select operation to do anything nontrivial; it makes

the pane be the frame's selection substitute and then sends a :select to the frame. The others

operations do nothing but return non-nil. Thus, there is minimal interaction between the frame

and its inferiors. tv:frame-forwarding-mixin defines :inferior-expose, :inferior-deexpose and

:inferior-bury so that the frame and panes are all exposed together.

tv:frame-forward1ng-m1x1n Flavor

Defines :inferior-expose, :inferior-deexpose, and :inferior-bury methods for a frame

that normally cause :expose, :deexpose or :bury operations on panes to expose,

deexpose or bury the frame rather than the pane.

An :inferior-set -edges method is also defined, for internal reasons only. Its purpose is

to avoid a user-visible change in behavior rather than to provide one.

This flavor is part of ^constraint- frame and the other standard instantiable flavors of

constraint frame.
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tv:basic-frame has an instance variable tv:recursion which is used to distinguish between
:expose, etc. operations sent by the frame's code to its panes, and those sent by other programs.

When an outside program sends a .-expose, :deexpose, or :bury message to one of the panes,

the :inferior-expose, etc. operation on the frame simply exposes, decxpose or buries the frame

itself, and does not allow the operation on the pane to proceed. When the frame's code itself

exposes a pane, it does so with tv:recursion temporarily non-nil so that when the :inferior-

expose is done it will return t and let the pane be exposed.

: pane- types-al 1st Operation onframes

This should return a menu item list to be used for the handling of the Create item in

the screen editor, when editing the panes of this frame. The value of the menu item

should be a flavor of window to create, or a list to be evaluated to return a flavor.

The menu item's value (or the result of evaluating it) can also be t, which directs the

screen editor to read a flavor name from the user.

12.2.1 The Selected Pane

A frames is normally operated with one of its inferiors as a selection substitute. The selection

substitute of a frame is also called the "selected pane", as this feature used to be available only

in frames. Unless you mix tv:select-mixin into your frame flavor, the frame itself cannot be the

selected window. Therefore, it is important to provide a selection substitute when the frame is

created. This can be done by doing .set -selection -substitute in an :after :init method:

(defmethod (my-frame :after :init) (ignore)
(send self ' :set-selection-substitute

(send self ':get-pane 'interaction-pane)))

Explicidy selecting a pane with the :select operation actually works by setting the frame's

selection substitute, by means of the forwarding mechanism described above.

In a constraint frame, or any other frame which has tv:frame-forwarding-mixin, you should

not attempt to select a pane which is not already exposed, because of the effects of forwarding on
the .expose operation.

: selected-pane pane-name Init optionfor tv:basic -constraint-frame

In a constraint frame, you can initialize the selected pane with this handy init option.

Instead of fishing out the pane, just give its name.

: se 1 ect-pane inferior-window Operation on tv.basic-frame

This is another, older name for the :set-selection-substitute operation, before it was

generalized to apply to windows other than frames.

: selected-pane Operation o«tv:basic-frame

This is another, older name for the selection -substitute operation, before it was

generalized to apply to windows other than frames.
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tv: Interaction-pane
Flawr

(tv:preemptable-read-any-tyi-mixin tv:notification-mixin

tv:autoexposing-more-mixin tv:window)
This flavor is often useftil for a pane for reading and echoing multi-character commands
in a system which uses a frame. This pane would typically be the selected pane.
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13. Miscellaneous Features

13.1 Notifications

Notifications are asynchronous messages that come from something other than the selected

window. For example, when an interactive message from another user comes in (which was sent

with the qsend function), it is printed as a notification. You may have noticed that sometimes a

notification is printed out immediately, while sometimes all that happens is a message in the who

line. The selected window is responsible for deciding what to do with the notification.

tv: notify window-of interest format-string &rest format-args

tv: careful -notify window-of-interest careful-p format-string &rest format-args

Make a notification, format-string and fomiat-args are passed to format to print the text

of the notification. Where this text is printed, and how, is under the control of the

selected window, as described below.

window-of- interest is a window that should be selected if the user clicks the mouse on the

notification window (if the notification happens to use its own window). For example, a

notification about a message from another user will supply the Converse window as this

argument. This window can also be selected with the Terminal S command.

tvxareful- notify is different in that if careful-p is non-nil and the notification cannot be

printed now because of windows being locked, it returns immediately. The value is non-

nil if the notification was printed successfully.

:pr1nt-not1f 1cat1on time string window-of- interest Operation on windows

The system invokes this operation on the selected window to ask it to make a notification.

time will be a time to mention in the notification, string is the text to print, window-of-

interest should be set up for the user to select in some convenient fashion, if possible.

tv:not1f1cat1on-m1x1n Flavor

This mixin causes a window to handle notifications which happen while it is selected by

printing them out on the window itself, if the window is big enough. Lisp listeners and

typeout windows of all sorts use this mixin.

:pr1nt-not1f 1cat1on-on-se1f Operation on tv.notification- mixin

time string window-of-interest

This operation does the actual work of printing a notification on the window itself, once it

has been decided definitely to do so. It is sometimes useful for window flavors

incorporating tv:notification- mixin to redefine this.

tv:delay-not1f1cat1on-m1x1n Flavor

tv:delay- notification -mixin implements the default way of handling notifications: to make

them wait. It is a component of tv:window, and also of anything that contains tv:select-

mixin. tv:notification- mixin works by overriding it
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If a notification arrives while a window of this sort is selected, it is put on a list called

tv:pending -notifications. All that happens immediately is a beep. But the presence of a

non-nil value for this variable causes the mouse documentation line to display a message

that there are notifications waiting, with blinking asterisks at each end of the line.

As soon as a window that can print the notifications is selected, they will be printed. For

example, selecting a Lisp listener will do it. If you are in the editor, selecting the

typeout window by typing Break will do it. There is also a command, Terminal N,

which selects a window that just prints the notifications.

Alternatively, Terminal 2 N can be used to make the mouse documentation line go back

to its normal function. This works by transferring everything on tv:pending -notifications

onto another list, tv:deferred- notifications. These deferred notifications will still be

printed if you switch to a suitable window.

Another way a window can handle a notification is to ask some other window to do so. For

example, editor windows (zwei:zmacs-window-pane) ask the containing Zmacs frame to do the

job, and it in turn asks the echo area window to do it. This window displays the notification

itself if the notification fits.

tv:f1nd-process-1n-error
Returns a process that has got an error and is waiting, having made a notification, for a

window to be selected so the debugger can be run. If no such process is waiting, returns

nil. If there are several such processes, the most recent one to make its notification is

returned. The window the process is waiting for selection of is returned as the second

value.

tv:choose-process-1n-error

Similar to tv:find-process -in -error but asks the user about each candidate process.

When the user answers Y, that process is returned. If the user answers N to each

candidate, the value is nil. The window the process is waiting for selection of is returned

as the second value.

tv: print-notifications

Pnnts on standard -output all the notmcations that nave nappeneu in tins session.

: notice event Operation on windows

The :notice operation is used to report certain events so that flavors can redefine what to

do when they happen. The argument to :notice is an event name, a keyword.

Additional arguments are allowed but have no meaning for any of the events yet defined.

Here are the defined events:

:input

:output The window is being used for input (output) and is not exposed, and its

dcexposed input (output) action is :notify. The default action is to make a

notification and wait

:input-wait The window is being used for input and the process is waiting because no

input is available now. The default action is to adjust the vertical position

at which the next **M0RE** will happen.
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:error The window is being used for the debugger and is not exposed. The

default action is to make a notification and wait, or to get another

window if this one is too small.

The :notice operation uses :or method combination: all the methods are run until one

returns non-nil. Aside from that, the value returned is not meaningful.

13.2 Lisp Listeners

tv:11sp- listener Flavor

This flavor of window is used for the window initially selected when the system starts up,

and for windows created when you ask to create a "Lisp" window with any of the system

menu commands.

tv : 1 n 1 t 1 al -
1 1 sp- 1 1 stener Variable

The Lisp listener window that is selected when you boot.

tv:1dle-!1sp-l1stener &optional screen.

Returns a Lisp listener which is waiting for input at top level, and is the full size of the

specified screen. The screen defaults to tv:default-screen (page 13).

tv:Hsp-1nteractor Flavor

This flavor of window works just like a Lisp listener, but System L will not select this

kind of window, nor will tv:idle- lisp- listener return one.

The mixin primarily responsible for making a Lisp listener behave the way it does is

tv: listener- mixin - internal.

tv:l1stener-m1x1n-1nternal Flavor

This contains tv:process-mixin, and arranges by default for the process to be initialized

to run the Lisp top level read-eval-print loop si:lisp-top-level1.

: package 0/>?ra//o«0/7tv:listener-mixin -internal

: set-package package Operation on XvMstener- mixin -internal

Get or set the package being used by the read-eval-print loop. These work by interfacing

with some complicated code in tv: lisp -top- level 1. The value from :package can be nil.

When you set the package, either a package or a package name is acceptable.

tv:Hstener-m1x1n Flavor

This flavor inherits its entire definition from tv:listener-mixin -internal. The only

difference is that System L is defined to look for windows with this flavor, and not the

other.
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13.3 Editor Windows

zwe1:zmacs-frame
This is the flavor of the window you get when you type System E It^haTits ownprocess and can selcet any Zmacs buffer. Generally none of the edlf-spee fle op Lionsdwuld be invoked on this window; that should be left up to Ac wndowTown n^"
""oftst which scnera,iy ask - ptccss » •**

«
*«*«s

(.•execute zwei.edit-thing spec)
where spec is anything valid as the argument to ed.

zwe1:standalone-8d1tor-w1ndow „
This is a window with no panes that serves as an editor. It has a minibuffcr and tvne-in

.

wmdow that popup as its inferior when they are needed. This wTndow has no Xss
.
of its own; use the :edit operation in any proeess to do editing in the window

z«te1:standa1one-ed1tor-frani8 „
Another ktad of standalone editor window, but this one is a frame with a perLnentlvviable mode hne and typein-window or mini buffer, just as a Zmaes fram~e is

^"^^
: comtab comtab

Specifics

comtab"

ab comtab r
.
t

.. r
9npHfioc th* ™ * u . .

lmt optionfor standalone editor windowsSpec Acs the comtab to use m editing in titis frame. The default is zwei: 'standalone-

:ed1t „
Tr,.mir«, *u j- Operation on standalone editor windowsInvokes the editor command loop on this window. The End command will rTm

:1nterval-str1ng ~
Returns a sfrino <m,i™ tua • ,

Operation on editor windowsKeiurns a string giving the current text in the window.

:set-1nterval-stMng string n»~.«n„„~* ,.,_..._

Sets the text in the window to string.
-,—.< -. «*«,, ««««

: Interval _

Rpfnmc ^« ;«*. i t- i . .
Operation on editor windowsReturns the interval winch ,s being edited in the window. If the window is a Zmacsframe th1S!S the selected buffer. Standalone editor windows have til ir own nonsS

iron zsizz*
many of me cditor— ^ ** -^£2

set- Interval wterra/ n
Sets the interva. that this window is disp.aying and2^^^^
rs b:r

'

must be a zmacs buffer; "» -* wi»-«ri^s
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zwe1:pop-up-standa1one-ed1 tor-frame Flavor
A temporary window form of zwei:standalone-editor-frame.

zwe1:pop-up-standalone-ed1tor-frame Resource

&optional {superior tv:mouse-sheet)
A resource of such windows, used by the following function.

zwel
:
pop-up -edstrlng string &optional {near-mode '(:mouse)) mode-line-list min-width

min-height initial-message {comlab zwei: *standalone -comtab *)
Pops up an editor window containing string and let the user edit it. When he types End,
returns a string giving whatever he left in the editor buffer. If he types Abort, the value
is nil.

near-mode specifies how to position the window before popping it up. It is passed to

tv:expose-window-near.

mode-line-list is a list to be used to drive the mode line.

min-width and min-height are minimums for the size of the window. The window is larger

than that if string requires more space to display.

initial-message, if non-nil, is displayed in the typein window immediately after the frame
pops up.

comtab is the comtab to be used for editing.

zwel: editor-top- level Flavor
This is the flavor used by the Lisp (Edit) window which you can create with the system
menu Create option. It is a kind of Lisp listener in which both the input and the output
are recorded in an editor interval and can be edited. It is based on zwehstandalone-
editor-window.

zwe1:temporary-mode-11ne-w1ndow-w1th-borders-resource Resource

&optional {superior tv.mouse -sheet)
A resource of such windows, used by the following functions.

zwe1:temporary-mode-l1ne-w1ndow-w1th-borders Flavor
The temporary mode line window contains just a mode line and a mini buifer. It is a
way for a program to request a small piece of input while allowing the user to edit with
Zwei.

This is the flavor of window that you get in ZMail if you click right on Select in the

ZMail command menu and then click on Find File in the Select menu.

zwe1:type1n-1ine-read11ne-near-w1ndow window format-string &rcst format-args
Pops up a temporary mode line window near window, displaying its mode line by passing

format-string and format-args to format, and lets the user edit. Return terminates editing.

The user's input is returned as a string, window may be any window on the screen, or

:mouse, meaning pop up near the mouse.
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zwel :read-defaulted-pathname-near-w1ndow window prompt defaults special-type

Pops up a temporary mode line window near window, displaying the string prompt as the

mode line, and lets the user edit text which (when the user types Return) is parsed into a

pathname using defaults and special- type, window may be any window on the screen, or

:mouse, meaning pop up near the mouse.

: call -mini -buffer- near-window

Operation on zweitemporary-mode -line-window-with -borders

window function &rest args

Pops up this window near window, then uses Junction to read the input and returns the

value it returns. Junction should be an editor function which invokes the mini buffer

using zwei:edit-in-mini-buffer. The first argument to Junction is a stream reading from

the text the user edited, args are passed to Jimction as additional arguments.

13.4 Window Flavors for Other Programs

tv: peek-frame Flavor

This flavor of window is a self-contained Peck display with its own process to update it

tv:1nspect-frame Flavor

This flavor of window is a self-contained inspector with its own process to update it.

tv: 1nspeet-frame-resource &optional (superior tv:mouse-sheet) Resource

A resource of inspector frames which are created in a slightly special way so that they do

not have their own processes, but instead are to be invoked in some other process by the

function inspect.

supdup:supdup Flavor

A self-contained Supdup window with its own pair of processes to transfer data to and

from the network.

supdup: telnet Flavor

A self-contained Telnet window with its own pair of processes to transfer data to and

from the network.

supdup :supdup-w1ndows &optional (superior tv:mouse -sheet) Resource

supdup: telnet-windows &optional (superior tv:mouse -sheet) Resource

Resources of Supdup and Telnet windows, for use by the functions supdup and telnet

when operating in the mode of substituting for another window.

tv:pop-up-text-w1ndow Flavor

A temporary window, otherwise like tv:window.

tv:pop-up-text-w1ndow &optional (superior tv:mouse -sheet) Resource

A resource of such windows.
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tv:truncat1ng-pop-up-text-w1ndow Flavor

A temporary window which truncates lines of output, otherwise like tv:window.

tv:truncat1ng-pop-up-text-w1ndow-w1th-reset Flavor

Like tv:pop- up -text-window but truncates lines and resets the associated process when
deexposed. This is the kind of window that Terminal F uses to print its output, and it is

good for many similar applications.

tv:pop-up-f 1nger-window &optional {superior tv:mouse -sheet) Resource

A resource of such windows.

13.5 The Who Line

The who line is the pair of lines at the bottom of the main Lisp Machine screen which

display the current status of the machine. The first of the two lines displays documentation what

mouse clicks would do at the present time, based on the actual position of the mouse. The
second line displays the time, your login name, the current process's package and run state, and
file or net server information. The term "who line" is sometimes used to refer to this line alone.

The window system treats the who line as a separate screen, thus preventing windows on the

rest of the screen from being moved or reshaped to overlap the who line. The mouse
documentation line is displayed by a window of its own, and so is each field of the second line.

The documentation displayed by the mouse documentation line is obtained by sending the

window under the mouse a :who-line-documentation-string message (see page 120), or from

the variable tv:who-line-mouse-grabbed -documentation when the mouse is grabbed (see page

116).

tv:who-l1ne-documentat1on tor-nil

Turns the who line display of mouse documentation on or off.

The package name and run state displayed in the who line describe only one process. They
normally describe the process associated with the selected window, which is a different process if

a new window is selected. However, the who line can be fixated on a particular process,

independent of the selected window.

tv: who- Una-process Variable

The process to describe in the who line, or nil meaning to display the one associated with

the selected window. In the latter case, the :process operation on the window is used to

get the process to display.

tv:last-who-11ne-process Variable

The process most recently described in the who line, regardless of why that process was

chosen. May be nil if there was no process to describe (for example, if the who line was

supposed to describe the selected window but there was no selected window or the

window had no process).
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The user can set tv:who- line ^process using the Terminal W command (see "Operating the

Lisp Machine").

tv: who- line-clobbered

Infonns the who line that it must redisplay everything.

Recording open file streams for display:

tv:who-Hne-f1le-state-sheet
This who line window displays the status of an open stream or active network server. It

can also display the idle time if there is no stream or server.

This window is also responsible for maintaining the lists of streams and servers that could

be displayed. New streams and servers are reported to it with operations described here.

:add-stream stream update-p Operation on tv:who -line-file-sheet

Adds stream to the list of open streams recorded by the file state sheet If update-p is

non-nil, the who line field is updated immediately.

rdelete-stream stream Operation on iviwho -line-file-sheet

Removes stream from the list of streams for the who line.

: delete-all -streams Operation on i\i\who -line -file-sheet

Clears out the list of streams for the who line.

: open-streams Operation on tv:who- line -file-sheet

Returns the list of streams recorded for the who line.

When the who line describes an open file, the name to display for it is obtained with the

:string-for-wholine pathname operation. See section 22.6 of the Lisp Machine manual.

: add-server Operation on tv:who-line-file-sheet

conn contact-name process Junction

Adds a entry to the list of active network servers recorded by the file state sheet conn

should be the network connection of this server, contact-name the contact name it

responded to, process the process the server is running in.

:delete-server conn 0/?era//o«ontv:who-line-file-sheet

Removes the entry for connection conn from the list of servers for the who line. Note

that this happens automatically if the connection is broken or closed.

: delete-all -servers Operation on \v\who -line -file-sheet

Clears out the list of servers for the who line.

tv:close-all-servers &opuonal (reason "Fooonyou")

Closes the connections of all network servers, giving reason (a string) as the reason in the

CLS packet.
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tv:descp1be-serveps

Prints descriptions of all active network servers.

13.6 The Color Screen

The usual color screen on a Lisp Machine has 454. lines of 576. pixels each, and each pixel

has four bits. This allows sixteen different colors to be displayed at once. There are far more

than sixteen possible colors. A color map controls the meaning of each of the sixteen pixel values.

Each of the sixteen color map slots specifies an eight-bit red intensity, an eight-bit green intensity,

and an eight-bit blue intensity. Thus there are about 16 million different colors that can appear,

but only sixteen can be displayed at once.

col or: color-screen Variable

The screen object that represents the color screen. This object is always present whether

the machine has a color screen or not.

color: col or-ex1sts-p

t if this machine actually has a color screen.

13.6.1 Color Map Functions

color:wr1te-color-map slot r g b &optional synchronize screen

Writes the color map contents for slot, a fixnum from to 17, with the three intensities

r, g and b, all fixnums from to 377 octal.

If synchronize is non-nil, the change is delayed until the vertical retrace time, so that it

will take effect between frames, screen is the screen to operate on, in case you have more

than one. It defaults to the normal color screen.

col or: write- color-map- Immediate slot r g b &optional screen

Like color:write-color-map, but faster. It performs no synchronization at all, and is

intended for use when you have already waited for vertical retrace.

color: bit-color-map array &optional screen

Copies the contents of array, a 16 by 3 array, into the color map of screen (which

defaults to the normal color screen). This function always waits for vertical retrace to do

its work.'

color: read-color-map slot &optional screen

Returns diree values, the red, green and blue intensities from the color map from slot

slot. This docs not actually read the hardware color map, as there is no way to do that

Instead, color:write-color-map maintains a copy for this purpose.
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col or: fill -color-map r g b &optional (start-slot 1) screen

Writes multiple slots in the color map, starting with start-slot and ending with slot 17,

from r, g and b. Note that the default omits slot 0, which is normally left as black (all

three intensities zero). This function always waits for vertical retrace to do its work.

color: random-color-map &optional (startl) synchronize screen

Sets the contents of the color map to sixteen randomly chosen colors. The slots modified

are start through 17, by default omitting slot 0. synchronize is the same as in

color :write - color - map.

color: spectrum-color-map

Sets the color map to a spectrum, leaving color as black.

col or: colorize &optional (delay 4)

Sets the color map (except for slot 0) randomly over and over again, waiting delay 60ths

of a second in between.

col or: col orate &optional (delay A) (steps 1000.)

Repeatedly chooses two colors (numbers from 1 to 17) randomly and moves their color

map values gradually towards and through each other, so that ultimately the two slots

exchange colors. A delay of delay 60ths of a second elapses between exchanges.

13.6.2 Operating on Pixels

One way to draw on the color screen is to store into its screen array with as -2- reverse. The

screen array of the color screen can be obtained with tv:sheet-screen -array, and it is an array

of type art -4b. You can also use these functions:

color:clear
Fills the whole color screen with color 0.

color: rectangle jc y width height color &opuonal aluf screen

Sets the contents of a rectangle on the color screen to pixel value color, x and y are the

coordinates of the unner left comer and width and height are the size ;

aluf is an alu function to apply to each pixel, combining the specified color with the old

pixel contents to get the new contents. The default is tv:alu-seta, which ignores the old

contents. This alu function is used only on the pixels of the rectangle, "which is different

from what is done by the drawing primitives for the black and white screen; this is why

tv:alu-seta does not produce incorrect results as it normally would.

color :color-draw-Hne xl x2 yl y2 &optional (colorM) aluf screen

Sets a line from (xl ,yl) to (x2,y2) on the color screen to color color, aluf is used as in

colonrectangle.
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color : color-draw-char font char x y &optional (colorO) screen

Draws character char in font font at position (x,y) in color color, font is an ordinary

black-and-white font.

Color fonts can also be created. A color font is composed of four-bit pixels just like the color

screen. Using a color font, characters can be drawn with the normal character drawing primitives.

When this is done, each bit of the color font pixel is combined with the corresponding bit of the

screen pixel using the alu function. The alu function operates bit by bit just as it does on black-

and-white screens, and is applied to many pixels in the neighborhood of the character, so tv:alu-

seta should not be used.

col or: make-color-font bw-font &optional bit-list name-suffix

Creates a color font from black-and-white font bw-font. bit- list is a list of four numbers,

zero or one, which specifies the bits of the pixels of the color font that correspond to

ones in the original font. Pixels that are zero in the original font remain all zero in the

color font, bit- list defaults to (1 1 1 1).

The name of the resulting font is color- followed by the name of the original font,

followed by the value of name-suffix.

Windows can be created on the color screen in the ordinary manner by specifying

colorrcolor-screen as the superior. When fonts are specified for such windows, if the font

specifier names a black-and-white font, a color version of it is found or created. This color font

is created with bit list (1 1 1 1). This is done by the :parse-font -specifier method of the color

screen.

13.7 The System Menu

This section describes how to interface with and customize the system menu which pops up

when you click twice on the right mouse button.

The system menu is an instance of flavor tv:dynamic-multicolumn-momentary-window-

hacking-menu (see page 187), which means that its menu items are grouped by columns, and

each column's items come from the value of a corresponding variable which is examined each

time the menu is popped up in case more items have been added. This is to enable you to add

items to the menu and control where they go. The most common column to add to is the third

one, which lists various kinds of windows to select (somewhat like the System command), so a

special interface is provided for adding to it

tv:add-to-system-menu-programs-column name form documentation &optional after

Adds an item named name to the third column of the system menu, form is what to

execute if the user clicks on the item, and documentation is the mouse documentation

string.

after is the name of an item to add after (a string), or t to add at the top, or nil to add

at the bottom.
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tv:*system-menu-w1ndows-coluran* Variable

A menu item list which forms the first column of the system menu.

tv:*system-menu-th1s-w1ndow-column* Variable

A menu item list which forms the second column of the system menu. By convention this

is used for things that operate on the window that the mouse was pointing at when the

system menu was brought up. They are implemented with :window-op menu items.

The Select item in the system menu pops up a momentary menu with a list of windows that

the user might want to select. Not all the visible windows are included; usually a team of

windows belonging to a single program is represented by a single entry since selection among the

team is controlled by the program rather than the user. See section 3.2.1, page 35, for full

details.

The Create item in the system menu pops up a menu for the user to choose a flavor of

window to create.

tv : default-window- types- 1tem-"1 1st Variable

A menu item list that is used by the system menu Create option, and by Create in the

screen editor when operating on a screen.

In general, the screen editor can operate on the inferiors of any window. Then, the

:pane-types-alist operation on that window is used to get the item list for possible

flavors to create; see page 155. On a screen, the operation returns the value of this

variable.

13.8 Window Resources

A resource is a pool of interchangeable objects that are available to be used temporarily and

then returned to the pool (see section 5.12 of the Lisp Machine manual. Read that before you

continue here).

Resources whose objects are windows are often useful. For example, there is a resource of

windows of the right flavor to serve as "the system menu"; when you invoke "the" system menu*

a window is allocated from the resource, and it is returned to the resource's pool when it is

deactivated.

Normally one defines a resource with defresource. If the objects in the resource are

windows, it is better to use instead a different function, tv:defwindow- resource. Allocating

windows from resources, and returning them, is just like working with any oUier resources, and is

documented in the Lisp Machine manual.

All the names described in this manual as resources are defined in this way.
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tv:defwindow- resource name parameters &rest options Specialform

Defines a resource of windows, named name, parameters are parameters on which the

object can depend. Following the parameters specified is one additional parameter that is

always defined: the window's superior. When you allocate a window from the resource,

this parameter defaults to tv:mouse-sheet.

options is a list of alternating keywords and values. Neither the keywords nor the values

are evaluated at the time that tv:defwindow-resource is executed, but sometimes the

value becomes part of an expression that will be executed later (when a window is

allocated from the resource).

The allowed keywords are

:initial -copies The value is the number of windows to create in the resource when the

resource is defined. The default is one. The initial copies are made

inferiors of tv:default-screen. Creating an initial copy is just a way of

saving time the first time a window needs to be allocated from the

resource.

constructor See the definition of defresource. If it is not specified, tv.defwindow-

resource provides a default, which calls make -instance with arguments

taken from the :make-window option.

:make-window

The value should be a list of a flavor name followed by keyword

arguments. This list will be consed into a make-window form to get the

constructor for the resource.

:reusable-when

The value should be :deexposed, deactivated. If this keyword is not

specified, then windows of the resource can be allocated to requesters if

they have been explicitly returned to the pool and are not locked.

:deexposed means that any window that is not exposed is considered to

have been returned to the pool, deactivated means that any window that

is not active is considered to have been returned to the pool.

tv:w1ndow-resource-11st Variable

A list of the names of all window resources defined with tv:defwindow- resource.
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Example: the system menu is created thus:

;Resource of system menus

(defwindow-resource system-menu ()

: make-window

(dynamic -multi column -momentary -window- hacking-menu

:column-spec-list
'

(

( "Windows" * system-menu -windows -column*

:font fonts:h!12i)

("This window" *system-menu-this-window-column*

:font fonts:hll2i)
( "Programs" *system-menu-programs-co1umn*

:font fonts:hll2i))

:save-bits t)

:reusable-when :deexposed)

13.9 The Cold Load Stream

User programs that make use of the screen organization and standardization facilities provided

by the window system are frequently in a somewhat difficult position. If that interface to the

window system does not work, there seems to be no way at all to find out what is going on.

Similarly, debugging code associated with switching between windows can be difficult since there

may be no place to print debugging output at the time such code is executing.

One way to debug such problems is to use the cold load stream. This is the stream used in

constructing the initial Lisp Machine environment, before the window system itself has been

loaded. It has the advantage, that it does not attempt to interface with the rest of the window

system, or vice versa. It will never deexpose any windows or lock any locks. It types out one

character at a time, by calling the microcode directly, and has very simple-minded ideas about

end of line exceptions and more breaks.

tv: cold- load-stream Variable

The cold load stream is the value of this variable.

When the cold load stream is "waiting" for type-in, it does not actually wait; in fact, it loops

until a character appears, with scheduling turned off, blinking its own special blinker by hand.

The who line is not updated. Also, the chaosnet processes do not get to run. If the machine

stays in this state too long, all chaosnet connections will be lost

Whenever the system gets an error in the keyboard process, the scheduler or the mouse

process, the debugger uses the cold-load-stream rather than terminal -io. You also have the

option of requesting this if there is an error in a process whose terminal -io is a window that is

not exposed and cannot be exposed because of locked windows. (You will be queried, using the

cold load stream, to choose between this and a couple of other possibilities.)

When you exit from the debugger after it was using the cold load stream for one of these

reasons, it will ask you whether to "restore the screen". Normally you should say Yes; then the

screen contents will go back to what they were before the' debugger was entered.
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It is often preferable to use the cold load stream for debugging window problems even when
the normal alternatives are available. This is because the operation of the debugger using a

window for I/O may interfere with the window phenomena being debugged. Use of the cold

load stream will avoid these problems. You can request use of die cold load stream by setting

debug -io to the value of tv:cold -load -stream before you run your test. Once this has been
done, not only errors but breakon and Meta- Break as well will use the cold load stream. To
turn off use of the cold load stream for all debugger invocations, set debug -io back to nil.

You can also force trace output into the cold load stream by setting trace -output. Note that

you must not set trace-output to nil when done; you must save its original value and set it back

to that.

When the cold load stream is used because you have set one of the stream variables to it^

you do not get the chance to restore the screen. It is not so easy to define how to do that

"right" in this case; if it were done after each exit from the debugger, you would not get to see

the history of multiple entries to die debugger.

The program can invoke a break loop using the cold load stream by calling tv:kbd -use-
cold -load -stream. Type Resume to continue. Note that when the break is entered, the

package you are typing into is typed out, because the package in the who-line is not going to be
correct for this break loop.

You the user can request such a break loop by typing Terminal Call or by clicking on
Emergency Break item in the system menu. You can get your program into the debugger using

the cold load stream, without having made advance preparation, by getting a break loop in this

fashion, setting debug -io to the cold load stream, exiting, and typing Meta- Break.

Also, it is often useful to get a cold load stream break loop and call eh on various processes

or stack groups.

13.10 The Window-Based Debugger

The window-based debugger is an alternative to the usual debugger; it performs the same
functions but displays graphically rather than using sequential stream I/O. You invoke the

window-based debugger by typing Control -Meta-W while in the usual debugger. You can switch

back and forth between the two debuggers any number of times while handling a single error.

The debugger window is divided into six panes. At the bottom is a Lisp-listener-like window,
which ordinarily provides a read-cval-print loop similar to the regular keyboard debugger. More
commands are available by using the mouse in the other windows as described below.

At the top is a display of the disassembled or ground code for the currently selected stack

frame, depending on whether or not it is compiled. It has a scroll-bar, but is otherwise not

sensitive to the mouse.

Next are the args and locals windows, side by side, displaying the names and values of the

arguments to the current stack frame and its local variables; they are grayed out if there are

none. They also have scroll bars. Clicking the mouse on the name of an argument will print the

name and the value in the Lisp window. Clicking on just the value will print it in the Lisp
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window. The mouse will highlight any relevant quantity that you are pointing to.

Next is the stack window, which displays in a pseudo-list format the functions and arguments

on the stack. Clicking on a function or argument or sublists of them will cause them to be

printed in the Lisp window as in the argument or local windows. Also, clicking the mouse to the

left of a line containing a particular stack frame will make the debugger select that frame,

changing what the above three windows show.

Below this, and above the Lisp window, is the command menu for die debugger window.

The available commands are:

What error Reprints the error message for the current error, in the Lisp window.

Exit Window EH
Exits the debugger window, returning to the regular debugger.

Abort Program

Like Abort in die regular debugger.

Arglist. Asks for the name of a function, which can be typed on the keyboard, or

moused if it is on the screen. Picking an actor or a closure will ask for the

message name to that actor and print the arguments to its method for that

message. Picking a line of a stack frame from the stack window will try to align

the printout of the arguments with what value was supplied in that position in

that frame.

Edit Reads a name of a function in the same fashion as the Arglist command and

invokes the editor on that function.

Retry Attempts to restart the current frame, like the Control -Meta-R command in the

regular debugger.

Return a Value

Asks for the name of a value (which can be selected with the mouse) and returns

it from the current frame, like Control-R in the regular debugger.

Proceed Proceeds from the error. Clicking left on Proceed is like typing Resume in the

regular debugger. Clicking right on Proceed gets you a menu of available

proceed types, from which you can select one. This is equivalent to using one of

the available Super commands in the regular debugger. If proceeding asks for an

object to return, you can specify it with keyboard input or by pointing to a value

with the mouse.

Set arg Select an argument or local with the mouse and type or mouse a new value to be

substituted in.

Search Like the Control -S command, except that, the mouse can be used.

Throw Like Control -T in the regular debugger, it asks for a tag and a value and throws

there. The mouse can be used to specify the tag and value.

T

NIL Ordinarily just supply those symbols as arguments or values for other commands.

These can also be used to answer yes-or-no questions.
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14. Choice Facilities

The window system contains several facilities to allow the user to make choices. These all

work by displaying some arrangement of choices in a window. By pointing to one with the

mouse the user can select it. The details (how the choices are specified, what the user interaction

looks like, and what happens when a choice is selected) vary widely, which is why there are

several separate facilities.

Each choice facility is implemented as a family of window flavors, providing several variations

on the basic facility. For those who don't want to create their own window, each facility provides

an easy-to-use function interface that temporarily pops up a window of the appropriate flavor.

The function interfaces will be described first in each section. Following the function interfaces

there is documentation on how to create and use a window which has the facility.

This document does not cover how to modify these facilities to provide your own specialized

versions, except in the simplest ways. That is certainly a reasonable thing to want to do. In

order to do it you will need to read some of the code that implements the facility in question,

for instance to learn about window instance variables and about internal operations that you might

want to redefine or put daemons on.

Some portions of these facilities execute in the process that calls them, while other portions

execute in the mouse process. All Lisp evaluation with which the user is concerned takes place in

the user's process when using the facilities described in this document, with a very few exceptions

which are noted when they occur. Thus the user may freely use side-effects (both special variables

and *throw) and need not worry that an error in his program will interfere with mouse tracking.

14.1 Menus

A menu is an array of choices, each identified by a word or short phrase. You can select

one of the choices by moving the mouse near it, which causes it to be highlighted (a box appears

around it), and then clicking any mouse button.

What happens when you select one of the choices depends on the particular type of menu.

Typically the choices in a menu might be commands to some program or choices for what a

command should operate upon.

The system automatically chooses the arrangement of the choices and the size and shape of

the window. Naturally there are ways for the user to control this if necessary.

To see an example of a menu, click the right-hand mouse button twice, causing the system

menu to appear.
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14.1.1 Menu Items

A menu has a list of items; each item represents one of the choices offered. An item tells

the menu what to display and what to do if the user selects (clicks on) it. "What to do" specifies

both what value to return and a possible side effect.

Response to selection of an item is implemented by the :execute operation, which is always

sent in the user process (rather than the mouse process). Thus side effects occur in the

appropriate process. The returned value comes back to the user from tv:menu -choose, :choose,

or :execute depending on how the menu is used. This will be explained in detail later.

An item can take any of the following forms:

a string or a symbol

The string or symbol is both what is displayed and what is returned. There are

no side-effects.

a cons {name . atom)

name (a symbol or a string) is what to display, and atom is what to return. There

are no side-effects.

a list {name value)

name is a string or a symbol to display, and value is any arbitrary object to

return. There are no side-effects.

a list {name type arg optionl argl option! arg2...)

This is the most general form, name is a string or a symbol to display, type is a

keyword symbol specifying what to do, and arg is an argument to it. The options

are keyword symbols specifying additional features desired, and the args following

them are arguments to those options.

If nil is supplied as a menu item, it is ignored completely. It takes up no space in the menu.

A list of items is sometimes called an "item alist" since most forms of menu item look like

alist elements mapping strings into what to do about them.

The possible values of type in the most general form of menu item are:

:value arg is what to return. There are no side-effects.

:eval arg is a form to be evaluated. Its value is returned.

:funcall arg is a function of no arguments to be called. The value it returns is returned.

:no -select This item cannot be selected. Moving the mouse near it will not cause it to be

highlighted. This is useful for putting comments, headings, and blank spaces into

menus, arg is ignored, but must be present to make the item be the form that

has a type keyword in it

:kbd arg is sent to the selected window via the :force-kbd- input operation. Typically

it is either a character code, which is to be treated as if it were typed in
-

from the

keyboard, or a list (a blip), which is a command to the program (sec section 5.2,

page 52). Use of :kbd produces an effect like the effect of using a command

menu (see section 14.1.5, page 184).
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:menu arg is a new menu to choose from; it is sent a xhoose message and the result is

returned. Normally arg would be a pop-up menu. If arg is a symbol it gets

evaluated.

:menu-choose

arg is a list {label . menu- items). The car and cdr are passed as arguments to

tv:menu -choose, popping up another menu, and the result of choosing from that

menu is returned, menu- items is another list of menu items.

:buttons arg is a list of three menu items. The item actually chosen (i.e. the item to be

executed) is one of these three, depending on which mouse button was clicked.

The order in the list is (left middle right). The three menu items in the list will

be used only for execution, not for display, so it does not matter what they have

as the string to be displayed (it can be nil), and there is no point in giving them

:font or documentation keywords. These should go in the main menu item, the

one that contains the :buttons.

:window-op arg is a function of one argument. The argument is a list of three elements: the

window the mouse was in before this menu was popped-up and the x and y
coordinates of the mouse at that time. This item type is handled by the

:execute-window-op menu operation, which the flavor tv:menu does not

implement. The flavor rv:window-hacking-menu-mixin provides a method to

implement it

The menu item modifier keywords are:

:font This keyword is followed by a font or a symbol that is the name of a font. The

item is displayed in that font instead of the menu's default font

documentation

This keyword is followed by a string, which briefly describes this menu item.

When the mouse is pointing at this item, so that it is highlighted, the

documentation string will be displayed in the documentation line at the bottom of

the screen.

bindings This keyword is followed by a list of bindings to be made, suitable for passing to

the function progw (see section 3.1 of the Lisp Machine manual). These bindings

are made before evaluating, funcalling, sending a message to a window, etc. If

:buttons is used with :bindings, the :bindings must appear inside the menu item

within the :buttons to have an effect on the final result

Here are some examples of menu item lists:

Three items, that display as FOO, BAR and LOSE, and return the symbols foo, bar and

lose when chosen.

(foo bar lose)

Another way of specifying the same thing, using more general syntax:

(("FOO" : value foo)

("BAR" rvalue bar)

("LOSE" rvalue lose))
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Putting FOO in italics and adding documentation for the who line:

(("F00" rvalue foo rfont fonts:trl2i

: documentation "Choose to FOO")

("BAR" rvalue bar

rdocumentation "Request a BAR")

("LOSE" rvalue lose

: documentation "Don't win."))

Some other type keywords are used here. The value of the :choose operation will be a

keyword such as :read or :write, the value returned by the function read, or whatever the

buffer-op-menu returns.

(("File" rbuttons

((nil rvalue rread)

(nil rvalue rwrite)

(nil rmenu-choose

("File Operation"

;; Item list ofmenu obtained for click-right on File.

("Read" rvalue ;read

rdocumentation "Read a file")

("Write" rvalue ;write

rdocumentation "Write a file")

("Rename" rvalue ; rename

rdocumentation "Rename a file")

("Delete" rvalue rdelete

rdocumentation "Delete a file"))))

rdocumentation

"L: Read file. Mr Write file. R: Menu.")

;; The following makes a blank line in a one-column menu.

("" rno-select nil)

;; We assume that buffer-op-menu is a variable whose value is a menu.

("Buffer" rmenu buffer-op-menu

rdocumentation "Operate on this buffer")

("Read" rbuttons

((nil reval (read))

(nil reval (read)

rbindings ((base 10.)))

nil)

rdocumentation

"L: Read sexp. Mr Read sexp, base ten."))

Here we show the use of :bindings. This expression creates a menu item which contains a

host taken from the local variable host. When the menu item is chosen, the function hack-host

will be called with the appropriate host as the value of the special variable host -to -hack.

'(("Hack This Host" rfuncall hack-host

rbindings ((host-to-hack '.host))

rdocumentation "Do some hacks to this host."))
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tv:menu-8xecute-m1x1n Flavor
This flavor defines the :execute operation to process a menu item according to the rules

described above.

: execute item 0/>era//o«o/2tv:menu-execute-mixin
Processes item, computing and returning the "value to return" according to the rules

described above. Everything about the meaning of menu items, except as far as it affects

displaying the menu, is determined by what the .-execute operation does, so by redefining
this operation you can implement new types of menu items. The overall format must be
as described, however, because displaying the menu checks for die type :no -select and
for the .-font and documentation modifier keywords.

: execute-no- si de-effects item Operation onto:menu-execute -mixin
Processes item, computing and returning the "value to return", provided that this can be
done without side effects. If computing the value to return might possibly have side

effects (such as for item types :eval, :funcall, :kbd, window -op, :menu and :menu-
choose), the value is not computed and nil is returned.

This operation is typically used to find the item in a given item list that would return a
particular value if selected.

tv: menu- item-string item &optional item-default-font menu
Returns the string to display for item. The font to use is returned as the second value; it

defaults to item-default-font if not specified by the item, item-default-font itself defaults to

the current font of the menu as a window.

menu is the menu that item is for; it is used for interpreting font specifications in item
itself.

If you are not interested in the font, you can omit the last two arguments.

tv:window-hack1ng-menu-m1x1n Flavor

Provides for the :window-op item type by implementing the :execute-window-op
operation. This involves remembering the mouse position and the window under the

mouse at the time the menu is exposed.

14.1.2 Easy Menu Interface

tv: menu-choose item-list &optional label near-mode default-item superior

Pops up a menu and allows the user to make a choice with the mouse. When the choice
is made, the menu disappears and the chosen item is executed. The value of that item is

returned as the first value of tv:menu -choose, and the item itself is returned as the

second value.

If the user moves the mouse out of the menu and far away, the menu disappears and
tv:menu -choose returns nil.
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item-list is a list of items as described above.

label is a string to be displayed at the top of the menu, or nil (the default) to specify the

absence of a label.

near-mode is where to put the menu. It defaults to the list (:mouse) and must be an

acceptable argument to tv:expose-window-near.

default-item is the item over which the mouse should be positioned initially. This allows

the user to select that item without moving the mouse. If default-item is nil or

unspecified, the mouse is initially positioned in the center of the menu.

superior is the sheet of which the menu should be an inferior. The default is tv:mouse-

sheet, which is usually a screen.

Example:

(tv:menu-choose '(("Read" :value foo) ("Write" rvalue bar))

"Direction")

will return foo or bar (or nil if the user moves the mouse out of the menu).

tv:mouse-y-or-n-p string

Asks the user to answer Yes by clicking on a small window or No by moving the mouse

out of it. The window is a menu which displays a single item, string.

The value is t if the user clicks on the menu, or nil if he moves the mouse out of it

14.1.3 Geometry

The way a menu is displayed is described by six parameters that are collectively called its

geometry. Each of these parameters may be specified as a constraint, or may be allowed to

default based on the item list and the parameters that are constrained.
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and columns, or they can be "filled", that is, each line has as many choices as will fit with a

reasonable amount of white space in between. In columnar format, each line has the same

number of choices: the same as the number of columns. This is not true in filled format. Filled

format is specified by giving zero as the number of columns.

The geometry is represented as a list of six elements, one for each parameter.

columns The number of columns, or for filled format

rows The number of rows.

inside width The inside-width of the window, in pixels.

inside height The inside-height of the window, in pixels.

maximum width The maximum width of the window, in pixels. This parameter is meaningful

only as a constraint, since the way the menu is displayed is sufficiently
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described by its actual width. If the maximum width is constrained, the

system will prefer to choose a tall skinny shape rather than exceed it.

maximum height The maximum height of the window, in pixels. This parameter is meaningful

only as a constraint, since the way the menu is displayed is sufficiently

described by its actual height. If the maximum height is constrained, the

system will prefer to choose a short fat shape rather than exceed it.

For the first four parameters, one must distinguish between the current value and the imposed

constraint. The constraint values may be nil, meaning "do not constrain this parameter". The

current values cannot be nil.

The last two parameters exist only as constraints, and may be nil.

The actual display of a menu is based on four parameters: the number of rows, the number

of columns (or whether to use fill mode), the height and the width. Some of these may be

specified by constraints; others may be specified on a one-time basis when the menu is displayed;

the rest are chosen based on the ones already known, and on the item list

The default geometry constraints are all nil, meaning that the system can choose the size and

shape freely, based on the specified item list The default shape is an upright golden rectangle,

using columnar format with as many columns as fit in the width. Most small menus will have

only one column.

If both the height and with are specified (either precisely or indirectly) in such a way that not

all the items can fit, the menu will have a scroll bar and the user will have to scroll to see all

the items.

When the item list of a menu is changed, the display of the menu is recomputed based on

the new item list and the geometry.

The following init-plist options to a menu will initialize the geometry:

: geometry list Init optionfor tv:menu

Sets the complete geometry to list, a list of six elements. Example:

(make-instance 'tvrmenu ' :geometry (0 nil 300 nil nil 500))
makes a filled menu that is 300 pixels wide; when its item list is specified or changed it

will become as tall as necessary to display all the items as long as that does not exceed

500 pixels. Beyond that point, it will be 500 pixels high and will require the user to

scroll.

: rows n-rows Init optionfor tv:menu

Sets the number of rows.

: columns n-columns Init optionfor tv:menu

Sets the number of columns.
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: f 11 1 - p t-or-nil Init optionfor tv:menu

Specifies whether to use filled format.

: defaul t-font font Init optionfor tv:menu

Sets the default font, the font in which items which do not specify a font are displayed.

If this is not specified, it defaults to the standard font for the purpose :menu on the

screen the menu is on (see page 86).

The following operations manipulate the geometry of a menu:

: geometry Operation on tv:menu

Returns a list of six things, the menu's geometry. These are the constraints, with nil in

unspecified positions; contrast xurrent-geometry.

: current-geometry Operation o/ztvimenu

Returns a list of six things, which are the geometry corresponding to the actual current

, state of the menu.

The first four elements are actually sufficient to describe the current state. These are

never nil.

The last two elements returned are the constraint values for the maximum width and

height, since there are no current values to return. These may be nil.

Contrast this with :geometry.

: set-geometry Operation on tv:menu

&optional columns rows inside- width inside-height max- width max-height

Sets the geometry (the constraints) from the arguments. The menu may change its shape

and redisplay as a result

Note that this takes six arguments rather than a list of six things as you might expect.

This is because you frequently want to omit most of the arguments.

An explicit argument of nil means to make that aspect of the geometry unconstrained. An

omitted argument or an argument of t means to leave that aspect of the geometry the way

it is (if unconstrained, it remains so).

: f 1 11 - p Operation on tv.menu

: s e t - f 1 11 - p t-or-nil Operation on tv:basic -menu

Get or set the menu's fill mode, t if it displays in filled format rather than columnar

format. These are special cases of the :geometry/:set -geometry operations.

:set-default-font font Operation on tv:menu

Sets the default font, the font in which items that do not specify a font are displayed.

This recomputes the current display based on the constraints.
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: set-edges left top right bottom &optional option Operation on tv:menu

This operation, in addition to setting the current position and size of the menu, also

makes the specified size be a permanent constraint for the menu unless option is

temporary. In that case, the menu is redisplayed with the specified edges for now, but

if it is redisplayed again for any reason, the permanent constraints (or lack of them)

otherwise specified will re-emerge.

tv: menu- compute- geometry draw-p &optional inside-width inside-height

Computes the current display parameters from the constraints and the item list and default

font, inside-width and inside-height serve as constraints for this time only, overriding any

permanent constraints for those parameters.

If draw-p is non-nil, the menu is actually redrawn.

This function is a subroutine of various menu methods, and self must be the menu.

:m1n1mum-w1dth Operation on rv:menu

This returns the minimum width for the menu, as required to display its label. This is

used in deciding how to display the menu.

Other menu flavors can redefine this operation to force the menu to be wide enough for

some purpose.

14.1.4 Ordinary Menus

These are the basic and mixin flavors for the ordinary kinds of menus. They cannot be
instantiated themselves but are useful to know about. Other kinds of menus are discussed in later

\ sections.

tv: basic-menu Flavor

Everything else is built on this. All the operations documented here as being defined on
tv:menu are really defined by this flavor.

tv : 1 tern- 11st Instance variable of tv:basic-menu

The item list of the menu.

tv : 1 as t- 1 tem Instance variable of tv:basic-menu

The last item actually selected with a mouse click in this menu, or nil if none has been

selected yet. Used for positioning the mouse when a momentary menu pops up.

tv: current- Item Instance variable of tv:basic-menu

The item which the mouse is pointing- at, or nil.

tv:chosen-1tem Instance variable of tv:basic -menu
Set each time an item is selected, to that item. Waiting for an item to be selected is

done by setting this variable to nil and waiting for it to become non-nil.
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tv : geomat ry Instance variable of tv:basic -menu
The geometry (constraints) of the menu, a list of length 6.

tv:bas1c-momentary-menu (tv:hysteretic-window-mixin tv:basic-menu) Flavor

This is a kind of menu, often referred to as a "pop up" menu, which is only

momentarily on the screen. A :choose operation on a menu of this flavor causes it to

position itself where the mouse is. When the user selects an item in the menu, or

alternatively moves the mouse far away from the menu, the menu disappears and

deactivates, the mouse warps back to where it was when the menu appeared, and the

:choose operation returns the chosen item or nil.

These are the interesting instantiate menu flavors:

tv:menu Flavor

(basic-menu borders -mixin top-box -label- mixin basic -scroll -bar

minimum -window)

This is tv:basic-menu with borders and a label on top. The default is for there to be no

label but you can specify one with the :label init-plist option or the :set- label operation.

tv: momentary-menu Flavor

This is tv:basic -momentary-menu mixed with the right other flavors. Momentary menus

were described at the beginning of this section.

tv: momentary-menu &optional {superior tv:mouse-sheet) Resource

A resource of momentary menus.

tv: temporary-menu (tv:temporary-window-mixin tv:menu) Flavor

This is a menu that is a temporary window; that is, it saves the bits of the windows

underneath it when it is exposed. It is not a momentary menu, and therefore it does not

expose or deexpose itself automatically.

It is appropriate to use a temporary menu rather than a momentary menu when you want

to pop a menu up and make several choices from it before popping it back down, or if

you don't want to allow the user the option of choosing nothing by moving the mouse

out of the window.

tv:momentary-w1ndow-hack1ng-menu Flavor

(tv:window-hacking -menu -mixin tv:momentary-menu)

A momentary menu with the window-hacking mixin. See page 177.

tv: momentary-menu &optional (superior tv:mouse -sheet) Resource

This is a resource of momentary menus. tv:menu -choose allocates a window from this

resource.

The following operations are useful on any flavor of menu. Also listed are init options which

are useful with any flavor of menu. Operations and init options that specifically have to do with

the shape and arrangement of the menu are listed in the section on geometry (section 14.1.3, page

178).
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: 1 tern- 11st Operation on tv:menu

:set-1tem-Hst item-list Operation on tv:menu

Get or set the list of items (choices). Setting the item list recomputes the geometry and

redisplays the menu.

: 1 1em- list items but optionfor tv.menu

The item list can be set when the menu is created.

: choose Operation on tv:menu

Exposes the menu if it is not already exposed, then waits for a selection to be made with

the mouse. The selection is :execute'd and the resulting value is returned. A momentary

menu will return nil from ichoose if the mouse is moved far out of it, and in any case

will pop down before returning.

: execute item Operation on tv:menu

Given an item that was selected, performs the appropriate side-effects and returns the

appropriate value. For most kinds of menus, this operation is invoked automatically as

part of the :choose operation, but command menus (see below) require the user program

to invoke :execute explicitly if it is desired.

: move -near -window window < Operation on tv:menu

Exposes the menu above or below window, giving it the same width.

: center-around jc y Operation on tv:menu

This operation is implemented by all windows, but menus handle it a little differently.

The window is positioned so that the last item chosen appears at the specified coordinates

(in the superior), if possible. If this would cause the menu to stick outside of its

superior, it is offset slightly to keep it inside. The actual coordinates of the center of the

appropriate item are returned (you might want . to put the mouse there). Momentary

menus use this to put the menu in such a place that the mouse will be right over the last

item chosen.

:current- Item Operation on tv:menu

Gets the item the mouse is currently pointing at (nil if none). In most cases if you are

using this operation you are doing something wrong.
; " u

; chosen- Item Operation on tv:menu

set - c hos e n - 1

1

em item . Operation on tv:menu

Get or set the item that has been chosen by the mouse and is being communicated back

to the controlling process. In most cases if you are using these operations you are doing

something wrong.

1 ast- 1 tem Operation on tv:menu

set- last- Item item Operation on tv:menu

Get or set the item that was chosen by the mouse the last time this menu was used.

When a momentary menu is exposed near the mouse by the :choose operation, it will

put the mouse over this item so that it easy to choose it again.
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: co 1 umn - row- size Operation on tv:menu

Returns two values: the width of a column in bits and the height of a row in bits.

: item-cursorpos item Operation on tv:menu

Returns two values, like :read-cursorpos, giving the coordinates of the center of the

displayed representation of item. The result is nil if the item is scrolled off the display.

: Item-rectangle item Operation on tv:menu

Returns four values, the coordinates of the rectangle enclosing the displayed representation

of the specified item. The result is nil if the item is scrolled off the display. Note that

the returned coordinates are inside coordinates and that they include a 1-pixel margin

around the item.

:menu-draw Operation on tv:menu

Draws the menu's display. :menu-draw is invoked automatically by the system when

required, and should not be used in application programs. However, user-defined menu

flavors may redefine the operation or add daemons to it

:mouse-buttons-on-1tem .buttons-down-mask Operation only.menu

This operation is invoked by the mouse process when the mouse is clicked on an item. It

is completely responsible for whatever should be done in the mouse process at that time.

Its default definition is to record the chosen item and process the item type :buttons

when that is used.

The instance variable tv:current-item or the :current-item operation can be used to find

out which item the mouse is on.

The operations :scroll- position, :scroll-to and :scroll-bar-p are also defined for

communication with the scroll bar. See section 10.5.1, page 124.

14.1.5 Command Menus

tv:command-menu-m1x1n Flavor

The menus described so far are driven by the :choose operation; that is, the program

decides when it is time for the user to choose something in the menu. In some

applications it should be the user who decides when to choose something from a menu.

For example, in Peek, the user can select a new mode with the menu at any time, but

Peek cannot spend all its time waiting for the user to do this.

The command menu is designed for such applications. When an item in a command

menu is chosen, the menu puts a blip into its input buffer. The blip is a list

(:menu item button-mask menu)

which can read as an input character with the :any-tyi operation on any other window

sharing the same input buffer, item is the menu item that was clicked on, button-mask

says which mouse button was used (as in tv:mouse-last-buttons; see page 116), and

menu is the menu that was clicked on, in case you are using more than one.
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Usually a command window is part of a team of windows managed by a single process

and sharing a single input buffer. Menu clicks generate input that is read in a single

stream together with mouse clicks on the other windows and keyboard input For

example, Peek and the inspector both use command menus in this way. Once the

controlling process reads the blip, it can do (funcall menu ':execute item) if it wishes the

item to be processed in the usual way for menu items.

tv: command-menu Flavor

This is tv:command-menu-mixin mixed with tv:menu to make it instantiable.

: lo-buffer Operation on tv:command-menu
:set-1o-buffer io-bujfer 0/?m7//o« 0/2 tv:command -menu

These operations get or set the I/O buffer in which a command-menu sends stores a blip

when an item is selected.

: 1 o- buffe r io-buffer Init optionfor tv.command -menu
The input buffer to be used by a command menu is usually specified when it is created.

tv : 1o-buffop Instance variable o/tv:command-menu
This is where the input buffer is recorded.

tv:command-menu-abort-on-deexpose-m1x1n Flavor

When a command menu built on this flavor is deexposed, it automatically "clicks" on its

Abort item. In other words, the :deexpose method for this flavor searches the item list

for an item whose displayed representation is "ABORT" (case is not significant). If such

an item is found, a blip is sent to the input buffer claiming that that item was clicked on

with the Left button.

14.1.6 Dynamic Item List Menus

Dynamic item list menus dynamically recompute the item list at various times. Whenever the

program makes an explicit request to use the menu, the menu checks automatically to see whether

its item list has changed.

tv:abstract-dynamic-item-H$t-m1x1n Flavor

This mixin causes a menu to invoke the :update-item-list operation at various times.

This operation receives no arguments, and its value is ignored; it should update the item

list if appropriate.

This mixin does not define the :update-item-list operation, however. Each user of the

mixin must define this operation to update the item list as he desires.

: update - 1 1em- 11st Operation on dynamic item list menus

Sent by the system, this operation should be defined by the user to do a :set- item -list if

the item list should change.

Note that this operation may be invoked in various processes, so your definition should

use only global variables (and data structure it can find from the menu itself).
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tv : dynaml c- 1 tern- 1 1 s t-m1 x1 n Flavor

Provides for a form which is evaluated to get the menu's item list, kept in the tv:item-

list- pointer instance variable. The :update-item-list operation is defined to evaluate the

form and set the item list to the form's value.

tv: 1tem-l1st-po1nter Instance variable of tv-dynamlc-item- list -mixin

This is the form evaluated to recompute the current item list

:1tem-11st-po1nter Operation on \v:6yr\am\c- item -list -mixin

: set- Item- list-pointer form Operation on Iv.dynam'ic- item -list -mixin

Get or set the form.

:1tem-l1st-po1nter fortn Init optionfor tv:dynamic-item-list-mixin

Initializes the form.

These are menu flavors that are just combinations of this with other flavors:

tv: dynaml c-momentary-menu Flavor

A momentary menu with the dynamic item-list mixin.

tv:dynam1c-momentary-w1ndow-hack1ng-menu Flavor

A momentary menu with both the dynamic item-list mixin and the window-hacking mixin.

tv: dynamic- temporary-menu Flavor

A temporary menu with the dynamic item-list mixin.

tv: dynamic- temporary-command-menu Flavor

A command menu with the temporary and dynamic item-list mixins.

tv:dynam1c-temporary-abort-on-deexpose-command-menu Flavor

A command menu with the temporary, abort-on-deexpose, and dynamic item-list mixins.

tv:dynam1c-mu1t1column-m1x1n Flavor

This mixin, to be used with tv:abstract -dynamic -item -list -mixin, makes a menu of

several columns, in which each column's items are independently dynamically recornputeu.

The system menu is such a menu.

The columns are specified by the instance variable tvxolumn -spec- list. The value is a

list; each element specifies one column of the menu, and looks like this:

(heading item-list-fonn options...)

heading is a string to be displayed (as a :no -select item) at the top of the column, item-

list-fonn is a form to be evaluated to produce the list of items for the column. It should

have no side effects and may be evaluated in any process. The options are modifier

keywords and values, such as are found in menu items. These modifiers apply to the

column heading only. The most useful one is the :font keyword. For example, the

system menu uses this column spec list:
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(("Windows" tv:*system-menu-windows -column*
:font fonts:hll2i)

("This window" tv: *system-menu-this-window-column*
:font fonts:h!12i)

("Programs" tv:* system-menu -programs -column*
:font fonts:hll2i))

Each column's item list form is a symbol, the name of a special variable.

tv:column-spec-Hst Instance variable of t\z:6yr]am\c-m\j\t\co\umn-mix\n

This instance variable holds the column spec list

: column-spec- 11st Inii optionfor tv:dynamic-multicolumn-mixin

Initializes the column spec list

:column-spec-l 1st Operation owtv:dynamic-multicolumn-mixin

: set-col umn-spec-1 1st specs 0/?mtf/0«o/2tv:dynamic-multicolumn-mixin

Get or set the column spec list

tv:dynam1c-mult1 column-momentary-menu Flavor

This is an instantiate, momentary mixture of tv:dynamic-multicolumn-mixin.

tv:dynam1c-multicolumn-momentary-w1ndow-hack1ng-menu Flavor

Similar to the previous, but includes tv:window- hacking -menu -mixin. The system menu
is an instance of this flavor.

14.1.7 Multiple Menus

A multiple menu asks the user to select any combination of menu items rather than a single

item. The menu has a "choice box" (usually named "Do it") at the bottom in addition to its

menu items. Clicking on a menu item selects it or unselects it; the selected items are displayed

in inverse video. Clicking on the "Do it" box specifies the set of items currently selected.

The :choose operation on a multiple menu returns as its first value a list of the values of the

items selected by the user.

tv:multiple-menu-choose item-list &optional label near-mode highlighted-items superior

Pops up a menu and allows the user to choose any subset of the available items. The
user finalizes his choice by clicking on the "Do It" box at the bottom of the menu. At

this time, tv:multiple-menu-choose returns as its first value a list of the results of

executing all the chosen menu items. The second value of tv:multiple- menu -choose is t

in this case.

If the user moves the mouse out of the menu and far away, the menu disappears and

tv:menu -choose returns nil for both values. The second value enables the caller to

distinguish between a refusal to choose and choosing the empty set of items.

item-list is a list of menu items as described above, highlighted-items is a list of some of

the same items; these are the items to include, initially, in the set to be chosen. The

user can add items to the set or remove items from the set
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The elements of highlighted-items must be memq in item-list for proper functioning.

label is a string to be displayed at the top of the menu, or nil (the default) to specify the

absence of a label.

near-mode is where to put the menu. It defaults to the list (:mouse) and must be an

acceptable argument to tv.expose-window- near.

superior is the sheet of which the menu should be an inferior. The default is tv:mouse-

sheet, which is usually a screen.

Example:

(tv:multiple-menu-choose '(rice spinach water coke)

"Pick some foods" nil '(water))

might return the list (rice spinach water) if the user clicked on the entries for rice and

spinach, and did not turn off water.

(let ((items '(("Rice" :value rice)

("Spinach" :value spinach)

("Water" : value water)

("Coke" rvalue coke))))

(tv:multiple-menu-choose items "Pick some foods" '(:mouse)

(list (assoc "Water" items))))

can return the same possible values, but has a prettier display.

tv:marg1n-mult1ple-menu-inix1n Flavor

Gives a menu the ability to have multiple items selected in this manner.

tv: multiple-menu (tv:margin-multiple-menu-mixin tv:menu ...) Flavor

A menu that behaves as described above. This is a combination of tv:multiple -margin

-

menu-mixin with tv:menu.

tv:momentary-mult1ple-menu Flavor

(tv:margin-multiple-menu-mixin tv:momentary-menu ...)

A multiple menu that is also momentary.

tv:momentary-mult1ple-menu &optional (superior tv:mouse-sheet) Resource

A resource of momentary multiple menus, used by tv:multiple-menu -choose.

: add-Item item 0/?em//o«o/?tv:margin-multiple-menu-mixin

Adds item to the item list of the multiple menu, initially unhighlighted. All the existing

items remain, and remain highlighted if they already were.

:set-1tem-Hst item-list Operation on \v:margm- multiple -menu-mixin

In addition to setting the item list and redisplaying the menu, all the items start out

unhighlighted.
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: special -choices items Init optionfor tv:margin -multiple- menu -mixin

This init option is equivalent to the -.menu -margin -choices init option (which is

provided by our component flavor tv:menu-margin-choice-mixin). It is provided for

historical compatibility, items is a list of menu items that specify the choice boxes desired

and what to do if they are clicked on.

tv:menu-h1gh11ght1ng-m1x1n Flavor

Provides for some of the menu items to be highlighted with inverse video. This is

typically used with menus of "modes", where the modes currently in effect are

highlighted. The menu items corresponding to modes will typically be set up so that

when executed, they adjust the highlighting to reflect the enabling or disabling of a mode.

This flavor is used in tv:margin -multiple-menu -mixin.

tv: highUgh ted- Items Instance var/a6/eo/tv:menu-highlighting-mixin

The list of items currently highlighted.

:h1ghl1ghted-1teros Operation on tv.menu- highlighting -mixin

:set-h1ghl1ghted-1tems list Operation on tv.menu- highlighting -mixin

Get or set the list of highlighted items.

:h1ghl1ghted-1tems items Initoptionfor tv:menu -highlighting -mixin

When a menu with the menu-highlighting mixin is created, the list of items to be initially

highlighted may be specified. The default is nil.

:add-h1gh11ghted-1tem item 0/?em//o«o«tv:menu-highlighting-mixin

: remove-high! 1ghted-1tem item Operation on tv.menu- highlighting -mixin

Make item be highlighted, or make it stop being highlighted.

:h1ghl Ighted-values 0/?era//ono«tv.menu-highlighting-mixin

: set-high"! ighted-values list Operation on t\r.menu-h\Qh\\gh\\ng-m\xm

:add-h1ghl1ghted-value value Operation on Iv.menu- highlighting -mixin

: remove-high! Ighted- value value 0/?era//0«cwtv:menu-highlighting-mixin

These operations are similar to the preceding four, except that instead of referring to

items directly you refer to their values, i.e. the result of executing them. For instance if

your item list is an association list, with elements {string . symbol), these operations use

symbol. This only works for menu items that can be executed without side-effects, not

for item types :eval, :funcall, etc.

tv:menu-marg1n-cho1ce-m1x1n (tv:margin-choice-mixin) Flavor

This mixin gives a menu the ability to have choice boxes in the margin. It is used in

multiple menus.

Choice boxes appear in a single line in the bottom margin of the menu. Each one

consists of a name followed by a little square or box. Clicking on the box activates the

choice.

This flavor adapts tv:margin-choice-mixin (see page 211) for use in menus.
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:menu-marg1n-cho1ces O^ra//o«o»tv:menu-margin-choice-mixin

:set-menu-marg1n-cho1ces items 0/>era//0/?0/itv:menu-margin-choice-mixin

Get or set the list of choice box items. The items look and work just like menu items,

and clicking on one has the same effect. The difference is only in how and where they

display.

:menu-marg1n-cho1ces items Init optionfor tv:menu- margin -choice- mixin

Initializes the list of choice box items. The default value is

(("Do It"

:eval (values (funcall-self ': highlighted-values)

t)))

which provides a single choice box and implements the values returned by :tv:multiple-

menu -choose.

tv:marg1n-cho1ce-menu Flavor

An instantiate menu flavor that also allows margin choices.

tv:momentary-marg1n-cho1ce-menu Flavor

A instantiable momentary menu flavor that also allows margin choices.

14.2 Multiple Choice Facility

The multiple choice facility provides a window containing a bunch of items, one per text line,

and several choices about each item. To see an example of its use, invoke the editor command

Meta-X Kill Or Save Buffers.

For each item, there can be several yes/no choices for the user to make. There is the same

set of choices for each item (though some items may omit some choices). For example, in Kill

Or Save Buffers, there is an item (a line) for each buffer, and each line offers choices "Save",

"Kill" and "Unmod". The choices of the same kind for different items form a column, with a

heading at the top saying what that choice is for. The leftmost column contains the text naming

each item. The remaining columns contain small boxes (called choice boxes). A "no" box has a

blank center, while a "yes" box contains an "X". Pointing the mouse at a choice box and
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or "no" as appropriate for a default.

There can be constraints among the choices for an item. For example, if you want the

choices to be mutually exclusive, you can set up constraints so that clicking one choice box to

"yes" will automatically set the other choice boxes on the same line to "no".

A multiple choice window may have more lines of choices to offer than the window has lines.

In this case, the user can scroll, as the multiple choice window is a kind of text scroll window

(see chapter 16, page 219).

There are several parameters associated with a multiple-choice window:

The item-name is a string, the column heading for items. In the editor -example, it is

"Buffers".
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The item-list is a list of representations of items. Each element is a list, {item name choices),

item is any arbitrary object, such as an editor buffer, name is a string which names that object;

it will be displayed on the left on the line of the display devoted to this item, choices is a list of

keywords representing the choices the user can make for this item. Each clement of choices is

either a symbol, keyword, or a list, {keyword default). If default is present and non-nil, the

choice is initially "yes"; otherwise it is initially "no". This is how the editor initializes the "Save"

choice to be "yes" for a modified buffer.

The keyword-alist is a list defining all the choice keywords allowed. Each clement takes the

form {keyword name), keyword is a symbol, the same as in the choices field of an item-list

element, name is a string used to name that keyword, name is used as the column heading for

the associated column of choice boxes.

An element of keyword-alist can have up to four additional list elements, called implications.

These control what happens to other choices for the same item when this choice is selected by the

user. Each implication can be nil, meaning no implication, a list of choice keywords, or t

meaning all other choices. The first implication is on-positive', it specifies what other choices are

also set to "yes" when the user sets this one to "yes". The second implication is on-negative; it

specifies what other choices are set to "no" when the user sets this one to "yes". The third and

fourth implications are off-positive and off
1negative; they take effect when the user sets this choice

to "no". The default implications are nil t nil nil, respectively. In other words the default is for

the choices to be mutually exclusive.

If a keyword-alist element does not contain implications, the default implications are rplacd'ed

into it

Kill Or Save Buffers specifies the implications as

(( :save "Save" nil ( :not-modif ied) nil nil)

(:kill "Kill" nil ( :not-modif ied) nil nil)

(
:not-modified "UnMod" nil (:save :kill) nil nil)

(:compile "QC-FILE" nil nil nil nil))

so that "Unmod" cannot be chosen together with either "Save" or "Kill".

The finishing-choices are the choices to go in the bottom margin. When the user clicks on

one of these he is done. The variable tv:default-finishing -choices contains a reasonable default

for this, providing Do It and Abort choices.

14.2.1 Functional Interface

This is the easy interface to the multiple choice facility:

tv:mult1ple-choose item-name item-list keyword-alist &optional near-mode maxlines

Pops up a multiple-choice window and allows the user to make choices with the mouse.

The dimensions of the window are automatically chosen for the best presentation of the

specified choices. If there are too many choices, more than maxlines, scrolling of the

window is enabled.
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item-name, item-list, and keyword-alist are as described above, finishing-choices cannot be

specified and is always the default.

When the user clicks on one of the two finishing choices in the bottom margin (Do It and

Abort) the window disappears and tv:multiple-choose returns. If the user finishes by

choosing Abort the returned value is nil, and the second returned value is :abort. If the

user chooses Do It, the returned value is a list with one element for each item. Each

element is a list whose car is the item (that arbitrary object which the user passed in in

the item-list argument) and whose cdr is a list of the keywords for the "yes" choices

selected for that item.

near-mode tells the window where to pop up. It is a suitable argument for tv:expose-

window-near. The default is the list (:mouse). maxlines, which defaults to twenty, is

the maximum number of choices allowed before scrolling is used.

Here is an example:

(tv:mul tiple-choose "Word"

'((:eat "Eat" (:add :make-permanent))

(:drink "Drink" (rforget :make-permanent)))

*((:add "Add" nil nil nil ( :make-permanent))

(rforget "Forget" nil ( rmake-permanent) nil nil)

(: make-permanent "Make Permanent" (:add) (:forget) nil nil)))

offers the possibilities of :add or :make-permanent for :eat and the possibilities of :forget or

:make-permanent for :drink. Presumably this would be done because :drink has already been

"added" and :eat has not been.

The implications say that making permanent is incompatible with forgetting when forgetting is

possible, and requires adding when adding is possible.

The value returned might be

((:eat :add :make-permanent)

(:drink))

In this example, the items are keywords (symbols), but that is not significant. The system
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14.2.2 Flavors and Operations

These are the grubby details:

tv:basic-multiple-cho1ce Flavor

(tv:displayed- items-text -scroll -window tv:margin -choice- mixin ...)

This is the basic flavor that makes a window implement the multiple-choice facility. Like

most basic mixins, it is not itself instantiable but it does commit any window that

incorporates it to being a multiple-choice rather than any different sort of window.
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tv : Item- name Instance variable o/tv:basic- multiple-choice

The window's item name.

tv : choice-types Instance variable o/tv:basic- multiple -choice

The window's keyword alist

tv:mult1ple-cho1ce Flavor

(tv.basic-multiple-choice tv:top-box- label -mixin tv:window)

This is a reasonable window with the multiple-choice facility in it. It has borders and a

label area on top which is used for the column headings.

tv:temporary-mu1t1ple-cho1ce-w1ndow Flavor

(tv:temporary-window- mixin tv:multiple-choice)

This is a multiple-choice window which is equipped to pop up temporarily.

tv:temporary-mult1ple-cho1ce-w1ndow Resource

&optional {superior lv:mouse-sheet)

This is a resource of temporary multiple-choice windows, used by the tv:multiple-choose

function.

The following operations are provided by multiple choice windows.

:1tem-Hst item-list Init optionfor tv:basic- multiple -choice

Initializes the window's item list to item-list.

: setup Operation on tv:multiple-choice

item-name keyword-alist finishing-choices item-list &optional maxlines

This operation sets up all the various parameters of the window. Usually it is used while

the window is deexposed. The window decides what size it should be and whether all the

items will fit or scrolling is required, then draws the display into its bit-array. Thus when

the window is exposed the display will appear instantaneously.

maxlines is the maximum number of lines the window may have; if there are more items

than this only some of them will be displayed and scrolling will be enabled, maxlines

defaults to 20.

The finishing-choices are a list of choices for tv:margin-choice-mixin (see page 211).

When one of these finishing choices is clicked on, it should set the instance variable

tv:choice-value of self to either a symbol (for an abnormal exit) or a list for the

:choose operation to return.

tv : choice- val ue Instance variable o/tv:basic- multiple -choice

When the mouse process sets this non-nil, the :choose operation returns.

: choose &optional" near-mode Operation on tv:multiple-choice

Moves the window to the place specified by near-mode, which defaults to the list

(:mouse), and exposes it. Then waits for the user to make a finishing choice and returns

the window to its original activate/expose status before the- :choose. This operation

returns the same value as the function tv:multiple -choose.
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14.3 Choose-Variable-Values Facility

This facility presents the user with a display of a bunch of Lisp variables and their values.

The user may change the value of some of the variables. When the values arc to his liking he

may indicate that he is done.

The choose-variable-values window is a kind of text scroll window, so each line of the display

corresponds to one variable. The name of die variable, a colon, and the value of the variable are

displayed. Pointing the mouse at the value causes a box to appear around it. Clicking the left

mouse button at that point allows the value to be changed.

For an example of a choose-variable-values window, try the Frame option of the Split

Screen item in the system menu. ZMail profile mode is also a good example.

14.3.1 Specifying the Variables

When you use a choose-variable-values window, you must specify one or more variables with

a list of specifiers. You pass the list as an argument to tv:choose-variable-values.

Each variable has a type which controls what values it may take on, the way the value is

displayed and the way the user enters a new value. The type mechanism is extensible and is

described in detail later. The types fall into two categories, those with a small number of legal

values and those with a large or infinite number of legal values. The first kind of type displays

all the choices, with the one which is the current value of the variable in bold-face. Pointing at a

choice and clicking the mouse sets the variable to that value. Those types with a large number of

legal values display the current value. Pointing at the value and clicking the mouse allows a new

value to be entered from the keyboard. Rubbing out more characters than typed in restores the

original value instead of changing it

The variables themselves can be either symbols, which are effectively examined and set as

special variables in the calling program's process, or locatives, whose contents are examined and

set. The syntax for input and output is controlled by the binding of base, ibase, *nopoint,

prinlevel, prinlength, package, and readtable as usual.

Each line of the display is specified by an item, which can be one of the following:

a string The string is simply displayed. This is useful for putting headings and blank

separating lines into the display.

a symbol The symbol is a variable whose type is :sexp; that is, its value may be any Lisp

object. The name of the variable on the display is simply its print-name, and the

value is stored as the value of the symbol.

a list
(
variable name type args...)

This is the general form, variable is the variable whose value is being chosen. It

is either a symbol or a locative. If name is supplied it can be a string, which is

displayed as the name of the variable, or it can be nil, meaning that this line

should have no variable name, but only a value, name is optional; if it is

omitted it defaults to the print-name of variable, or to nil if variable is a locative.
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type is an optional keyword giving the type of variable; if omitted it defaults to

:sexp. args are possible additional specifications dependent on type.

It is possible to omit name and supply type since one is always a string or nil and

the other is always a non-nil symbol.

For clarification of this, refer to the examples on page 198.

14.3.2 Predefined Variable Types

The following are the types of variables supported by default, along with any args that may
be put in the item after the type keyword:

:sexp

:any The value is any Lisp expression (sometimes called an S-expression), printed with

prinl, read with read.

:princ Same as :sexp except that the value is printed with princ rather than prinl.

:string The value is a string, printed with princ, read with readline.

.•number The value is any type of number. It is printed with prinl and read with read,

but only a number is accepted as input

:number-or-nil

The value may be either a number or nil.

:date The value is a universal date-time. It is printed with time:print-universal-time

and read with readline-trim and time:parse- universal -time.

:date-or-never

The value is either a universal date-time or nil. nil is printed as "never", and a

number is printed using time:print- universal -time. Input is read with readline-

trim; if the string is not "never" it is passed to time:parse-universal-time.

:interval-or-never

The value is either nil or a number of seconds. It is printed with time:print-

interval-or-never and new values are read using time:read -interval -or -never.

character The value is a character code. It is printed as the character name (using the

~:@C format operator), and is read as a single keystroke.

:character-or-nil

Like xharacter but nil is also allowed as the value, nil displays as "none" and
can be input via the Clear Input key.

:string-list The value is a list of strings, whose printed representation for input and output

consists of the strings separated by commas and spaces.

pathname

a list (pathname defaults)

The value is a pathname (see chapter 22 of the Lisp Machine manual). It is

printed with princ and read with readline, fs:parse-pathname, and fs:merge-

pathname -defaults. If defaults is provided, it is a pathname or a defaults-alist to

pass to fs:merge-pathname-defaults. It can also be a symbol whose value
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should be used. If it is the same variable this item is setting, then each typed-in

value is merged with the previous setting.

:pathname-or-nil

Like pathname but nil is also allowed as a value. It is read and printed as a

blank line.

:pathname-list

The value is a list of pathnames. In the printed representation they are separated

by commas.

:choose values-list print-function

The value of the variable must be one of the elements of the list values-list.

Comparison is by equal rather than eq. All the choices are displayed, with the

current value in boldface. A new value is input by pointing to it with the mouse

and clicking, print-function is the function to print a value; it is optional and

defaults to princ.

:assoc values-list print-function

Like xhoose but car of each element of values-list is what to display, while cdr

is the value that goes in the variable.

:menu-alist item-list

Like xhoose, but instead of a list of values there is item-list, which is a list of

menu items (see section 14.1, page 173). The usual menu mechanisms for

specifying the suing to display, the value to return, and the mouse documentation

work with this.

:boolean The value of the variable is either t or nil. The choices are displayed as yes and

no.

:documentation doc type args...

This is not really a variable type, but goes in the place where a type would

normally be expected. The real type is type; it and its args are optional as usual.

doc is a string which is displayed in the mouse documentation line when the

mouse is pointing at this item. The default if no documentation is supplied in

this way depends on the type, and generally is something like "Click left to input

o ngw value from the kevboard."

14.3.3 Functional Interface

tv:choose-var1able-va1ues variables &rest options

This is the easy-to-use function interface to the choose-variable-values facility. It pops up

a window displaying the values of the specified variables and permits the user to alter

them. One or more choice boxes (as in the multiple-choice facility) appear in the bottom

margin of the window. When the user clicks on the Exit choice box the window

disappears and this function returns. The value returned is not meaningful; the result is

expressed in the values of the variables.

The system chooses the dimensions of the window, and enables scrolling if there are too

many variables to fit in the chosen height.
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variables is a list whose elements can be special variables or the more general items

described above. See the examples below.

options is the usual list of alternating option keywords and argument values. The

following option keywords are allowed:

:label The argument is a string that is the label to be displayed at the top of the

window. The default is "Choose Variable Values".

function The function to be called if the user changes the value of a variable. The

default is nil (no function). The use of this function is described below

(page 197).

:near-mode Where to position the window. This is a suitable argument for

tv:expose-window-near. The default is the list (:mouse).

:width Specifies how wide to make the window. This can be a number of

characters, or a string (it is made just wide enough to display that string).

The default is to make it wide enough to display the current values of all

the variables, provided that isn't too wide to fit in the superior.

:extra-width When :width is not specified, this specifies the amount of extra space to

leave after the current value of each variable of the kind that displays its

current value (rather than a menu of all possible values). This extra space

allows for changing the value to something bigger. The extra space is

specified as either a number of characters or a character string. The

default is ten characters. If :width is specified, then :extra-width is

ignored.

:margin -choices

The argument is a list of specifications for choice boxes to appear in the

bottom margin. Each element can be a string, which is the label for the

box which means "done", or a cons of a label string and a form to be

evaluated if that choice box is clicked upon. Since this form is evaluated

in the user process it can do such things as alter the values of variables or

*throw out. The default for :margin -choices is ("Exit").

:superior The argument is the window to which the pop-up choose-variable-values

window should be inferior. The default is the value of tv:mouse-sheet,

or the superior of w if near-mode is (:window w).

:reverse- video-p

The argument is used to control whether the window displays white-on-

black or black-on-white. It is used as the argument of the :set-reverse

-

video -p operation.

A choose-variable-values window optionally may have an associated Junction, which is called

whenever the user commands the window to change the value of one of the variables.

This function can implement constraints among the variables. It is called with arguments

window, variable, old-value, and new-value. The function should return nil if just the original

variable needs to be redisplayed, or t if no redisplay is required; in this case it would usually

setq several of the variables, then perform a .refresh operation on the window.
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Here are some examples of how to call tvxhoose-variable-values. The simplest sort of
thing you can do is:

(tv:choose-variable-values '(base ibase *nopoint)
'

:

label "Number format parameters")
which displays the three variables' names and values and lets the user change them. The same
example can be done with nicer formatting with:

(tv: choose -variable- values
'((base "Output Base" mumber)
(ibase "Input Base" mumber)
(*nopoint "Decimal Point"

rassoc (("Yes" .nil)
("No" . t))))

': label "Number format parameters")
The entry for *nopoint would have been simply

(nopoint "No Decimal Point" :boolean)
except that we wanted to reverse the sense of t and nil. We might even have used

(*nopoint rboolean)
if we wanted to use the name of the variable as the label rather than spelling it out

For a hokier example, consider a grocery store. Suppose we have variables *cuts-of-beef*.
*cuts-of-pork*, *cuts-of-lamb*, and * lettuce -types*, which contain lists of strings indicating

what is available, *squash-type*. which indicates whether we stock summer squash or winter

squash, and * milk -price*, which contains a floating-point number that is the current price of a
gallon of milk. Then the following expression would display the inventory and allow it to be
modified, using several different kinds of items:

(tv: choose- variable- values
'("Meat Department"

(*cuts-of-beef* "Beef" :string-l ist)

(*cuts-of-pork* "Pork" :string-list)
(*cuts-of-lamb* "Lamb" :string-list)
H It

"Produce"

(lettuce-types* "Lettuce" :string-list)
( *Sniiash-tvnfi* "Snnash" -rhnnco I "Summon" "Uin + on»M\
1 - -, -J, , ._..__w~

^ w«- w. .I..IWXI
jf f

MM

"Dairy"

(*milk-price* "Milk"

:documentation

"Click left to raise the price of milk"
mumber) ))

Note the use of strings to provide labels for the sections, and null strings to separate the sections

with blank lines.
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14.3.4 Defining Your Own Variable Type

:decode-var1able-typ9 Operation on tv:basic -choose- variable-values

kwd-and-args

The system uses this operation on a choose-variable-values window when it needs to

understand an item, kwd-and-args is a list whose car is the item's type keyword and

whose remaining elements, if any, are the arguments to that keyword. Six values are

returned; these values are described below. The default method for :decode -variable -

type looks for two properties on the keyword's property list:

tv:choose-variable-values-keyword

The value of this property is a list of the six values described below.

Unnecessary values of nil may be omitted at the end.

tvxhoose-variable -values-keyword -function

The value of this property is a function that is called with one argument,

kwd-and-args. The function must return the six values.

You may add a new variable type to the standard set by putting one of the above

properties on the keyword. You may define your own flavor of choose-variable-values

window and give it a idecode -variable -type method to make it not use the standard

variable types. This method must take care of implementing the :documentation

keyword, which can appear in an item where a variable type would normally appear.

The six magic values are:

print-function A function of two arguments, object and stream, to be used to print the value,

prinl is acceptable.

read-function A function of one argument, the stream, to be used to read a new value, read is

acceptable. If nil is specified, there is no read-function and instead new values are

specified by pointing at one choice from a list If the read-function is a symbol, it

is called inside a rubout-handler, and over-rubout will automatically leave the

variable with its original value. If read-function is a list, its car is the function,

and it will be called directly rather man inside a rubout-handler.

choices A list of the choices to be printed, or nil if just the current value is to be

printed. The choices are printed using the print-function, just as the current value

is.

print-translate If there are choices, and this function is supplied non-nil, it is given an element

of the choice list and must return the value to be printed using the print-function.

value-translate If there are choices, and this function is supplied non-nil, it is given an element

of the choice list and must return the value to be stored in the variable.

documentation A string to display in the mouse documentation line when the mouse is pointing

at this item. This string should tell the user that clicking the mouse will change

the value of this variable and give any special information (e.g. that the value

must be a number).
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Alternatively, this can be a symbol that is the name of a function. It will be

called with one argument, which is the current element of choices or the current

value of the variable if choices is nil. It should return a documentation string or

nil if the default documentation is desired. This can be useful when you want to

document the meaning of a particular choice, rather than simply saying that

clicking the mouse on this choice will select it. Note that the function should

return a constant string, rather than building one with format or other string

operations, because it will be called over and over as long as the mouse is

pointing at an item of this type. The function is called by the who-line updating

in the scheduler, not in the user process.

For example, :boolean is defined thus:

(defprop rboolean

(choose-variable-values-boolean-print nil (t nil))

choose -variable- values -keyword)

(defun choose-variable-values-boolean-print (value stream)

(funcall stream ':string-out (if value "Yes" "No")))

The type :any is defined with

(defprop :any (prinl read) tv:choose-variable-values-keyword)

14.3.5 Making Your Own Window

The function tv:choose-variable-values may not be adequate if you wish to keep the

window permanently exposed or if you wish to alter its behavior. Then you must create a

window yourself. Here are the pertinent flavors.

tv:basic-choose- variable-values Flavor

(tv:mouse-sensitive-text-scroll-window-without-click)

This is die basic flavor which makes a window implement the choose-variable-values

facility. It is not instantiate.

tv:choose-var1able-values-w1ndow Flavor

(tv:basic -choose-variable-values tv:window ...)

This is a choose-variable-values window with a reasonable set of features, including

borders, a label at the top, stream I/O, the ability to be scrolled if there are too many

variables to fit in the, window, and the ability to have choice boxes in the bottom margin.

tv: choose- variable-values-pane (tvxhoose -variable -values-window) Flavor

A tv:choose-variable-values-window designed to be a pane of a constraint frame. It

redefines the :adjustable-size-p operation to return nil always, on the assumption that

the window's size has been specified by the frame and cannot be changed except by the

frame.
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tv: temporary-choose- variable-values -window Flavor

(tv:choose-variable-values-window tv:temporary-window-mixin)

A tv:choose-variable-values-window that is equipped to pop up temporarily.

tv: temporary-choose-varl able- values-window Resource

&optional (superior tv:mouse-sheet)

This is a resource of such windows, from which tv:choose-variable-values gets a

window to use.

There are two main styles of use: to create a window giving all of the parameters in the init-

plist, or to create a window without specifying the parameters, and then use the :setup operation

(see below) to set the parameters before using the window. But in any case, you must specify the

list of variable-specifiers (see section 14.3.1, page 194) and the stack group to evaluate variables in

before you can use the window.

The following init options are available:

: var 1 abl es specifier-list Init optionfor tv:basic-choose-variable-values

Initializes the list of variable-specifiers, telling the window which variables to display and

how to read and print the values.

: function fen Init optionfor tv:basic-choose-variable-values

Initializes the associated function (see page 197), the function called when the window

changes the value of one of the variables it displays. The default is nil (no function).

tv : func 1 1 on Instance variable of tv:basic-choose-variable-values

The window's associated function.

: stack-group sg Init optionfor tv:basic-choose-variable-values

The stack group in which the variables whose values are to be chosen are bound. The

window needs to know this so that it can get the values while running in another process,

for instance the mouse process, in order to update the window display when it is

refreshed or scrolled. If you do not specify the stack group at this time, you must specify

it with the :setup operation, before you can use the window.

tv : stack-group Instance variable of tv:basic-choose-variable-values

The stack group in which variables' values should be evaluated.

: name-font font Init option for tv:basic-choose-variable-values

The font in which names of variables are displayed. The default is the system default

font

: value-font font Init optionfor tv:basic-choose-variable-values

The font in which values of variables are displayed. The default is the system default

font
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: string-font font Init optionfor tv:basic-choose-variable-values

The font in which items that are just strings (typically heading lines) are displayed. The

default is the system default font.

:unselected-cho1ce-font font Init optionfor tv:basic-choose-variable- values

The font in which choices for a value, other than the current value, are displayed. The

default is a small distinctive font

: selected-choice-font font Init optionfor tv:basic-choose-variable-values

The font in which the current value of a variable is displayed, when there is a finite set

of choices. This should be a bold-face version of the preceding font. The default is the

bold-face version of the default unselected-choice font.

:marg1n-cho1ces choice-list Init optionfor tv:choose-variable-values-window

The default is a single choice box, labeled "Done". See page 210 for the details of what

you can put here. Note that specifying nil for this option will suppress the margin-choices

entirely.

If no dimensions are specified in the init-plist, the width and height will be automatically

chosen according to the other init-plist parameters. The height is dictated by the number of

variables to be displayed. Specifying a height in the init-plist, using any of the standard

dimension-specifying init-plist options, overrides the automatic choice of height.

Choose-variable-values windows provide these operations:

: setup Operation on tv:choose-variable-values-wlndow

items label function margin-choices

Changes the list of items (variables), the window label, the constraint function, and the

choices in the bottom margin, and sets up the display. Also remembers the current stack-

group as the stack-group in which the variables are bound. If the window is not exposed

(more generally, if the :adjustable-size-p operation on the window returns non-nil), this

reshapes the window to a good size based on the specified items.

:set-var1ables Operation o«tv:choose-variable -values-window
ucrrrndi ouupuuiiai uurirzcrrteigni

Sets the list of variable-specifiers which controls the variables displayed in the window,

then redisplays the window.

Unless dont-set-height is supplied non-nil, the height of the window will be adjusted

according to the number of lines required. If more than 25. lines would be required, 25.

lines will be used and scrolling will be enabled. The :setup operation uses :set-variables

to do part of its work.

:adjustab1e-s1ze-p 0/^ra//ort o/z tv:choose-variable-values-window

If this returns non-nil, :setup will reshape the window. By default, this operation returns

non-nil when the window is decxposed.
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: appropriate-width Operation on tv:choose-variable -values-window

&optional extra-space

Returns the inside-width appropriate for this window to accommodate the current set of

variables and their current values. Use this operation after a :setup and before a

:expose, and use the result to do a :set- inside -size. The returned width will not be

larger than the maximum that will fit inside the superior.

If extra-space is supplied, it specifies the amount of extra space to leave after the current

value of each variable that displays its current value (rather than a menu of all possible

values). This extra space allows for changing the value to something bigger. The extra

space is specified as either a number of characters or a character string. The default is to

leave no extra space.

: r e d 1 s p 1 ay- var 1 ab 1 e variable Operation on tv:choose -variable -values-window

Redisplays just the value of that variable.

In the simplest mode of operation, you call the tvxhoose -variable -values function, which

takes care of creating the window and all necessary communication with it. When you make your

own choose-variable-values window, you need to handle the communication yourself, using the

information given below. An example of a situation in which this is necessary is when you have

a frame, some panes of which are choose-variable-values windows.

A choose-variable-values window handles mouse clicks by putting blips (lists) in its input

buffer. These blips are generated by the mouse process and are supposed to be read in the

controlling process. There are two types of blip, both used for specific purposes, and your

program must be able to take the appropriate actions when it reads them. The easy way for you

to do this is to call the function tv:choose-variable-values-process-message, which is

provided just for this purpose.

:1o-buffer io-buffer Init optionfor tv:choose-variable-values-window

The I/O buffer to be used for blips and for ordinary input from the window.

The following forms of list are inserted as blips into the input buffer:

(:variable-choice window item value line-no)

Indicates that the user clicked on the value of a variable, expressing the desire to

change it. The controlling process should read keyboard input as necessary and

set the variable.

(:choice-box window box)

Indicates that the user clicked on one of the choice boxes in the bottom margin.

The controlling process may wish to deexposc the window if the box was the

"Done" box.

tv:choose-var1able-valu8S-process-message window blip

This function implements the proper response to the above blips. It should be called in

the process and stack-group in which the variables being chosen are bound, window

should be the choose-variable-values window and blip should be the object read as input
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This function returns nil except in the case where blip indicates a click on a "Done"
choice box.

If blip says that the user clicked on a variable, this function reads user input from the
window as necessary and sets the variable.

If blip is a :choice-box blip, the action depends on the box in it. If the sixth element
of box is nil, which is normally the case for the "Done" box, this ainction returns t.

Otherwise, the sixth element of box is evaluated, but this function returns nil.

If blip is actually a character rather than a blip, it is ignored unless it is a Clear -screen,
in which case the choose-variable-valucs window is refreshed. Therefore, it is reasonable
to use this function with a loop like this:

(do ()

((tv: choose- variable- values -process-message
c-v-v-window
(progn

(process-wait "Choose" c-v-v-window '

-.listen)
(send c-v-v-window ' :any-tyi )) ) ))

14.3.6 User Option Facility

There is a facility, based on the choose-variable-values facility, for keeping track of options to
a program of the sort that a user would specify once and keep in his init file. Special forms are
provided for defining options, and there are functions for putting all the options into a choose-
values window so that the user can alter them, for writing the current state of the options into an
init file, and for resetting all the options to their default initial values.

define-user- opt1on-al1st name constructor documentation Specialform
Defines name a special variable whose value is a "user option alist", something which may
be used by the other functions below. This alist will keep track of all of the option
variables for a particular program.

TVlP cimr»1/»ct ncon-a ie (Aaflnn-t ,-_-._._ _^_^ +:._._-. _______._. \ __.i_.-_i. • ._ . r.— ^^^.s.u.w «ju6v *_> (uv-iimc uoci u|_/tiun-aiidi nur/it), which just aennes name.

(define-user-option-alist name constructor) specifies in addition the name of a
constructor macro to be defined, which provides a slightly different way of defining an
option variable from defvar- user-option. The form {constructor option 'default name type
args...) will define an option in this user-option-alist. The arguments are the same as the
similarly-named arguments to defvar-user-option.

A third argument may be used to specify a documentation string for the variable name.
To specify a documentation string and no constructor, give nil for die constructor.
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defvar-user-optlon Specialfonn

Defines an option and adds it to a user option list.

(defvar-user-option option default documentation

alist name type args. .
.

)

defines the special variable option to be an option in the alist, which must have been

previously defined with define-user-option -alist. The variable is declared and initialized

via (defvar option default documentation). The value of the form default is remembered

so that the variable can be reset back to it later.

type is the type of the variable for purposes of the choose-variable-values facility. It is

optional and defaults to :sexp. args, which are evaluated (at the time the definition is

done), are the arguments for the type keyword used.

name is the name of the variable to be displayed in the choose-variable-values window. If

it is omitted or nil, the default is (string -capitalize -words (get-pname option)); except

that when the first and last characters of the print-name are asterisks, they are removed.

E.g. the default name for sowq:*sunny-side-up* would be "Sunny Side Up".

Example:

(defvar-user-option preferred-radix 8

"Radix to use for files that don't specify. one."
my-program-option-al ist "Preferred radix"

:assoc '(("8" 8) ("10" 10.)))

defvar-s1te-user-opt1on Specialform

This is like defvar-user-option, except that instead of an initial value a site option

keyword is specified. Instead of a default value, you specify the name of a site option (a

keyword). . The actual default value is the value of that site option in the current site

table. Loading a new site table resets the option.

defvar-site-alist-user-optlon Specialform

Defines a user option whose possible values are controlled by site options.

(defvar-site-alist-user-option option default documentation

alist name menuralist)

defines option as a user option on alist, like dejvar-site-user-option. The type for

tv:choose-variable- values is always :menu -alist, and the list of menu items to be used

is determined from the site table according to menu-alist.

menu-alist is a symbol whose value is a menu alist, a list of menu items. These items are

the alternatives offered to the user, as in the :menu -alist type of variable. However,

each menu item specifies a site option keyword, and that alternative is available to the

user only if that site option currently has a non-nil value.

The menu item can specify the controlling site keyword using the modifier keyword :site-

keyword, as in

("Foo" rvalue :foo :si te-keyword :foo-present)

If this is not done* the menu item's value-to-return is also the site keyword.
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default is the name of a site keyword whose value specifics the default. This site option's

value is matched against each menu item, comparing it against the value of the modifier

keyword :default-site-keyword, or, if that is not present, against the menu item's site

keyword name. The first match is the default alternative. Thus Too" will be the default

alternative if the default site option's value is :foo- present.

If default is nil, then the first available menu alist item is also the default.

choose-user-options alist &rest options

Displays the values of the option variables in alist to the user and allows them to be

altered. The options arc passed along to tv:choose -variable -values. Note that alist is an

actual alist, not a symbol whose value is an alist.

reset-user-options alist

Each of the option variables in alist is reset to its default initial value.

tv:restrict-user-opt1on option restriction- type site-options... Macro

Specifics that the user option variable option is significant only if the site tables for your

site do (or, if they do not) contain one of the specified site-options.

restriction- type is either :if or :unless. If it is :if, the option should be mentioned in the

choose-variable-values window only if one of the specified site options is present in the

currently loaded site table. :unless means that the option should be offered only if none

of the specified site options is loaded.

Each option may have an :if restriction and an :unless restriction.

Elimination of options from an alist according to their restrictions is done by tv:prune-

user- option -alist, calling which is up to you.

restriction-type may also be :never. Then the option is never offered to the user to

change, but it will still be reset and written with the other options.

tv:prune-usep-opt1on-a11st alist

Returns an alist containing only some of the elements of alist, lacking those that are

suppressed by restrictions, or that offer only a single alternative. (The latter is likely to

happen with a site-menu-alist user option if a given site allows only one of the possible

alternatives.)

wr1te-user-opt1ons alist stream

For each option variable in alist whose current value is not equal to its default initial

value, a form is printed to stream that will set the variable to its current value. The form

uses login -setq so it is appropriate for putting into an init file.
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14.4 Mouse-Sensitive Type Out

The mouse-sensitive items facility is a feature somewhat related to the choice facilities

described above. It is similar in its appearance to the user, but quite different in the way it is

interfaced to by a program. Mixing tv:basic-mouse-sensitive-items into a window flavor equips

the window with mouse-handling according to the paradigm described in this section. Mouse-

sensitive items are something you use when defining your own window, rather than a complete,

stand-alone facility, and consequently do not have an "easy to use" functional interface.

For an example of mouse-sensitive items, try the C-X C-B (List Buffers) command in the

editor. Try moving the mouse over the list of buffers and clicking the right-hand button.

The word "typeout" appears here and there in the mouse-sensitive items facility for historical

reasons. Often mouse-sensitive items are typed out on top of some other display, such as an

editor buffer. However, the mouse-sensitive-item facility has nothing to do with the typeout-

window facility. At this point it would be a fairly big incompatible change to fix this.

tv:basic-mous8-sens1t1ve-1tems Flavor

Mixing this flavor into a window provides for areas of the screen which are sensitive to

the mouse. Moving the mouse into such an area highlights the area by drawing a box

around it. At this point clicking the mouse performs a user-defined operation. This flavor

is called basic because it fixes the handling of the mouse by the window; it will not work

to mix it with another flavor that expects to define some other kind of mouse handling.

However it is less basic than many basic flavors in that it does not do anything special

with the displayed image of the window.

A mouse-sensitive item has a type, which is a keyword which controls what you can do to it,

an item, which is an arbitrary Lisp object associated with it, and a rectangular area of the

window. Typically something is displayed in that area at the same time as a mouse-sensitive item

is created, using normal stream output to the window. Unlike things such as menu items, these

mouse-sensitive items are not a permanent property of the window; they are just as ephemeral as

the displayed text and go away if you clear the window or if typeout wraps around and types

over them. Of course, if you don't type out more items and text than fit in the window, and

never clear the window, then they will be permanent

Associated with each type is a set of operations that are legal to perform on items of that

type. One of these operations is selected as the default. The tv:item-type-alist instance variable

is an alist that defines these. This alist is composed of elements of the following form:

(type left-button-alternative

documentation

(string . alternative) ;A menu item

( string : v a 1 u e alternative ) ;Another menu item

menu- item. . .

)

;More ofthem

documentation is the. string to be displayed in the who line while the mouse is pointing at an item

of this type. The menu items may also have documentation strings in them, documentation may

also be a list of the form

(doc-Junction label-Junction)

where doc-function is a function that, when applied to a mouse-sensitive item, returns a

documentation string, and label-Junction is a similar function that returns a string to use as the
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menu label, to identify the item that the menu is going to apply to.

Here is part of the item type alist used in typcout windows of editor windows:

((zwei : directory zwei :directory-edit-l

"Left: Run DIRED on this directory. Right: menu of View, Edit."
("View" :value zwei : view-directory

: documentation "View this directory")
("Edit" :value zwei :directory-edi t-1

:documentation

"Run DIRED on this directory."))
(zwei :f ile zwei :f ind-defaul ted-f ile
"Left: Find file this file. Right: menu of Load, Find, Compare."
("Load" :value zwei : load-defaulted-f ile

documentation "LOAD this file.")

("Find" :value zwei :f ind-defaulted-f ile
documentation "Find file this file.")

("Compare" :value zwei :srccom-f ile

documentation
"Compare this file with the newest version."))

(zwei .-flavor-name zwei :edit-def ini tion-for-mouse
"Left: Edit definition. Right: menu of Describe, Edit." -

("Describe" :value zwei :describe-f lavor-internal
:documentation "Describe this flavor.")

("Edit" :value zwei :edit-def ini tion-for-mouse
:documentation "Edit definition.")))

When an item is clicked on with the mouse, a blip which is a list of the form

( : typeout-execute alternative item)

is placed in the window's input buffer, item is the datum supplied when the item was

constructed, whose purpose is to identify which item was clicked on, and alternative is obtained

by looking up the type of the item in the window's item-type-alist

If the item is clicked on with the left mouse button, the left-button-alternative is used in the

:typeout-execute blip. If the item is clicked on with the right button, the menu items are put

into a menu, and the user chooses one. The value returned by the xhoose operation is used as

the alternative in the :typeout-execute blip. Clicking on an item of a type that is not one of the

alternatives in the item-type-alist just beeps.

For the Load alternative on a file item in the editor, the blip might be

( : typeout-execute zwei : load-defaulted-f ile
#cfs:logical-pathname "SYS: SYS; QFCTNS LISP"d)

: Item- type-al 1st Operation o/itv:basic- mouse-sensitive- items

:set-1tem-type-a!1st Opera//o/2o«tv:basic-mouse-sensitive-items

newitem-type-alist

Return or set the item type alist of the window.
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: 1 tem-type-al 1st alist Init optionfor tv:basic-mouse-sensitive-iterns

Initializes the item type alist of the window.

tv : add-typeout-1 tern- type Specialform
The special form

(tv:add-typeout-i tem-type alist type name function

default-p documentation)

is used to declare information about a mouse-sensitive item type by adding an entry to an

alist kept in a special variable. This alist can then be put into the item-type alist of a

mouse-sensitive window, for instance using the :item-type-alist init-plist option. Note

that each possible alternative for a particular mouse-sensitive item type is defined with a

separate tv:add-typeout- item -type form; diis allows each alternative to be defined at the

place in the program where it is implemented, rather than collecting all the alternatives

into a separate table. It also allows new alternatives to be added in a modular fashion.

alist is the special variable containing the alist. You should defvar it to nil before

defining the first item type. Each program that uses mouse-sensitive items has its own
alist of item types, so that there is no conflict in the names of the types, type is the

keyword symbol for the type being defined, name is the string that names the operation

and alternative is the representation of the alternative (the object to be put in the second

element of die :typeout-execute blip), default-p is optional; if it is supplied and non-nil,

it means that diis operation is the default performed when you click the left button on an

item of this type, documentation is optional but highly recommended; it is a string that

documents what Junction does. When the user points the mouse at an item of this type,

the documentation line at the bottom of the screen will give the documentation for the

default function (reachable by the left button) and a list of the functions in the menu
(reachable by the right button). If the user clicks right, calling for a menu, then the

documentation for whichever function in the menu he points the mouse at will be

displayed.

alist, type, and function are not evaluated, name, default-p, and documentation are

evaluated

In the editor, alternative is interpreted (when a rtypeout -execute blip is read) as a

function to be called, and the tv:add-typeout- item -type form is typically placed right

before the function definition of alternative.

These are the operations used to print items on a window.

:1tem type item &rest format-args Operation on tv:bas\c -mouse-sensitive-items

A new item item of type type is printed, either by calling format with format-args, or by

princ'ing item if format-args is nil.

The mouse-sensitive area of the item is whatever space is used up by printing it, as

judged by the motion of the cursor.

The arguments item and type is not necessarily used in printing the item, but they are

used in handling a click on the item, type is used to look up a function in the item type

alist, and item is placed directly into the :typeout -execute blip.
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Example:

(send standard-output ' :item 'zwei:file pathname)

in the editor, where standard -output is a window that supports mouse-sensitive items,

will princ the value of pathname and make an item of type zwekfile whose datum is

that pathname.

:primit1ve-1tem Operation o/2tv:basic-mouse-sensitive-items

type item left top right bottom

:pr1m1t1ve-1tem-outs1de Opera//ono«tv:basic-mouse-sensitive-items

type item left top right bottom

This operation is used to define a mouse-sensitive item without printing it. (Presumably

you print it yourself, either before or after.) The type and item are used as in the :item

operation. The remaining arguments are coordinates that describe the four edges of the

mouse-sensitive rectangle.

In primitive -item, the four coordinates are relative to the inside top left corner of the

window (that is, they are cursor positions such as :read-cursorpos would return). In

:primitive-item-outside, they are relative to the outside corner of the window (like values

of the instance variables tv:cursor-x and tv:cursor-y).

:1tem-11st type list 0/?em//o«owtv:basic-mouse-sensitive-items

Several items are printed, arranged neatly in columns, one for each element of list. An
element of list can be either a string or a list {name . item). In the latter case, name

(typically a string) is printed with princ, and item is used as the datum for the item. If

the element is an atom, that atom serves both to be prine'd and used as the datum. All

the items are of type type.

:mouse-sens1t1ve-item x y Operation on U:bas\c-mouse -sensitive -items

Returns a list describing the mouse-sensitive item found at cursor position x, y in the

window, or nil if there is none there.

The list looks like this:

{type item left top right bottom)

The type and item are as specified in the :item operation and the coordinates are cursor

positions (that is, relative to the outside top left corner of the window).

14.5 Margin Choices

A window can be augmented with choice boxes (see page 190) in its bottom margin using the

flavor tv:margin-choice-mixin. These give the user a few labeled mouse-sensitive points that are

independent of anything else in the window.

Margin choices are not a complete, stand-alone choice facility and consequently do not have

an "easy to use" functional interface.

For an example of a window with margin choices (as well as choice boxes in its interior), try

the editor command Meta-X Kill or Save Buffers.
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tv:margin-choice-mixin Flavor

Puts choice boxes in the bottom margin, according to a list of choice-box descriptors

which can be specified with the :margin -choices init-plist option or the :set- margin

-

choices operation. A choice-box descriptor is a list, {name state function xl x2). It is

legal to use a longer list as a choice-box descriptor and store your own data in the

additional elements.

name is a string that labels the box. state is t if the box has an "X" in it, nil if it is

empty, xl and x2 are used internally to remember where the choices boxes are; they are

always spread out evenly in the available width.

function is a function that is called in a separate process if the user clicks on the choice

box. It receives three arguments: the choice-box descriptor for the choice box, the

"margin region" that contains the choice boxes, and the j-position of the mouse relative

to this window. You probably want to ignore the last two arguments. When function is

called, self is bound to the window, so Junction may use (declare (:self- flavor flavor)) to

access the window's instance variables. The structure access functions tv:choice-box-

name and tv:choice-box -state may be of use inside Junction (they are just more specific

names for car and cadr). If Junction changes the state of the choice box, it will need to

refresh the choice boxes by doing

(funcall (tv:margin-region-function region) 'rrefresh region)

where region is its second argument, which is why that argument is passed.

tv:margin-choice-mixin contains tv:margin-region-mixin as an included flavor; this

means approximately that tv:margin -region -mixin will appear in any combination right

after tv:margin -choice- mixin if it is not explicitly specified to appear somewhere else.

The position of tv:margin -region -mixin controls where the choice boxes appear in

relation to. the other margin items (borders, labels, etc). See chapter 11, page 129.

:margin-cho1ces choices Init optionfor tv:margin -choice- mixin

choices is a list of choice-box descriptors, described above. A line of choice-boxes will

appear in the bottom margin of the window. If choices is nil, there will be no choice

boxes and no space for them in the bottom margin; however, the window will still be

capable of accepting the :set-margin-choices operation to create a line of choice boxes

later.

: set-margin-choices choices 0/?era/zo«o«tv:margin-choice-mixin

Changes the set of margin choices according to choices, which is nil to turn them off or a

list of choice-box descriptors, described above. If the choice boxes are turned on or off,

the size of the window's bottom margin will change accordingly.

tv:marg1n-cho1ces Instance variable of Xv-margm-cholce-mixm

A list of margin choices, or nil

.

To get a menu with margin choices, it is best to use tv:menu-margin-choice-mixin (page

189), which goes to a little extra trouble to interface the margin choices to the menu.
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15. Typeout Windows

Typeout windows are a facility provided to make it easier for a program that normally displays

a single updating picture to print a stream of unrelated output from time to time.

For example, Zmacs windows normally present a continuously updated display of an editor

buffer. But some editor commands arc designed to print output, such as a directory listing from

Control -X Control -D or a list of buffers from Control -X Control -B. This output cannot

conveniently be printed on the editor window itself, since that window is set up to maintain its

standard display of an editor buffer and is no longer suitable for displaying anything else.

Instead, the output is printed on a special kind of window called a typeout window, which exists

as an inferior of the editor window. Other programs that maintain updating displays, such as the

inspector and Peck, also use typeout windows for this purpose.

A typeout window is an inferior of another window such as the editor or Peck display

window, and "grows" over its superior as output is done on it. The output starts at the top of

the typeout window, which is also the top of its superior, and proceeds downward. The typeout

window always keeps track of how far down output has proceeded, so that the superior window

can eventually find out how much of its permanent display has been clobbered by the typeout

window and therefore needs to be redisplayed. A horizontal line or "window shade" appears just

below the point of lowest output, to enable the user to separate the typeout from the remains of

the permanent display. If output to the typeout window proceeds far enough, it wraps around to

the top of the screen. Then the typeout window records that the entire superior has been

clobbered and no longer displays any horizontal line.

tv: basic- typeout-wlndow Flavor

This is the base flavor for all kinds of typeout windows. It is actually just a mixin, not

instantiate by itself.

tv:typeout-w1ndow Flavor

(tv:basic-typeout-window tv:notification- mixin tv.window)

This is the flavor normally used for actual typeout windows.

tv:typeout-w1ndow-w1th-mouse-sens1t1ve-1tems Flavor

(tv:'oasic -mouse -sensitive-items iv:iypeoui-window)

This flavor of typeout window also provides the :item operation, for including mouse-

sensitive rectangles among the typeout. See page 207.

: bottom- reached Operation on tv:basic -typeout-window

Returns the greatest .y-position clobbered by the typcout window. This is a cursor

position, relative to the typeout window. The horizontal line (typcout window border),

when enabled, appears at this position, provided it is not zero or equal to the inside

bottom of the window.

The value is nil when the typeout window is not active.
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The typeout window has an instance variable tv:bottom- reached, but this method does

not simply return the value of the instance variable.

tv:*enable-typeout-w1ndow-borders* Variable

When this variable is non-nil, a horizontal line is used to indicate the bottom of the area

used by the typeout window. No line appears when the typeout window has used its

entire area (if it has wrapped around or done a :clear- screen). When this variable is nil,

the horizontal line does not appear. The default value is t.

15.1 Activation and Deactivation

A typeout window is deactivated when not in use. Any attempt to output to it automatically

activates and exposes it because its deexposed-typeout-action is (:expose-for-typeout).

:expose-for-typeout ' 0/?era//o«0«tv:basic-typeout-window

Sent in order to prepare the typeout window to be typed out on. The typeout window

marks itself "exposed" while leaving the bits of its superior on the screen. It initializes

itself as "empty" and its bottom-reached as zero. It also finds a suitable ancestor and

makes itself that ancestor's selection substitute. In normal use, this typically causes the

typeout window to become selected.

: actl ve-p Operation on tv:basic -typeout-window

Returns non-nil if the typeout window is active, which is the case if and only if typeout

is currently visible in it.

Exposing the typeout window automatically causes it to become the selection substitute of one

of its ancestors (see section 3.3, page 37). Just which ancestor is determined according to the

situation; it is the nearest ancestor in the existing path of selection substitutes. This is the nearest

ancestor that can be used for the purpose and actually make the typeout window be selected. It

is the typeout window's direct superior only if that superior is selected. For example, if you type

Meta-X in Zmacs and then type Help, the help message will print on the main editor window's

typeout window, but that editor window is not selected (the minibuffer is). So the typeout

window will substitute for the editor frame rather than for the nonselected editor window

immediately above it

When the program wants to make the typeout go away and put back its standard display, it

must first deactivate the typeout window with the :deactivate operation.

When the typeout window is deactivated, it sends a :remove -selection -substitute message to

whichever ancestor it had decided to substitute for. As a result, if the typeout window is still that

ancestor's selection substitute, the substitute is set back to what it had been before the typeout

window was exposed. If the ancestor's substitute has been changed since then, it is left alone.

The purpose of making the typeout window a selection substitute is primarily to make its

cursor blinker blink. A typeout window by default shares the input buffer of its superior, so

which of them is selected has no effect on reading keyboard input A separate feature of typeout

windows turns the superior's blinkers off completely while the typeout is exposed.
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15.2 Superiors of Typeout Windows

To make a window possess an inferior typeout window, include the flavor tv:essential-

window-with-typeout-mixin in it. This causes a typeout window to be created and provides the

methods to handle communication with the typeout window.

tv: essential -window-w1th-typeout-m1x1n Flavor

This is the basic mixin that gives a window the ability to manage a typeout window as its

inferior.

tv:w1ndow-w1th-typeout-m1x1n Flavor

(tv:no -screen -managing -mixin tv:essential-window-with-typeout-mixin)

This is what you typically use, rather than tv:essential-window-with-typeout-mixin,
because it prevents screen management of this window's inferiors from getting in the way
of the operation of the typeout window.

tv:typeout-w1ndow Instance variable of \\r.essenWa\-window-with -typeout -mixin
This window's typeout window.

:typeout-w1ndow 0/?era//o/2o«tv:essential-window-with-typeout-mixin

Returns the value of the instance variable tv:typeout-window, which is the typeout
window associated with this window.

:typeout-w1ndow Init optionfor tv:essential-window-with-typeout-mixin

{flavor-name options...)

This init option specifies what kind of typeout window to create. The car of the value is

the name of flavor of typeout window to use, and the cdr is a list of alternating options

and values to pass to make -instance.

If the option is not specified, or is nil, no typeout window is actually created.

The tv:basic -typeout-window flavor provides for daemons and wrappers that cause the

:mouse- moves and :mouse-buttons messages to get passed either to the typeout window or to

its superior, depending on whether the typeout window has grown down to where the mouse is.

: turn -on -b11nkers-for- typeout

Operation o«tv:essential-window-with-typeout-mixin

Sent to the superior of a typeout window when the mouse moves into an area that die

typeout window is not using, this operation should make visible any blinkers Uiat are

associated with the use of the mouse. The definition actually provided by the flavor

tv.essential-window-with -typeout -mixin does nothing; this operation exists so that you
can add daemons to it.

:turn-off-bl1nkers-for-typeout

Operation on tv:essential-window- with -typeout- mixin

Sent to the superior of a typeout window when the mouse moves into the area used by
the typcout window, this operation should turn off any blinkers that were turned on by
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:tum-on-blinkers-for-typeout. The definition actually provided by the flavor

tv:essential-window-with-typeout-mixin does nothing; this operation exists so diat you
can add daemons to it

A typeout window does **M0RE** processing if and only if that is enabled for its superior.
The usual motivation for using a typeout window is that the superior is to be used for something
other than sequential output; therefore, **M0RE** processing is usually not desired on the
superior. However, it is not desirable to simply disable **M0RE** processing for the superior
because this disables it for the typeout window as well and because the user could reenable it for

both windows with Terminal M.

:more-p Operation on tv:basic -typeout-window
:set-more-p newmore-p Operation on tv.baslc -typeout-window

These operations are passed along to the superior, so that the user who types the

Terminal M command need not be aware of the distinction between the typeout window
and its superior.

tv:1ntr1nsic-no-more-m1x1n Flavor
This mixin, intended for use in superiors of typeout windows, prevents **M0RE**
processing unconditionally without saying that it is "disabled". Programs and the user can
think they can enable and disable **M0RE** processing for the window using the the

:more-p and :set-more-p operations, and the Terminal M command, but only the

typeout window is affected.

An alternative way to accomplish this is as follows:

(defmethod (my-display-window-wi th-typeout-window
rmore-exception)

(setf (tv:sheet-more-flag) 0))

15.3 Delaying Redisplay After Typeout

The typeout window superior must know how to check before redisplaying to find out
whether part of its last display has been overwritten by the typeout window and therefore must be
redisplayed. To find out how much screen height the typeout window has used, use the :bottom-
reached operation on it. ITie typeout window must also be deactivated so that more typeout,
happening after the redisplay, will work properly.

Here is an example which is how general scroll windows do this:
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(defmethod ( tv: scroll -window-with- typeout -mi xin

:before rredisplay)

(&rest ignore)

(when (funcall tv: typeout-window ':active-p)

(let ((br (min tv: screen-lines

(1+ (truncate (send tv: typeout-window
• :bottom-reached)

tvrline-height))))).

;; br is the number of lines of our display

;; that were clobbered by typeout.

(funcall tv:typeout-window ^deactivate)

(dotimes (1 br)

;; Mark lines as clobbered

(aset nil tv: screen-image 1 0)

(aset -1 tv:screen-image 1 1)

(aset -1 tv:screen-image 1 2))

;; Erase the clobbered area,

(send self ' :draw-rectangle

(tv: sheet- inside -width)

(•* br tv: line-height)

tv:alu-andca))))

The editor normally updates its display after each command. But after a command that prints

typeout, it is important not to update the permanent display right away, because that would make

the typeout disappear almost as soon as it appeared. The same consideration applies to other

programs that use typeout windows.

The convention in this situation is that after a command that has produced typeout, redisplay

should be delayed until the user types another input character. If that character is a space, it is

discarded. Otherwise, it is interpreted as a command.

The way the program should decide whether to wait before redisplaying is to invoke the

incomplete- p operation on typeout window. This reads a flag that is set whenever output is

done on the typeout window and can be cleared by the program's command loop between

commands. Thus, the flag indicates whether the typeout window was used during the last

command.

Here is a sample piece of code that illustrates this technique:
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(let ((standard-output typeout-window)

)

(do-forever

;; Clear the flag,

(send standard-output ' :make-complete)

;; Read and execute one command.

(process-command (send standard-input ':tyi))

(when (send standard-output ' : incomplete-p)

;; If this command printed some typeout,

;; delay redisplay by waiting for next input char,

(let ((ch (send standard-input *
: tyi

) )

)

(unless (eq ch #\sp)

;; Anything but Space, execute as a command.

;; Since Space is not untyi'd, it allows

;; immediate redisplay,

(send standard-input ':untyi ch))))

;; Here is where we redisplay after each command,

(unless (send standard-input *:listen)

; ; Normal redisplay must deactivate the typeout window;

;; sec the previous example.

(redisplay -normal-display))))

Note that this command loop follows the editor's practice of not redisplaying when there is input

available. As a result, when the character read is not a Space, the :untyi causes redisplay to be

prevented by the presence of input Then the same character is read again at the top of the loop

and processed as a command. If this command too prints typeout, its typeout will add on to that

already on the typeout window. If this command does not print typeout, the old typeout will be

erased after it is done.

: i ncompl ete-p Operation on tv:basic -typeout-window

Returns the window's incomplete-flag: t if the command loop should wait for the next

character before deactivating the typeout window.

tv : 1 ncompl ete-p Instance variable of tv:basic-typeout-window
The window's incomplete-flag: t if the command loop should wait for the next character

before deactivating the typeout window.

: make-compl ete Operation on tv:basic -typeout-window

Clears the incomplete-flag. The command loop can use this to clear the flag after

examining it

Certain functions such as fquery perform this operation on the I/O stream to tell the

program not to wait before redisplaying, as it normally would do. The idea is that the

fquery question is not worth preserving on the screen once the user has answered it.
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:make- Incomplete Operation o/itv:basic -typeout-window
Sets the incomplete-flag. All the standard output stream operations also do this.
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16. Text Scroll Windows

Text scroll windows provide a simple means of maintaining a display of a number of lines of

the same type with scrolling. For example, they are used by the inspector to display the slots of

a structure. (See chapter 17, page 228 for a more general kind of scroll window.)

tv: text-scroll -window Flavor

This is the base flavor for all kinds of text scroll windows. It is not instantiate by itself.

A text scroll window updates its display based on a sequence of items. Each item generates

one line of display. An item can be any Lisp object, and how it displays is controlled by how

you define the :print-item operation. For example, you could define this operation to do a

:string-out; then the items would have to be strings. By default, :print-item uses the function

prinl, so each item is a Lisp object to be printed.

: print- Item item line-no index Operation on tv.iextscroW -window

Displays item, which should be the indexih item of those currently displayed, at the

current cursor position in the window, which should be on line number line-no of the

window.

This operation is the primitive used by all other text scroll window operations to do

output of items. As defined by tv:text -scroll -window, it just does prinl of item,

ignoring the other arguments. Other flavors built on tv:text -scroll -window are expected

to redefine this operation.

In any case, no item may print out as more than one line. This is enforced by truncating

output at the margin.

16.1 Specifying the Item List

In simple use, you specify an array of items to be displayed, or a list of items (which is

converted into an array). Items are referred to sometimes by their indices in the array. A more

sophisticated technique is to specify an item generator, which is a function that simulates the

effect of a possibly very large array of items without requiring you to actually create the array.

tv : 1 terns Instance variable of tv:text-scroll -window

The array whose elements are the items to be scrolled through. The index of an item in

this array is called the index of the item. This array contains the entire set of items to be

scrolled through, not just those that are on the screen at any time.

tv : top- 1 tem Instance variable of tv:text-scroll-window

The index of the first item currently being displayed (on the first line of the window).

This is how the current scroll position is remembered.
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The flavor tv.text -scroll -window provides these operations:

: 1 terns Operation on tv:text- scroll -window

Returns the window's array of items.

: set- Items new-items Operation on \\r.\ext-scro\\ -window

Sets a new array of items, new-items may be a suitable array (it should have a fill

pointer), or a list of items (an array is made from it), or a number of items (the array is

made that long, but initially empty).

The item-generator of the window is set to nil, turning off that feature, so that the array

of items will actually be used.

: top - 1tem Operation on tv:text-scroll -window

: se t - 1op - 1 1em new-top-item Operation on tv:text- scroll-window

The top-item is the index of the item to be displayed on die first line of the window.

: number-of Items Operation on tv:text-scroll -window

Returns the number of items this window is currently scrolling through.

: number-of- Item item Operation on tiJitexi-scroU -window
Returns the item number (index) of item.

:1tem-of-number index Operation on \H\\ex\-$cro\\ -window

Returns the item at index index.

: last- Item 0/>era//ow on tv:text-scroll-window

Returns the value of the last item to be scrolled through (that is, the one whose index is

one less than the number of items).

: put- 1 tem- 1n -window item Operation ontoAeyX-scroW-window
: put- 1 as t- 1 tem- 1 n -w1 ndow Operation on tv:text-scroll -window

Scroll the window so that the specified item, or the last item, appears on the screen. The

argument item is an item value, not an index.

: de 1 ete- 1 tem index Operation on tv.text-scroll -window

Modifies the list of displayable items, removing the item at index, and updates the screen

if that index is within the portion currently displayed.

: Insert- Item index item Operation on toAqyA-scioW-window

.•append- Item item Operation on toAeyA-scroW-window

Add a new item item to the list of items to be displayed, cither at index index (before

the item currently at that. index) or at the end.

The following auxiliary operations are also defined.
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: redisplay start end Operation on tv.textscroU-window
This is the internal function that causes a :print-item message to get sent for each line in

the range start to end, which are screen line indices. It should not be redefined, but
daemons may be placed on it to note changes in the screen layout

: scrol 1 -redlspl ay new-top delta Operation on tv:text-scroll -window
This is the internal scrolling function that causes partial redisplay with bitblting and then
sends a .-redisplay message for the rest, new-top is the new tv:top-item, and delta the
number of lines actually to be scrolled. This operation should not be redefined, but
daemons may be placed on it.

The operations :scroll-bar-p, :scroll -position, :scrolf-to, and :new-scroll-position are also

defined for interface with the scroll bar. Other scrolling commands can also use them.

16.2 Bells and Whistles

Function text scroll windows provide for you to change dynamically the function used to
display items. These windows have an instance variable which holds the function to be used. The
inspector uses this feature so that each data type you can inspect can be handled in an
independent manner, with its own conventions for what an item means.

tv:funct1on-text-scpoll-w1ndow (tv.text -scroll -window) Flavor
An instantiate function text scroll window.

tv
:
pr 1 nt-function Instance variable of tv:function -text-scroll-window

This is the function to be called to display an item. See page 224 for an example of a
print function, taken from the inspector.

tv
:
pr1nt-funct1on-arg Instance variable o/tv:function -text-scroll -window

This is an additional argument to be passed to the print function. The print-function's

complete list of arguments are the item itself, the value of tv:print-function-arg, the
window, and the item number.

:pp1nt-function Junction Init optionfor tv.function -text -scroll -window
:pr1nt-funct1on-arg arg Init optionfor tv:function -text -scroll -window

Initialize the corresponding instance variable.

:pr1nt-function Operation o« tv:function -text -scroll -window
:pr1nt-funct1on-arg Operation o«tv:function -text -scroll -window
: set-pr 1 nt-function junction Operation on tv:function -text -scroll -window
:set-pr1 nt-function- arg arg Operation on tv:function -text -scroll -window

Get or set the corresponding instance variable.

: setup list Operation on tv:function -text -scroll -window
list is a list of the form
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(
print-function print-function- org

( item . .
.

)

top- item-number

label

item-generator)

As you can see, it specifies everything relevant to telling the window what items to

display and how to display them, label is passed to the :set- label operation.

It is not useful to specify both a list of items and a non-nil item-generator, since the list

of items is not used if the item-generator is non-nil.

The display is updated by this operation.

Since a text scroll window updates a display according to a fixed pattern, it is often useful for

it to have an inferior which is a typeout window, for the sake of occasional output that is not

part of the standard display (such as, the output for Help in the inspector).

tv:t*xt-scro1l-w1ndow-typeout-m1x1n (tv:window-with -typeout -mixin) Flavor

This can be added to. a flavor containing tv:text -scroll -window and provides a typeout

window. It also arranges for proper interaction with the typeout window and partial

redisplay over the area it clobbers.

:f lush-typeout Operation o«tv:text-scroll-window-typeout-mixin

If the typeout window is active, this deexposes it, and makes sure that redisplay knows

that the lines have been clobbered.

tv : text-scrol 1 -window-empty-gray-hack Flavor

This is a mixin that goes with tv:text -scroll -window. When windows of this type have

an empty array for tv:items, or an item generator that says the number of items is zero,

the interior of the window becomes gray.

This is used in some panes of the window-based debugger frame.

iu.j liciu ucucifliuia

The item generator feature is how the inspector can scroll through the elements of a large

array without having to cons up another equally large array of items.

tv: Item-generator Instance variable of Xv.texiscroW-window

The item generator function, or nil if no item generator is in use. The item generator is

a function which simulates the effect of an array of items. It overrides any explicit array

of items; the value of tv:items will still be an array, but it will not affect the display.

:1 tern-generator 0/>era/Kwi0wtv:text-scroll-window

:set-1 tern-generator new-item-generator Operation o/j tv:text- scroll -window

Get or set the window's item-generator.
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The :set-items operation sets the item generator to nil, since if you want to use an explicit

list of items, you must not want the item generator to cause them to be ignored.

The item generator function should expect its first argument to be an item generator operation

keyword. These are the keywords defined:

:number-of-items

Returns the number of items to scroll through (the equivalent of the fill pointer in

an actual array of items).

:number-of-item item

Returns the index of the specified item. If an actual array were in use, this

would be the index in the array where item is found.

:item-of-number index

Returns the item at index index. If an actual array were being used, this would

be the r/u/ex'th element of the array.

:insert-item index item

Insert a new item item, before the one at index index. If an actual array were in

use, this would be done by moving the following elements down. The item

generator need support this only if you wish to use the :insert-item or :append-

item operation on the window.

:delete-item index

Delete the item at index index. The following items move to lesser indices. The

item generator need support this only if you wish to use the :delete-item

operation on the window.

The inspector uses an item generator to display the elements of an array, so that it does not

have to create another array of items as big as the array being displayed. If / is the length of the

array's leader, then item numbers through / - 1 correspond to the leader, and item number

/ 4- / corresponds to array element / (multidimensional arrays being treated as one-dimensional).

The value of the item at item number n is just n. In other words, the virtual array of items

that the item generator simulates is an array of consecutive integers, independent of the data

being displayed. This may seem to be a weird way of doing things, but consider this: we do not

want the line for the i th element to print out as simply that element We want it to contain the

number / as well. So the item value is simply / + /, and the :print-item operation is redefined

to "print" such a number by printing / followed by the /th array element

Here is a simplified version of the item generator used by the inspector. Note that the array

whose elements are being displayed is found as (car print-function -arg), and (cadr print-

function -arg) is non-nil if the leader should be displayed. tv:print-function-arg is an instance

variable from the flavor tv:function -text-scroll -window; see page 221.
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(def select inspect-array-i tern- generator

(: number-of-i terns ()

(declare (

:

self -flavor tv: basic- inspect))

(+ (if (cadr tv:print-function-arg)

(or (array-leader-length (car tv:print-function-arg) ) 0)

0)

(array-length (car tv:print-function-arg))))

( : number-of-i tern (item)

item) ;; The item's number is the item!

( : item-of-number (number)

numb e r ) ) ;; The number's item is the number!

: insert-item and :delete-item are not supported, since the inspector does not try to insert or

delete items.

The inspector uses a tv:function -text-scroll -window (see page 221) so :print-object is

handled by calling a dynamically changeable print-function. Here is a simplified version of the

print-function used by the inspector when displaying an array,

(defun inspect-array-printer

( item arg window

&aux (array (car arg))

(leader -length-to-mention

(or (and (cadr arg) (array-leader-length array)) 0)))

;; arg is the value of tv:print-function-arg.

;; (car arg) is the array.

;; (cadr arg) is t to display the leader.

;; item is a number, as described above,

(cond ((< item leader-length-to-mention)

(format window "Leader ~D" item)

(format window ":~12T ")

(tv: print- item- concisely

(array-leader array item) window))

(t

(let ((item (- item leader-length-to-mention))

(rank (array-rank array))

indices)

(or (= rank 1)

(setq indices

(array-indices-from-index array item)))

(format window "El t ~D"

(if (= rank 1) item indices))

(format window ":~9T ")

(tv: print- item-concisely

(ar-1-force obj item) window)))))
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16.4 Mouse Sensitive Text Scroll Windows

tv: mouse-sensitive- text- scroll -window Flavor

Windows of this flavor allow the lines to contain mouse-sensitive items just like those of

tv:basic- mouse -sensitive -items (see page 207) though the implementation is different.

Note that the word "item" in "mouse-sensitive item" is completely unrelated in meaning

to the items of the text scroll window itself.

: 1 tern Operation on tv:mouse-sensitive-text -scroll -window

type item &rest format-args

All output to text scroll windows is done with the :print-item operation, which is

responsible for printing a single item. This operation can include mouse-sensitive items in

the output by using the :item operation, which is compatible with that of tv:basic-

mouse-sensitive-items (see page 209).

Note that the item argument here is the datum to identify the mouse-sensitive item, not

the text scroll window item being displayed on this line.

The :item -list and primitive -item operations are not provided, since in this context they are

not really useful.

: 1 teml Operation on tv:mouse-sensitive-text-scroll-window

item type print-function &rest args

This is another way of outputting a mouse-sensitive item, item and type have the same

meanings as for the :item operation, but the output is done by calling print-function with

item, the window, and the elements of args as arguments.

The :item operation used to do this, but it was changed for compatibility, and the old

functionality renamed to :item1 .

In a typical tv:basic-mouse-sensitive-items window, mouse-sensitive items are output on

specific occasions, and only because they are supposed to be present and mouse-sensitive at that

time. In a text scroll window, typically a single display is maintained at all times, but the parts

that should be sensitive to the mouse may need to depend on other things. For example, in the

inspector, normally the values of slots are sensitive, but when you are specifying a slot to store

into, the names of the slots are sensitive instead.

tv:sens1t1ve-1 tem- types Instance variable of tv:mouse-sensitive -text-scroll -window

The list of sensitive item types. A mouse sensitive item is sensitive to the mouse if its

type (as specified in the :item operation) is a member of this list.

t can also be used instead of a list; then all mouse sensitive items actually are sensitive, t

is the default value, so that this feature does not get in the way if you do not*use it.
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: sens 1 11 ve- 1 tern- types Operation on tv:mouse-sensitive-text-scroll-window

: set-sensitive- Item-types Operation on \v\mouse -sensitive -text -scroll-window

new- item-types

Get or set the list of sensitive item types.

: sensitive- Item- types Init optionfor tv:mouse-sensitive-text-scroll -window

item-types

Initializes the set of sensitive item types.

The inspector's print function shown in the previous section really does its output using the

:item1 operation so that the output becomes mouse-sensitive. Here is the real code for the cond-

clausc that handles leader elements:

((< item leader-length-to-mention)

(funcall window ' :iteml item 'leader-slot

#'( lambda (item window)

(format window "Leader ~D" item)))

(format window ":~12T ")

(funcall window ' :iteml (array-leader array item)
' rvalue #'tv: print- item-concisely))

leader- slot and :value are item types which the inspector makes mouse sensitive at various times.

When the mouse is clicked on a mouse sensitive item, a blip is placed in the window's input

buffer. The blip looks like

{type item window mouse-character)

type is the item type, such as leader- slot or :value, and item is the actual item value specified in

the :item or :item1 operation, window is the text scroll window itself. (This is how the inspector

can tell which inspect pane you click on.) mouse-character is a character whose %%kbd-mouse bit

is 1. It tells the program which button was clicked.

tv:11ne-area-text-scro1l-m1x1n Flavor

This mixin, when added to tv:text- scroll -window, creates a "line area" near the left

edge where the mouse cursor changes to a rightward arrow and a click means something

different. The line area is an additional part of the left margin and does not overlap the

space used for displaying the items.

You must also include the flavor tv:margin- region -mixin in the flavor combination you

instantiate.

A mouse click in the line area puts a blip into the input buffer that looks like this:

(: line- area item window button-mask)

button-mask is a mask of bits corresponding to mouse buttons; see tv:mouse-last-

buttons, page 116, for how to interpret it.

:11ne-area-w1dth number Init optionfor tv:line-area-text-scroll-mixin

Specifies the width of the line area in pixels as number.
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:"l1ne-area-mouse-documentat1on 0^ra//o/io/itv:line-area-text-scroll-mixin

This operation should return a string to display in the mouse documentation line while the

cursor is in the line area.

tv:11ne-area-mouse-sens1t1ve-text-scrol"l-m1x1n Flavor

This flavor should be used instead of tv:line-area-text-scroll-mixin if tv:mouse-

sensitive-text-scroll -window is in use.

tv:current-1tem-m1x1n Flavor

This flavor, when added to tv:line-area-text-scroll-mixin, identifies one of the items

with an arrow in the line-area.

tv:curr9nt-1tem Instance variable of tv:current-item-mixin

The item to be marked with an arrow, or nil if none. An arrow will mark this item if it

is on the screen, no matter where it scrolls to.

: current-1tem Opera/ran on tv:currenHtem -mixta

:set-current-1tem item Qpera/w«o/itv:current-item-mixin

Get or set the value of tv:current-item.

These flavors are part of the implementation of tv:mouse-sensitive-text-scroll-window.

tv:mouse-sens1t1ve-text-scroll-w1ndow-w1thout-cl1ck Flavor

This is a component of tv:mouse-sensitive-text-scroll-window that provides everything

but the :mouse -click method. Since this operation uses :or method-combination, it is not

possible to override a method once it is present

tv:d1splayed-1tems-text-scroll -window Flavor

This flavor records additional information about the items that are actually displayed. It

provides an instance variable, tv:displayed -items, which is an array indexed by line

number. In this array, the :print-item operation can store any relevant information about

what was displayed on the line.

The meaning of elements of the array is not defined by this flavor. The -.print -item

operation is responsible for storing whatever information is useful into the appropriate slot

of the array. However, this flavor does move elements of the array when scrolling is

done, and set them to nil when parts of the window are cleared, or when they are about

to be redisplayed.

This flavor is essentially a subroutine of tv:mouse -sensitive -text -scroll -window, which

uses each element of tv:displayed- items to hold information on the mouse-sensitive items

for the line.

tv :d1sp1 ayed-1 terns Instance variable o/tvidisplayed-items-text-scroH-window

The array of information about lines on the screen.

Despite all this hair, no window yet devised is as mouse-sensitive as my mother.
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17. General Scroll Windows

General scroll windows are used to put up a continuously-maintained display of items, each

of which can vary in size. They are used by Peek. General scroll windows (from now on called

simply scroll windows) are not a generalization or a building block of text scroll windows, but

rather an independent facility.

The scroll window's display is made up of items. These items are not the same as items in

text scroll windows; the same term is used because they fit in a similar place in the scheme of

things.

An item in a scroll window always occupies an enure line or several entire lines. An item can

be composed of sub-items which are juxtaposed vertically, each sub-item occupying and filling up

some number of lines. The sub-items can in turn be composed of more items. New sub-items

can be dynamically added or deleted at any level, and the display is updated automatically to

match by moving lines around on the screen.

Eventually this process of subdivision must come to an end, with lowest-level items made up

of entries, which are juxtaposed in a horizontal sequence.

An entry displays a single string or quantity, updating its display if the value changes. The

entry must record how to obtain a value to display, how to tell when the value has changed since

the screen was updated, and how to output the new value. A single entry can wrap around at

the right margin just like ordinary output. Entries can be added to and removed from an item

dynamically.

In Peek's Active Processes display, there is a single item that displays the entire set of

processes. It is composed of sub-items, one for each process. If a new process appears, a new

sub-item is created to display it. The sub-item for a single process is a lowest-level item. Each of

the things displayed about a process—its name, its run state, its priority, its percentage use of the

cpu—is displayed by a single entry in that item.

The line of column headings at the top of the display is also a lowest-level item; its entries

disnlav constant strings.

Every character displayed on a scroll window comes from an entry. The items serve only to

group entries, and to control the automatic insertion and deletion of entries.

Entries can be either fixed or variable width. A variable width entry takes up as much space

as is needed to print its data; this can change when the window is redisplayed. When that

happens, the remaining entries in the item all have to move left or right. A fixed width entry

specifies an amount of horizontal space and always occupies that much space. As a result, it can

be redisplayed without redisplaying the rest of the item afterward. The entries used in the Active

Processes display arc all fixed-width so that they will line up in columns

Note: if the entry specifies a fixed width and the printing of its contents goes past that

width, the window redisplay algorithm will be confused.
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The data structure that represents an item is either a list or an array. If it is a list, its cdr is

a list of component items, and its car contains information on how to update the list (add or

remove component items). Then the item is displayed simply as the concatenation of its

components. If it is an array, then it is a lowest-level single-line item, and the elements of the

array represent entries on the line. The array also has leader slots whose meanings are described

below.

17.1 Specifying Items and Entries

You do not generally create an array item or an entry yourself. They are made by calling the

function tv:scroll- parse -item, which is given a descriptive data structure made out of lists.

Examples of its use are at the end of this section.

The arguments to tv:scroll- parse-item are entry descriptors, each of which specifies how to

create one entry. The entries thus specified all go together into one item.

Here are the possible kinds of entry descriptors:

a string string

a list ( :str ing string [width])

The entry is displayed by printing string. A string entry never varies, since it

always displays precisely the specified string, and is always fixed width. The width

can be specified as a means of controlling the position of the following entry;

otherwise, the actual width needed to print the string is the width of the item.

Example: either (:string "Foobar" 10.) or "Foobar " specifies an entry that

prints as Foobar followed by 4 spaces.

a list (:symeval symbol [width-or nil] [fonnat-string])

The entry is displayed by printing the value of symbol, by passing it to format

together with format-string. If fonnat-string is omitted, the value is printed with

princ. This type of entry is automatically updated when the value of symbol

changes,

width-or-nil may be a number of pixels, to specify a fixed-width entry, or nil to

specify a variable-width entry.

Example:

(rsymeval base nil " ~D. ")

specifies an entry that prints the value of base in decimal with a following period

and a space in front and in back. It is variable-width so the space it takes up is

three plus however many digits are needed to print the value of base.

a list (function function list-of-args [width-or-nil] [format-string])

The value to display is obtained by applying Junction to list-of-args. If this value

has changed since the last time it was checked, it is displayed by passing it to

format together with format-string. If format-string is nil, the value is simply

prine'd.
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width-or-nil may be a number of pixels, to specify a fixed-width entry, or nil to

specify a variable-width entry.

Example:

'(: function si
:
process -quantum- remaining

( .process) 5. ("~4D//"))
is an expression that creates an entry descriptor which specifies an entry that will

call si:process-quantum-remaining on some process and print the result in

decimal, followed by a slash, in a field 5 characters wide.

an interpreted function (lambda ...)

an interpreted function (named -lambda ...)

a compiled function

An entry descriptor which is either a compiled function (a FEF) or a list starting

with lambda or named -lambda is considered a function. It is treated as an
abbreviation for (function function), which specifies no arguments, variable width,

and no format string (the value is printed with princ).

a list (:value index [width- or- nil\ [format-string])

The value to be displayed is found at index in the window's value-array.

Two other keywords can be used in an entry descriptor to make the entry mouse sensitive.

They can be used only in scroll windows which have tv:essential -scroll -mouse-mixin (see

section 17.6, page 238). To use these keywords, first you construct an entry descriptor to specify

how the entry should print, according to the preceding table. Then you add one of these

keywords and a value to go with it at the front of the list. The mouse keyword gives the entry

mouse sensitivity but has no effect on how the entry appears on the screen.

:mouse The keyword :mouse is used in an entry descriptor that looks like

(: mouse mouse-data . another-entry-descriptor)

Such an entry descriptor is handled by creating an entry from another-entry-

descriptor, and then modifying it by recording mouse-data as the mouse sensitivity

of the entry. The resulting entry will print according to another-entry-descriptor

but will be mouse sensitive as well.

:mouse-item The keyword :mouse is used in an entry descriptor that looks like

(: mouse -item mouse-data . another-entry-descriptor)

:mouse-item is like :mouse except that the symbol tv:item is replaced throughout

mouse-data with item, the item this entry is going to become part of. mouse-data

better be a list.

There is no way to cause the entry itself to be inserted into its own mouse
sensitivity datum because this is not useful when scroll windows are used in the

intended manner.

tv:scro"Il-par*S8-1tem test keyword- args- and- entry- descriptors

Creates and returns an array item containing entries constructed according to keyword-args-

and-entry-descriptors.
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keyword-args-and-entry-descriptors begins optionally with some alternating keywords and

values. They are followed by entry descriptors, one for each entry you want in the item.

The keywords and values at the beginning specify information that applies to the item as

a whole. Keywords and entry descriptors are distinguished by the fact that an entry

•descriptor is never a symbol.

The keywords defined are

•mouse The value is stored as the mouse-sensitivity of the entire item. This is

meaningful only if the window flavor includes tv.essential -scroll-mouse-

mixin (see section 17.6, page 238).

mouse-self The value is stored as the mouse-sensitivity of the entire item, but first

the symbol self is replaced wherever it appears by the item itself (the

array that this function is constructing). This is meaningful only if the

window flavor includes tv:essential-scroll-mouse-mixin (see section 17.6,

page 238).

leader This keyword requests extra slots to be allocated in the array leader of the

item array. It is either a number, the number of extra slots desired, or a

list, whose length is the number of extra slots and whose contents are

used to initialize them.

tv: scroll -1nterpret-entry entry-descriptor item

Creates and returns an entry according to entry-descriptor for use in the array item item.

You do not normally call this function yourself; it is used as a subroutine of tv:scroll-

parse-item.

tvscroll-str1ng-1tem-w1th-embedded-newl1nes string

Returns an item that will display the string string. This item is composed of one item for

each line making up string.

Here is an example taken from Peek; it makes the item for a process (the value of process)

in Active Processes mode. The entries that use the process as a function work because the process

is a flavor object; the argument given to the process is a flavor operation. Note that tv:peek-

process-menu is a function in Peek which asks for a choice with a momentary menu,

(tv: scroll -parse- item

;; The first entry is mouse-sensitive.

' ( :mouse-item

(nil :eval (peek-process-menu ', process 'item 0)

:documentation

"Menu of useful things to do to this process.")

:string .(process-name process) 30.)

'(:function ,r peek-whostate ,
(neons process) 25.)

'(:function .process (:priority) 5. ("~D."))

* (:function .process (
:quantum-remaining) 5. ("~4D//"))

more entries... )
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17.2 Using a Scroll Window

tv: basic-scroll -window Flavor

All flavors of scroll window are built on this flavor, which provides all the facilities

specific to scroll windows. It is not instantiate by itself.

tv: scroll -window Flavor

(tv:flashy-scrolling-mixin tv:basic -scroll -window tv:borders-mixin

tv:basic -scroll -bar tv:window)

This is an instantiate scroll window flavor. It provides for a scroll bar and margin

scrolling, and for borders and labels.

In addition to being able to create a tree of items and entries, you must tell the scroll

window to display them. At the highest level, the entire display is grouped into a single item,

the root item. Switching modes in Peek works by switching to a new root item.

tv: display- Item Instance variable of \v.bas\c -scroll -window
The root item of the window. The window's display is precisely whatever comes from this

item, and nothing more. Usually the root item contains some number of subitems which

do the real work.

:d1splay-1 tem Operation on tv.basic -scroll-window
:set-d1splay-1tem item Operation on tv:bas\c -scroll-window

Get or set the root item of the window. Setting the root item redisplays the window.

: d 1 sp 1 ay- 1 tem item Init optionfor tv:basic- scroll-window
Initializes the root item.

tv : truncation Instance variable o/tv:basic -scroll -window
If this is nil, entries can wrap around at the right margin. Otherwise, each item can

occupy only one line.

: truncation Operation on ty:bas\c -scroll-window
: set- truncation flag Operation on bj:bas\c -scroll-window

Get or set the truncation flag. Setting the nag redisplays the window.

: truncation flag Init optionfor tv:basic -scroll-window
Initializes the truncation flag.

A scroll window has a value array whose elements may be used to hold arbitrary data to be
displayed by entries using the keyword :value. Such an entry specifies the index of a slot in the

value array whose contents are the data to display. Putting appropriate data in the value array is

up to you. One technique is to have an automatically updating item whose update function stores

data into the value array, and have entries in the item look in those slots. There can be many
such items, all using the same value array slots. See section 17.4, page 234.
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tv: value-array Instance variable of t\r.bas\c -scroll -window

The window's value array.

: value-array Operation o«tv:basic -scroll -window

Returns the window's value array.

: value-array array-or-Iength Init optionfor tv:basic -scroll-window

Initializes the window's value array, or specify how long to make it.

The redisplay operation updates the display based on the current root item, automatically

reprinting the entries whose contents have changed, .'redisplay will be done automatically by the

window system at certain times (such as when the window size is changed, or the screen is

refreshed), but if you want it to happen simply because some of the displayed data has changed,

you must send a redisplay message yourself.

:redisplay-selected -items is another way to request display updating, which allows you to

control which items will be checked.

:redisplay &optional fiill-p force-p Operation on\si\bas\c- scroll -window

Redisplays the contents of the scroll window. If full-p is nil, the window assumes that its

screen bits contain the result of the last redisplay that was done, and only items and

entries whose contents are different from last time are actually output. If full-p is non-nil,

everything that is supposed to be on the screen is redrawn.

force-p non-nil means update the contents of the window even if it is not exposed.

Normally, this operation will wait if the window is not exposed.

:red1 splay-selected- Items list-of-items Operation on \w.bas\c -scroll-window

Redisplays the items in list-of items, if they are present on the screen. Other items in the

current item hierarchy are not even considered for redisplay.

Since a scroll window shows a constantly updated display, it is often useful to have a typeout

window in it for occasional output that is not part of the display that is usually shown.

tv:scroll-w1ndow-w1th-typeout-m1x1n Flavor

This mixin should be used in addition to tv:window-with-typeout-mixin on any scroll

window that is to have a typeout window. It handles interfacing between typeout window

output and redisplay of the scroll window.

tv:scroll-w1ndow-w1th- typeout Flavor

A scroll window that has an inferior typeout window. See chapter 15, page 212.
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17.3 Inserting and Deleting Items

Scroll windows provide operations for replacing, inserting and deleting items explicitly. Since

the items form a multilevel hierarchy, the position at which to replace, insert, or delete the item

must be specified as a list of numbers. For example, (1 3 0) as a position means item number

within item number 3 within item number 1 (within the root item, redisplay- item), nil as a

position refers to the root item itself.

: get- 1 tem position Operation on tv:basic-scroll-window

Returns the item at position.

: set- Item position item Operation on tv.basic -scroll -window

Stores item into the hierarchy at position.

: Insert- item position item Operation on dibasic -scroll -window

Inserts item at position, before the item that was at position.

: del ate- 1 tem position Operation on tv:basic -scroll -window

Deletes the item at position, so that the following item moves to that position.

These operations also update the window on the screen as necessary.

17.4 Automatically Updating Items

Just as an entry automatically updates the value it displays, sometimes one wants an item to

update automatically the list of items it contains. For example, the Active Processes display

contains one item that displays a list of all active processes. This item contains a list of

component items, one item per process. Just before the displayed entries for each process are

updated if necessary, additional items should be created and inserted in the list if there are any

newly active processes, and items should be removed if processes have become inactive.

The first element of an item that is a list is used to store the data of a property list for the

item. Two properties are given standard meanings:

:pre - process - function

The value of this property is a function to be called whenever it is time to display

this item. Its sole argument is the item itself. The function can modify the item.

The value it returns is ignored.

function The value of this property is a function to update an individual component of this

item. This function is called each time any component item is about to be

displayed or otherwise thought about

The arguments given to the function are the component item, the reverse of the

position of that item (a list of integers), and the location of the property list of

the containing item, the same property list on which this function property

appears (this can be passed directly to get). To repeat, the second argument is

the reverse of the position as would be passed to the :get-item operation or

related operations. This is because it is easier to implement that way without

consing.
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Automatically Updating Items

The function should return an updated component item, perhaps the same one as

it was passed, perhaps a new one.

Other properties can be used for any purpose. Some of the commonly used pre-process

functions use other properties for their internal state information and additional parameters.

tv:scron-ma1nta1n-list init-fun item-fun &optional per-elt-fim stepper compact-p

pre-proc-fun

Returns an item which maintains a list of component items, one for each element of a

driving list The item updates automatically so that component items appear and disappear

as elements of the driving list do.

init-fun should be a function of no arguments that returns the current value of the driving

list, item-fun should be a function that, given an element of the list, returns a component

item to use to display for that element, item-fun is called each time a new element

appears in the driving list The item created starts out with no component items. The

appropriate set of component items is created by adding them one by one in this way,

the first time the item is updated.

This item works because it is given a suitable pre-process function. The other arguments

to tv:scroll-maintain-list are also stored on the property list of the item created. In

particular, per-elt-fun becomes the function property. (That is all per-elt-fun is used for.)

Normally the value from init-fun is a list, and the objects that the items are made from

are the elements of this list, but it is possible to extract the objects in other ways. If

stepper is not nil, it should be a function to step through a "kind of list", stepper is

called with one argument, a "kind of list", and returns three values:

the first element extracted from it

a "kind of list" of the remaining elements

non-nil to say there are no more elements

nil as the "kind of list" is always recognized as being empty, regardless of

the third value.

stepper is first called with the value returned by init-fun. The first value goes (if it is

new) to the item-fun; the second is fed back to stepper unless either it is nil or the third

value is non-nil.

A stepper function that could step through the properties in a property list might be:

(defun plist-stepper (plist-tail)

(values (car plist-tail) (eddr plist-tail)))

compact-p non-nil says to recopy the list each time an element is inserted or deleted, so

that the list remains compact and localized.

Here is how Peek, in Window Hierarchy mode, recursively creates a tree of automatically

updating items:
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;; Make an item to describe the entire window hierarchy,

(defun peek-window-hierarchy (ignore)
(tv: scroll -maintain- list

;; The init-fun. When called, it returns a current list of screens.

#'(lambda () tv:all-the-screens)

;; The item-fun, which makes an item for a screen.

#'(lambda (screen)

(list ()

(tv: scroll -parse- item
(format nil "Screen ~A" screen))

(peek-window-inferiors screen 2)
(tv:scroll-parse-item "")))))

; ; No per-eh-fun is needed. Also, the de fault stepper works

;; because our "list" really is a list

;; Make an item to describe window and its inferiors.

;; indent is an indentation to print with,

(defun peek-window-inferiors (window indent)
(declare (special window indent))
(tv: scroll -main tain-list

(closure '(window) #'(lambda () ( tv:sheet-inferiors window)))
(closure '(indent)

#'(lambda (sheet)

;; Make an item with two subitems

(list ()

;; One for this window,

(tv: scroll -parse- item
(format nil "~VX" indent)
' ( :mouse

(nil :eval (peek-window-menu ', sheet)
documentation
"Menu of useful things to do to this window.")
:string .(send sheet ':name)))

;; and one with subitems for its inferiors,

(peek-window-inferiors sheet (+ indent 4)))))))
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And here is how it makes the item that displays a chaosnet connection's packets.

( tv: scroll -maintain-list

'(lambda () (chaos:read-pkts ',conn))

'(lambda (x)

(peek-chaos-packet-item x ,(+ indent 2)))

nil

#*(lambda (state)

(values state (chaos :pkt-l ink state)

(null (chaos:pkt-link state)))))

Note that instead of a list of packets there is a chain, with each packet pointing to the next one.

Therefore, an explicit stepper is required. chaos:pkt-link is the function which, given one packet,

returns the next one in the chain (or nil at the end).

tv: scroll -maintain-! is t-unordered init-Jun item-fun &optional per-elt-fun stepper

Returns an item which maintains an unordered list of component items, one for each

element of a driving list. The item updates automatically so that component items appear

and disappear as elements of the list do.

This function is very much like tv:scroll-maintain-list. The difference is that new

component items are always added at the front of the combined item, no matter where

they appear in the driving list. Changes in the order of that list have no effect at all.

This is why this function is called "unordered".

tv:scroll-ma1nta1n-Hst-update-states elements window &optional item

Redisplays some of the component items of item, an item of the sort created by

tv:scroH-maintain-list or tv:scroll -maintain -list-unordered.

elements is a list that specifies which component items to update. If the element of the

driving list from which a component item was made is memq of elements, then the

component item is updated,

17.5 Representation of Items

An item is either a list or an array. A list item contains other items, while an array item

contains entries.

List items have these accessor functions:

tv:scroll- item -component -items

Returns the list of component items of this item.

tv:scroll-item-plist

Returns the contents of the property list of this item.

Array items have these accessor functions, which refer to array leader slots. (The array

elements themselves hold the entries in the item.)

tv:scroll- item -size

Returns the number of entries in the item.
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tv:scroll -item -mouse-items

Returns a list of mouse-sensitive areas of entries in this item.

tv:scroll-item-line-sensitivity

Returns what was specified for mouse sensitivity of the item as a whole (using the

:mouse or :mouse-self keyword in tviscroll-parse -item).

tv: scroll -Item- leader-offset Variable

The number of standardly-defined slots in an item's array leader. The slot with this

number and beyond can be used by applications for their own purposes.

Entries are also arrays. They have a lot of components, all managed internally, and users

should probably not access them directly. Peek never needs to do so.

17.6 Mouse Sensitive Scroll Windows

tv: essential -scroll -mouse-m1x1n Flavor

This mixin gives a scroll window the ability to make either items or entries mouse

sensitive.

tv:scroll-mouse-m1x1n Flavor

This mixin in addition defines the :execute operation to be the same as on menus.

tv:scroll- parse -item provides syntax, described above, for associating a mouse sensitivity to

any item or entry. The mouse sensitivity is a list whose purpose is to identify which mouse-

sensitive area was clicked on, and also specify what to do when that happens.

If the car of the mouse sensitivity is nil, then the mouse sensitivity is interpreted as a menu

item. When the sensitive area is clicked on, the menu item is executed by means of the :execute

operation—but this is done in the mouse process. Unfortunately, there is no way to avoid this,

since mouse clicks on scroll windows are expected to be able to happen "at any time", and no

other process has expressed its willingness to handle them with a :choose operation.

If the car of the mouse sensitivity is non-nil, a click is handled by putting a blip into the

scroll window's input buffer. The blip has the form

(blip-type sensitivity window mouse-character)

sensitivity is the mouse sensitivity list, blip-type is the car of that list, window is the scroll window

itself, and mouse-character is a character such as #\mouse-l-1 which indicates which button was

clicked.

The reason that the blip-iype is extracted and put at the front is that programs that use scroll

windows may need to handle blips from many sources. By specifying the car of each mouse

sensitivity, the program can arrange to distinguish these blips from blips coming from menus,

typeout windows, etc. and process each one in the correct fashion.

Often a scroll window displays many similar items that describe different data objects. These

items will all have the same patterns of mouse sensitivity. One way for the program to tell which

item the user clicked on is to set up the mouse sensitivity using the :mouse-self keyword (for an

item) or :mouse-item (for an entry). This inserts the item itself into the sensitivity in place of
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the symbol self or tv:item, respectively.
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Concept Index

active window 11

alu function 66

ancestors ofa window 10

autoexposure 26

autoselection 26

baseline 87

bit-save array 15

black on white 14

blinker 103

blinker height 88

blinker width 88

blip 52

blip types 160, 174, 184, 203, 208, 226, 238

border margin width 130

borders 130

burying
r

29

char-aluf 66

char- exists table ." 88

character height 87

character width 67,88

choice boxes 210

choose-variable-values windows 194

clicks, mouse, encoding of 113

clipping 93

color screen 165

constraint frames 142

continuation of lines 73

current font 67,83

deexposcd typein action 32

deexposed typeout action 21

delaying screen management 30

descendants ofa window 10

encoding ofmouse clicks 113

entries, in scroll windows 228

exposable window 17

exposed window 17

filled menus 178

fixed-width font 88

flavor 6

following blinker 103

font format 89

font indexing table 90

font map 67,83

font purposes 86

font specifier 85

forcing keyboard input 50

frame 141

fully visible 10

geometry (or menus) 178

global asynchronous characters 63

grabbing the mouse 115

half-period of a blinker 103

hierarchy ofwindows 10

holding output 21

horizontal wraparound 73

i/o buffers 56

inferior windows 10

input buffer 50

input buffers, sharing 51

inside 129

item generators 222

items, in scroll windows 228

items, in text scroll windows 219

keyboard input 49

label 132

leftkera 88

line height 67

margin choices 210

margin item 129

margin regions 134

margins

,

129

menu geometry 178

menu items 174

menus 173

mouse H2
mouse process 113

multiple choice windows . 190

negative priorities .29

notifications 157

opening blinkers 103

outputhold 21

output hold flag 21

output of text 66

overlapping windows 10

overstriking 66

owning the mouse 113, 114

pane . 10, 141

partially visible 10, 26

pixel 14

position ofwindow 43

priority 28

processes 40

raster height 89
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raster width 89

screen array . .17

screen manager 11, 26

screens 13

scrollbar 125

scroll windows 228

sections, in constraint frames 147

select menu 35

selected pane 155

selected window 31

selection 31

selection substitutes 37

sharing input buffers 51

size ofwindow 43

sorting priority 28

stacking, in constraint frames. 147

superior window 10

System key 63

teams ofwindows 34

temp-locking 23

temporary window. 24

Terminal key 63

text scroll windows 219

tracking the mouse 113

truncation of lines 73

typcout windows 212

usurping the mouse 118

value array of a scroll window 232

variable-width font 88

vertical spacing (vsp) 67

visibility ofa blinker 103

visible 10,17

vsp 67

warping the mouse 112

white on black 14

who line 163

wide fonts 89

window 3

window hierarchy 10

wraparound, horizontal 73
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Operation Index

•.activate

(on windows) H
:active-p

(on windows and screens) 12

(on tv:basic-typeout-window) 213

:add-asynchronous-character

(on tv:stream-mixin) 62

:add-highlighted-item

(on tv:menu-highlighting-mixin) 189

:add-highlighted-value

(on tv:menu-highlighting-mixin) 189

:add-item

(ontv:margin-multiple-menu-mixin) 188

:add-server

(ontv:who-line-file-sheet) 164

:add-stream

(on tv:who-line-file-sheet) 164

:adjustable-size-p

(ontv:scroll-stuff-on-off-mixin) 128

(ontvxhoose-variable-values-window) 202

:alias- for- inferiors

(on windows) 36

:alias- for-selected-windows

(on windows) 36

:any-tyi

(ontv:stream-mixin) 52

:any-tyi-no-hang

(on tv:stream-mixin) 53

:append-item

(on tv:text-scroll-window) 220

:appropriate-width

(ontv:choose-variable-values-window) 203

:array

(on tv:bitblt-blinker) 110

:arrest

(on tv.select-mixin) 42

:asynchronous-character-p

(on tv:stream-mixin) 62

:await-exposure

(on windows) 23

:backward-char

(on windows) 75

:baseline

(on windows) 84

:beep

(on windows) 69

:bit-array

(on windows) 16

rbitblt

(on tv:stream-mixin) 94

:bitblt- from -sheet

(on tv:strcam-mixin) 95

:bitblt-within-sheet

(ontv:strcam-mixin) 95

:blink

(onblinkers) 107

:blinker-list

(on windows and screens) 104

:border-margin-width

(on tv:borders-mixin) 131

:bottom -margin-size

(on windows) 129

:bottom-reached

(ontv:basic-typeout-window) 212

:bury

(on windows) 29

:call

(on tv:select-mixin) 42

:call-mini-buffer-near-window

(on zwei:temporary-mode-line-window-with-borders) 162

xenter-around

(on windows) 46

(on tv:menu) 183

:change-of-default-font

(on windows) 87

:change-of-size-or-margins

(on windows) 47

:character

(on tvrcharacter-blinker) 109

:character-width

(on windows) 77

:choose

(on tv:multiple-choice) 193

(ontv:menu) 183

:chosen-item

(ontv:menu) 183

:clear-between-cursorposes

(on windows) 76

:clear-char

(on windows) 75

:clear-eof

(on windows) 75

:clear-eol

(on windows) .75

:clear-input

(on tv:stream-mixin) 54

:clear-screen

(on windows) 76

:clear-string

(on windows) 75

:column-row-size

(ontv:menu) 184

xolumn-spec-Kst

(ontv:dynamic-multicolumn-mixin) 187

:compute-margins

(on windows) 138

:compute-motion

(on windows) 77
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xonfiguration

(on tv:basic-constraint- frame) 153

:create-pane

(ontv:basic-constraint-frame) 153

."current- font

(on windows) 84

:current-gcometry

(ontv:menu) 180

:current-item

(ontv:menu) 183

(ontv:current-item-mixin) 227

."deactivate

(on windows) 11

: decide - if- scrolling - necessary

(ontv:scroll-stuff-on-off-mixin) 127

:decode- variable - type

(ontv:basic-choose-variable-values) 199

:deeexpose

(on windows and screens) 20

:deexposcd-typein-action

(on windows) 32

:deexposed-typeout-action

(on windows) 22

:defer-reappearance

(on tv:blinker) 106

:delayed-set-label

(ontv:delayed-redisplay-label-mixin) 134

:delete-all-servers

(ontv.who-hne-file-sheet) 164

:delete-all -streams

(ontv:who-line-file-sheet) 164

:dclete-char

(on windows) 76

:delete-item

(on tv:text-scroll-window) 220

(on tv:basic-scroll-window) 234

:delete-line

(on windows) 76

:delete-server

(on tv:who-line-file-sheet) 164

.UVUU, OUVOIU

(ontv:who-line-file-sheet) 164

:delete-string

(on windows) . 76

rdeselect

(on windows) 33

:deselected- visibility

(on tv:blinker) 106

.•display-item

(on tv:basic-scroll-window) 232

:display-lozenged-string

(on windows) • 70

:draw-char

(on tv:graphics-mixin) 95

:draw-circle

(on tv:graphics-mixin) 96

:draw-circular-arc

(on tv:graphics-mixin) %
:draw-cubic-spline

(on tv:graphics-mixin) 97

:draw-curve

(on tv:graphics-mixin) 96

:draw-dashed-line

(on tv:graphics-mixin) 95

rdraw-fillcd-in-circle

(on tv:graphics-mixin) 97

:draw-filled-in-sector

(on tv:graphics-mixin) 97

:draw-line

(on tv:graphics-mixin) 95
:draw-lines

(on tv:graphics-mixin) 95

:draw-point

(on tv:graphics-mixin) 94

:draw-rectangle

(on tv:stream-mixin) 9$

:draw - regular-polygon

(on tv:graphics-mixin) 97

:draw-triangle

(on tv:graphics-mixin) 96
:draw-wide-curve

(on tv:graphics-mixin) 96
:edges

(on windows) 45
:edit

(on standalone editor windows) 160

:enable-scrolling-p

(on tv:basic-scroll-bar) 126

(on scrolling windows) .124

:end -of- line-exception

(on windows) 73
:end -of-page-exception

(on windows) 71

.'execute

(on tvrmenu-execute-mixin) 177

(ontv:menu) 133

:execute-no-side-effects

(on tv:menu-execute-mixin) 177

:exposable-p

(on windows and screens)
. . 20

:expose

(on windows and screens) 19

:expose- for-typeout

(on tv:basic-typeout-window) 213

:expose-near

(on windows) 46

rexposed-inferiors

(on windows and screens) 21

:exposed-p

(on windows and screens) 20

:fat-string-out

(on windows)
, 69

:fill-p

(ontv:menu) .180
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:flush-typeout

(ontv:text-scroll-window-typeout-mixin) 222

:font-map

(on windows) 83

:force-kbd-input

(on tv:stream-mixin) 53

:forward-char

(on windows) 74

:fresh -line

(on windows) 69

:geometry

(ontvrmenu) 180

:get-configuration

(on tv: basic-constraint- frame) 153

:get-item

(on tv:basic-scroll-window) 234

:get-pane

(on tv:basic- constraint- frame) 153

:half-period

(on tv:blinker) 106

:handie-asynchronous-character

(on tv:stream-mixin) 62

:handle-exccptions

(on windows) 71

:handle-mouse

(on windows) 119

:height

(on windows) 45

:highlighted-items

(on tv:menu-highlighting-mixin) 189

highlighted-values

(on tv:menu-highlighting-mixin) 189

:home-cursor

(on windows) 74

:home-down

(on windows) 74

ihysteresis

(on tv:hysteretic-window-mixin) 115

:incomplete-p

(on tv:basic-typeout-window) 217

:increment-cursorpos

(on windows) 74

:inferiors

(on windows and screens). 12

:insert-char

(on windows) 77

:insert-item

(on tv:text-scroll-window) . . . . 220

(on tv:basic-scroll-window) 234

:insert-line

(on windows) 77

:insert-string

(on windows) 77

:inside-edges

(on windows) . 46

rinside-height

(on windows) 45

:inside-size

(on windows) 45

:inside-width

(on windows) 45

interval

(on editor windows) 160

:interval-string

(on editor windows) 160

:io-buffer

(on tv:stream-mixin) . 52

(on tv:command-menu) 185

:item

(ontv:mouse-sensitive-text-scroll-window) 225

(on tv:basic-mouse-sensitive-items) 209

:item-cursorpos

(ontv:menu) 184

:item -generator

(ontv:text-scroll-window) 222

:item-list

(ontv:menu) 183

(on tv:basic-mouse-sensitive-items) 210

:item-list-pointer

(on tv:dynamic-item-list-mixin) 186

:item-of-number

(on tv.text-scroll-window) 220

:item-rectangle

(ontv:menu) 184

:item-type-alist

(on tv:basic-mouse-sensitive-items) 208

riteml

(on tv:mouse-sensitive-text-scroll-window). .... 225

litems

(on tv:text-scroll-window) 220

rkill

(on windows) 11

:label-size

(on tv.iabel-mixin) 133

:last-item

(on tv:text-scroll-window) 220

(ontv:menu) 183

:left-margin-size

(on windows) 129

:line-area-mouse-documentation

(ontv:line-area-text-scroll-mixin) 227

:line-out

(on windows) 69

:list-tyi

(on tv:stream-mixin) 53

:listen

(on tv:3tream-mixin) 53

magnification

(on tv:magnifying-blinker) 110

:makc-complete

(ontv:basic-typeout-window) 217

:make-incomplete

(on tv:basic-typcout-window) 218

:margins
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(on windows) 129

:menu-draw

(ontv:menu)
. 184

:menu - margin -choices

(ontv:mcnu-margin-choice-mixin) 190

:minimum-width

(ontv:menu) 181

:morc-exception

(on windows) 72

:more-p

(on windows) 80

(on tv:basic-typeout-window) 215

:more-vpos

(on windows) 72

."mouse-buttons

(on windows) 120

:mouse-bultons-on-item

(ontv:menu) 184

:mouse-buttons-scroll

(on tv:basic-scroll-bar) 126

:mouse-click

(on windows) 120

:mouse-moves

(on windows) 119

:mouse-or-kbd-tyi

(on tv:stream-mixin) 53

:mouse-or-kbd-tyi-no-hang

(on tv:stream-mixin) 53

:mouse-select

(on windows) 33

:mouse-sensitive-item

(on tv:basic-mouse-sensitive-items) 210

rmouse-standard-blinker

(on windows) 122

:move-near-window

(ontv:menu) 183

:name

(on windows) 132

:name- for-selection

(on windows) 35

:new-scroll-position

(on windows) 124

:notice

(on windows) 158

:number-of-item

(on tv:text-scroll-window) 220

:number-of-items

(on tv:text-scroll-window) 220

:offsets

(on tv:mouse-blinker-mixin) 122

:open- streams

(on tv:who- line- file -sheet) 164

:order-inferiors

(on windows and screens) 28

:output-hold-cxception

(on windows) 71

:package

(ontv:listener-mixin-internal) 159

:pane-name

(on tv:basic-constraint- frame) 153

:pane-size

(on windows) 152

:pane-types-alist

(on frames) 155

:parse-font-name

(on tv:screen) 86

:parse-font-spccifier

(on tviscreen) 86

:phase

(on tv:blinker) 107

:playback

(on tv:stream-mixin) 54

:point

(on tv:graphics-mixin) 94

rposition

(on windows) 45

:prcemptable-read

(ontv:preemptable-read-any-tyi-mixin) 55

:primitive-itcm

(ontv:basic-mouse-sensitive-itcms) 210

:primitive-item-outside

(ontv:basic-mouse-sensitive-items) 210

:print- function

(ontv:function-text-scroll-window) 221

:print- function-arg

(on tv: function-text-scroll-window) 221

:print-item

(on tv:text-scroll-window) 219

:print-notification

(on windows) 157

:print-notification-on-self

(on tv:notification-mixin) 157

:priority

(on windows) 29

:process

(on tv:select-mixin) 42

(on tv:process-mixin) ,,,_., 8 41

processes

(on windows) 41

:put- item - in -window

(on tv:text-scroll-window) 220

:put-last-item-in-window

(on tv:text-scroll-window) 220

:read-cursorpos

(on windows) 74

(on tv:blinker) 105

:redcfine-configuration

(on tv:basic-constraint-frame) 154

:redefine-rnargins

(on windows) .140

:redisplay

(on tv:text-scroll-window) 221

(on tv:basic-scroll-window) 233

:rcdisplay-selccted-items
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(on tv:basic- scroll-window) 233

:redisplay-variable

(ontvxhoose-variable-values-window) 203

:rcfresh

(on windows) 16

:refresh-margins

(on windows) 139

:refresh-rubout-handler

(on tv:stream-mixin) 55

:remove-asynchronous-character

(on tv:stream-mixin) 62

:remove-highlighted-item

(on tv:menu-highlighting-mixin) 189

:rcmovc-highlightcd-value

(on tv:menu-highlighting-mixin) 189

:remove-selection-substitute

(on windows) 38

:restore-rubout-handler-buffer

(on tv:stream-mixin) 55

:reverse-video-p

(on windows) 81

:right-margin-size

(on windows) ,129

:rubout-handler

(on tv:stream-mixin) 54

:save-bits

(on windows) 16

:save-rubout-handler-buffer

(on tv:stream-mixin) 55

:screen-array

(on windows and screens). . 21

:screen-manage

(on windows and screens) 26

:screen-manage-autoexpose-inferiors

(on windows and screens) 27

:screen-manage-deexposed-visibility

(on windows) 27

:scroll-bar-always-displayed

(on tv:basic-scroll-bar) 126

:scroll-more-above

(on tv:basic-scroll-bar) 126

:scroll-more-below

(on tv:basic-scroll-bar) 126

:scroll-position

(on scrolling windows) 124

:scroll-redisplay

(on tv:text-scroll-window) 221

:scroll-relative

(on tv:basic- scroll -bar) 126

:scroll-to

(on scrolling windows) 124

:select

(on windows) 32

:select-pane

(on tv:basic-frame) 155

:sclectable-windows

(on windows) 35

:selected-p

(on windows) 33

:selected-pane

(on tv:basic- frame) 155

selection -substitute

(on windows) 38

:self-or-substitute-selected-p

(on windows) 38

:send-all-exposed-panes

(ontv:basic-constraint-frame) 153

:send-all-panes

(on tv:basic-constraint- frame) 153

:send-pane

(on tv:basic-constraint-frame) 153

:sensitive-item-types

(ontv:mouse-sensitive-text-scroll-window) 226

:set-array

(on tv:bitblt-blinker) 110

:set-border-margin-width

(on tv:borders-mixin) 131

:set-borders

(on tv:borders-mixin) 131

:set-character

(on tv:character-blinker) 109

:set-chosen-item

(ontv:menu) 183

:set-column-spec-list

(ontv:dynamic-multicolumn-mixin) . 187

:set-configuration

(on tv:basic-constraint-frame) 153

:set-current-font

(on windows) 84

:set-current-item

(on tv:current-item-mixin) 227

:set-cursorpos

(on windows) 74

(on tv:blinker) 105

:set-deexposed-typein-action

(on windows) . . . 32

:set-deexposed-typeout-action

(on windows) 22

:set-default-font

(ontv:menu) 180

:set- deselected-visibility

(on tv:blinker) ." 106

:set-display-item

(on tv:basic-scroll-window) 232

:set-edges

(on windows) 46

(ontv:menu) 181

:set-fill-p

(on tv:basic-menu) 180

:set-follow-p

(on tv:blinker) 105

:set- font-map

(on windows) • 84

:set-geometry
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(on tv:mcnu) 180

:set- half- period

(on tv:blinker) 106

:set-highlightcd- items

(on tv:menu-highlighting-mixin) 189

:set-highlightcd-valucs

(on tv:menu-highlighting-mixin) 189

:set-hysteresis

(on tv:hysteretic-window-mixin) ..." 115

:set- inside -size

(on windows) 45

:set- interval

(on editor windows) 160

:set-interval-string

(on editor windows) 160

:set-io-buffer

(on tv.stream-mixin) 52

(on tv:command-menu) 185

:set-item

(on tv:basic-scroll-window) 234

:set-item -generator

(on tv:text-scroll-window) 222

:set-item-list

(ontv:menu) 183

(ontv:margin-multiple-menu-mixin) 188

:set-item-list-pointer

(ontv:dynamic-item-list-mixin) 186

:set- item- type -alist

(on tv:basic-mouse-sensitive-items) 208

:set- items

(on tv:text- scroll-window) . 220

:sct- label

(ontv:label-mixin) 133

:set-last-item

(ontv:menu) 183

:set-magnification

(on tv:magnifying-blinker) 110

:set-margin- choices

(ontv:margin-choice-mixin) 211

:set-menu *margin -choices

vpn tv;menii - inargin~choiCc-niiXin) 190

:set-more-p

(on windows) 80

(on tv:basic-typeout-window) 215

:set-mouse -cursorpos

(on windows) 119

:set-mouse-position

(on windows) 119

:set-offsets

(on tv:mousc-blinker-mixin)

.

122

:set-package

(on tv: listener-mixin-internal) . 159

:set-position

(on windows) 46

:set-print-function

(ontv:function-tcxt-scroll-window) 221

:set-print-function-arg

(ontv:function-text-scroll-window) 221

:sct-priority

(on windows) 29

:set-process

(on tv:selcct-mixin) 42

(on tv:process-mixin) 41

:set-region-list

(on tv:margin-region-mixin) 135

:set- reverse-video-p

(on windows) 81

:scl-save-bits

(on windows) 16

:set-scroll-bar

(on tv:basic-scroll-bar) 125

:set-scrol 1 -bar-always - displayed

(on tv:basic-scroll-bar) 126

:set-selection-substitute

(on windows) 38

:set- sensitive-item-types

(ontv:mouse-sensitive-text-scroll-window) 226

:set-sheet

(on tv:blinker) 106

:set-size

(on windows) 45

(on tv:rectangular-blinker) / 108

(on tv:blinker) 105

(on tv:bitblt-blinker) 109

:set-size-and-cursorpos

(on tvrrectangular-blinker) 108

:set- size- in -characters

(on windows) 75

:set-status

(on windows) 39

:set-superior

(on windows) 12

:set-top-item

(on tv:text-scroll-window) 220

:set-truncation

(on tv:basic-scroll-window) 232

:set-variables

(on tvxhoosc-variable-valucs-window) 202

:set-visibility

(on tv:blinker) .105

:set-vsp

(on windows) 80

:setup

(on tv:multiple-choice) 193

(ontv:fimction-text-scroll-window) 221

(ontv:choose-variable-values-window) 202

:sheet

(on tv:blinker) 106

:size

(on windows) 45

(ontv:blinker) 105

(on tv:bitblt-blinker) 109

:size-in-characters

(on windows) 75
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:square-pane-inside-size

(on windows) 152

:square-pane-size

(on windows) 152

rstatus

(on windows) 39

:string-length

(on windows) 78

:string-out

(on windows) 69

:string-out-centered

(on windows) 69

:string-out-centered-explicit

(on windows) 80

:string-out- explicit

(on windows) 79

:string-out-x-y-centered-explicit

(on windows) 80

:superior

(on windows and screens). 12

:temporary-bit-array

(on windows) 25

:top-item

(on tv:text-scroll-window) 220

:top-margin-size

(on windows) 129

truncation

(on tv:basic-scroll-window) 232

rturn-off-blinkers- for-typeout

(ontv:essential-window-with-typeout-mixin) .... 214

:turn-on-blinkers-for-typeout

(ontvressenual-window-with-typeout-mixin) .... 214

:tyi

(on tv:stream-mixin) 53

:tyi-no-hang

(on tv:stream-mixin) 53

:tyo

(on windows) 68

:tyo-right-margin-character

(on windows) 73

rtypeout-window

(ontv:essential-window-with-typeout-mixin). ... 214

:ultimate-selection-substitute

(on windows) 38

run -arrest

(on tv:select-mixin) 42

:untyi

(on tv:stream-mixin) 53

:update-item-list

(on dynamic item list menus) 185

:update- label

(ontv:delayed-redisplay-label-mixin) 134

rvalue-array

(on tvrbasic-scroll-window) 233

rvisibility

(on tvrblinker) 105

:vsp

(on windows) 80

rwait- for-input-with-timeout

(on tvrstream-mixin) 54

rwho- line-documentation-string

(on windows) 120

rwidth

(on windows) 45
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Keyword Index

absolute

(fortv:mouse-set-blinker-dcfinition) 124

:activate-p

(for windows) 11

:any

(for choose variable values) 195

:array

(for tv:bitblt-blinker) 109

:ask

(for constraint frames) 149

:ask-window

(for constraint frames) 150

rassoc

(for choose variable values) 196

:asynchronou s-characters

(for tv:stream-mixin) 61

(for input buffer plist) 59

:backspace-not-overprinting-flag

(for windows) 81

beginning

(for : deselect) 33

:bindings

(for menu item type) 175

:black

(for constraint frames) 151

:blank

(for constraint frames) 151

:blink

(for blinker visibility) 103

:blinker- deselected- visibility

(for windows) 104

:blinker- flavor

(for windows) 104

:blinker-p

(for windows) 104

:boolean

(for choose variable values) 196

:border-margin-width

(lor tv:borders-mixin). 131

:borders

(for tv:borders-mixin) 130

:bottom

(for windows) 43

(for labels) 132

(for borders) 130

:buttons

(for menu item type) 175

reentered

(for labels) 132

character

(fortv:charactcr-blinker) 109

(for choose variable values) 195

:character-height

(for windows) 44

:character-or-nil

(for choose variable values) 195

:character-width

(for windows) 44

:character-x-offset

(fortv:reverse-character-blinker) Ill

:character-y-offset

(fortv:reverse-character-blinker) Ill

:choice-box

(for blip type) 203

:choose

(for choose variable values) 196

:clean

(for:expose) 19

:column-spec-list

(fortv:dynamic-multicolumn-mixin) 187

:columns

(for tv:menu) 179

complete-redisplay

(for tv:sheet-bit-array) 16

rcomtab

(for standalone editor windows) 160

iconfiguration

(for tv:basic- constraint- frame) .153

constraints

(for tvxonstraint-frame) 147

:cr- not-newline- flag

(for windows)

.

81

:date

(for choose variable values) 195

:date-or-never

(for choose variable values) 195

:deactivated

(fortv:preserve-substitute-status) 39

:deexposed

(fortv:preserve-substitute-status) 39

:deexposed-typein-action

(for windows) 32

:deexposed-typeout-action

(for windows) 22

:default

(for font purpose) 86

(for :decxposc)

.

20

."default- font

(fortv:menu) 180

•.delayed

(for :save-bits) 16

:delete-item

(for item-generator) 223

:deselectcd-visibility

(for tv:blinker) 106

:display-item

(fortv:basic-scroll-windpw) 232

:documentation
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(for menu item type) 175

(for choose variable values). 196

:dont-save

(for tv:without-screen-management) 33

:dont-upcase- control-characters

(for input buffer plist) 59

ledges

(for windows) 44

:edges-from

(for windows) 44

:end

(fortv:without-serecn-management) 33

rerror

(for deexposed typeout action) 22

(for :notice) 159

:eval

(for menu item type) 174

(for constraint frames) 151

:even

(for constraint frames) 149

:execute

(for blip type) 160

:expose

(for deexposed typeout action) 22

:expose-p

(for windows) 20

:exposed

(fortv:preserve-substitute-status) 39

:exposed-in-superior

(fortv:preserve-substitute-status) 39

rextra-width

(for tv:choose-variable-values) 197

:fill-p

(fortv:menu) 180

:first

(fortv:without-screen-management) 33

:flashy-scrolling-region

(fortviflashy-scrolling-mixin) 126

:follow-p

(fortv:blinker) 105

:font

(for tv:character-blinker) 109

(for menu item type) 175

(forlabels) .133

tv:font-map

(for windows) 84

:force

(for :deexpose) 20

:full-rubout

(for rrubout-handler) 54

:funcall

(for menu item type) 174

(for constraint frames) , ... 150

function

(for tv:choose-variable-values) 197

(fortv:basic-choose-variable-values) 201

(for scroll items) 234

(for scroll window entries) 229

:geometry

(fortv:menu) 179

:half-period

(for tv:blinker) 106

:height

(for windows) 43

(for tv:rectangular-blinker) 108

(for tv:ibeam -blinker) . 108

(for tv:bitblt-blinker) 109

:highlighted-items

(for tv:menu -highlighting-mixin) 189

:horizontal

(for constraint frames) 152

ihysteresis

(fortv:hysteretic-window-mixin) 115

:if

(fortv:restrict-user-option) 206

:initial -input

(for :rubout-handler) 54

:input

(formotice) 158

:input-wait

(for:notice) 158

.•insert-item

(for item-generator) 223

rinside-height

(for windows) 43

:inside-size

(for windows) 43

:inside-width

(for windows) 43

:integral-p

(for windows) 44

:interval-or-never

(for choose variable values) 195

:io-buffer

(fortv:stream-mixin) 52

(for tv:constraint-frame-with-shared-io-buffer) . . . 143

(for tv:command-menu) 185

(fortv:choose-variable-values-window) 203

:item-list

(fortv:menu) 183

(for tv:basic-multiple-choice) 193

:item-list-pointer

(for tv:dynamic-item-Kst-mixin) 186

:item-of-number

(for item -generator) 223

:item-type-alist

(fortv:basic-mouse-sensitive-items) 209

:kbd

(for menu item type) 174

:label

(fortv:label-mixin) 132

(for tv:chooFc-variable-values) 197
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(for font purpose) 86

:labcl-box-p

(fortv:box-labcl-mixin) 133

:last

(for : deselect) 33

:leader

(for tv:scroll-parse-item) 231

:left

(for windows) 43

(forborders) 130

:limit

(for constraint frames) 148

:line-area

(for blip type) 226

:line-area-width

(fortv:line-area-text-scroll-mixin) 226

magnification

(for tv:magnifying-blinker) 110

:margin-choice

(for font purpose) 86

:margin-choices

(for tv:margin-choice-mixin) 211

(fortv:choose-variable-values-window) 202

(for tv:choose-variable-values) . 197

:margin- scroll - regions

(for tv:margin-scroll-mixin) 127

:margins-only

(for tv:sheet-bit-array) 17

:menu

(for menu item type) 175

(for font purpose) 86

(for blip type). 184

:menu-alist

(for choose variable values) 1%
:menu-choose

(for menu item type) 175

:menu-margin-choices

(fortv.menu-margin-choice-mixin) 190

:menu-standout

(for font purpose) 86

:minimum-height

(for windows) 44

:minimum-width

(for windows) 44

:more-p

(for windows) 80

:mouse

(for tv:scroll-parse-item) 231

(for scroll window entries) . ........... 230

(for :expose-near) 46

(for :edges-from) 44

:mouse-button

(for blip type) 113

.mouse-click

(for margin region functions) 135

:mouse- enters- region

(for margin region functions) 135

:mouse-item

(for scroll window entries) 230

:mouse-leaves-region

(for margin region functions) 135

:mouse-moves

(for margin region functions) 135

:mouse-self

(for tv:scroll-parse-item) 231

:name

(for windows) 9,132

:namc-font

(fortv:basic-choose-variable-values) 201

:near-mode

(for tvxhoose-variable-valucs) 197

:no-select

(for menu item type) 174

:noop

(for:expose) 19

(for:deexpose) 20

:normal

(for deexposed typeout action) 22

(for deexposed typein action) 32

:notify

(for deexposed typeout action) 22

(for deexposed typein action) 32

mumber

(for choose variable values) 195

:numbcr-of-item

(for item-generator) 223

:number-of-items

(for item -generator) 223

:number-or-nil

(for choose variable values) 195

:off

(for blinker visibility) 103

:on

(for blinker visibility) 103

:output

(for:notice) 158

:panes

(for tv:constraint-frame) 146

:pass-through

(for :rubout-handler) . 54

pathname

(for choose variable values) 195

:pathname-list

(for choose variable values) 196

:pathname-or-nil

(for choose variable values) 196

:permit

(for deexposed typeout action) 22

:point

(for :expose-near) 46

:position

(for windows) 43

:pre-process-function

(for scroll items) 234
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:pnnc

(for choose variable values) 195

:print- function

(fortv:function-text-scroll-window) 221

:print-function-arg

(fortv:function-text-scroll-window) 221

:priority

(for windows) 29

:process

(for tv:process-mixin) 41

rprompt

(for :rubout-handler) 54

:raw

(for input buffer plist) 59

:refresh

(for margin region functions) 135

:relative

(fortv:mouse-set-blinker-definition) 124

:reprompt

(for :rubout-handler) 54

:restore,

(for:expose) 19

:reverse-video-p

(for windows) 81

(for tvxhoose-variable-values) 197

:right

(for windows) 43

(forborders) 130

:right-margin-character-flag

(for windows) 81

:rows

(fortv:menu) 179

:save-bits

(for windows) 16

:scroll-bar

(for tv:basic-scroll-bar) 125

:scroll -bar-always-displayed

(for tv:basic-scroll-bar) 126

selected

(fortv:preserve-substitute-status) 39

selected- choice-font

(fortv:basic-choose-variable-values) 202

:selccted-pane

(fortv:basic-constraint-frame) 155

:sensitive-item-types

(for tv:mouse-sensitive-text-scroll-window) 226

:sexp

(for choose variable values) 195

:size

(for windows) 43

:size-changed

(for tv:shcet-bit-array) • 16

:special-choices

(fortv:margin-multiple-menu-mixin) 189

:stack-group

(fortv:basic-choose-variable-values) 201

:string

(for choose variable values) 195

(for scroll window entries) 229

(for labels) 132

:string-font

(fortv:basic-choose-variable-values) ....... 202

:string-list

(for choose variable values) 195

superior

(for windows) 12

(for tv:choose-variable-values) 197

:symeval

(for scroll window entries) 229

:tab-nchars

(for windows) 81

:top

(for windows) 43

(forlabels) 132

(forborders) 130

:truncate-line-out-flag

(for tv:line-truncating-mixin) 73

:truncation

(for tv:basic-scroll-window) 232

:typeout-execute

(forbliptype) 208

:typeout-window

(fortv:essential-window-with-typeout-mixin). ... 214

:unless

(fortv:restrict-user-option) . . 206

:unselected-choice-font

(fortv:basic-choose-variable-values) 202

:use-old-bits

(for tv:sheet-bit-array) 16

:value

(for menu item type) 174

(for scroll window entries) 230

:value-array

(for tv:basic-scroll-window) 233

lvalue- font

(fortv:basic-choose-variable-values) ....... 201

:variable-choice

(forbliptype) 203

:variables

(fortv:basic-choose-variable-values) 201

:vertical

(for constraint frames) '. 152

:visibility

(fortviblinker) 106

:vsp

(for windows) 80

(forlabels) 133

:white

(for constraint frames) 151

:who-line-documentation-string

(for margin region functions) 135

:width

(for windows) ' 43

(for tv:rcctangular-blinker) 108
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(for tvrchoose- variable -values) 197 (for windows) 43

(for tv:bitblt-blinker) 109 :x-pos

window (fortv:blinker) 105

(for :expose-near) 46 :y

:window-op (for windows) 43
(for menu item type) 175 :y-pos

:x (for tv:blinkcr) 105
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tv:abstract-dynamic-itcm-list-mixin 185

tv:alias-for-inferiors-mixin 36

tv:autoexposing-more-mixin 73

tv:basic-choose-variable-values 200

tv:basic-frame 141

tv:basic-menu 181

tv:basic-momentary-menu 182

tv:basic-mouse-sensitive-items 207

tv:basic-mulUple-choice 192

tv:basic-scroll-bar 125

tv:basic- scroll-window 232

tv:basic-typeout-window 212

tv:bitblt-blinkcr 109

tv:blinker 103

tv:bordercd-constraint- frame 143

tv:bordered-constraint-frame-with-shared-io-bufFer . 143

tv:borders-mixin 130

tv:box-blinker 108

tv:box-label-mixin ." 133

tv:centered-label-mixin 134

tv:character-blinker 109

tv:choose-variable-values-pane 200

tv:choose-variable-values-window 200

tv:command-menu 185

tv:command-menu-abort-on-deexpose-mixin .... 185

tv:command-menu-mixin. . . • 184

tv:constraint-frame 142

tv:constraint-frame-with-shared-io-buffer 143

tv:current-item-mixin 227

tv:delay-notification-mixin 157

tv:delayed-redisplay-label-mixin 134

tv:displayed-items-text-scroll-window 227

tv:dynamic-item-list-mbcin 186

tv:dynamic-momentary-menu 186

tv:dynamic-momentary-window-hacking-menu ... 186

tv:dynamic-multicolumn-mixin 186

tv:dynamic-multicolumn-momentary-menu 187

tv:dynamic-mullicolumn-momentary-window-hacking-menul87

tv:dynamic-temporary-abort-on-deexpose-command-menul86

tv:dynamic-temporary-command-menu 186

tv: dynamic-temporary-menu 186

zwei:editor-top-level 161

tv:essential-scroll-mouse-mixin 238

tv:essential-window-with-typeout-mixin 214

tv:flashy-margin-scrolling-mixin 127

tv:flashy-scrolling-mixin 126

tv:frame-forwarding-mixin 154

tv:full-screen-hack-mixin 131

tv:function-text-scroll-window 221

tv:graphics-mixin 93

tv:gray-deexposed-right-mixin 27

tv:gray-decxposed-wrong-mixin 27

tv:hollow-rectangular-blinker 108

tv:hysterctic-window-mixin 115

tv:ibeam-blinker 108

tv:inferiors-not-in-select-mcnu-mixin 35

tv:initially-invisible-mixin 27

tv:inspect- frame 162

tv:inspect- frame-resource 162

tv:interaction-pane 156

tv:intrinsic-no-more-mixin 215

tv:kbd-mouse-buttons-mixin 113

tv:label-mixin 132

tv:line-area-mouse-sensitive-text-scroll-mixin ... 227

tv:line-area-text-scroll-mixin 226

tv:line-truncating-mixin 73

tv:lisp-interactor 159

tv:lisp-listener 159

tv:list-mouse-buttons-mixin 113

tv:listener-mixin . 159

tv:listener-mixin-internal 159

tv:magnifying-blinker 110 •

tv:margin-choice-menu 190

tv:margin-choice-mixin 211

tv:margin-multiple-menu-mixin 188

tv:margin- region-mixin 134

tv:margin-scroll-mixin 127

tv:margin-scroll-region-on-and-off-with-scroll-bar-mixinl27

tv:menu. 182

tv:menu-execute-mixin 177

tv:menu-highlighting-mixin 189

tv:menu-margin-choice-mixin 189

tv:minimum-window . - 6

tv:momentary-margin-choice-menu 190

tv:momentary-menu 182

tv:momentary-multiple-menu. . 188

tv:momentary-window-hacking-menu 182

tv:mouse-blinker-mixin 122

tv:mouse-box -blinker 122

tv:mouse-box-stay-inside-blinker 122

tv:mouse-character-blinker 122

tv:mouse-hollow-rectangular-blinker 122

tv:mouse-rectangular-blinker 122

tv:mouse-sensitivc-lext-scroll-window 225

tv:mousc-sensilive-text-scroll-window-without-click . 227

tv:multiple-choice 193

tv:multiple-menu 188
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tv:no-screcn-managing-mixin 27

tv:not-extcrnally-sclcctable-mixin , . .37

tv:notification-mixin 157

tv:peek- frame 162

tv:pop-up- finger-window 163

zwci:pop-up-standalone-cditor-frame 161

tv:pop-up-text-window 162

tv:prccmptable-read-any-tyi-mixin 55

tv:process-mixin 40

tv:rectangular-blinker 108

tv:resct-on-output-hold-mixin 42

tv:reverse-character-blinker. 110

tv:screen 13

tv:scroll-mouse-mixin 238

tv:scroll-stuff-on-off-mixin 127

tv:scroll-window 232

tv:scroll-window-with-typeout 233

tv:scroll-window-with-typeout-mixin 233

tv:select-mbcin 32

tv:sheet 7

tv:show-partially-visible-mixin 27

zwei:standalone-editor-frame . 160

zwei:standalone-editor-window 160

tv:stay-inside-blinker-mbcin 108

tv:stream-mixin 49

supdup:supdup 162

supdup:supdup-windows 162

supdup:supdup 162

supdup:supdup-windows 162

supdup:telnet 162

supdup:telnet-windows 162

supdup:telnet 162

supdup:telnet-windows 162

tv:temporary-choose-variablc-values-window 201

tv:temporary-mcnu 182

zwci:tcmporary-mode-line-window-with-borders . . .161

zwci:tcmporary-mode-linc-window-with-borders-resourcel61

tv:tcmporary-multiple-choice-window 193

tv:temporary-window-mixin 25

tv:text-scroll-window 219

tv:text-scroll-window-cmpty-gray-hack 222

tv:text-scroll-window-typeout-mixin 222

tv:top -label -mixin .133

tv:tmncating-pop-up-text-window 163

tv:truncating-pop-up-text-window-with-reset . . 42,163

tv:truncating-window 74

tv:typeout-window 212

tv:typeout-window-with-mouse-sensitive-items . . . .212

tv:window 7

tv:window-hacking-menu -mixin 177

tv:window-with-typeout-mixin 214

zwei:zmacs- frame 160

zwei:editor-top- level 161

zwei:pop-up-standalone-editor-frame 161

zwci:standalone-editor-frame 160

zwei:standalone-editor-window 160

zwei:temporary-mode-line-window-with-borders . . .161

zwei:temporary-mode-line-window-with-borders-resourcel61

zwei:zmacs- frame 160
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%%kbd-char 49

%%kbd-control 49

%%kbd-control-meta 49

%%kbd-hyper 49

%%kbd-meta 49

%%kbd-mouse 49

%%kbd-mouse-button 49

%%kbd-mouse-n-clicks 49

%%kbd-super 49

tv:**constraint-node** 151

tv:**consiraint-remaining-height** 151

tv:**constraint-remaining-width** 151

tv:**constraint-stacking** 151

tv:**constraint-total-height** 151

tv:**constraint-total-width** 151

tv:*enable-typeout-window-borders* 213

tv:*escape-keys* 63

tv:*mouse-incrementing-keystates* 128

tv:*system-keys* 64

tv:*system-menu -this-window-column* 168

tv:*system-menu-windows-column* 168

tv:12%-gray 27

tv:25%-gray 27

tv:33%-gray ^

tv:50%-gray 27

tv:75%-gray • • • • 27

tv:all-the-screens 13

tv:alu-and 9*

tv:alu-andca 94

tv:alu-ior 93

tv:alu-seta 94

tv:alu-xor
94

tv:cold-load-stream 1?

color:color-screen 13. 165

tv:default-screen 13

tv: default-window-types-item-list 168

tvnnitial-lisp'listener 159

tv:kbd-global-intercepted-characters 63

tv:kbd-interceptcd-characters 60

tv:kbd-last-activity-time 50

tv:kbd-standard-intercepted-characters 60

tv:kbd-tyi-hook 61

tv:last-who-line-process 163

tv:main-scrcen 13

tv:more-processing-global-enable 72

tv:mouse-blinker 121

tv:mousc-bounce-time 128

tv:mouse-double-click-time 128

tv:mouse-last-buttons U6

tv:mouse-sheet H2

tv.mouse-speed H6

tv:mouse-window H5

tv:mouse-x H2

tv:mouse-y H2

tv:previously-selected-windows 36

tv:screen-manage-update-permitted-windows 28

tv:scroll-item-leader-offset 238

tv:selected-window 31

tv:sheet-area 9

tv:array

(oftv:bitblt-blinker) HO

tv:baseline

(ofwindows) .
85

tv:bit-array

(ofwindows) ^
tv:bits-per-pixel

(of tv:screen)
1'

tv:blinker-list

(of windows and screens) I"4

tv:border-margin-width

(of tv:borders-mixin) 131

tv:borders

(of tv:borders-mixin) 131

tv:bottom-margin-size

(ofwindows) 129

tv:buffer

(oftv:screen) ^
tv:buffer-halfword-array

(oftv:screen) 15

tv:char-aluf

(ofwindows) 67

tv:char-width

(ofwindows) •
^7

tv:character

(oftv.character-blinker) 109

tv:choice-types

(oftv.basic-multiple-choice) 193

tv:choice-value

(oftv:basic-multiple-choice) 193

tv:chosen-item

(of tv:basic-menu) 1^1

tv.column -spec-list
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(oftv:dynamic-mulu'column-mixin) 187
tv:constraints

(of tv:constraint- frame)
. 147

tvrcontrol-address

(oftv:screen)
15

tv:current- font

(ofwindows) 84
tv:current-item

(oftv:currcnt-item-mixin) 227
(oftv:basic-menu) 281

tv:cursor-x

(ofwindows) 55
tv:cursor-y

(of windows) 55
tv: dcexposed- typeout-action

(of windows) 22
tv : deselected- visibility

(of tv:blinker) 105
tv: display-item

(oftv:basic-scroll-window) 232
tv:displayed-items

(oftv:displayed-items-text-scroll-window) 227
tv:erase-aluf

(ofwindows) 67
tv:exposed-inferiors

(of windows and screens) 21
tv:exposed-p

(of windows and screens) 21
tv:font

(oftv:character-blinker) 109
tv: font-map

(of windows) 84
tv: function

(oftv:basic-choose-variable-values) 201
tv:geometry

(of tv:basic-menu) 182
tv:half-period

(oftv:blinker) 106
tv:height

(ofwindows) 47
(f\f tvhithlt-HtiTil/'/vrV -.-.«
v —.,„.w/ lixt

tv:highlighted-items

(oftv.menu-highlighting-mixin) 189
tv:incompletc-p

(oftv:basic-typeout-window) 217
tv:inferiors

(ofwindows and screens) 12
tv:io-buffer

(oftv:stream-mixin) 51
(oftv:command-menu) 185

tv:item-generator

(of tv:text- scroll-window) 222
tv:item-list

(oftv:basic-menu) 18i

tv:item-list-pointer

(oftv:dynamic-item-list-mixin) 186
tv:item-name

(oftv:basic-multiple-choice) 193
tv: items

(oftv:text-scroll-window) 219
tv: label

(oftv:label-mixin) 133
tv:label-necds-updating

(of tv:delayed-redisplay-label-mixin) 134

tv:last-item

(oftv:basic-menu) igi

tv:left-margin-size

(ofwindows) 129

tv:line-height

(ofwindows) 67
tv:lock

(of windows and screens) 24
tv.iock-count

(ofwindows and screens) 24

tv:magnification

(oftv:magnifying-blinker) no
tv:margin-choices

(oftv:margin-choice-rnixin) 211
tv:more-vpos

(ofwindows) 72
tv:mouse-blinkers

(oftv:screen) 123
tv:name

(ofwindows)
9

tv:panes

(of tv:constraint-frame) 147
tv:phase

(oftv:blinker)
107

tv:print- function

(oftv:function-text-scroll-window) 221
tv:print- function-arg

(oftv:function-text-scroll-window) 221
tv:priority

(ofwindows) 29
tv:process

(oftv:process-mixin) 41
tv:region-list

(oftv:margin-region-mixin) 134
tv:restored-bits-p

(ofwindows)
. 17

tv:right-margin-size -

(ofwindows) . . . ." 129
tv:screen-array

(ofwindows and screens) 21

tv:selection-substitute

(ofwindows)
37

tv:sensitive-item -types

(oftv:mouse-sensitive-text-scroll-window) 225
tv:sheet

(oftv:blinker) 106
tv:stack -group

(oftv:basic-choose-variable-values) ....... .201

tv:superior

(ofwindows and screens)
, 12
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tv:time-until-blink

(oftv:blinkcr) 106

tv:top-item

(oftv:text-scroll-window) 219

tv: top-margin-size

(ofwindows) 129

tv:truncation

(oftv:basic-scroll-window) 232

tv:typeout-window

(oftv:esscntial-window-with-typcout-mixin) .... 214

tv:value-array

(of tv:basic-scroll-window) 233

tv:visibility

(of tv:blinker) 105

tv:width

(ofwindows) 47

(oftv:bitblt-blinker) no
tv:x -offset

(ofwindows) 47

tv:x-pos

(of tv:blinker) 105

tv:y -offset

(ofwindows) 47

tv:y-pos

(of tv:blinker) 105
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sys:%color-transform . 102

sys:%draw-char 101

sys:%draw-line 101

sys:%draw-rectangle 101

tv:%draw- rectangle-clipped 101

sys:%draw-triangle 101

tv:add-escape-key 64

tv:add-system-key 64

tv:add -to-system-menu -programs-column 167

tv:add-typeoul-item-type 209

tv:await-window-exposure .23

beep 69

bitblt 102

tv:black-on-white 14

color.blt-color-map 165

tv:careful-notify 157

tv:choose-process-in-error 158

choose-user-options 206

tv:choose-variable-values 196

tv:choose-variable-values-process-message 203

colonclear 166

tv:close-all-servers 164

color:color-draw-char 167

color:color-draw-line 166

color:color-exists-p 165

color:blt-color-map 165

colonclear 166

color:color-draw-char 167

colorrcolor- draw-line 166

color:color-exists-p 165

colorxolorate. . 166

coloncolorize 166

color:fill-color-map 166

color:make-color-font 92, 167

colonrandorn-color-rnap 166

color:read-color-map 165

colonrectangle 166

colonspectrum-color-map 166

color:write- color-map 165

color:write-color-map-immediate 165

color:colorate. 166

color:colorize 166

tv:complement-bow-mode 15

define-user-option-alist 204

defvar-site-alist-user-option 205

defvar-sitc-user-option 205

defVar-user-option 205

tv:defwindow-rcsource 169

tv:delaying-scrccn-management 30

tv:describe-servers 165

tv:deselcct-and-maybe-bury-window 33

tv:draw-char 101

tv:draw-rectangle-inside-clipped 101

color: fill -color-map 166

tv:find-process-in-error 158

tv:find-window-of- flavor 65

tv:flush-rull-screen-borders . .132

tv: font-baseline 90

tv:font-blinker-height 91

tv: font-blinker-width 91

tv: font-char-height 90

tv: font-char-width 90

tv: font- char-width-table 91

tv:font-chars-exist-table 91

tv:font-evaluate 87

tv:font-indexing-table 91

tv:font-left-kern-table 91

tv:font-name . 90

tv:font-raster-height 91

tv:font-raster-width 91

tv: font- rasters-per-word 91

tv:font-words-per-char 91

tv:idle-lisp-listener 159

tv:io-bufler-clear 58

tv:io-buffer-empty-p 57

tv:io-buffer-full-p 57

tv:io-bufler-get 57

tv:io-buffer-input-function 56

tv:io-buffer-input-pointer 56

tv:io-buffer-last-input-process 57

tv:io-buffer-last-output-process 57

tv:io-buffer-output-function 56

tv:io-buffer-output-pointer 56

tv:io-buffer-plist 57

tv:io-buffer-push 57

tv:io-buffer-put 57

tv:io-buffer-record. . 57

tv:io-buffer-record-pointer . 57

tv:io-buffer-size 56

tv:io-buffcr-state 56

tv:io-buffer-unget 57

tv:kbd-asynchronous-intercept-character 62

kbd-char-available 56

tv:kbd-char-typed-p 59

tv:kbd-default-output-function 58

tv:kbd-intercept-abort 60

tv:kbd-intcrcept-abort-all 60

tv:kbd-inlerccpt-break 60

tv:kbd-interccpt-crror-break. .' 60

tv:kbd-io-buffer-get 58

tv:kbd-snarf-input 59
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kbd-tyi 55

kbd-tyi-no-hang 56

tv:kbd-wait-for-input-or-deexposure 59

iv:kbd-wait-for-input-with-timeout 59

tv:key-state 65

tv:label -bottom 133

tv:label-centered 133

tv:label-font 133

tv:labcl-left 133

tv:labcl-right 133

tv:label-string 133

tv:label-top 133

tv:label-vsp 133

tv:lock-sheet 24

tv:make-blinker 104

colonmake-color-font 92,167

tv:make-default-io-buffer 58

make-instance 9

tv:make-io-buffer 57

tv:make-sheet-bit-array 102

tvrmake-window 9

tv:map-over-exposed-sheet 12

tv:map-ovcr-exposed-sheets 12

tv:map-over-sheet 12

tv:map-over-sheets 12

tv:margin-region-area 136

tv:margin-region-bottom 135

tv:margin-region-function 134

tv:margin -region-left 135

tv:margin-region-margin 134

tv:margin-region-right 135

tv:margin-region-size 135

tv:margin-region-top 135

tv:menu-choose 177

tv:menu-compute-geometry 181

tv:menu-item-string 177

tv:merge-shift-keys 116

tv:mouse-button-encode 116

tv:mouse-buttons 118

tv:mouse-call-system-menu 121

tv:mouse-default-handler 119

tv:mouse-define-blinker-type 123

tv:mouse-discard-clickahead 128

tv:mouse-get-blinker 123

tv:mouse-input 118

tv:mouse-select 121

tv:mouse-set-blinker 121

tv:mousc-set-blinker-cursorpos . . . 120

tv:mouse-sct-blinker-definition 123

tv:mousc-set-sheet 112

tv:mouse-sct-sheet-then-call 112

tv:mouse-set-window-position 117

tv:mouse-sct-window-size 117

tv:mousc-spccify -rectangle 117

tv:mouse-standard-blinker 122

tv:mouse-wait : 116

tv:mouse-wakeup 115

tv:mouse-warp 113

tv:mouse-y-or-n-p 178

tv:multiple-choose 191

tv:multiple-menu -choose 187

tv:notify 157

tv:open-blinker 107

zwei:pop-up-edstring 161

tv:prepare-sheet 99

tv:preserve-substitute-status 38

tv:print-notifications 158

tv:process-typeahead 58

tv:prune-user-option-alist 206

color:random-color-map 166

color:read-color-map 165

zwei:read-defaulted-pathname-near-window .... 162

color: rectangle 166

tv:remove-escape-key . 64

tv:remove-system-key 65

reset-user-options * .... 206

tv:restrict-user-option . . . 206

tv:scroll-interpret-entry 231

tv:scroll-item-component-itcms 237

tv:scroll-item-line-sensitivity 238

tv:scroll-item-mouse-items 238

tv:scroll-item-plist 237

tv:scroll-item-size 237

tv:scroll-maintain-list 235

tv:scroll-maintain-list-unordered 237

tv:scroll-maintain-list-update-states 237

tv:scroll-parse-item 230

tv:scroll-string-item-with-embedded-newlines. ... 231

tv:select-or-create-window-of-flavor 65

tv:set-default-font 87

tv:set-screen-standard-font 87

tv:set-standard-font 87

tv:set-tv-speed 14

tv:sheet-backspace-not-overprinting-flag 81

tv:sheet-baseline .85

tv:sheet-bit-array 16

tv:sheet-blinker-list 104

tv:sheet-bottom -margin-size 129

tv:shect-bounds-within-sheet-p 48

tv:sheet-calculate-offsets 48

tv:sheet-can -get-lock 24

tv:sheet-char-aluf 67

tv:sheet-char-width 67

tv:shcet-clear- locks 24

tv:sheet-contains-sheet-point-p 48

tv:shcct-cr-not-newline-flag 81

tv:sheet-current-font 85
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tv:shcet-cursor-x 67

tv:sheet-cursor-y 67

tv:shect-dccxposed-typcout-action . . .22

tv:shcet-end-page-flag 71

tv:sheet-erase-aluf 67

tv:shcet-exposed-inferiors 21

tv:sheet-exposed-p 21

tv: sheet- following- blinker 107

tv:sheet-font-map 85

tv:sheet-force-access 23

tv:sheet-gct-screen 13

tv:sheet-height 47

tv:sheet-infcriors 12

tvrsheet-inside-bottom 130

tv:shcet-inside-height 47

tv:shect-inside-left 130

tv:sheet-inside-righL 130

tv:sheet-inside-top 130

tv:sheet-inside-width 47

tv:sheet-left-margin-size 129

tv:sheet-line-height 67

tv:sheet- line-out 70

tv:sheet-lock 24

tv:sheet-me-or-my-kid-p .12

tv:sheet-more-nag 71

tv:sheet-more-handler 72

tv:sheet-more-vpos .72

tv:sheet-number-of-inside-Knes 48

tv:shcet-output-hold-flag 21,71

tv:sheet-overlaps-edges-p 48

tv:shect-overlaps-p 48

tv:sheet-overlaps-sheet-p 48

tv:sheet-right-margin-character-flag 81

tv:sheet-right-margin-size 129

tv:sheet-screen-array 21

tvrsheet-superior 12

tv:sheet-tab-nchars 81

tv:sheet-tab-width 82

tv:sheet-top-margin-size 129

tv:sheet-truncate-linc-out-flag 73

tv:sheet-widlh 47

tv:sheet-within-p 48

tv:sheet-within-sheet-p 48

tv:sheet-x -offset 47

tv:sheet-y-offset 47

color:spcctrum-color-map 166

tv:spline 98

sys:%color-transform 102

sys:%draw-char 101

sys:%draw-line 101

sys:%draw-rectangle 101

sys:%draw-triangle 101

tv:turn-off-shcet-blinkers 107

zwei:typein-line-readline-near-window 161

tv:white-on -black 15

tv:who-line-clobbered 164

tv:who- line -documentation 163

tv:who-line-file-state-sheet 164

tv:window-call . 34

tv:window-mouse-call 34

tv:window-owning-mouse 115

tv:window-under-mouse 117

tv:with-blinker-ready .107

tv:with-mouse-grabbed 115

tv:with-mouse-usurped 118

tv:with-selection-substitute 38

tv:with-sheet-deexposed 21

tv:without-screen-management 30

color:write-color-map 165

color:write-color-map-immediate 165

write-user-options 206

zwei:pop-up-edstring 161

zwei:read-defaulted-pathname-near-window 162

zwei:typein-line-readline-near-window 161
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